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MEMORANDUM _NO. 1. 
, Subrilitteil to the_ Bihar L&bour Enquiry Committee 

By 

.. The Tata Workers' Upion, Jamshedpur. 
- . - ~ 

:As a result· of the settlement arrived at between t:P.e Tata 
Iron & Steel Co., Ltd., and the Tata, Workei·s' Union, en 
the 4th June 1938, it was agreed before Sj·: Subhas Chandra 
Bose, President, Indian National Congress and Hon'~le Babu 
Shree Krishna Sinha, Prime Minister, Government of Bihar 
and previously- desir€d by the management in their letter 
no. L/2914/38, dated 5th/12th May 1938 (copy enclosed-Ap
pendix 1) that the following demands of the workers- be 
referred to the Labour Enquiry Committee. In pbrs'li"anct+ of;~ 
the same, ''"e beg to submit this Memorandum for .)U)ur. con- -
sideration. These demands should, therefore, be conside):ed, as . 
a subject matter Qf the above-mentioned settlement l~{t over tq 
be-_-Qeci.ded by the LabQur Enquiry- Committee. This should, 
t.h_~r_efore·,. p~' tr~aJed as .special matters to be decided earlier 
and ~ot ·p_eferred. with matters of general nature. 

"i?' - - ~·~ ... ' ' :f :II •·. . .. ~ 

REVISION OF- GRADES. · · 

--- 1\fost_ of the jobs in the works are non-graded .• As for 
tp~ few· ~raded_ jobs, we. shall deal with them later. In the 
noD; graded 'jQbs,' -a worker's rate is fixed and he has to work ~ 
for the same w"ages for years, althqugh in the meantime his 
efficiency increase:; many-fold. All jobs should, therefore, 00..
graded whereby a worker should start on the minimum )'ate·· 
and by periodical or annual increase rise to the' maximum. 

It is not desirable that a man should have to work on the 
san;te rate all along-might be till his retirement-while during 
these years his family encumbrances usually increase~ 
many times. Consequently it becomes very difficult for the 
man to maintain his family properly. The whole ,family 
remains ill-fed, ill-clothed and the children receive no 
education. In other words it ·may be said that the nation is 
degenerated by this system. It may be argued by the employer' 
that in Europe and otber industrially developed countries this 
system of "Fixed Rate for Fixed .Job" has been adopted and 
is running on well. But then, their rates are so high in cc.--:n.:.· 
parison with those of ours, that their workers can accumulate 
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sufficient money for their future provisions before they are 
encumbered. Besides this, they get various kinds of other 
supports from the State and Employers, viz., sickness insur
ance, unemployment dole and .old age pension. 'Vith these 
aspects in view, we beg to demand that a graded rate for each 
job be introduced and that a committee consisting of the 
representatives of the Tata Iron & Steel Co., Ltd., Tata 
Workers' Union and the Government be formed to examine 
and fix up details of rate. This Committee shall submit their 
report to the Labour Enquiry Committee for their final 
approval within a month's time. 

J 
Besides this, there are grades in some posts in certain 

~epartments, as for instance: 

1. Brick Laboratory . 

. 2.. cp.emical LaboratQry. 

~1._ Some sections of Metallurgy. 

':4 .. Fuel. 
(or • ..• 

5. \Yorks Guards. 

6. Clerks-both in General Office and. works. -.. 
7. Stores. 

8. l\Iotor Shed. 

9. Electrical Department. 

10. Medical, etc. 

'Vhen. scrutinizing the grades of these employees, it will 
· ~e .found that in most cases they are quite inadequate. As for 
instance, clerks have to start on Rs. 35 only. It will be agreed 
that it is very difficult to meet one's bare expenses with such 
low wages in a costly place like Jamshedpur. (Attached, 
please find a separate. Memorandum from the clerks through 
..th~ U nion-:.~ppendix 2). 

The Chemical Laboratory grade is too low in comparison 
with the responsibility and difficulties of the work. Graduates 
in 'Scirnce are being appointed on Rs. 35 only. The Chemists 

~of the Government Laboratory here are getting much higher. 
wages (their grade being Rs. 150 to Rs. 4()0 per month) thougb 
they have to do less difficult work under less strain. Our 

. demand for production bc.nus for sections pf the Chemica) 
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Laboratory, Inspection depart~eni, Physical I:aooratory, etc .• 
which are directlv connected With the prOO.ucttve departments 
~s the .Mechanical and Eltctrical Stafi are, was turned down 
on the ground that they were to l?Ok _af~er the g_uality of the 
production rather than the quantity of 1t. If. 1t be so, they • 
should adequately be paid. Appendix 3 s~ows the compara
tive grades o~ Chemists here and the Chem1sts of other pia~ 
in India. 

As regards the rates of the Works Guards, Motor Shed, 
:Main Stores and several other departments, the grades are too 
low. - ~ 

The ques_tion of Mines requires particular attentic.n,-: 
Tho:;e places haxe all through been neglected. The minimum~ 
wages there have lately hffn increased to annas 5 fer ma_les. 
Even then, the rate is much lower than the n:inimum rate of 
un-skilled labour in Jamshedpur. Similarly, rates for other 
jobs aL<::Q are much lower than those at Jamshedpur. ··When 
the labourers applied for raising of the rates to a level,...it was 
~:lid that they gc.t free quarters and t:te living ~as· less 
ex:pe_nsiY.e. It_ is not a fact that the cost of living is less there. 
If the costs of the necessities . of life in Noamundi or other 
Mines and Jamshedpur were compared. it would oo fJund that 
in· most cases the Jamshedpur prices were lower. And as 
for the free quarters, the Company was compelled 
to _extend this temptation to induce sufficient sl..-illed hands to 
go to the most back-ward and unhealthy places where most of 
the mines are situated. 

Through an incessant propaganda of the Company an 
impressic.n h~ teen created outside Jamshedpur, that the 
Tatas pay higher wages than other firms. -But if actual 
figures are taken, the fact will be found. to be otherwise. The 
average wages of the workers of the Tatas are even lower than 
the average wages of the workers in the textile jndustry of 
India (as shown in Appendix 4). • • 

In ~ll countrif:S the an-rage wages of metallurgical workers 
are constderably higher than almost all other industries. We 
h~ve compared the average wages c.f Iron and Steel Industries , 
wtth t~ of. textile in different countries (Appendix 4). ' 
J'atas' ratio With the wacres of textile industry in India is the 

•tow~t. 0 
• 

. The position ~a~- be judged in another wav. 'Certain 
JObs here COmparable With fimilar jobs of other mdustries do 
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not carry better ,,-ages-viz., (1) chemist, (2) clerks, (3) physical 
laboratory men; (4) fitters. khalasies and (5) electricals, etc. 

2. GENERAL INCREASE. 
• Due to the above facts, particularly due to the system of 
.. Fixed pay for Fixed .T ob '', mcst c.f the workers have not 
received any increase in their wages since the last 10 years or 
more. But their encumbrance has increased to a very great 
extent. The flourishing condition c.f so many credit societies 
of this place is a definite proof of their daily increasing 
encumbrance. To remoYe this undue and unreaso~able hard
ship to the workers, a general increase of 20 per cent on the 
J•xerage, should be granted without further delay. The lower 
rated men should get higher percentage of increase. 

It may be mentioned here_ that although the condition of 
.the Industry is flourishing and the production has much 
improved due to the increased efficiency and diligence of the 
workers, their wages have net increa!:;e~. 

3. REVlSION OF LEAVE RULES. 
An unusually wide difference exists in the matter of lea·n~ 

between the~. monthly and the daily-rated employees. The 
daily-rated men are given only 2 weeks' leave (privilege) per 
year of completed service; whereas the monthly-rated men get 
one month's leave, besides 5 days casual lea-ve in a year. 
~fonthly-rated_ meu enjoy, in addition. 3 months' furlough 
after 1 years of completed service. This differentiation is 
quite artificial. If the privilege leave is giwn mainly fo:r; 
r~uperation of health, it is as needful, if not more, to the 
daily-rated men as to the monthly-rated emplc.yeed. Two 
weeks' leave for a worker is too low. In most cases the entire 
ieave period is spent here in sickness, and in many cases, it 
does not even cover the period of one's sickness. Consequently 
leave without pay is very ccm.m:m umong the daily-rated men. 
· "·Jtich can be -verified from tb.e attendance register. 

There is yet another bad aspect of this inadequate leave. 
As the workers cannot afford to lose their pay, they try to 

, continue their duties_ until they are bed-ridden. As a result, 
workers' health is shattered in many cases. Examination of 
the position,.reveals no basis fc.r this differentiation of monthly
rated and daily-rated €mpbyees. So we d.?mand that :n 
emplo~·ees, including the " "'\\.,. eekly ", should be placed unu.er 
H :Monthly " c·ategory tc. enable them to enjoy all the benefits 
Qf a monthl~·-rated employee .. 
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"· RETIRING GRATYITY RULES. 
The Company grants gratuity on completion of 20 years~· 

serrice at the rate cf half month's wages for eYery year of 
t:en-ice, not exceeding 12 mc.rrths' -wages on the whole. We 
consider this to be u.nrea__<:nnable. It is not possible for most o{ 
the employees to c-ontim:e fer 20 years in the hard and hot job -
cf a steel works. The Calcutta Corporation, whose jobs a~ 
much lighter, grants half IOOnth's wages per year of service 
after the empkyees cr,mplete 15 years of service as gratuity. 
So we con5'ider tha.t one _month's wages per year of service, 
after the _to:mpletion cf IS years' Eerrice is quite reasonable. 

V.~t" Engge~t the fc::.!lowing changes also in the Gratuiti 
~: ~ 

(1) Rcle S-In case of disputes, the interpretation of 
. the rules should be left o.-er to~ Justice of thQ 
P:>.tna High Court whore decision should be final.· 
The Compa.ny's Agent being a party, his decisions 
should not be final. 

(2) Rule 7-It should be obligatory to the company tQ 
pa~· Gratuity when the employee fl}lfils the con
ditions and · if he is not discharged for gross 
m~cc..ndt:ct. 

(3) Rille 8-Ii any employee has earned gratuity before 
his pay exceeds Rs. 500, he should be considered 
eligible. 

1t was mentioned in the Rules cirrnlated to the employees!. 
that they would not get any gratuity if they joined any strike. 
The' clause has, howewr, been omitte<J from the gratuity rUles 
embodied in the •• Report ()n the conditions affecting the 
Labourers of the Jamshedpur works of the Tata Iron & Steel 
Co., Ltd.". - . 

5. REVISION OF GENERAL PRODUCTION BONUS. 

General Production Bonus is meant for thooe who helJ5. 
production directly or indirectly. But many employees coming 
under this category are not paid general production bonus ... 

The Yines and Colliery employees directly help production 
by working on and despatching ores and coal; but no bonus i~ 
grante...i to them. Their claim is a,s strong as that pf a.ny-otb.~ 
empl0~·ee getting this bonus. · ·. 
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:The clerks inside the works are a part and parcel of the 
aepartments producing or helping production. 'Vhen the 
employee$ of those departments get bonus, there is no reason 
why these clerks 5hould not get it. 

· .. • The General Office clerks and Town Staff also should get 
. this bonus, as every employee, whether inside or outside the 

works, more or, less, helps production. It may be mentioned 
here that the claim of a section of the General Office clerks has 
~lready been conceded to. 

General Production Bonus increases with the increase in 
monthly production, but the Company does not pay on any 
increased production over 50,000 tons. This upper restriction 
is quite unreasonable and should be removed. 

6. REDUCTION OF HOUSE AND LAND RENT. 

(i) House Rent.-The Company has increased the house 
rent abnorm~lly. As for example, the original rent of H/6 
type was Rs. 8 per month. Then, it was increased toRs. 12 
and afterwards toRs. 15 in 1932. After the electric installa
tion, the house rent has again been increased to Rs. 18-12-0. 
[!'hat is, the rent of the H/6 type has been increased by 135 per 
cent. The rent of the R-N Type in Bistupur was increased 
from Re. 1 tQ Rs. 2-8-0; from Rs. 1-2-0 to Rs. 1-10-0; from 
Rs. 1-4-0 toRs. 2-12-0 and from Rs. 1-6-0 toRs. 2-14-0 in 1930. 
[fhese rents were afterwards reduced by 40 per cent. That is, 
formerly they increased the rent by about 150 per cent and then 
gave a flat reduction of about 40 per cent, thereby still main
taining an enhanced rent of about 110 per cent. 

· , It might be mentioned here that these quarters are more 
than 25 years <>ld and no improvements have still been made 
on them, in spite of the repeated requests from the Labour 
Organisations. · 

. To avoid pronounced opposition, old tenants have not been 
subjected to enhanced rents. New occupants have to pay the 
higher rent. The number of quarters being abnormally 
inadequate and no private quarters being available, intending 
occupants are compelled to pay this increased rent. When 8Jl 

occupant changes his quarter either to a different type or the 
same type, he has to pay the increased rent. 

The rents of the newlv built houses are also fixed at a 
higher basis. 'Ve are not· aware of the basis for fixing of 
rents. "!-.Ve asked the Management fo~ information but we wert~ 
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not $Upplied. So far as we know. the C<>mp:.my .recovers tlie 
inl"ested capital within 10 years~., The followi:h(J' fact will 
illu8trate. In the Mines .. annual rent of the shops built by the 
Company is about 10 per cent of the outlay. 4lso the Company; 
has completed negc.tiations to acquire, at valuation price, the 
o'\nlership of the Cluh House$ built with their sanction; and; 
they agreed to let out the- sam~ at an annual rent of 10 I?er c~nt 
of the valuation cost, and declmed to reduce the rental m sp1te 
of requests, whicl?- conclusively shows that the basis of rent is 
10 per cent of the outlay. 

Coming to capital outlay, it was unnecessarily too high 
owing to the uneconomic policy of not inviting tended from 
Building Contractors. The practice had been to distribute the 
construction work among local contractors annually. In 1929~ 
suggestic.n for calling tenders was given by the Labour Organi
sation, to minimise building cost and c-onsequent reduction of 
rent. But it w:1s not accepted till Sir A. R. Dalal took charge 
of the Management. 

V{e demand that the house rent of the older type·s be• 
considerably reduced and the rent of new tvpes be fixed on the 
basis of capital recovery in 50 years. "' 

In this connection we may mention that the capital 
inwsted on many of the old quarters has been already recovered. 

It should be noted here that the rents of the quarters of 
the Tinplate and other subsidiary companies are much less than 
tho3e of the Tatas (Appendix 5). 

The Company has agreed recently not to increase house 
rents on account of electric installation in future. 

Our demand, therefore. is that the recurring installation 
charges of the electrified quarters be abolished and also that 
there be no increase of rent following alterations for the purpose 
of sanitation, water-supply or construction of latrines. 

(il) Land Rents.-There are two kinds of land rents: 
(1) One for the residential quarters, and 
(2) the other, for the land in the Mar·ket area. 

(1) The lease terms for the residential buildings are 
adl"erse to its lessee and one-sided, as a result of which, private 
parties or employees find no incentil"e for building houses._ 
Besides, the whole area being under the Municipal and AdJil.inig..
tratil"e cc.ntrol of the Tata Iron & Steel Co., Ltd., no one 
can build and own a house independent of the Company'$ -
C'Ontrol. '\Ye feel, therefore, that if the }ease terms ar~ 
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favour~bly modified, the housing problem in the To,vn will Le 
solved to a great extent.- During 30 years of Company's 
existence, they have not built sufficient houses to meet the 
demand eVfm of a fraction of the employees. They should have 
given alternate incentive and facility to workers to build their 
own cottages in the l;ustees; and condition of bustees should 
have been acc~rdingly improved. But instead of adopting this 
course, the Steel Company have been increasing monthly land
rents in bustees, which have already been too high. There is 
no pucca or lease right in the bustee, occupancy being monthly; 
~tid rent has now been increased by 60 per cent. 

. (2) The rent and salami for the land in the Market Area 
_has been gradually increased by many hundred per cent. The 
important plots are allotted by auction bid and the highest 
bidder gets the plot. As a result, a plot of 5 or 6 kathas c.f 
land·fetches a leased salami as high as Rs. 10,000 and over. 
iWe should mention here that the shops built by the Company 

. ~re also allotted to the highest bidders. Some of these small 
shop rooms were rented accordingly at Rs. 75 per month. Due 
to the heavy establishment cost, these shops were closed and 
afterwards the Company was compelled to reduce the rent. 
il'hese ·high salamies and high rents are recovered from the 
residents of this place-the labourers, through high commodity 
price. 

The higher cost of living at Jamshedpur is the outcome 
o"f this policy to a great extent and the living cost will not be 
reduced -until the system is overhauled. The \Yorkers suffer, 
businessmen find difficulty in running their ~business, while 
the Company makes a big profit at the cost of the labourers and 
businessmen. The annual report to the share-holders illus
trates the point. A big income in the Town Administration is 
shown to be derived from this source. · 

- We think, the Company has no right to make any profit 
out of the town. The Government acquired the area, from the 
Dhalbhum State for the development of the Industry and not 
:t9 help making a Zamindary business on profit. 

Consequently we demand that land rent be reduced to a 
nominal sum and no salami be imposed; also the rents of the 
Company's shops be reduced, so that the cost of living is 
lowered. We should like to point out here that, as at present, 
a big share of the wages goes back to the Company in the shape 
of house-rent, salami (realised through high commodity price) 
~nd similar other items. 



APPENDIX 1. 

THE TATA IRON AND STEEJ~ COMPANY, LIMITED. 
GENERAL MANAGER'~. OFFICE, 

Hef. no. L/2914/38. 

Th·~ ~ecretary, 

Tata 'Vorkers' Union, 
J amshedpur. 

DE.\R Sm,· 

. J AMSHEDi'HR. 

5th--12th Jlay, 1938. 

\Vith reference to vour letter of the 4th Mav, enclm~ing· 
a summary of discussion 'at a meeting held between· Proff'Rsor 
Bari and myself en the 19th April, at the outset I Dl':lY men
tion that the. meeting was primarily called in co'!lnection 
with the Sheet Mill 'situation which was very nnsatisfactory · 
up to that date. I reviewed the whole Rheet :!\Jill f'ttuation' 
again, since we started operating five days a wee!{ from the 
4th of April. I' informed Professor Bari that, since that 
time; the men· were working very slow and production had 
dropped by 50 per cent. I further stated that the terms of-· 
settlement arrived at the Directors' Bungalow between 
:Mr. Dalal and Professor Bari. when Mr. Thadani anJ mys·elf. 
were pr&ent, ·were not being implemented and nnless the men 
resumed normal working, \v·e would be forced to consider 
·closing down the Sheet Mill.· I further stated that as orders 
were coming in satisfactorily, we would be prepared to 
operate 16 shifts a week beginning on 18th April 1938 and 
woulq. depend upon the good faith of the men to carry out 
their duties as in normal time. I also impressed upon 
Professor Bari the defiant attitude of the men. After the 
Sheet Mill que-stion was £ettled, Professor Bari .wanted to 
discuss some other matters (Jf a general nature. A list of 
general demands was submitted, a copy of which is encloe:ed. 
I infcrmed Professor Bari that these ·demands should not be 
considered at present and that they had better wait until Dz. 
Rajendra Prasad's Committee had investigated the matter 
and issued their report. In this comiection I showed 
Professor Bari an extract from a confidential letter .Jvhich 
:Mr. Dalal had written to me ,,·here it w~s statf'd '' Any o"ther. 
(lemar:td that they may put forward should be left for consi
~Ier~twn after Dr. Rajendra Prasad's Committee had 

9 
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reported":· Ho,yever, Professor Bari urged gtnng some 
constderatwn to Item no. 5-permanencv of temporary hnnds. 
I stated that the question of privileges of temporary employcetT 
was reviewed cnly Jast September and I gave him a copy of 
the printed notice.'· Anothet· additional copy is enrloFed for 
your ready reference. ·I stated, however, that I would look 
into this question further. 

. 2. Then, certain other grievances of the Bar ::\fill and 
Merchant Mill men were discussed and I promised Ptofessor 
Bari that I would consider the matter and let him know what 
I could do. · 

3. I had not the slightest impression that after the meet
ing on the 18th April terminated, the discussion would be 
taken as a case of any " terms " agreed upon in connection 
with anything except the Sheet Mill where I agreed - to the 
operation of the 16 shifts beginning at onre. The meeting 
was spzcially meant to discuss the Sheet Mill question with 
Professor Bari, an!f although we discussed Eeveral other 
matters in a general way, as indicated above, I am now 
extremely surprised to find that this has been . taken and 
openly announced as ; ' terms " agreed upon in cc.nnection 
with other matters. Profegsor Bari held a meeting near the 
Tatanagar Station on the 18th where he made certain state
ments. A report of them statements was sent to me. ·when 
I received this report, I specially asked Mr. Thadani, the 
Deputy Commissioner, to arrange for an interview for me 
with Professor Bari, as I wished to discuss some of the 
statements made by Professor Bari in the meeting of the 
18th. Unfortunately, just when. I started discussing on the 
afternocn of the 20th a phone call was received from 
Mr. Price,, Superintendent of Sheet :Mill, that there was a 
hartal in the .Sheet Mill. I sent for Mr. Price and also for 
l\lr. Kutar and you will recall, we discussed the Sheet Mill 
affairs in the presence of Mr. Price and Mr. Kutar for a long 
time. I had to cancel an urgent meeting I had at 6-30 aRd 
as· it was getting late, unfortunately, I could not discuss 
Profcswr- Bari's speecl-J wiLh him. 'Ve promised to meet 
again the next day. Profe~sor Bari went to Mosaboni early. 
next morning and from there left for Patna. 

4. In regard to the summary of discussion as ~ whole 
that ~-ou have forwarded to me, I regret to have to ::>Qy that. it : 
contains many mis-statements awl I giH· belo'v my recollec
tion of the_ discussion th(!t took place. 
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· 5. Slteet · Mills.-(1) When Professor Bari '_pressed ~or 
17 shift operation,· I stated that normal Sheet 1!1!1 op~rat10n 
consisted of 16 shifts vnly. We. had operated from tlme to 
time 17 shifts wh€n orders were very heavy but under the 
present circumstances 16 shift operation was more than 
sufficient for the amount of orders we had on hand or were 
likely to get in the near future. -

(2) Professor Bari .pressed for the starting up of n?. 8 
Mill which had not operated for a long time and submitted 
that most of the spare hands were unable to earn more than 
their rate .of annas ten per day as there was no rco:m for 
acting due to the excess of regular force men. I informe?
Profes::or Bari that no. 8 Mill could net be starteel immedi
ately due to want of the required number of men. I said ~hat 
most of them were on leave and unless we had the reqmred 
number of men, no. 8 Mill could not work. I, however, 
promised. to send for the men who were ·on leave·· and start 
no. 8 l\fill as soon as men were ;:tvailable. 

(3) As regards the complaint of junior 
getti.ng · prefer~nce over old hands, I promised 
such cases if brought to my notice. 

spare hands 
to look iflto 

• • 

. . 6. Bar Mill.-· As regards Bar Mill, the statement made 
in your summary is not correct. What I said was that I 
would look into the matter of these Bar :Mill men who were 
temporarily promoted when the 10" Mill started operation 
but when the 10" Mill ceased working, they reverted to their 
original jobs and rates. I also promised to ask Mr. Kutar 
to look into the question of the amount of orders on the 10" 
Mill and said that if ccnditions warranted, "re _would consider · 
making these temporary relief gang g1en permanent relief 
gang men. 

This is being looked into. 

7. ltlercllant lllill.-The question of some men getting six 
and seven o.ffs in the l\ferchant Mill was discussed and I 

· promised to look into this. There was no question of increas
ing· the rates of the lower paid workers in the Merchant l\fill. 
Pro..fesso·r Ba.ri complained of the treatment of the men by 
1f.r. Palamkote and gave a list of men who had been threatened 
by :Mr. Palamkote. I asked Mr. Kutar who was present there. 
to look into the m:1tter personally. As regards ·preferential 

. treatment complained of by Professo;r: :Ba.ri, I promised to look 
into the cases forwarded to me. · 
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8. General increflse, leare, reduction of house ·and land 
rents.-I said that matters ]ike general increase, lea-ve reth:c
tion of house-rent, land-rent should be left o-ver for the pre!'ent 
and Labour Enquiry Committee findings should be awaited. 
:After a short discussion, I>rofessor Bari agreed to the 
proposition. 

9. Gratuity.-· I explained that this matter had already 
been taken up on several OC<'.asions by the Labour Federation 
and the Agents had decided that no further re-vision of the 
gratuity scheme a.t the present time could be con!'idered. 
:Mr. Dalal had also stated that even assuming that the Tata 
Gratnitv scheme was not as favourable as the !!fatuity 
_scheme of some.other Company, taking into consideration the 
sum total of all the privileges that the Steel Company gaYe 
to its employl>eS, it could.be safely asserted that the privileges 
enjoyed by our employees were very much better than those 
enjoyed by employees of anv other Company in India. In 
view of this Mr. Dalal had definitely decided that be would 
not consider any revision of the gratuity scheme. 

RuisioJJ . of Bonus Schemes : . . . 
10. Dep(lrtmen-tal Production Bonus.-! do · not 

remember any such' discussion on the subject of. production 
bonus. I said that production bonus was given to certnin key
men in some of" the departments and from time to time it was 
being extended, as the Management. considered it necessary. 
I do not believe the Steel Company will ever consider extend
ing this bonus to all employees. It is not done an)\vhere else 
in the world. .. _ . · 

. . 

11. Profit-Sharing Bonus.-1 forward herewitl1 a copy 
of the Profit-Sharing Bonus Scheme from which it will be 
noticed that the bonus paid is entirely dependent upon the 
dividend distributed to the share-holders. It is too early to 
talk about the profit-sharing bonus for the year 1937-38 as 
the accounts have not yet been completed and the Annual 
General l\Ieeting where this will be decided will be held some
time towarJs the end of June. I do not remember Professor 
Bari pessing for three months' bonus to be paid this year 
and I newr agreed or premised to put the matter up to the 
Board of Dire~tors. 

12. Genacl Bonus.-I do nc.t re:rr;€rr,ber Professor Bari 
. pleading any E'Uch di~cm:sion on the subject. At Professor 
J3ari's request, I promised to fend hio a Echedu1e goyerning 
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the -payment of General Producti~n Bonus. 'A copy, of ~his 
bas already been sent to the Secretary, rata Wor~ers Uruon. 
A note is, boweY-er, enclosed showing the class·of employees to 
whom tbis General Production Bonus is payable. · 

13. Reduction of Electrical charges.-Professor Bari 
informed me that the Tinplate Company •were charging only 
6 pies per unit while we were charging one anna per unjt from 
our employees. I said I would look into the matte}" and 
adrise him as to what we could do in this respect . ... 

U. Permanency of temporary hands.--Professor Bari 
referred to the temporary hands in the OJX>ration departments. 
He admitted that temporary men were necessary for construc
tion jobs and after the construction jobs were rompleted, the 
temporary hands might be dispensed with, but if the opera
tion departments carried temporary men for a period of over 
a·year, it meant that those temporary men were necessary to 
the departments and I promised to look into the whole thing. 

15. Increase in the u·eekly labour rates.-I stated that 
last September the weekly labour had been given an increment 
in their rates. and the wages we pay are higher than what 
prevail in the district. The only question brQught u1f ~y 
Professor Bari was the q ue~tion of Office Boys whose cases 
I promised to look into. 

_ 16. Recognition of the Union.-I ag~d to recognise the 
Tata '\Yorkers' Union forthwith pending registration of the 
Union. · 

Yours trulv. 

THE TATA IRQ~~ STEEL co .. LTD.,_ 

J. J. GRANDY. 
- General_ .llanage~:. 

JJG. KVN. 

Enclosure: As per list attached. 
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NOTICE. 
: 1. In view of the production obtained during the first 
year of Tariff Protection and of the results which It 1~ now 
seen <:a:q be obtained if our labour works steadily and energe
tically to obtain them, the Board of Directors of the Comp~nv 
have decided to introduce a scheme for the pay1nent of bom1s 
on production to Indian labour. 

2. The bonus on production will be paid monthlv from 
the month of April 1928 and thenceforward as soon" as the 
details are settled. 

3. The bonus will be paid to all men drawing le~g than 
Rs. 300 per month or Rs. 10 per day whose work C'nntributes 
to the production obtained and who have been in the Com
_.pany's employ for at least six months. 

4. The men on the lower rates of pay will receive a higher 
bonus in relation to their wages than those on the higher 
·rates. · 

5. The bonus will be based on the total monthly finished 
production from each producing unit and the works as a whole. 
It 1rill be reduced if the production falls below a certain 
figure and increased if it rises above that figure. It must be 
understood that unless certain results are obtained, the 
Company cannot afford to make additional payments to labour 
and that the payments will depend upon these productions 
bein(J' obtained. The standard figure of production for each 
unit" and the works as a whole will .he p"tfbliswd with the 
,Petails of the scheme. • 

6. The total amount of bonus will ·be approximately 
Rs. 10 lakhs per annum for the production expected by tbe 
Company. 

7. 'The General Manager will immediately work out the 
full details of the scheme for the payment of this bonus and 
these will be announced later. · 

8. There will be no reduction of wages in consequence of 
this· production bonus being given. 

· 9. The Company trust that the men will, by their zeal 
and hard work, recognise this direct increase in their earnings 
and the opportunity to still ,further increase to their wages 
by greater efficiency. 

The ltt! ~p~il1928._ 
• 

By order of the Board of Directors 
of the .:rata Iron & Steel Co., J.td., 

C. A. ,A.LEXA-"N'l!ER. 
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\VHAT THIS MEANS. 

1. It means that the Company will pay appro~imatefy 
five weeks' wages per year extra to employees drawing. under 
Rs. 300 per month or Rs. lO per d3:y who have been m the 
Company's employ for at le~st .six mo!lths and who. are 
actively engaged in works operatiOn, mamtenance and cons-
truction, providing we obtain the tonnage ·of finished steel. 
already estimated several months ago could be produced._ 
This is subject to_the statement made in paragraph 4 of the 
notice. This tonnage for the following two years IS as· 
follows:-

Year 1928-29 ... 475,000 

1929-30 ... 535,000 

That these tonnages_are easily possible can be ~>een from 
the fact that during the past six months the . total finished· 
tonnage has averaged over 40,000 tons per month and over 
38.000 tons, deducting the product obtained from imported' 
billets; and at the same time the tonnage for February and 

· :March was reduced by at least 10 per cent due to departmental 
strikes. · \Vith additional facilities and additional equip
ment ·being installed, the above tonnages can easily be obtained 
and should be exceeded. · · 

. . 
2. The bonus scheme will in no way interfere with. the 

schemes of re-organisation now going on in the various 
departments. _ . 

· - 3. There ar~ many ·Points to be settled in working out the 
details and introducing this scheme and in doin(Y" _so the
General :Manager will he glad to consult with th~ Labour
Association and receive· their suggestions. · 

C. A. ALEXANDER, 

• 
The Hth April 1928. 

.... ~ . ;.. 
General Afa·nagel"'t 
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TERMS OF SETTLEMENT. 

Dated the 4th June 1938. 

3 STAYS. 

1. The Company to give an additional half-a-month's 
bonus so as to bring the total bonus to three months, instead 
of two-and-a-half months as contemplated . 

. 2. The question of the revision of · departmental bonus, 
including cases of men in the Electrical and Mechanical 
Departments working in producing departments, to be put up 
for further consideration between Mr. Bose, Professor Bari 
and the Company within three months. 

3. Electrical charges to be reduced from one anna to half 
anna. The Company to introduce points for electric lights 
to all lower rented quarters within the course of three years 
except for such quarters as the Company intends to demolish 
or to quarters supplied free of rent. The Company undertakes 
to introduce such points to the extent of 33 per cent in the 
course of this year . 

. . 4. The Company agrees to make temporary men, other 
tha.n those on Construction Works with one year's continuous 
service, permanent. · 

· 5. The ·question of the extension of the General Produc
tion Bonus to all workmen to be left to be raised before Dr. 
~ajendra Prasad's Committee. 

6. The question of the revision of the Gra-tuit~· Rules to 
l:>e Jeft to be raised before Dr. Rajendra Prasad's Committee 
but in the meantime, men should not be forced to retire under 
the Rules. 

7 .• The Company decline to consider alteration of the 
basi~ "t)f the profit sharing scheme from dividends declared to 
prdfits· earned . 

• 
Professor Bari and the employers undertake to co-operate 

wjth each other in getting rid of turbulent elements in 
:J amshedpur. 

A. R. D.Al.AL, 

4-6-1938. 

ABDUL BAHI, 

-1-6-193~. 
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GENERAL DEl\fANDS. 
· 1. G-eneral Increase An all round increase should be given on 

gra(led scale; less for the highly-paid 
workers and more for the lc"'ly pai.:l 
worker"s. 

2. Revision of 
Rules.· 

$. Revision of 
System. 

Gratuity After the completion of 15 years' servicer 
nne month's pay per year should be. 
given.. And in those departments where 
health is much affected such as Gas. 
Plant, Open Heart~, Duplex, Sheet 
MilLs, etc., 12 years service should entitle· 
to the benefit. 

Bonus .~> Production bonu~ should be paid to all 
workers in equal basis inclu.iing 
Foreman, ete. Production bonus should 
be pai:l to the Mechanical and Electrical . 
staff also. 

_(B) Profit-Sharing bonus should be ·calcu- · 
lated on net profit and not . on the · 
dividend paid • 

.(C) General Donus should be paid to all 
ihe staff of the Company inclu~ing 
Clerks, 'l'own Engineering men, Rejas, 
Coolies, Sweepers, Office- Boys, ew. 

~. R~duction of Rent 'l'l1ere should be a general redudion in the 

5. Pennanenev of the 
temporary hands. 

6. Incre:1se of rates for 
the weekly labour, 
etc. 

7. Leave 

, house-rent, land-re:nt and electrical 
charges. 

All temporary hands whose cervice has . 
exceed~d over 3 months should be made 
permanent. 

The rates of the Rejas should be inc.eased. 
from 0-7-6 to 0-10-0, that of CooiiesJrofi\.. 
0-8-9 to 0-12-0, office boys' rat!!'!; should. 
be increastil to 0-8-0. The sweepers and 
sweepresses should be giYen an inc;ease. 
This labour should be given all the pri
\'ileges enjoyed by the monthly-rate<! • 
workmen. 

All the daily rated workmen should .. be 
\ given the· same kind of leave like that · 

of the monthly paid workmen. 

e. necoguition of the Tata 'Yorkas· ·t:11icn. 



APPENDIX 2.· 

Memorial from the Staff of the Ministerial and Time-keeping 
· Sections 

of 
The Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., Jamshedpur. 

Through the auspicea of the Tata Workers Union, Jamshedpur. 

As adopted in the General Meeting of the Clerical and Time
keeping staff held on Wednesday, the 28th of December 1938. 

We, the :Ministerial and Time-keeping Staff of the Tata 
11ron and Steel Company, Ltd., beg to submit the followin(J' 
memorial concerning our grievances. 

0 

2. Preamble.-This Section of the Steel Company's orga
nisation, though much devoted and conscientious in the 
discharge of their duties and forms a very important structure 
in the Company's administration, has been unfortunately the 
neglected child all this while, receiving only a step-motherly 
treatment from the authorities that be, radically different from 
:What is meted out to their other so-called technical or practical 
i\Vorkers .. 

. 3. Ways and means for the amelioration of the conditions 
and to have a better status recognised, have been engaging 
ou!" very anxious moments from as far back as 1922. Though 
some attempts were made by the Steel Company, in the troublous 
days of 1928-29 to bring about a change in the conditions, it 
has worsened the position instead of brightening it. 

. 4. Re-organisations that were passed for the other sections 
of the worh."lllen staff along with that of the clerical in 1928-29, 
:were since subject to several revisions and were much improved 
upon; but th~ clerical re-organisation has · been left in the 

· lurch, -

5: An exhaustive. and carefully drawn up memorial was 
'presented to the Management in July 1930, sponsored by no 
less a person than Srijut Subhas Chandra Bose, who was the 
Pxesident of the Labour Association then, for a review. And 
at the specific instance of the :Management, a delegation con
sisting of representatives from among us waited on the General 
:Manager in September 1930, led by Mr. ,V. V. R. Naidu, who 
:was then the Secretary of the Labour Association; and theY, 
had prolonged deliberations with _the chosen officers of _the 
Steel Company. JVe were then green hopes that the pomts 
submitted, would have their careful and ury earlJI considera
tion. Perhaps, either due to the depressed times that followed 
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subsequently, or due to lack of attention to t~ese _cc sten-_ 
motherly '! children of the Steel Company, nothing has come 

· out so far. 
6. Lately, there were seYeral indirid1J-al and collectiYe 

representations made to the :Management of the Steel CompanY., 
in this regard· with no bc:tter result. 

7. The whole question was, howeYer, recently reviewed in 
several meetings of the clerical unit of the Steel Company, ~ 
the light of numerous representations receiYed and to bring 
the Company's clerical organisation in line with what obtains 
in all modern industrial institutions and consistent with the 
responsibilities it inYO!YeS, we· submit this Case for COnsidera
tion. In doing so, ~e can do no better· than reiterate below 
Irom the printed memorial, dated the 22nd July 1930, u:hirli 
was framed after a ury careful and mature consideration vf 
the conditions obtaining 1iere, compared with elsewhere and 
which forms as Appendix " A !' to the present one. 

- B. At the outset, it will not be out of place to recall that,
at a .· time when the Company passed through very critical 
-times, owing to trade d~ression, we stood by the Company and 
sufficiently helped it to tide over the difficulty, by eYen refrain~ 
ing from drawing upon its resources and pressing for grade 
increments; and :we are sure that the ~Ianagement of the <;om..: · 
pany is well aware pf our co-operation in those days: We_ 
naturally felt, at the time, that our respon...~ would be 
adequately rewarded in better times and our ~tatus in the 
organization giYen better recognition. 
· 9: The Company haYe, however, successfully passed over_ 
the cloud of depression which hoYered over its horizon in 
1930--33, and haYe entered now into prosperous times and it 
cannot be gainsaid that the present position of the COmpany is 
in no small measure, due to the closest co-operation and the 
most conscientious endear:ours that haYe been and are still being 
put forward by the clerical staff so der:otedly. 

10. The recent revision of grades sanctioned to the
Supervisory Staff in seyeral departments of the Steel Com• 
pany as well as for some of the offices for the senior cadre· 
(as in the Accounts Department), is an indication that the 
~Ianagement has since thought fit to review their previous 
decision in regard to the iixation of grades. And the clerical 
staff of tile Sales Department of the Steel Company, tli.ouqh 
contributing much less than what their brother clerks ·at 
Jamshedpur do under more exacting conditions, li.are been gbQ.. 
g_ir_en a liefler i{gtus ~P.an -wl;ta~ it obtains per~. · 



. .11. Grades.-The grades as fixed in 1929, for the clerical 
section, as already pointed out in the foregoing, due perhaps 
to. very tense labour situation then prevailed, were framed 
:Without bestowing sufficient consideration to the individual 
m~rits or tp.e standa~~ of living in Jamshedpur in comparison 
With that m other cities, much less to what it obtains for the 
ministeri~l staff in other establishments, such as Railways, 
Corporations· or other Government offices. (A chart showm!Y 
~he costli~es~ of Jam~hedpur as compared to other places, take~ 
from statistics pubhshed by the Government, is enclosed to 
the present memorial as Appendix " B " and " B-1 ".) 
Besides, no attention was paid then to the nature of. 
work entrusted to a .clerk nor to the responsibility bestowed 
on each; but the grade was given to individuals merely basinq 
it on the salary which any particular individual might he 
drawing at the time, whatever be the nature of his work or 
his seniority in the organization as a whole. And this has 
also been admitted by even responsible officers of the Steel 
Company itself in some references which to quote only a few: 
are given in Appendix " C " to this m.emorial. 

12. Furthermore, an invidious distinction was made then 
in differentiating clerks into junior clerks and clerks : and 
time-keepers as junior and senior time-keepers, although in the 
actual· discharge of duties (and we are sure that every Section 
Head will testify to this), that there is absolutely no warrant 
for such a· distinction. 

13. The clerical scheme which rules now, was more than 
once expressed by the Management in 1929-30, to be onl~ as 
experimental measure; but in spite of several representatiOns 
having been made since, it has not been reviewed. 

· 14. This has resulted now in more than 50 per cent of the 
staff in the lower categories of the clerical organization having 
been blocked on the small maximFms pertaining to their res
pective grades in spite of their several years of service; and 
owing to disproportionate allotment of seats a~d even the 
subsequent abolition ?f quite a few .posts in the higher cadre, 
it has also resulted m se1:eral hat'lnfJ no scope for move-ups 
unless in a few pri1:ileged offices. 

15. The new grades embodied in the aforesaid memorial, 
dated the 22nd July 1930, and which are quoted b.elow ~or 
1eady reference, .were .drafted out, a~ter .mature consideratiOn 
f.4nd thought in hne ~nth other org~mzat10ns .. 
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16. Present grades (as in force from 1929) :~ 

.. (A) CLERICAL SECTION. 

Junior clerk---,Rs. 35~50 
Clerk-Rs. 55-4-75 ···: 
Senior clerk-Rs. 80-5-100 
Typist-Rs. 55-4-75 
Steno.-typist-~. 70--4-90 
Chief Clerk "A "-Rs. 11(}-,5-

130. 
Chief Clerk "B "-Rs. 120-5-

160. . 
(;hief Clerk~~ C "-Rs. 150-10-

200. 

Very short span in each cafe
gory. No particular limitation of 
bar from one grade to the other. 
So much so, quite a lot have been 
blocked at the maximum for 
several years. Other short
comings are enumerated elsewhere 
under paragraphs 11, ;1,2, 14 and, 
19 .. 

(B) TIME-KEEPING SECTION'· 

(i) Time-keeper " A "-Rs. 35 
. -3-50 .. · 

(ii) Time-keeper "B "-Rs. 55 
..;;_4-75. 

· (iil) Assistant Head Time-keeper 
"A '.'-Rs. 55,--4-75. . 

(iv) Assistant Head Time-keeper 
"B "-Rs. 80-5-100. 

(v) Head Time-keeper " A ",-
Rs. 80-5-100. 

(vi) Head Time-keeper "B "
Rs. 110-5-130. 

Similar shor.icomings as under 
(a) above. Categories are (ii) and 
(iii) and nos. (iv) and (v) though 
carrying different responsibili(ies, 
have same grades of salaries. -

Proposed Grades (as submitted m 1930 · and· bei.D.g 
re-affirmed here) :- . 

Clerks-Rs. 4.0-5......,()0-10-100 
Typists-Rs. 55-5,-,60-10-100• 
Stenographers-Rs. 75-10-175 
Senior Clerks~Rs. 110-10-150 
Chief Clerks I 

1 A '' -Rs. 160-
10-200. 

Chief Clerks " B ".-Rs. 210-10 
-230. 

Comptometer Operators. t 
Time-keepers-Rs. 40-5-60:--. 

10-100. 
Senior Time-keepers-Rs. 110-10 

-150. 
liead Time-keepera-;Rs. l60-10 
·-200. 

· •card punchers should, li~ 
classed with typists. 

t Since the Comptometer oper&-~ 
tors carry at present the same 
grade as Stenographers, they 
should be treated equally in the 
proposed revision, and All 
machine operators proughi in the 
sa.me line ... 
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(a) A clerk after reaching the maximum of Rs.-100, 
after a bar of two years be automatically pro
moted to Senior clerk's grade. 

·(b) Typist (if he can handle clerk's work) after reaching 
the maximum of Rs. 100 after a bar of two years, 
be automatically promoted to senior clerk's 
grade. . 

(c) Time-keeper after reaching the maximum of Rs. l 00 
after a bar of two years be automaticallyj 
promoted as a Senior Time-keeper. 

(d) In-charge of Godowns should not be fixed in a lesser 
grade than that of a senior clerk. 

(e) A clerk;. who already has put in a service of four 
years, be fixed at a rate not less than Rs. 60 pet: 
month .. 

(/) A clerk, who has already put in a service of ten 
· years,· be fixed at a rate of not less than Rs. 75 

per month . 

. (g) Those that are already in service getting less than 
their grades of pay be at once raised to the 
starting rate of the grade herein mentioned. 

(h) Designations should be 1ixed according to the natm·e 
· of work each is doing. _ . 

. (t) Tahsildars of Land Department be treated as out-
. door clerks and fixed in the grades mentioned. 

17. General Production Bonus.-We presume the prin
cjples on which the General Production Bonus is distributed 
to the Staff do not contemplate exclusion of any section, whether 
physical or mental workers, · w:ho contribute though indirectly; 
to the increased output, shipments, sales, etc. In these 
operations, the pa~t that the ministerial staff play, cannot be 
lightly set aside. The several foremen and other officers, :who 
are considered to be responsible for the production cannot, we 
!eel, be able to do so without our. active co-operation. 

18. It is an anomaly that a production clerk :who merely. 
records production figures in a few administrative offices and 
a time-keeper who merely checks attendance or a store clerk 
~ho simply issues stores, should get the bonus- although they; 
!l.1'!3 ~o~ p_hy:~icaUY. ~Qncerped !A !he prQduction and t!!,_e ~a_st_ 
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m~jority of other clerks who either . directly br indirectly: 
assist in the operations, should be excluded from the benefits.· 
'As regards Departmental Bonus or Shipping Bonus, wherever 
it obtains, a derk, though at the desk, virtually contributes 
to the production· or ship:rp.ent in a more substantial measure 
than what a practical worker could otherwise achieve. It is, 
therefore, only legitimate that he submits his humble claim 
'for a little share in the achi~vements effected by liis superior. 
exertions. · · 

19. Promotions.-Though promotion, on- the basis o/j · 
seniority, still obtains in a few offices, not because of any high 
technical order, the Steel Companv's Management have adopted 
ior a few other departments a different principle of advertising, 
departmentally, posts that fall vacant. We are sorry to 
remark that the underlying principle· involved even in this 
procedure, viz., of affording chances of promotions to the clerks 
according to their merits andfor seniority, is very often over
looked. Further, in effect this procedure is rendered nugatory 
by selecting by direct recruitment ex-railway employees, passed 
tech~ica:I stud~nts and even outsiders to fill the higer posts 
that seldom fall ·vacant and which can be ably filled in bv; 
senior members of the existing clerical staff. We· may be 
permitted to state here, in brief the way in which thi~ 
procedure is .defeated by the. respective departments, w)b.en; 
adyertising for the posts. - · · ' 

(a) :When clerks are required, a knowJedge pf ty~-~ 
writing is insisted upon. ' 

. (b) 'Vhen typists and senior clerks are wanted, ~ know
- ledge of stenography and acqpuntancf." j$, 

mentioned. \ 

(c) When chief clerks are required, proficiency in type
writing and shorthand . is . insisted upon 
notwithstanding the -fact- that there may be · 
stenographers and typists already; in that 
particular organization~ 

(d) A clerk working in one department, if lie succeed~ 
in getting a chance in any other department,; 
in spite of the restrictions mentioned in the 
advertisements, he is put to uncalled-for tests 
and is, curiously enough, expected to pick up 
work on th~ "Very day he joins t}le post. . . 



20. We, therefore, suggest the following :·-. 

(a) If a wholesale centralisation of the clerical staff 
is not possible, at least in departments where 
work done by the clerks is of a similar nature 
and where such departments can be con
stituted into groups or units, carrying uniform 
~rades, consolidated lists of the ministerial staff 
m the said units be made out. "'Whenever 
rvacancies occur in any of the departments in 
that particular group or unit, the first man in the 
seniority list- be automatically promoted, proba
tionary period of a month or two being fixed if 

. necessary and confirmed after giving him a fair 
chance._ This procedure is being successfully 
adopted in all Go,cernment and Railway offices 
and there is no reason why it should not be equally 
successful here. But such units, if deemed 
absolutely necessary, should be as few as possible 
and should carry more or less equal force and 
grades applying uniformly in all the Steel 
Company's offices here or outside. 

:(b) To enable. the clerks in the respective departments 
constituting a unit or a group to get acquainted 
:with. the work of that particular group or unit, 
proper manuals be drawn up outlining the work 
and the procedure that relates to such groups so 
that a uniformity may· obtain and the staff not 
confused by the hundreds .of circulars that are 
in the files from the commencement of the Com
pany's operation up to the present day. Every 
modern office elsewhere, has such an office manual 
and it is verj long overdue _tor the Steel Compan~ 
.to have one such. 

:(c) The higher positions in the ministerial cadre in anJ. 
Unit be not fiUed up by direct recruitment with

. out giving sufficient chances to those who are in 
the seniority lists in the clerical ranks as a 
:whole. 

'(d) .'fhe promotions, in whicliever units, be uniform all 
· through and not as at present somewhere 10 per 

cent of_ the salaries ey_ery year (which is even out 
of proportion to the present grades _fo~ '' A ! ', 
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.. n , and " c •. grade chief clerks), as against 
no increment for several years together in other 
departments. 

21. Higher Grade Alloll'ance.-According to the rule5 
which were in force until recently, higher grade allowance used 
to be given to persons who acted in sFch grades for periods 
of 14 days and over. Vnder the revised rules, the Supervisory. 
staff (Foremen: etc.) and clerks have been placed on the same 
footing. Yet, though the foreman on daily rate, ~ooes higher 
grade allowance if he acts for periods of less than 14 days or 
even a day for the matter of that, a clerk who is placed in the · 
same ·categorY is precluded from the benefits of higher grada 
allowance uniess he acts for one full month. In view of thll 
recent increa~e in work in every cffice of the Steel Company, 
and the wry limited staff that obtains. it will not be improper 
if. we suggest that the minimum period required for a clerk 
to secure the benefits of higher grade allowance, be reduced to 
14 days as formerly. 

22. Working Ilours.-The clerical staff all over, is nev~r 
called upon to work for more than six hours tvithout 
jeopardising their mental effic_iency. W ~. therefore, naturally 
find that ·in all Go-.ernment concerns, Railways and even 
industrial firms, the clerks have their working ·hours from 
either 11 A.M. to 5 P.M. or 10-30 A.M. to 5 P.M. with half an 
hour interval in between 1 and 2 or 1-30 to 2 P.M., as the case 
may be. "\\ ... e suggest that hours of work for the clerks in this 

·Steel Company be also regulated in line with those obtaining 
elsewhere. If it is considered necessary that some of us should. 
work differently to suit particular oonditions, such of the staff 
may ,be given timings, say from 8 A.M. to 11 A.M. a.ntt2 P.:u. 
to 5 P.M. · . •. ~ 

23. Holidays.-We need hardly stress on this point as 
·it is an accepted policy in all industrial in~titFtions to grant 
half a day " off " on Saturdays and. complete holidays on 
Sundays, besides all these holidays falling under the Negotiable 
Instruments Act; and this mncession has already been extendeti 
to the clerical staff in the Sales Department. But, being alive 
to our responsibilities in a concern of this magnitude and 
operations, it may be taken as unjustified if we make a general 
request for the grant of all the holidays under the Negotiable 
Instruments Act. But we feel that, besides givin(J' us 
uniformly half a dav on Saturdays and full day on Sundavs 
holidays ·be gi,·en on "occasions like Xmas, New Year's day, id; 
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Durga Pujah, etc. And where for any practical reasons sucli 
'is not possible in any few particular departments such fltatT 
be given compensatory leave on any other week-day following. 
- - 24. Casual Leave.-,Ve are, at present, entitled to onlr 
five days casual leave. This is inadequate compared to thcl 
conditions of work here and also to the number of days granted 
to those similarly placed in other concerns. In consideration of 
the above and the fact that we are practically foregoing 
the holidays falling under the Negotiable Instruments Act, we 
would request to be allowed fifteen days casual leave instead of 
five days as at present. 
· 2!l. Sick Leave.-Whenever any me'mber of the clerical 
·staff falls unfortunately ill, the grant of leave to him becomes 
an absolute necessity and it has been recognised elsewhere in 
·other .concerns n.s separate from other leave. 'Ve submit, 
~~herefore, our case for a similar privilege, working, as we do, 
'under particularly trying conditions. 

26. General.-In order that the Steel Qompany may he 
'enabled to make satisfactory arrangements in leave vacancies, 
it. is suggested th~t a relieving staff be attached to every unit 

·or group of . departments consistent with its demands. At 
present, no such relief facilitv obtains in casual vacancies; and 
in longer periods, even if relief is given, from the nature nf 
their being fresh from school, they are not at all helpfPl, ~o 

·much so that the existing remaining staff have to shoulder all 
the work. 

27. The shortage of houses in Jamshedpur is a recognised 
fact. 'Ve realise that the Steel Company is doing its utmost 

. in solving this difficulty. But the present classification scheme 
in the matter of allotment of quarters, put the clerical staff in 
a very unfavourable position in view of their low status. Even 
if one puts in any number of years' service, by reason of hi:1 
comparatively low salary, he does not get a decent footing in 
the classification ladder. It is, therefore, suggested that the 
classification iri respect of claim for a quarter for the clerical 
staff be more liberal. · 

28. The high revised rental that prevails for the Com
pany's quarters for a decent hoP.se is also another factor which 
:we submit for serious consideration. 

29. 'Vhile Check Houses (for the Time-Keeping Staff) and 
. Shop Offices in several departments have been improved since 
our mem<?rial, dated l930, there are several mor~ 1vit!! 
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corrugated-sheet roofing which offers very uncomfortable place 
to work at, especially in summer· months. 'Ve submit that 
these be all remodelled on the same Jines as early as possible. 

30. Another important· point which we submit for 
immediate attention is the zJroper re-survey and right apportion
'lnent of clerical staff in· each department consistent with the 
increased wor.k and also the proportion of senior to junior 
hands which, by the way, is most disparing in a few offices, 
and the u·hole clerical organisation be kept under one Con
trolling Aut lzority to administer uniformly to all the sections 
under its control. 

31. Though the conditions of work in the Steel Company 
are decidedly more strenuous than in a Railway or Corporation 
office, we enclose herewith in the form of Appendix " D " 
nnd " D-I " the service privileges obtaining in 13engal Nagpur 
Railway and the Calcutta Corporation for the clerical staff 
which are much superior to even what it obtains at present in 
the Steel Company. 

32. In conclusion, believing as we do in appeals and COTI:i

titutional agitations, we pray that our case which already has 
tlndergone serious default, and which as a result, is giving 
us all grave concern, be kindly given early consideration and 
t·edress. 

JA'MSHEDPUR: 

Tlte 28th /)_ecember 1938. 



APPENDIX " A ". 
Memorial ~f G1•ieYances of clerks of the Tata Iron and Steel 

. Company, Ltd., Jamshedpur • 

. J. L. KEENAN, Esq., 

General :Manager, Messrs. Tats. Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., 
Jamshedpur. 

Through The Labour Association. 
Dear Sir, 

We, the Clerks of the Tata Iron and Steel Company, 
Ltd.,- beg to submit the following representation with the 
request that you will be pleased to consider the same favourably 

-.and thereby redress our grievances which are of a long standing 
nature. Majority of lis are serving in this Company from a 

.long period and have spent the best part of our lives in the 

. service ap.d- development of this Company:· When we joined 
. this Company we trusted that our conditions of life would 
be improved by the increased years in the life and prosperity 
of the Company. But the same hopes were in vain. During 
the time of last re-organization we hoped that our long
standing expectation would be fulfilled by way of sanctioning 
a suitable grade in consideration of the high standard of living 
of this place and the status of this Company and in comparison 
to the scales existing in other concerns. These hopes al50 
dwindled at the notification of the grading scheme that was 
introdr~ced in the year 1929. Then we immediately put in 
our protest to the Management through the President of the 
Labour Association to the effect that the grades that were 
Eanctioned were unsatisfactory. '\V e were assured that the 
said grades had been fixed as an experimental measure and 
they were subject to revision after a year. Now it is tnore_ 

·than a year but no improvement in the original scheme has yet 
been announced. We, therefore, con~ider that we should move 
your goodself to remind you of your assurance mentioned above 
with the hope to the betterment of our lot. 'Ve beg to reiterate 
that the present scales of pay and grades are unsatisfactory and 
inadequate and not compensatory to the work we are performing 

'individt~allv. ~At the last re-organisation scheme a number of 
~enior as v.~ell as competent hands were thrown in lower grades 
and junicrs and. less competent men superseded by the favour 



of some of the immediate officials concerned. Several of us 
submitted separate· representations to. secure justice over these 
supersession cases but we failed to get ·any redress. We~ 
therefore, assembled ourselves in a meeting specially called 
for the ~lerical. staff under the auspices of the Labour Associa
tion and appointed a Committee to investigate the conditions 
and scales of pay. in vogue in ·other industries and Governn:tent 
Department and to form a scheme suitable to this place for the 
consideration of .the Management. This Committee prepar~d 
a report on 2nd February, 1929, which was confirmed at th1s 
year's clerical meeting, ·dated the 22nd July, 1930. We 
reproduce below the report of the Clerks' Committee regarding 
time-scales suggested for the commendation of the Company .. 
'Ve may mention that these scales are of a minimum standard 
in· comparison with the scales EXisting in other concerns of 
India and also in consideration of the high cost of living of 
this place (as admitted by the Bihar and Orissa Government 

. in their recent reports) and also in consideration of the fact 
that. the GoYernment and Railway employees here are given 
special allowance for this place to meet the high cost of living. 
'Ve, therefo:r:e, humbly pray that the Company will be gracious 
enough to sanction the said scales with effect from this financial 
year .. 

Clerks-Rs. 40-5-60-10-100. 

Typists-Rs. 55-5-60-10-100. 

Stenographers-75-10-175. 

Senior Clerks-Rs. 110-10-150. · 

Chief clerks (A)-Rs. 160-10-200. 

Chief clerks (B)-Rs. 210-10-250. 

Comptometer Ope~ators-Rs. 60-6:-120. • 

Time-keepers-Rs. 40-5-60-10-100. 

Senior Time-keepers-Rs. 110-~0-150. 

Head Time-keepers-Rs. 160-10-200.~ 

Clerks after reaching the maximum of Rs. 100 after a bar 
of two years be automatically promoted to Senior Clerk's grade_ 

Typists (if can handle Clerk's work) after reachin~ the 
maximum of Rs. 1011 after a bar of two years be automatically 
prcmotcd to :3t:nior Clerk's Grade. 
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· - Time-keepers after reaching the maximum of Rs. 100 ~fter 
a bar of two years be automatically promoted to Senior Time· 
keepers. 

' . Grades of Secti<?nal Heads of General Offi~es and .personal 
rA.ss1stants of works1te offices be left to the discretion of the 
Management but when a vacancy occurs Chief Clerks should 
bav~; the chance. 

. . 1n-chatge of. Godown should not be fixed in a lesser grade 
lhan that of Semor Clerk. 

·· ~ Clerk who already puts in a service of four years be fixed 
Jl,t a. rate not less than Rs. 60 per month. · 

: 'A Clerk who has already put in a service of ten years be 
lixed at a rate not less than Rs. 75 per month. 

. . Those that are already in service getting less than their 
grades of pay be at once raised to the starting rate of the grade 
herein mentioned with efiect from 1st April1930. 

· Designations should be fixed according to the nature nf 
3vork. . . 

- ~ Ta.hsildars of Land Department be treated as outdoor 
tlerks and fixed in the grades mentioned. 

:Apart from the grades and scales of pay we have few more 
grievances of important nature which we produce below for 
your favourable consideration. 

JVorking Hours.-The present. working hours in General 
Shift (from 7 A.M. to 11-30 A.M. and 1-30 to 5 P.M.) for the 
.Clerks are unsuitable to their convenience as well as not paying 
to the Company for the reasons mentioned below:-

Clerks f).re . otherwise ·called as Ministerial staff. This 
ministerial stafi is more employed in Government, Banks, 
Railways, Corporations and Big Firms. In such concerns 
always they work not more than six to seven hours a day and 
that too at a· stretch, i.e., generally they start their work from 
10 to 11 in the morning and work up to 4 to 5 in the evening . 
. This privilege is given to them as they cannot get sufficient time 
at their disposal to attend to their domestic affairs. As mental 
workers ";e should not be expected to work more than six hours 
a: day. Even the Sales office at Calcutta is having this privilege. 
Takin(7 into consideration the extremes in all the three seasonq 
here, it is pnly reasonable that alt}lough we are not given more 

• 
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concessions, we should at least be Qrought in line with tliose <if 
Government, Banks, etc., in this respect. The fact that these 
Clerks are provided with quarters in this scattered ~wn at 
such long distances from the places where they are wor]nng and 
consequent trouble experienced by them in going to works twice 
and returning back twice with an inadequate recess of two hours 
under the scorching sun in summer and heavy rains· in 
monsoons cannot be lost sight of. We can assure that mucH 
more work can be outturned in continuous shift than in brea.K 
shift with two hours intervals. This advantage has been 
recognised by efficient officers. 

We, therefore, suggest that the working hours be altered 
to a general shift from 10 A.M. to 5 P.M. with an interval of 
half an hour for tiffin sometime convenient between 12 and 2. 

_ Sundays and Government Public Holidays.-lt is a well
established practice in many concerns to allow. complete 
holidays on Sundays and other Government holidays and two 
hours less work on Saturdays. We do not think it much neces~ 
sary to elaborate this item as the reasons are best known to_ the 
authorities. ~!though we do not claim for all th~days all~wed 
by the Government, we can perhaps fairly claim at least those 
that would come under the Negotiable Instruments Act, as are 
allowed by such Trading concerns like the Banks, etc. As for 
Sunday work, clerks in worksite are still worse off on account 
of_ their coming regularly on Sundays and sometimes alternatelY. 

. in spite of the various circulars issued by the Management. 
Even at present there is practice in one of the Departments 
where this privilege is well recognised and those attending 
on Sundays and working up to 11-30 A.M. get full attendance 
and also a day's special leave which can be accumulated and 
availed of at the convenience of the officer-in-charge. The fact 
that this_ privilege is allowed, is quite enough to prove_ that the 
Management have recognised this privilege and hence we 
request that this be extended to the Departments where there 
is no such practice . 

. Acting :4lloU'ance.-The system of" allowing acting allow .. 
ance to _lower grade Clerks in place of higher grade Clerks is in 
practice in majority of the worksite offices. But in some cases, 
althm,gh the management's ruling is quite clear and definite, 
difficulty is experienced by employees to get the minimum of 
the grade of the place where he is allowed to act. In General 
Office~ and '-!-'ime-keeping Department there is no practice· of 
grantmg actmg allowance._ - · 
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• ·Frltther, the minimum period of fourteen days which' h:1s 
been fixed is too high and therefore we pray: that the syste'n 
of granting allowance should be enforced for all the Depart
mental · clerks including General Offices anJ the period 
qualifying for acting allo,vance should be a minimum of ~even 
days and not fourteen days and chances always should be given 
to the next man in position. 

• ·<?utd.oor Clerks should get allowances for even a day as 
at present. 

Promotions.-This is another important item which 
requires careful consideration in the interest of both the 
employees ~nd the Steel Company as the defects in this respect 
are the root causes of discontent: • 

The practice in vogne in respect of granting promotions at 
present is as follows :-

• • If a higher rated pest falls vacant in a big office containing 
staff of over five men, chance is always given to one of those of 
that office irrespective of whether he bas long service or not 
because he would naturally suit to the job on account of his 
working in the ~arne office. This practice has resulted in short 
service men getting promotions very often, while there are. 
people working in other offices. other than the office where the 
post falls vacant, though they have put in longer service than 
those claiming promotions, their claims for such posts, if 
applied for, are being reiected on· the ground that they are 
strangers to the nature of work, as they would naturally be, 
on account of their not having a chance to have themselves 
trained to suit such positions. 

Further, most of the Clerks are given certain work which 
they have to carry on, withot!t a change throughout their full 
period of service. As for instance. Production Clerks, Time
keepers, Establishment Clerks, Typists, and some Clerks in 
·~coounts Department, etc. They should have a change. This 
principle of having a change was recognised by employers like 

. Government, Railways, etc., and they transfer their staff often 
not only to give a change to their staff but with the idea of 

. training their staff also, to suit themselves to different natures 
· pf work and thereby tending to efficient organization. 

If· the :Management here also would try to put such practice 
of training into effect, sP.rely the genuine grievances of old and 
senjor employees could be easily redressed by c?nsidering their 
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clai~s to higher., positions. The nature of work lie~ for 
Clerks is absolutely-similar to that of Railway Workshops and 
Head Office ClerkS as well as that of other industrial concerns 
such as e,·ery ,department requires a Receiving and Despatching 
Clerk, an Establishment Clerk, Works Order Clerk, Filing· 
Clerk, Production Clerk ~!ills, B. Furnace, Open Hearth, 
Duplex- Plant, and Coke Ovens) and a Typist, Departments of 
similar nature be grouped into divisions. Clerks there be_given 
chances to work ·in different jobs, seniority lists be made out. 
according to senice and merit of the men and chances of 
promotions be given according to seniority lists. 

Employment of relieving staff is also of importance in this 
connection to suit;the position of Clerks in the wqrks wheneve-r 
vacancy OC'curs or whenever a permanent incumbent has to 
proceed on leave. 

_ Increments.-The recent ruling issued by the :Management 
that number of days ab£ent or on leave without pay would flot 
be counted as serrice for qualifying increment be kindly with
drawn . 

. Further, .parties concerned in promotions, transfer, change 
·- of designation and increments be notified in writing. 

Gratuity and Old Age Pens-ion.-In view of the fact- that 
most of us have pr.t in !ong service on little earnings and could 
~ake no prm·ision we request definite scheme:; for Gratuity and 
Old Age Pension be introduced immediately. 

Da£ly-Rated Clerks.-The Management, since the intrrr. 
duction of giving General Production bonus have started 
changil!g designations of the clerks concerned with production 
and entitled to bonus and putting ihem on daily rate (standard.) 
depri,ing them of the grades recently introduced as per Clerical 
scheme. It was not fair on the part of the ~Ianagement to 
withdraw the existing privileges while recognising their bona
fide for general production bonus. Recent changes of l\Iain 
Stores staff, Departmental Time Checkers (who are in no wav 
different from Time-keepers of General Time Offic-e) are cleai· 
proofs of this. Therefore, it i:; requested that all those whose 
work is of clerical nature should be graded and those concerned 
with pr9tluction should ha,-e the priYilege of drawing general 
production bonus. 

~ !Re-S1:rrry of Offices.-It is not uncommon in manv of the 
offices tl.at the exi~ting staff is finding it nry difficult. to cop-'} 
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up with the daily routine work efficiently on account of various 
rulings issued by the :Management daily and consequent increa~e 
in work. This can be proved from the fact that most of the 
worksite offices are being additionallv manned by the work-

.shop staff to assist the permanent ·Clerks. This evidently 
decreases the efficiency of the c•ffice. It is, therefore, suggested 
that some responsible officer· with some representative of the 
Labour Association be deputed for the work of making a close 
study of the office and fixing up staff according to the work so 
that the Clerks there may not ?e put to overwork. 

Overtime Bonus.-In several of the offices, Clerks are made 
to work overtime exceeding the ordinary limits allowed in the 
Factory Act but they are not given bonus as the Clerks do not 
come unde1fthe Factory Act. This is not just. The Manage
ment are urged to give the staff who work overtime the benefit 
of overtime- bonus. Otherwise the clerks should not be made 
tp work such overtime and extra staff be employed to meet tbe 
pressure of work. 

General Production Bonus.-The General Production 
bonus being a profit sharing scheme should be extended to all. 

Leare.-(a) Casu·az Leare.-Casual leave is generally 
allowed .in other industrial concerns including Government 
Departments up to 15 days in a year whereas we get only 
5 days. Therefore, we request that we should also get 
15 days a year or at least 14 days as allowed in the Bengal
Nagpur Railway. 

. · (b) Sick Leau.-Sick leave is generally allowed on half 
pay in other concerns including Government Departments and 
Railways. 

Same privilege be extended to the Clerical staff. 

(c) A railability of Leau.-Though_ the Company has 
provided certain provisions for privilege and casual leave still 
a large number of employees do not get the same at the time 
of necessity for want of sufficient relieving staff. We, there
fore, suggest that 5 per cent relieving staff be maintained as 
~whole t~ work in place of those who have to be_ on leave, etc. 

Grierances of Time-keepers and Outdoor Clerks.-The 
·revision of scales of pay for time-keepers have already been 
embodied"in our proposals along with the scales of pay suggested 
for Clerical staff. We mention here some grieYances which 
~~~ed early redress. 
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Off days.-The Time-keeper$ and outdoor derks hav~ .tc 
work full 365 days in a year and do not get any rest as given 
to some clerical staff of other departments. . -

A railabiUtyo.f Cas'l!al Lf!at,e.-Although the Company has 
provided the privilege . of casual leave, no opportunity of 
availing the same is given as their work is not being manage.j 
without overtime in place of an absentee. 

Suppl11 of water-proof and v•inter coats.-These. staffs 
particularly have to expose themselves to the inclemencies of 
weather such as se~·ere coiJ· ~::nd. rain while ·discharging their 
duties and as such it is necessary that they should be provided 
with rain and winter coats. 

Protection of Check Houses and Shop Offices from se?Jere 
heat, wind, rain and cold weather.-The Check Houses and 
Shop Offices being built of galvanised sheets, the staffs are 
feeling much inconvenience due to the extreme heat in summer, 
severe cold in winter and wind and rain in rainy weather. As 
such it is necessary for the Management to rebuild the Check-

. Houses. by raising permanent structures on improved condi
tions instead of th~resent dilapidated tem:r:;orary structures 
of corrugated sheets which are not desirable both in the interest 
of.employees and employers. These staffs are working'~ jn 
isolated places and responsible duties of maintaining attendance 
of the staff are entrusted to them. · 

· · Further, the Time-keepers having to deal with mobs of 
workers, they need certain protection. We suggest that one 
\V atch Guard and telephone connection be provided for each 
Check House to meet these exigencies. 

Re-starting of the Commercial Night School.-The provision 
of • a good Commercial School is a necessity in this big town 
Jwhere the Steel Company employs as many as 1,000 clerical 
workers. \Ve request, therefore, that a first class Commercial 
School having classes daily at night and charging nominal fees 
he conducted. 

· . Allotmen_t of Quarters.-The salaries of· Clerks being low 
the comparahve standard for allotment of quarters as against 
the employees in general should be lowered in their cases. 

In conclusion we fervently hope that the Management will 
be ple~sed to discuss these ma~te~s with ou! accredited repre
sentatives of the Labour Assoc1at10n and dispose off the items 
flympathetically. -



For which act of kindness we shall e\er remain most grate
:tul and pray for the prosperity of the Company. 

""' e beg to remain, 
Dear Sir, 

Your most humble memorialists, 

THE TISCO CLERKS, TIME-KEEPERS, ETC .. 
J AMSHEDPUR : 

22nd July, 1930. 
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APPENDIX "B ". 
AW EXTRACT FROM" INDIAN FINANCE" DATED 15TH JANUARJ 1938. 
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APPENDIX " B-I ". 

ADVANCE", dated Sunday, 3rd July, 1938. 

LIVING COST AT JAMSHEDPUR. 

PATNA, JuLY 1. 

According to the figures collected by the Department of 
'Industries, Bihar, Ranchi continued to be the cheapest centre 
for a workman to live in, while JAMSHEDPUR CONTINUED TO BE 
THE DEAREST. 

-
During. the month, the cost of living showed a rise of 

1 point each at Patna and Ranchi and fall of 2 points at 
Monghyr and 1 point at Jamshedpur while it remained 
stationary at M~za:ffarpur and Jharia . 

. The percentage of fall below the pre-war normal period was 
17 at Ranchi, 11 at Muzaffarpur, 6 at Monghyr, 3 at Jharia, 
2 at Patna and 1 AT JAMSHEDPUR. · 



. (1) 
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APPENDIX ''.C " . 

E:rtract from lr>tter. no. PVT /42, dated the 25th April 1931, 
from the Controller of.Acco.unts, addressed to the General 
Manager, Jl./et;srs. The.Tata Iron and Steel Company, Ltd. 

" 

You are alr"eady aware of my views on the grade scheme · 
which I have briefly put · dowri in the note forwarded to Sir· 
P. Ginawa1a. Unfortunately, to my mind the grade scheme 
was formed \Vithout any detailed consideration of the dis-' 
advantages to the Company, and the result is that you _will 
always be tethered with applications of this nature. Grouping 
of certain individuals "into various grades was not done accord
ing to the merits of the indiriduals, but the grading was done 
according to the rate of salny which the employees were 
dra\\·ing at the time; thus an individual who was drawing say 
Rs. 45 u·as put into the grade of Rs. 35-3-50. To point out 
extreme ca!"es, individuals, drawing Rs. 50 were included in 
the grade of Us. 35-3-.50 as the Company at the time could~ 
not afford· to pay a large amount by way of increments and 
could not therefo·re put some of these men in the higher grade 
of Rs. 55-4--75. .. ...................... " 

(2) 
Similar con1ments were also made by other officers in the 

following references:-
(a) G8L//GG2, dated 25-3-30. G.S.jG.:M. 
(b) 2473/41, dated 3-8-3!, G.M.fBcmbay Office. 
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APPENDIX" D ". 
Conditi-Ons of serrice for clerks as in the Calcutta Corporation . 
. (As obtained from the Employees' Association, Calcutta.) 

Salary.-Starting salary of a clerk Rs. 40 p. m. After 
one gets through the Departmental Examination, he gets Rs. 50 
and goes up to Rs. 150 bv annual increments. 

Lea'Ce.-PRIVILEGE LEAVE: 1 month which can be 
accumulated up to 4 months. 

MEDICAL LEAVE : 2 kinds (1 with 1/2 pay and the 
other with 1/4: pay) to the extent of 2 years. 

CASUAL LEAVE: 10 days in a year, not cumt'.lati>P-. 
HOLIDAYS: As under the Negotiable Instruments Act .. 

. CO:UPENSATORY I.EA VE : giwn where any member 
is required to work on holidays or Sundays. 

PROVIDENT FUND: 1 month's salary in a ·year 
deducted from the salaries and an equh·alent amount contri
buted by the Corporation. After completion of 5 years' service 
one is ·entitled to the full benefit of the fund e>en on dismissn.l 
or on ground of insubordination unless he is dismissed on the 
ground of dishonesty, embezzlement, etc. 

· GRATUITY: 1/2 a month's salary for each ye:1r of 
service on the completion of 15 years' continuous service. 

WORKING HOURS: 10-30 A.M. to 5 P.M. with :m 
interval of half an hour for tiffin: Attached to the Corporation 
office there is a tiffin room, well equipped with furniture, 
utensils, li!!hts and fans, etc., at the cost of the Corporation. 

GEl\"ERAL: The Corporation Employees' Association 
has been gi>en a well-equipped room for its office, and the 
Corporation gives an annual grant of Rs. 650 for the upkeep 
of the library of the Employees' Association. 

The Corporation has also given R.s. 5.000 to the As~cia-
• tion for building sanatorium at ~fadhupur and Deoghar for the 
use of the staff requiring change of climate, or taking heahh
resort .. A nominal sum of Rs. 5 is taken from those of the staff 
who take to such resort, simply for the maintenance of the 
sanatorium. • 

A Death Benefit Fund with two classes of membership 
with a subscription of Re. 1-2-0 and Rs. 2-4-0 respectiwly ar:d 
:with Rs. 500 and Rs. 1,000 guaranteed for the respec-tiYe classes 
of mem~rship, is also functioning. 

(The salary and grade given in the foregoing are only for 
the junior members of the staff who evidently carry one designa-
tion as " clerks , .) _ 
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1\PPENDIX ~' D-I ". 
'Grades of the different categories of the llfinisterial Staff in 

the Bengal Nagpur Railway offices. • 
(As obtained .from the Bengal Nagpur Railway Indian Labour 
· Union.) 

. 1\-B .. · Rs. 33 4: 65 } 
70-:4-90 

With a bar at Rs. 65 
for two years. 

c. "95-5-120 
D.. 130-10-170 
E. 180-· 10-220 
E. Spcl. 230-10-300 

(Other service conditions, though not specifically given in 
the comm\lnication received, like CasualLeave, Festival Leave,. 
Sic~ Leave, etc., are more or less in line with what it obtains in 
the Calcutta Corporation-See Appendix " D ".) 

APPENDIX 3. 
Compara&ive list of grades in different Laboritories. 

. . 
Tata Chemical Laboratory-

Sr. Chemist 
Chemist 
Shift Foreman.Chemist~ 
Junior Chemists •• 
Laboratory Assistants 

Alipur Test House
Chemical Assistants 

.. 
Rs. 

160-10-200 
100-5-150 

-95-5-130 
60-5-90 
35-4-55 

150-15--300--20--400 
Government Laboratory, J amshedpur-

Chcmical Assistants 150-15-300-20--400 
0. I. P. Railway-

Chemist 150-10-300 
Laboratory Assistants 

E. I. Railway-
Chemists 

Customs House, Calcutta
Chc"list 

Calcutta Corporation--
Analysis~s •• 

80-5--100--10--150 

.. 130-.10 -250 

130-10-250 

150-15--300-20--400 



A-PPENDIX 4. 

Comparative wages statistics. 

INDIA. GERMANY. UNITED STATEs or AMERICA. 

Hourly rate in rupees. Ho_urly rate. Hourly rate. 

- (Average sldlled and un-skilled.) (Average skilled and un-skilled.) (Average skilled and un-skilled.) 

Ratio Ratio. Iron and Steel Ratio. 
Rate. Iron and Steel. Textile. • Rolling Mills, 

Textile. Tata Iron and etc. Textile. Iron and 
)lelow Rs. 260. Textile. (1936.) (1936.) Steel Steel 

I 
Textile. 1938. Textile. 

1 2 8 4 6 6 '1 8 g 

•ns. 0·150 Rs. 0·152 Bs. 0 987 86·6 68·8 1-48 ·826 I ·412 2·0 
Reichspfenninge Reichspfenninge Dollars Dollars 

(Ref.-R~port on Ref.- Year 
the COIIU ition book of Rs. 0·68 Rs. 0·39 Rs. 2·40 Rs. 1·19 
atTectiu!' the LabourSta-
lut•ourers of tistics, page Ref.-Year book, Ref.-Year book, 
J am•hc.l p u r no. 157. page no. 139. page no. 138. Ref.-Year book, 
Works of the page nos. 149 
T. I. and ~. and 150. 
Co., Ltd., 
page 54.) 

•(a) Average eaming Including departmental bonus and general bonus and leave pay is R&. 0·190. 
(b) Avcr:wo earning including profit-sharing bonus along with the items under heading (a) is Rs. 0·209. 

Hatio of (a) earning with the Textile is 1·25. 
Ratio of (b) earning witb the Textile is 1·37. 



AI!~ENDIX 4-concld .. 

- Comparative wages statistica-concld. 

GaE.t.T BaiTUI(. HoNo.t.ar. JAP.t.N. 

(Hourly rate.) (Hourly rate.) (Hourly rate.) 

Ratio. Ratio. 
Iron and Steel Iron and other MetallurgY,. . Textile. Ratio . 

~melting, Textile. Iron and Metallurgy Textile. Iron and other 
Rolling, etc. Steel 1936. Metallurgy. 1938. 1938. Metallurgy 

Textile. Textile. ·Textile. 

10 11 12 13 14 16 16 17 18 

1·25 Shilling ·79 Shilling Hi7 63 Pengos 36 Pengos• 1-61 ·404 Yen ·171 'fen 2·36 
1928:----

Rs. 0·860 Rs. 0·64 • ·91 

1·37 Shilling •70 Shilling 1-96 . 
1986: .. Ref.-Year book, Ref.-Year 

Rs. 0·94 Rs. 0·48 page no. 156. book, page 
no. 169. 

Ref.-Year book, 
page no. 164. 

) 
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APPENDIX 5. 
Statement showing comparative house rents. 

Type of quarters. 

N R 

R 

R 

M. 

M 

M 

L 

L 

N1 

N2 

2 

8 

4 

2 

L ,. 

H 6 

ld G 

ewG 

2 • 

4 

1 

. 

l 

-
0 

N 

G 

G 

B 

N 

R 

(Bistupur) 

M 

A 

G rain stores 
• 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 
... 
... 
... 
... 

Tata. Tinplate. 

Original I Enhanced Original I Enhanced 
rent. rent. rent. rent. 

2 3 4 6 

Rs •. a. P· Rs. a. P· Rs. a. p. Re. a. p. 

1 2 0 2 10 0 ... ... 
2 4 0 2 4 0 2 12 0 2 4 0 

... .. . 8 12 0 2 8 0 

4 0 0 4 0 0 4 4 0 3 8 0 

... . .. 8 8 0 4 0 0 

. .. ... 'I 8 0 6 0 0 

4 8 0 7 0 0 ... ... 
'I 0 0 eg 0 0 11 8 0 8 0 0 

8 8 0 8 8 0 9 8 0 7 8 0 

t 0 0 9 0 0 ... ... 

r Ill 0 0 l 
8 0 0 1 16, 0 0 ~ ... .. . 

18 12 0 J 
12 8 0 18 12 0 20 0 0 u 0 0 

... ... . .. . .. 
12 8 0 19 0 0 ... ... 
21 0 0 28 4 0 ... 15 0 0 

'I 8 0 16 0 0 ... .. . 
1 0 0 2 8 0 . .. ... 
1 6 0 214 0 ... ... 

{ 36 0 0 } -
27 8 0 ... ... 

46 0 0 

2 2 0 3 4 0 ... . .. 

• Rent of end quarter i.s Rs. 9. 

Extra facillty. 

8 

. ..... 

. ..... 

...... 
······ ...... 
...... 
...... 

·With water ani! 
Electric in' 
stall ation. 

Electrified. 

...... 

...... 

...... 

...... 

...... 

.•.... 

...... 

...... 
······ 
...... 
...... 



APPENDIX s--.contd. 

Tata. Tinplate, Co. 

Type of quarters. 
\ Enhanced I 

Extra facility. 
Original Original Reduced 

rent. - rent. rent. rent. 

1 2 3 . I 6 6 

Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. P· Rs. a. p. 

RN ... 1 2 0 :a 10 0 ... ... ...... . . 
RN 1 ... 2 4 0 2 4 0 2 12 0 I 4 0 ······ . ' 
RN 2 ... ... ... 3 12 0 2 8 0 ...... . . . . 
M2 ... 4 0 0 4 0 0 4 4 0 3 8 0 ...... . ' .. 
t.IS' ... ... .. . 6 8 0 4 0 0 ...... 

. ' 
M4 ... .... ... 7 8 0 6 0 0 . ..... 

'•' 
L ... 4 8 0 7 0 0 ... ... ...... 
L2 ... 7 0 0 9 0 0 11 8 0 8 0 0 With water and 

• Electric in-
atallation. 

-
L t• ... 8 8 0 8 8 0 9 8 0 7 8 0 Eletcrified. 

9 0 0 9 0 0 ... ... . ..... .. 

{ 
12 0 0 l 

H6 ... 8 0 0 15 0 0 I ... ... . ..... 
18 12 0 

OldG. ... 12 8 0 18 12 0 20 0 0 14 0 0 . ..... 
New G I ... ... ... ... ... . ..... 
02 ... 12 8 0 19 0 0 . .. ... ...... 
Gt ... 21 0 0 28 f 0 ... 15 0 0 . ..... 
H (Bietupur) ... 7 8 0 16 0 0 ... . .. . ..... 
N ... 1 0 0 2 8 0 ... . .. . ..... 
RM ... 1 6 0 214 0 ... . .. ······ 

{ 35 0 0 } A ... 27 8 0 ... . .. ...... 
45 0 0 

Grain stores ... 2 2 0 3 4 0 ... ... . ..... 
• Reut of eud quarter is Rs. D. 
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APPENDIX s-concld. 

Tinplate Company's house rent. 

Old rate. New rate. 

Rs. a. p. Rs. a. P· 
G 4 Iiew 15 0 0 

G tyPe old, .. 20 0 0 14 0 0 
I 

L 2 (with · water· and 11 8 0 8 0 0 
elecfric installation.) 

· "L 4 (Electrified) 9 8 0 7 8 0 

ld:4 .. - 7 8 0 5 0 0 

"M3 .. 6 .8 0 4 0 0 

M2 .. 4·4 0 3 8 0 

RN 2 .. .. 3 i2 0 2 8 0 

RN 1 2 12 0 2 ' 0 



MEMORANDUM NO. 2.-

· Submitted to the Bihar Labour Enquiry Committee by the 
Tata \Yorkers' Union, Jamshedpur. 

\Ve beg to state tha~ we have already submitted a separate 
memoranduni dealing with a. few particular ma~ters .mutually, 
agn~ed by the CompanY- and the Tata Workers Umon to be 
left over for your early treatment. . In the present memoran
dum we have ·attempted. to deal with generar matters, and haye 
not stressed on the items already dealt with in the previous 
one. Instead of attempting precise reply to the Questionnaire 
according to its order, we have found it convenient to arrange 
the matters dealt with in different groups according to its 
scope and offer our criticism and suggestion thereqn. Ou~ 
dealings of different groups have sometimes been a bit elaborat!3 
according to the importance of the subject matters. Besides_, 
we have not always treated the subject according to the order 
in which Questionnaire were arranged. ·But instead, we have 
.itemized thein according to our convenience. . 

··Trade union.-At present there are four Trade Union 
organisations at Jamshedpur, including the nominal ones:-.. 

(a) Labour Association. 

(b) Labour Federation. 

(c) Metal Workers' Union .. 

(d) Tata Workers' Union.· 

The Labour Association was started in 1920 along witli 
the first strike of the Tata Workers. During the strike five 
men we!·e shot dead and several other$ severely injured. 
The stnke. ":as settled on th.e Management introducing service 
rules pr?v1dmg leave, Pro':1dept Fund, etc., and granting 
general mcrease of wages. Two years later .a second strike 
took place, which 'Yas called off by Dewan Chamanlal, on the 
Management agreemg to refer the points at dispute for 
settlement tQ a Conciliation Committee consisting of represen
tatives of the· workers and Management. 

. The Committee never met, as the Management refused to 
accept ~he personnel from the workers side, and it was a clever 
manreune of the Management who did not think it necessary 
to respect the pledge as soon as the work was ;resumed, 01:1 

:{7. 
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top of that the Management started vigorous repression . 
. Victimisation and threatening of all active workers followed, 
till the matter was taken up by the leaders of the Swara.i 
Party, the late Deshbandhu C. R. Das and Pandit Motilal 
Ne·hru, when the question of granting tariff protection came 
up before the Central Assembly. The Company agreed to 
accept the recommendations of a Conciliation Board with late 
Deshbandhu C. R. Das as Chairman. 'Vhen, however, the 
recommendations were placed before the Tata Board of 
Directors, the latter declined to accept them particularly the 
clause regarding the recognition of the Union unless its, the 
then Secretary, Mr. Sethi, was removed. Deadlock ensued 
and Deshbandhu Das died shortly afterwards. After some
times, Mn,hatma Gandhi was approached to intervene. He 
personalJy came to J amshedpur and effected a settlement 
guaranteeing recognition of the Union. Formal recognition, 
however, was accorded after further delay and representation 
by the organization: 

After a short period, men's grievances began to be over
looked. Personal and group grievances accumulated till signs 
of unrest became visible during the close of 1927. Early in 
1928 in protest of the callous attitude of the Company 
demonstrations and sporadic hartals followed, Rev. C. F. 
!Andrews, President of the Labour Association intervened and 
settled a number of short departmental strikes and secured the 
grant of General Production Bonus. This, however, did not 
satisfy the workers and therefore, the departmental strike 
still continued till the Company declared a lock-cut during the 
close of May 1928. The Labour Association could not 
immediately join the. H artaUst as they were bound by the 
terms of a settlement arrived at shortly before. Mr. Manek 
Homi, an ex-employee of the Tata Company and a pleader of 
the local court became, at once, the leader cf the movement and 
after continuing the struggle for sometime, approached 
Srijut Subash Chandra Bose to come and guide the affairs. 
tWhen Srijut Subash Chandra Bose came here, he was urged to 
accept Preside~tship of the Labour :Association as Rev. 
!Andrews had already )eft for Europe. On his acceptance of 
presidentship of the Association and on his appeal, the entire 
labour force joined the Hartalist. Soon afterwards, the 
.Company was compelled to come to terms. A settlement was 
reached and the men resumed work in the middle of September 
1928: :Mr. Homi however, dissatisfied at his leadership being 
at stake! stood against the settlement and :vigorously :wor~ed 
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to ·establish his supremacy fo~ pe~sonal ends a:s. discl?sed 
through' subsequent events. W1th h1s followers, he Immedi~te
ly started a rival faCtion und_er the name of La~our FederatiOn. 
,The Management. also. negat~ved. a number of 1m_p~rtan~ terms 
of settlement wluch muned1at_ely created susp1c10n m t~e 
minds of the workers an~· directly strengthened Mr. Hom1 s 
move. f?rijut Subash. Bose continued to represent men's grie
~'ances and pressed on the Company to conced~ ~ reasonable 
grant in matters of wages, etc.. As a result, mm1mpm. 'Y~ge~ 
for unskilled workers was raised to Re. 0-8-0. The phtlcal 
situation of the country, during the period, made it impos.sible 
for Srijut ·Bose to stay in Jamshedpur and get the terms of 
settlement given effect to and adherents of Mr. Homi grew 
in number through ceaseless propaganda ori one side and · 
Company's. half hearted policy on the other. During the 
time, rivalry between the organisations became very keen. 
Labour Association office was ·raided in broad day light and 
some members· assaulted. Within a very short time, the 
Company bent down to Mr. Homi's pressure and recognised 

. his organisation and encouraged duel unionism. Company's 
role in relation to labour organisation has been one of divide 
and rule since. this time. They employed their resources 
openly to weaken the Labour Association and strengthened 
the Federation by undue fav.ouritisiii. When the Labour 
'Association became actually weak due to the above policy and 
mo~ particularly to the imprisonment of its President, the 
Company set to crush the Labour Federation. There was art 
internal quarrel between two groups of Federation, over 
embezzlement of its funds by its President, Mr. M. HomL 
!A number of cases were filed with the help of the Tata Com
pany ,and ultimately Mr. Homi was convicted to a long term 
of imprisonment. Two of the important workers of the 
Federation were externed subsequently, and its fund amount~ 
ing to about Rs. 50,000 was held out by the Government on 
an injunction suit filed, by some Federation Members. The 
fund which was contributed by the workers of Jamshedpur is 
still lying with the Government. 

· Meantime Srijut Bose who came out of jail, represented 
grievances of t~e men,· particularly of the Jamadoba Colliery 
:workers, but fa1led to evoke any reasonable response from the 
management and he had to advise the men once again to 
strengthen themselves in order to wrest their legitimate 
demands. At this period, goondaism reigned supreme in 
Jamshedpur. Srijut Subash Bose presiding over a mass 
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meeting at the G. Town maidan was assaulted by some of 
the goondas who were generally used at this period to break 
all workers' meeting. 

Another' meeting held by the Federation men under police 
protection was tried to be broken by the ~oondas, a number of 
whom were chased, arrested, and hauled up in. the Court. 
Mysteriously. how£7er, the ca..o:e against these goondas was 
qropped while some of the Company's high officers were 
transferred from Jamshedpur. Soon ·aiterwards Srijut Subash 
.Bose was again imprisoned. Takin~ advantage of the 
situation, the management dismissed the Honorary Secretary 
and some active workers of the Labour Association. A period 
of demoralisation· and inaction followed. As both the labour 
organisations had been suppressed, the Company felt the 
Det."eSeity of starting a subsidized labGur organisation, in order 
to white-wash the mis-deeds and to create a wrong impression 
outside thatJ.he Company encouraged Trade Unionism. 

Thus the !fetal Workers' Union came into existence. 
But in spite of the Company's blessings, it failed to attract 
the workers. Meantime, repression en the ' remnants • of 
the Labour Association continued. Its Secretary was openly 
assaulted in his office with the remaining active workers. a 
suit was filed by the Company against the Labour Association 
in violation of the understanding, to administer the final 
stroke. The case, however, was ultimately withdrawn at the 
intervention of Srijut Rajendra PrQSad, Nilkanta Das and 
Suba.sh Chandra Bose. . · · 

It will be clear from the aboT'e that the Company directed 
its energies to suppress the genuine Trade Union Movement 
and practically succeeded during this period. But their 
endeav~ to pcpularise the :Metal Workers' Union miserably 
failed. It shows, wol"kers were fully conscious of their rights 
and interest but were subdued by superior forces to give 
expression to their feelings. The state of affairs continued 
until the middle of 1936 w.hel} the changed condition of the 
country paves the way for the renval of the movement. At 
the end of the year C-ongress propaganda in connection with 
t~ P~rlia.mentary election roused mass ooilEciousness a.frcsh. 
Taking advantage of the situation, Labour Association made 
an endeavour to renew organisational activities and as a first.., 
step ran its candidate, Mr. John to contest t~e ~lection to tha 
Labour seat on the· Congress ticket. The Company also ran 
its own candidde and spent lavishly in propaganda and other 
connected matters. The failure of the Company's candidate 
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proved ccnclusively, of the growing. solidarity of t!:e. worker~. 
:Mr. 1-1. Homi who. appeared on the scen_e once agan~ at !his 
stage :mrl successfully contest~d the electwn, caught Imagi_n~
tion of the people and for a time controlled the labour activi
ties. His fall wa~, however, ·equally abrupt as men, very 
soon, became suspicious of his bona fide~ and rightly so, as 
he, openly, began to support and side with the Company as 
aaainst the vi'tal interest of the worke~s. His role became 
c~ar during the crisis at the· Sheet Mill in March la.st year, 
when working days in the department were considerably cut 
down, aHccting the earnings. of the men very seriously. Tievolt 

. of the workers r.gainst him and his organisation was complete 
and soon afterwards, men rallied round the Tata \Vo1 ker3' . 
Union which was started in April, 1938, with Professor 
'Abdul Bari as its President. As a matter of fact, the Labour' 
'Association merged in the organisation. The new organisa
tion, from the very start, had to carry on a ceaseless struggle 
on account of the stiff attitude of the management at the 
earlier stages and vacillations during the later days. U;nder 

· pressure of circumstances, they agreed to the terms of a eettle
ment arrived at with the president of the Union, the president 
of the Indian ·National Ccngress and the premier of the 
Province of Bihar, but have since been utilising every 
opportunity to flout the terms. \Ve enumerate below a few: 
of our charges in support of the above etatement-

(1) The Union enjoys effective recognition but a very 
large proportion of the day to day cases, repre
sented by the Union are not given proper and 
prompt attention. 

(2) The Departmental Production Bonus was r-ot given 
proper effect to, as a number of men of various 
departments were left out of the benefit and 
proper scale in the Sheet Mill and so:::ne other 
departments was not introduced. 

(3) Represe?tatjons regarding the defects m the 
Medrcal Department and inadequacy of the 
medical staff were not· heeded to. 

(4:) Depart~ental heads o~ten threaten workers for pre
ferrmg representatiOn through the Union. 

(5) Above all, the Company_ and its va1:ious depart
. mental heads are persistently tryincr to under

mine the Union, by effecting a bread~ in tb rank 
. of the labour and by other ingenions metl10ds. 



In short, what the Company concedes with one hand is 
snatched away by the other. It is due to this reason that 
there is no permanent peace in the industry between the 
employers and the workers' Union. 

It is, therefore, prayed that the Committee may direct 
its serious attention to this aspect and try to devise means 
to effect a permanent peaceful relation between this important 
industry and its very <;onscious and responsible labour. 

Coming to the subject of the men victimised during tLe 
year 1930 to 1933, we demand that these workers be 
immediately re-instated with full compensation. 

We also beg to claim that the fund contributed by the 
1Tata Workers and lying with the Government, as referred to 
above, should be made over to the workers through its accre
dited organisation after taking workers vote by a ballot which 
may be arranged by the Government. 

Recruitment of Labour.-There has been well deserved 
criticism against Tatas machinery of recruitment. The 
objection that has been aptly raised by the \Vhitly Commission 
against recruitment being entrusted to a single individual is 
.equally applicable· to Tatas Labour Bureau. As a matter of 
fact, it is not a Bureau but a highly centralised one-mn.n-show. 
,The baneful efiects of such power being centralised in one man 
can hardly be overestimatd. We have been pressing since 
long to replace the arrangement by a more democratic and 
broad-based one. 'Ve repeat our demand that the appoint
ments should be made by a committee consisting of three or 
five Superintendents. of Departments changing periodically, 
who shall not accept recommendation from any of the Office 
Staff of the Bureau. · 

It is highly regrettable that the recruitment through ' C !o 
class apprenticeship is guided by the cardinal principle of 
favouritism to a particular community, which absorbs a great 
percentage of the positions to give undue preference to 
members of this community, superior positions are often 
reserved exclusively for them and cases of undeserved super
session are too frequent to require enumeration. If prrmotion 
or recruitment to high positions is governed by such mis
guided policy, efficiency is bound to suffer. Further, dis
organisation to certain extent is bound to follow as a result 
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of discontentment among the deserving men :who are thus 
superseded. In recruitment and· promotion, this kind of 
short-sighted policy must be .stopped. 

Temporary Labourers.~n representation of the Tata; 
;Workers' Union,· the _management agreed to take those 
temporary workers . under the permanent category, who 
completed one year's service. As there is a larg~ 
number of temporary men . and vacancies are distributed 
amongst them by rotation, very seldom a temporary 
man gets chane to complete a continuous years service and 
therefore, under the restriction, he may not be taken to the 
permanent category. Then again there is a construction gang 
who work on maintenance and renewal jobs throughout the 
plant. As such, the department is a permanent one and the 
force also work for years together. But even then, those men 
are taken as temporary workers. Certainly, there is no reason 
to deprive these men of the benefits of permanency. _ 

We, therefore, urge that the break period for the first 
. category of men should be overlooked and after an aggregat~ 
serv.ice of 12 .months they should be regarded as permanent 
hands and the entire force of the Construction Department 
should be taken to the permanent category. · 

Condition of Ernployment.-The Works Service Rules 
for the uncovenanted staff of the Tata Iron and Steel Com
pany, Limited, comprise of rules governing (1) Leave, 

· (2) Acting Allow:ances, {3) Accident Payment and ( 4) l)is-. · 
~~~. ' 

· 1. Leave.-In memorandum I, we have submitted our: 
aemands regarding the change of leave rules. Further, we 
claim that leave provided to the workers must be allowed to 
be accumulated without limit in contravention of the clause 2 
of the ·works Service Rule and such leave once earned shal~ 
not be forfeited. 

_ The General Manager in his Circular no. L/8092/~7,: 
dated the 23rd/29th October, 1937, defined the ;rules regarding 
payment of salary in lieu of leave .. 

. The Union claims that all leave due to a iWork:er is his 
~ell earned right and as such the Company should have no 
option to penalise a worker by forfeiting the same and the 
Company having agreed to the principle of payment of sal~ry, 
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in lieu of leave, all leave money, due to a worker shall have 
to be paid at the time of his "discharge. 

2. Acting Allowance.-Regarding the existing Rules for 
~.cting Allowance, we have no comments to make, till all the 
posts in the workshop are graded. 

However, the clause 3 of the Rules for acting allowance, 
:disqualifying the superior or the clerical staff for any acting 
allowance, if he does not act in the higher grade for one 

·month or more is quite arbitrary and without any justification . 
. {fhe Union wants to press upon the point that; like daily rated 

men, the monthly rated staff also be paid acting allowance on 
higher grades when they undertake the responsibility even for 
one day or more. 

The clause 6 of the existing Rules states that workmen 
as defined in Rule 2(iiz), i.e., all employees on daily wages 

· shall draw the full wages of the higher posts, if acting in such 
a post for any one day or more unless for exceptional reasons 
to be stated by him, the General Manager,, directs a lower rate 

. of remuneration to be paid. The practice followed is the 
exception instead of the rules which have become an exception, 
i.e., the practice of giving a lower rate of remuneration, while 
acting on higher grades, is in vogue and in a few cases only 
the full wages are given. We demand that full acting 
~allowance, i.e., the full wages of the superior. job in which 
the man is acting be always given without any restriction. 

4. Dismissal.-There shal~ be no dismissal by the employer 
unless there is ·very grave reason for the same. Reason, e.g. 
~! Service no longer required '', should not be considered as a 
sufficient reason of discharging a man. If the employer can 
~ustifiably discharge a worker under the above reason there will 
be no security of service. There were some cases of discharge 
on the above ground from the Works Engineering De·partment in 
~hich no reasons of discharge were given and yet the posts 
were not abolished. Some of the men affected in the above 
incident h;td over 20 years of service. 

·while the existing Service Rule is thus subject to various 
i:riticisms, for improvement, we demand that if any alteration 
is proposed, the Union should be ~onsulted for its opinion 
previous to. any such alteration is given effect to. 
. Sick Leau.-Privilege leave is meant for_recuperation of 
general health and for tour and should not, therefore, be 
exhausted to cover sick period. ·Besides, as a worker, when 

·he is f,it, dire~ts his energy for the benefit and dewlopme~t 
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of the industry, the Company should also take the _responsi
- bility of bearing the man's expenses· when ]:le falls siCk . 

. We, therefore,- demand- full pay for the sick period. 

TVages.-The cost of living at Jamshedpur is known to 
be very high. It is hig~er tha~ that in P_atna, J amal_pur,: 
Jharia and many· other mdustr1al centres m the Provmce .. 
The Tata Iron· and Steel Company have .made tremendous 
progress, particularly during the last 10 years, due to ·the 
increased efficiency of men. Workers, however, have not been 
proportionately benefited during this industrial prosperity. 
Considering. the high cost of living, increased initial efficiency 
and prosperity of the industry, we urge that a minimum wage 
rate be fixed for Tata '\Yorkers in all the pategories, namely,_ 
unskilled, semi-skilled and skilled, at the following rates :_ 
the unskilled Re. 1 per day, and semi-skilled Re. 1-4-0 pe:t: 
day: 

On neeessi ty arising to revise the minimum wage, the 
matter should be placed before a Joint Committee of the 
representatives of Labour, Employer and Government. • 

Working Hours.-In all countries there is a tendency to 
reduce the working hours. At the beginning it was thought 
that less hour of work is only beneficial to the workers. But 
since the latter part of the last century, .systematic experi
men~s are being carried out in this direction. 

· The main basis of these experiments were on Industrial 
Fatigue and the relation between hours of work and the out-
put. 

_The result of these experiments definitely shQws that the 
maximum production and efficiency are not on long hours 
worked. Amongst a good number of. experiments we cite a 
few cases here. 

(a) (1) In 1893 a very important experiment was under-
taken by Salford Iron Works, Manchester. They had 54 and 
later 53 hours of work and the workin(J' hours of the trial 
perio~ were 48 hours. The following ;ere the results of 
expenmeilt-- · · 

(1) Under the 48 ~ours work, production increased . 
. (2) Though the piece workers lost li(J'htly durin(J' the 

year, their fall~ng off diminished as the 0 year 
adYanced, showmg a steady adaptation to the 
altered condition of :work. -



(3) There was great improvement in the lost time. 
U nde·r the 53 hours system the time lost averaged 
2.46 per cent and under 48 hours system it only 
averaged 0.46 per cent. 

(Ref.-" Industrial fatigue and the relation 
between hours of work and output with a 
memorandum on sickness '' by Lord Hendry 
Bentick.) 

(b) Mr. Frank Shridan of the 'Bureau of Labour reported 
in 1905 on the work of two battleships-one with 8 hours shift 
and the other with ten hours day work. 

The average output per hour of a man working 8 hours 
shift was 24=-28 per cent greater. 

(Ref.-Above book, page 36.) 

From these experiments it was definitely proved that 
shorter hours pf work tQ a certain limit give:-

(1) Better production for the employers . 
. (2) Less absentees . 
. (3) Due to less amount of fatigue, gradual improvement 
·. of health of the workers. 
(4) Improvement in lost time. 
(5) Increase in efficiency and power of judgment. 
(6) Less number of accidents. 

Germany made a full investigation on item (6) and the 
'following table shows that during the year 1887, the highest 
accident rate, for all- industries, occurred between 10 and 12 
in the morning and ~ and _6 in the evening. 

Hours. Accident .. 
Mornings. No. Per cent'. 
6 to 7 .... · .. ;/ 435 2.82 
7 to 8 ... .. ~ 794 5.16 
8 to 9 .... •·4 815 5.29 
9 to 10 ...... ··~ 1069 10.37 

11 to 12 ... ; ·--~ 1590 10.31 
12 to 1 ··~ ·--~ 587· 3.81 

1 to 2 ··~ · .. ~ 745 4.84 
2 to 3 .. 4 ... ~ 1037 6.73 
3 to 4 ...... ••• a 1243 8.07 
4 to 5 ... j ..... 1178 7.67 
5 to 6 .. ~ · .. ~ l306 8.4~ 

(~f . .,.,..:,AQ<>ye boo!{, page ~3.} 
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. On the basis of ·these experiments, the working hours in 
most countries are lowered to a great extent. 

We submit . a ~able here showing the working hours 
adopted in different countries. Of course, the working hours 
sometime vary _with industries and local conditions- . 

Year.. Country. Daily. Weekly. Fortnightly. Monthly. 

1 2 8 4 6 6 

1988 ... 1 ae·rmany - 7·62 

7-70 

7·73 

1987' ... Estonia ... 8·04 

8·06 

1988 United States 32·2 

84·3 

34·6 

. 1988 Finland ... 96·4 

1988 France ... 38·9 

38·7 

38·6 

198'7 Hungary 8·77 .. 
1988 Italy 166 

167 

1938 .Japan ... 9·82 

9·92 

1988 ... Poland ... 43·4 

44·0 

44·1 

1m Sweden ... 47·1 

(Ref.-Yea~ Book, pages 85 to 87.) 
· These figures are ·an taken for industries. But in India 

the working hours in industries are more than tho~ of other 
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countries. About 72 per cent of industrial workers, work 
more than 48 hours a week. (Ref.-Industrial Labour in 
Jndia, page 218.) 

Tata's working ~ours also belong to this category. The 
following are the working hours in Tatas :-

."\Yorkers in continuous Department (in Shifts) 104 hours 
per fortnight. 

"\Yorkers in non-continuous Departments (in Shifts) 48 
hours per week. 

At present in Europe and other countries the working 
hours shown in the above table are considered suitable whether 
any attempt has been made to find out if less hours of work 
than mentioned above are not uneconomical to the industries 
except in America. 

It has been proved by experiment that fatigue starts long 
before the workers complete 8 hours work. 

We quote below the work done in this line in a corres
pondence office. 

The head of the office divided the day into 3 periods of 
approximately 2! hours each and found the percentage of work 
done as follows:-

Time. Percentage of work 
done. 

9.30 to 12-00 40.00 
1-0 to 3-30 31.85 
3-30 to 6-00 28.15 

{Ref.-Industrial fatigue and ............ by Lord H. Bentick, 
page 34.) 

The less amount of work in the later hours will not only 
be found with the ministerial staff, but the same result will 
be seen with the industrial workers also. 

We state below the similar results with the industrial 
workers. 

I II 
Period. Output. Output. 

1st Hour 114 2,032 
2nd Hour 167 2,12~ 

3rd Hour 160 2,28~ 

4th Hour 157 1,922 
5th Hour 139 1,663 
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First of set work was soldering tin and the seco!lo one 
was of pasting on labels. The workers were unconsciOus of 
the observation. 

These figures show that the outputs start to show effect 
of fatigue from the 4th hQur and from the 5th hour the drop 
is very high. 

Consequentiy until any experiment is done wit~ working 
hours less than 8, it is very difficult to say' what worlnng hours 
would be best suited here. 

Mr. Henry I Spooner says in his booklet " Indmt1ial 
fatigue in its. relation to maximum output '' (page ~4) 
" There cannot be a doubt that the best length of workmg 
days varies in different trade and in the same trade under 
different conditions, and circumstances; thus workers engaged 
on light or purely mechanical work in well ventilated ~nd 
efficiently lighted shops can, for example work longer hours w1th 
less fatigue than smelters or furnace men, who labour in swel
tering and vitiated atmosphere. Further, an industry carried 
on in a town may require a shorter day than a like industry 
located in country; but it is generally possible to de~ermine 
scientifically by fatigue studies, what length of working day 
is on the whole most advantageous to both parties in the cir
cumstances, best. for the workers because it allows them to 
rec~perate their strength day by day and best also for the 
employer because he profits by the employees' increased 
capacity for work ". 

In view of this statement we should not depend on the 
experiments done in Europe and America. The conditions 
here are very different from those countries. We are to work 
in hi~h heats in th_e summer which the people of Europe or 
Amenca cannot thmk of. Many workers here died due to 

·heat stroke. Our living and housing are so poor in comparison 
wit_h those of the countries of Europe and America that the 
fatigue of the· workers here must be much more and earlier 
than the workers of those countries. 

"r e beg to suggest that the Government should open a 
department o~ appoint a committee wh_ich will carry on experi
ment~ on fatigue to find out what w1ll be the best suited 
workmg hours for different industries in the Provinc:e. 

'Y e think,. considering all points, that the result of such 
expenmcnt Will show that by reducing the working hours to 
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6, the employer will not lose anything but it will rather be 
profitable to him also. 

In this· matter of fatigue, we beg to mention another 
point for consideration. · 

The town is extended to a great extent. And the area 
of the factory also is very big. Consequently most of the 
workers have to cover a long distance to reach their working 
place, some· times more than 4 or 5 miles. As a result, most 
of the workers get fatigued before they start work. It 1s 
harmful both to the employer and worker. 

We suggest that a tram service should be started by the 
Company to carry the workers to and from their places of 
:work. 

"r e should mention here that the workers in the General 
Shift at J amshedpur have to work in 2 periods with an 
interval of 2 hours for their meals in the mid-day. The 
workers have to come home and go back to duties again. So 
they have to walk long distances four tinies by which they 
undergo unnecessary ~atigue. If a straight shift is fixed it 
:will be beneficial to both the workers and the Compani~. 

• Employees of the Works Hotel have to work 16 hours a 
day. It, certainly, violates provisions of the Fact~ry Act as 
the Works Hotel is situated within the Factory ana is a part 
thereof. It is a pity that neither the management nor the 
Factory Inspector has so far thought fit to bring the working 
hours of these employees to a level with those of other branches 
of the works. From the humanitarian point of view, the 
over-work and its consequent strain should have been stopped 
long before. 

Utilisation of minerals.-In connection with the opening 
of a department to fix up and control working hours, we beg • 
to take the opportunity of suggesting a question of great 
national interest. 

The minerals, coal and oils, .are considered to be an asset 
of a country, but at present there is practically no machinery 
to control the handling of these properties. Any private 
individual can take the lease of a mine .and work, sell or do 
anything with it as he likes. The owner of a mine tries tO 
earn maximum amount of money within a short time. In 
most c.:ascs he does not care whether the mine is spoiled for 
further exploitation or not. 
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The minerals are sold to any part of the world without 
consideration of our country's need·, or preservation for the 
future. 

As for instance, Manganese Ore is not found in other 
countries excepting U. S. S. R.; South America and few oth~r 
countries. Consequently there is heavy demand for this 
mineral. · People from all countries are trying to purchase. 
But the Government exercises no control in the matter. 

We think that time has come when the Government shoult! 
take steps in the following .directions. 

(1) Nationalise the Mines. 

Government should acquire all mines. They will either 
work the mines or exercise full control on the party given lease 
of the mine in the matter of operation, distribution and export. • 

(2) Impro'Ce the minerals. 

(a) The Government should encourage authorised bodies 
or undertake themselves to improve the ores by modern ore 
dressing. methods. 

• (h) To carry on research to find out how best the rejected 
staff can be profitably utilised. For example, the refuses of 
the Iron Ore Mines are thrown away mainly because of their 
fineness, though in many cases they contain high percentage 
of iron. 

Factories Act.-Factories Act provided for periodical offs 
for the purpose of rest and recuperation. But instead 0f doing 
good it, has definitely added to the worries of the workman by 
curtailing his earnings as the employers do not pay for the 
(}ff davs. Certainly, that could not be the intention of th0 
legislators. Clearly what they meant was off-days with pay 
so that the workmen could have ~ chance to enjoy the holiday. 
We are receiving incessant complaints from the workmen 
against these compulsory offs for reasons already stated. 
After the off-day, the workman sets to work the renewed energy 
and certainly puts up higher production. We, therefore, urge 
that the compulsory factory off-days should be paid. 

· Rationalisation.-Rationalisation of plant is necessary in 
order to keep pace with modern development, and hard com
petition. But by rationalisation workers are thrown out of 
job. Dy rationalising, the Steel Company has not replaced 
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the old plant by a more mechanised one, but has added ~uch 
plants to the existing old ones in most cases. Hence no 
reduction of staff has been necessary. When the old Rolling 
Mills were abolished as a result of rationalisation, a lot of 
oldest and most experienced workers were sent home on com
pulsory leave for indefinite period. Only a portion of these 
men could afterwards be absorbed in other departments and 
often on highly reduced rates. 

Rationalisation is, therefore, viewed with mixed feelings. 
It should at any rate be adopted with caution. More 
mechanised plants should only be installed where production 
has to be rapidly increased. But in so doing existing workers 
should not be thrown out of employment, or put to any kind 
of inconvenience and suffering. 

Therefore, it should come as a supplementary process and 
not to replace the existing plants, in other words, the results of 
rationalisation should benefit not only the employer but the 
workers as well by affording greater rest and higher income. 

Rest House, Creches and Tiffin room.-The Factories Act 
provides for rest house for general use and creches for children 
of women workers. There should be well equipped, well 
furnished and commodious rest room for workers' use during 
interval. There is none in the works. We demand erection 
of rest houses at different convenient points. 

The existing creches for the use of the children of the 
,women workers are inadequate for the purpose. As women 
:workers work at different points far away from one another~ 
a number of creches should be provided at different convenient 
places in the factory. 

Most of the workers in shift duty and quite a good number 
in general duty get their meals from home to be taken in the 
.works. In absence of any dining room, workers have to 
take their meals under the shades of trees or in uncrowded 
corners mostly in bad environments. We would, therefore. 
suggest a number of dining rooms at different convenient 
places equipped with bath, wash-tubs and tables. 

Trade Union.-It -should be made obligatory on employers 
to accord effective recognition to a Registered Union. And 
once a Registered Union is so recognised, another Union shall 
not be recognised unless the latter represents the majority of 
the workers. · 
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Trade Disputes A ct.-The Trade Disputes Act should be 
so amended as to provide for appointment of (a) Court of 
Enquiry, (b) Board of Conciliation, (c) Co"fl:cilia.tion Officer 
on the application of one or both of the parties either before 
or during the progress of a strike or lock-out. 

Compensation A ct.-There· should be amendme~t of ~he 
'Act making it obligatory ·on the employer to provide· easier 
jobs for partially and permanently disabled men whether or 
not they have received compensation. The amount of com
pensation should be doubled the present scale. In case of 
death, which is not a very frequent event and consequently not 
a heavy burden on the employer, the compensation should be 
equal to 42 months wages and the clause restricting the amount 
to a sum " not exceeding Rs. 4,000 " should be eliminated. 

As the Company's doctor very often happens to be 
identified with the- management and therefore, is an interested 
party, the estimate of the nature of injury to establish extent · 
of compensation should not be made by him. The matter 
should be referred to the nearest Government doctor. 

In cases of minor injuries through accidents, incapacitat
ing the injured for work' for a few days, Company's doctor 
often certifies him fit for immediate resumption of work. AU 
douhtful cases should, therefore, be referred to the nearest 
Government doctor whose decision should prevail. 

In cases of temporary disablement, payment of compensa
tion at full rate of wages should start from the very day of 
accident. . 

Housing accommodation.-The Whitly Commission 
observed very rightly that in a place like J amshedpur 
(.'mployers have an obligation to furnish housing accommoda
tion to their employeES. But the building programme of the 
':fatas has been abnormally slow to meet the demands. Early 
m 1930, when the '\Vhitly Commission visited the place the 
Tatas had completed the building of about 5,000 quarters. In 
ten years since, when the Company had its most prosperous 
days, they did not complete even another 1,500 quarters. And 
at present the-y have met about 25 per cent of the demands. 
Besides, private enterprise for building quarters has not been 
encouraged. 

Bustees with standard sanitary conditions have not been 
laid to attract workers to build their own ho~ses. Nor has 
there been any incentive given by way of reducing land rent 
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or removing restrictions on renting; tram fer or sale of hous-es. 
Then ag11in. there is abnormal restriction on lease allotraent 

•of plots for building private quarters. ·we demand a ~peedier · 
programme for building of houses of improwd types with 
modf'rn sanitary and hygienic arrangements to be take~ np to 
provide houses to 60 per cent of the employees within the next 
two years. And also we want that greater facility he ~i,·en to. 

·workers to bnild their own houses on the available land in the 
tol\"11 proper. 

Dzsmantling of old and insanitary types of quarters.-· 
There are certain types of quarters, built years ago which do 
nd conform to the modern hygienic anj sanitary standa~ds .. 
Among these may be mentioned R. N. Type. " Gole Khulies" 
at Eistupur, " Ramdas Bhatta Quarters ", and C. Town 
Quarters and Gosala R. N. Types. The new T. R. Types 
Quarters built at various places are quite unsuitable and 

· should· either be dismantled or remodelled to conform to the 
·slandard. 

The sweepers quarters need elaborate improwment, e.g., 
· cementing the floors, proper walling of the cooking places, 

providing bars for the windows, etc. · 

Bustee impror:ement.-... \ltbough there bas been great 
demand for land in the bustees and already there has teen 
steadily growing increase of income from land rent, there bas 
he~n no improvement eYen of the thickly populated bl•'>'t:r:s 
such as Koiladungri, Naya Line ).!obulbera, East Plant, 
Kasidih, Ranikudar, Bbuiodi in respect of sanitary arrange
ment, prorision of lights ~nd roads. 

The bustee with its dirty heaps of refuse, its kutcha drain 
and obnoxious odour due to absence of latrines, its rugged 
lanes, its crowded taps and ab£ence of light, all put together 
present a striking contrast to the well-laid out better parts of 
the town. '\\l"e demand that planning of the bustee be 
improYed, roads be constructed with pucca drains, proper 
lighting and more water taps with better flow be provided, 
outside common latrines be constructed and proper sweeping 
and cleaning be arranged. 

Further the lease condition for land in bustee should be 
thoroughly altered. The terms of agreement proriding 
summary demolition (miscalled ejectment), compulsory pay
ment of 25 per cent of sales proceeds of the houses, heavy taxes 
in the form of payment on rent proceeds are very stiii and 
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.~drav.tageoJls ~the ·company atone leaving the tenants at. th~ 
4tire mercy of_ .the landlord Co:r:npany .. Even . f?r slight 
• addition, alteratiOn;· .-and necessary periOdical repa1r to the 
existing structure wlie~herin the bus tee or in the to~ proper,. 
the tenants have td-wa1t for long, for necessary permission and 
sometimes permission 'does not come till the season is over and' 
U for emergency, any alteration or repair is carried out,· 
.without· pteviqus ·sanction, the t.enant concerned is severely 
dealt -with, often with ejectment. The lease terms should,_ 

· .(Jlerefore, be reasonably. amended so as to afford ade9.uat& 
'-protet:tion to tenants and thereby encourage private buildmgs. 
1We also urge that there .should be a proper machinery to control 

·the rate of-rent charged by, private owners,. as the rent charged 
by such owners is abnormally high. , 

Education.-Education is by far the greatest need of the 
industrial"worker both in his own interest and in the 'interest 
of· his· employer. We feel that Trade Unionism cannot be 
established on· a firm footing unless workers are educated OO:a 
cert~in extent to realise their responsibilities to the community 
and tO the industry. An uneducated worker is apt to thjnk 

· in teriQs of himself or not think· at alL Industrially, educated 
worker is· worth much more than an uneducated one. . In 
modern age of Industrial development intricate machinery is 
indispensable. Educated worker will pick up its handling 
and method of operation quicker. We, therefore, feel that it 
pays the employer to educate his workers. Government 
certainly has its share of responsibility. Therefore, we urge 
that intensive compulsory arrangement be made to educate the 
adult industrial population of J amshedpur in the same way 
as children. · 

· ·, There being only one high school for .boys with accommo
aatlon of about 700, lot of employees are refused admission, 
:while there is yet a good number who do not seek admission 
owing to the school being at a great distance from the various 
parts of· the town. We, therefore, demand that at least two 
more high sChools, and a first grade collecre be established. 
:The numbel'" of high English schools be in~reased and located 
·~.different convenient parts of the town. The number of 
pr1mary schools is tOO inadequate for the number of children 

.. {)f school-going age. There is a crying need in every thickly_ 
:popula~d bustee. _ 
.. :- Recreation.~-In view of the hard life of the St~l Workers 
. tJ:iere -is7impe_rative necessity of easy amusement and recrea: 
tlilD:-•:F.or the purpose, workers', institutes and reading rooms 
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should be provided in different parts of the town and in bustees. 
Parks with children's corners be laid out in different parts' of 
the town. 

Indebtedness.-There is a high degree of indebtedness 
among the workers of J amshedpur. The flourishing condition 
of about 400 Kabulies, a lot of Marwary money-lenders in 
addition to indigenous B3.llking Houses at Jugsalai, a large 
numL-er of Credit Societies and banks go to show the grow
ing indebtedness of the population, who are mostly industrial 
:workers. The reason of indebtedness may be classified as 
under:-

(a) Inadequate wage level as compared to the high cost 
of living providing no marginal saving for 

• emergency or bad days. 
(b) Abnormal high rate of interest. 

The ways of the money-lenders are manifestly mischievous. 
Not only do they charge exorbitant interests taking advantage 
of the helpless condition of the borrower but they often get 

:·the debtor to sign a blank document. They continue to 
extract very high percentage of interest (36 to 150 per cent), 
and when the debtor is exhausted and can no longer pay 
interests, money suit is filed, not for the actual principle 
borrowed and accrued interest, but for a much inflated 
amount; and for this purpose the blank document is filled in 
aC'COrdingly. The money-lenders often beset the factory gates 
and the debtors' bustees during payment period and use 
threats, abusive language and violence to extract abnormal 
dues from the debtors .. 

:We suggest the following steps to fight indebtedness :
(a) General raising of the wage lewl. 
It is Yery often that the actual cost of a worker's own 

maintenance is not properly estimated and the average wage 
figures sometimes satisfy a critic. In the Open Hearth, 
Duplex, Sheet, Bar and other Rolling Mills, etc., workers are 
compelled to take large quantity of substantial food both 
during duty hours and at home. The average cost for the 
above, for every individual worker comes to nothing less than 
Rs. 30 a month. The wage level should be considered in the 
light. of the above facts and raised accordingly to give the 
~orker a fair chance to maintain himself and his family and 
leaYe some margin for bad days and emergency. Since the 
wage-lenl is far ~O!f:er than that, many workers have to run 
into debts, . 
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(lf•interest to a maximum of 9 per cent per annum, and 
liquidation of all debts of industrial workers, whose month_ly 
earnings do not exceed Rs. 100 and who hav-e already paid an 
aggregate sum· equal to the principal (by instalment towards 
interest or otherwise), penalising, besetting, use of threat, 
nbueive language or violence and taking of signature of deblors 
on blank doc~ents . 

., · Prohibition.-. Lot ·of miseries are due to the habit of 
'drinking. It accounts for indebtedness, breaking of family 
life, immorality, ill-health, etc. There is no denying the fact 
that drinking habit is rampant in Jamshedpur as in other 
industrial towns. Easy accessibility has added to the exces
sive drunkenness. It is a happy thing that Congress 
Government has taken upon itself the task of fighting this 
evil. We strongly urge, therefore, that total prohibition be 
introduced; and as an interim alternative, the number of drink 
shops be .reduced and -existing ones be closed during the pay
ment period and one week after it. 

Jl~dicai aid.-Although it appears from outside that 
there is an el~borate arrangement of medical aid, but consi
dering from the point of demand, it is quite inadequate. 
~th at the main and the branch hospitals, crowds of patients 
have to wait for several hours to get the prescription renewed 
and medicine served. 

· · The number of regular doctors is much below the need. 
~uite a large number· of apprentice doctors are maintained 
on the role who not being in the pay of the Company even 
after years of apprenticeship, naturally do not feel responsible 
for .the very important task. There is inadequacy of doctors, 
nurses and compounders, specialists for diseases, although the 
Company is said to be spending a considerable amount on 
medical arrangement. Eye' disease in the Steel Factory is a 
common feature, but there is no ophthalmic specialist in the 
~hole of Jamshedpur, to meet the growing demands. 

The Tata Workers' Union took a very serious view of th£ 
utter inadequacy of the medical arrangement and strongly 
. represented the matter before the :Management and although 
discussions were held, no result came out of it. Instead of 
incr~ing the number of doctors, the Company has raised the 
hosp1tal-duty hours of the existing doctors, realising that 
enhanced hosP.ital-duty hours will adversely affect :risiting duty: 
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to patients at home. The arrangement, therefore, shoulJ at 
c.·nce le di~co:n.tinued. The Company should aL=o afford more 
adequate facility to the doctors for Yi~iting patie:1ts, by pro
T"iding a. few more duty cars for the purpose. 'Ve, therefore, 
strongly urge that more doctors including a. few specialists in 
eye, teeth, and heart di~ea~es and gynecology be appoiP.ted, 
both to relieve crowding in out-door dispensary anJ for the 
treatment of special diseases. A number of nur~es, preferably 
Indians, and compounders should also be appointed to n:eet the 
situation. Due to inadequacy of beds in the in-door hospital 
a large number of patients, even including employees, are 
refused admission. Urgent cases are often accomn:odated in 
the T"erandah where they remain exposed to· heat, rain, and 
~ld. 1Ve demand that the in-door hospital be extended to 

·provide more beds_ to meet the growii'g demana. 

. Vt'"e beg in this connection to draw your attention to the· 
unsatisfactory condition of the GoYernmcnt hospital at Sakchi, 

-in respect of equipment and stock of m2dicine. This ho.spital 
bas a nry limited number of in-door beds which is too 
indequate for the growing demands of the town-, where, due 
to frequent quarrels, serious and fatal injuries happen Yery 
often. The number of beds, stan and supply of medicines 
should be considerably increased here. The Tata 'Yorkers' 
.Union issued a list of questions to elicit information bearing 
on the important items on social and sernce condition of the 
;workers. About 10,000 wor.kers have submitted their rEplies, 
:which are being summarised. The summarv, whic.b. will 
c-onvey an idea of these important matters, w1ll be submitted 
during the ~ow·se of the next few days. 



SUPPLEMENTARY MEMORANDUM TO 

MEM:ORANDUM NO. 2. 

Submitted to the Bihar Labour Enquiry Committee by the 
Tata ~Vorkers' Union, Jamshedpur. 

\Ve beg to detail below a few of the more serious matters· 
that brought about a strained relation recently between the 
Management and the Tata \Vorkers Union. . 

1. After the settlement with the Management in June last,, 
as referred to bcfore, the Company agreed to revise the Depart
mental Bonus Scheme within three months. But thev deferred 
the matter for seven months, creating serious tension and dis
ccntentment among the men. In the interest of 'vorkers'• 
solidarity, the Company was asked not to encourage any othe~ 
labour organisation to which they agreed. But they did not 
even :.idopt an indifferent attitude. They ~ctively encouraged 

·.Mr. 1-Iomi, to revive his activity and carry on false propagandaj 
ug;1inst the Tata \Yorkers' Union. Further, the Company's 
!ligh 'oificials directly identified themselves with moves cal
culated to undermine the Tata \Yorkers' Union. Sir A. H. 
Dalal himself presided over a sports function arranged by the 
ZaminJar Party in Burma l\fines, which used to be widely: 
known as an anti-union organisation. 

2. J'ictimisation for becoming members of the Union.
Somc nurses of the .Main Hospital enrolled themselves as 
members aiJ.cl put up their grievances. Following this, they; 
'"ere immediately suspended and dismissed on flimsy pretexts .. 

3. On the representation of the Union, for increase o~ 
wages of Sheet Mill men, the Company definitely told that no 

- increase could be thought of. The Union accordingly intimated 
the applicants and the Sheet mill men generally. Surprisingly, 
enough, immediately afterwards, the Company granted 
increase to 62 men of the Department. It w~s apparent that 
the Company did not want to haYe the Union's influence and 
F':;uLrity discounted, particularly in the Sheet l\Iill, where 
It kq~pcncd to Le Ycry high. Company's moYe resulted in a 
lmi='e (\:•:nonstration. ~,~en can:e in a procession to the Union 
Ol~t c to record their dissatisfaction: And it w~;; 'vith great, 
dtt.:c~:lty that the men could be pactfied. 
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~. The same mischievous policy was adopted in tlie 
Electrical Repair Shop. 

5. When men of the other department, encouraged and 
tempted ;tt the increases granted to some men in the Sheet Mill 
and the Electrical Repair Shop, agitated for increase, they 
:were cleverly told that the Union had agreed that there would 
be no increase. 

6. The executive members of the Union were being 
pppressed. Some of them, putting up with their relations, 
:were ejected from the relation's house, at the instigation of· 
the Company. Important and active workers of the Union, 
·of the Sheet Mill Department, were denied further opportunity 
of "Acting in Higher Places" and thereby were deprived of 

- the benefit of getting acting allowance. 

7. Grievances of the Hotel Workers, forwarded months 
ago, had not been given attention to. But on the eve of the 
Labour Enquiry Committee's visit, the men were suddenly 
asked to·be satisfi~d with one concession, e.g., reduction of 
working hours from 16 to 9. When the men declined to waive 
their claims to further service benefits, they were sternly asked 
to accept the said one concession at the pain of dismissal. 
iWhen the men wanted to refer the matter to the Union for its 
decision and advice, they were similarly threatened. ' 

8. Works Guards, who became members of the Union, 
were threatened with dismissal, if they did not immediately 
resign membership of the Union. Representation of the Union 
Secretary equally met with stern refusal to reconsider the 
matter. To avoid an immediate crisis, which might develop 
into a strike, the Union rather preferred to advise the men to 
resign membership. Subsequently men were made to sign aj 

pledge undertaking not to join the Union. 

J}. Cases forwarded by the Workers' Union on the. day-to
day individual and collective grievances were not properly 
disposed of by the :Management in order. to create misgiving 
against the Tata Workers' Union. 

These were piled up, till the Union became hopeless after 
senaing reminders. Being despaired, the matter was discussed 
in a mass Jl,l~eting; the Company, suddenly, became conscious 
of the neglect and in an omnibus communication conveyed 
unsatisfactory decision on about two score cases. On the 
_question of .revi!;lion of Profit Sharing Bonus Sch~~e. the 
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Managing Agent took ~ very adamant attitude, maintaining 
. that the Company would rather .risk ·!J. strike than compromis~ 
on the Profit Sharing issue~. 

These are some of the important grievances tha,t culminated 
in serious misunderstanding and strained relation between the 
parties. · 

The Committee will earn the gratitude of the workers if· 
they can induce the Company to give up their anti-union · 
attit';lde in general ~nd thereby: l:telp to ~st~blisb a peacefu~ 
relation. 



MEMORANDUM. 

~ubmitted to the Bihar Labour Enquiry Committee by the 
·Tinplate Workers' Union, Golmuri. 

Instead of supplying short replies to Jhe questionnaire 
issued by the Labour Enquiry Committee, we have found it 
convenient to deal with the subject-matters intended· to be 
traversed by the said questionnaire in !l. more elaborate manner 
in the present ILemorandum. Besides, the consideration of 
limited scope of the Labour Union for collecting accurate 

. figures ha~ also influenced us to adopt the latter course. In our 
treatment of the subjects, there has also been a departure from 
strict observance of the order in which the questions under. 
aifferent groups were arranged. We hope, however, that these 
. may not create any difficulty in proper appraising of facts. 

It should be noted that under the head·' General' we have 
attempted to deal with matters cf general importance of com-

. prehensive character, and criticism therein does not necessarily 
~pply to any particulax: concern unless it is precisely so 
mentioned. · 

rA .. -'A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE INDUSTRY AND .THE 
UNION . 

• The Tinplate Company of India, Limited, first of its kind 
in this country, was started as ~ private Limited liability con
cern, with Tatas and Burma Oil Co. as the only share-holders, 
and commenced operation at Golmuri in 1922. Messrs. Shaw 
!Wallace & Co. have since been its Managing Agents. 
!A very large number of 'Velshmen and Americans were 
recruited as covenanted staff to work as experts for almost 
ever,>: department and for works management. 

During the .first few years of its career, the Company no 
O.oubt, had. to face the initial difficulties that attend a new: 
industrial venture undertaken in a thoroughly unexplored 
)'eO'ion. But quick assimilating propensity of Indian labour 
l!tJaJDshedpur, application of expert h.""D.owledge cf progres~ive 
mechanisation of other countries, further necessary capital 
investment through debenture loan and tariff protection, very 
soon placed the industry on a firm footing; and before long, 
brouO'ht ·satisfactory surplus profit. Unfortunately at this 
stag~, that is, about the middle of 1928, unrest became visible 
among the workers owing to their unsatisfactory service and 
living condition~. 
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I}uring this period, labour movement throughout Indie. 
made· a progressive headway, and a pronounced revolt took 
place among Tinplate workers also, against the long-standing 
unsatisfactory service condition. The Tinplate Workers' 
Union was formed and they began constitutional agitation to 
get their grievances redressed. · Owing to the :repressive policy 
adopted to meet the unrest, ·a strike broke out on the ith April 
1929, which lasted for over 9 months1 during which workers 
admirably held ou~ in spite of .untold suffering and repression.· 
Many of the foremost National leaders of the country visited 
Golmuri, and helped and guided the activities of the workers 
during the strike. The Indian National Congress for the prst 
time thought fit to officially take cognisance of an Industrial 
strike and lend its wholehearted support to it. Naturally, 
therefore, the then Bureaucratic Government of Bihar lent its 
manyfold ·supports to the employers to break the strike. 
Eventually, the strike had to be liquidated after a long struggle. 
Thereafter the Union continued a nominal existence. Since 
then and till the middle of 1937, the labour movement 

4

in Tin
plate was practically non-existent. Taking advantage of the 
changed conditions of the country, and rising general mass
consciousness following the parliamentary election, leaders of 
the movement renewed their activities, and in the middle of 
1937, revived the Union. Membership was enrolled afresh.. 
Men's existing grievances were discussed and formulated. 
Copies of the same were forwarded tC\ the Management of Tin
plate, and the Government department of Labour. As nothing 

· was done to redress the grievances, unrest r..nd strong agitation 
followed. The Management replied by victimisation of a; 
number of important Union wc.rkers. Meantime a Union was 
simultaneously started under the auspices of the Management 

· but workers took a bold stand and refused to join this pseudo
union, and be caught in the trap. Agitation, centered round 
the recognition of the union, reinstatement of the victimised 
hands and grant of reasonable profit-sharing bonus on the lines 
of Tatas and· other serious grievances. In spite of sincere and 
sustained efforts of the union, no settlement could be reached, 
and serious unrest among the workers followed, till at last the 
rompany closed down the works finally on the 2nd May 1938. 
The Lockout continued for 72 days. During the period the 
Company tried its utmost to resume work with newly-recruited 
labour but they failed. They were then obliged to end the 
deadlock by agreeing to settle the dispute through a concili&
tion Board, appointed by the Government of Bihar. The 
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appointment o~ the Conciliation Board was announced and 
normal work was resumed on the 14th July. The Board 
visited J amshedpur on the 5th Oclober and completed its labour 
on the 19th October. The Union, in its memorandum to the 
Conciliation Boord, referred to all previous grievances, along 
with those arising out of the lo_ckout, and prayed for the 
redress of them at once. The Board, however, intimated that 
they would prefer to go through and settle the more urgent 
grievances, viz., effective recognition of the Union, reinstate
ment of victimised hands, problems arising therefrom, and the 
question of the profit-sharing bonus, leaving out other matters 
and grievances to be dealt with by the Labour Enquiry 
Committee. 

We, therefore, beg to deal with all the items of grievances 
in this mem~.randum, and submit that the same may be ade
quately dealt with, with a view to eliminate possibility of any 
future complication. 

B.-SERVICE CONDITION. 

(1) Recruitment.-As at present, recruitment is done on 
the recommendation of the foreman or the departmental 
superintendent. The practice is liable to give rise to 
favouritism a,nd corruption. 

(a) We demand that men be recruited through the labour 
exchange, controlled by the Union who will maintain a register 
of the applicants, and send a copy periodically to the manage
ment. Preference will be given to the senior•clai.mants with 
necessary qualifications. So long as this method is not 
adopted:-

(b) The General Manager shall personally supervise 
recruitment, in consultation with a Union representative. In 
the latter case, close check should be exercised on the foreman or 

. the departmental head against exclusive employment of his 
nominees and relations. 

(2) Security of Service.-In an industrial concern, parti
cularly when the Union is not very strong, generally em.eloyers 
su,spend or dismiss men according to their own necessity or 
whim. Most Unions have to fight the employer at the initial 
stages on this very vital issue as 'WOrkers' orQ'anisations have 
to zea]ous]y guard the security of service c.f their constituents, 
while the employers very often lightly suspend or dismiss a 
man ·and thereby pave the way for a sustained conflict ofteit 
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involving heavy financial losses to both ~ides and dislocation 
of industry. Against. this possibility, we beg to suggest 
(a} introduction of legislative measures restricting employer's 
power of dismissaL and heavy punishment; (b) introduction of 
a permanent system . of issuing charge-sheet to the workman 
committing offence for his explanation in defence. (c) Refer
ence of all cases of proposed dismissal to a permanent Labour 
Commissioner, if.one is appointed, who should give his award. 
after hearing the management, the Union and the man reported 
against. · 

(3) Grade System, Promotion and Uniformity of Rates.
:A.ll jobs should be graded ·with reasonable maximum and 
minimum rates. A new recruit ~hould be appointed on the 
minimum rate and gradually rise to the maximum, within a 
period from seven to ten years according to the skill and 
experience the job requires and vacancies in higher places 
should be filled in by a man in the next lower grade or in the 
next lower job excepting only where expert scientific or 
technical academic qualification is required. Our argument is 
.based on the fact that a man during his tenure gathers greatm 
efficiency and skill, and there should, therefore, be proportiona' 
increased value. for the i:Qcreased efficiency and skill resultin"' 
in greater and better output. For example, the job of t:B<
Fitter-Helper should have an initial rate, say Re. 1 rising tu 

. Re. 1-8-0 in .four years. If there is a vacancy for a Fitter 
carrying say Rs. 2 a day, this Fitter-Helper ought to get the 
job and his place filled in by the next in the rank and so on; 
·and the vacancy created in the bottom .of the last category 
should be filled in by a new recruit. 

·There should be no difference in rates of different men in 
the same job having same service period. Rate for all men 
should be uniform. 

Tatas Sheet Mill is comparable to Tinpiate Works with 
the exception that the Sheet Mill workers have to handle 
heavier materials. · But extra exertion there, is easily co!llpen
s~ted by absence .of higher. skill and craft required for finer 
tmplate productiOn. Rates and production Bonus in Sheet 
Mill are much higher than those in Tinplate. Jobs beincr 
similar; we demand considerable rise in the rates of Tinplat~ 
jobs, to bring it up within reasonable comparison with. Sheet 
Mill earnings . 

. · (4) General lncrease.-Although, increase of one anna 
Jmd two ailri.as was given to the meJl ill' March 1937, the rates of 
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Tinplate workers still remain far lower compared to those in 
Tatas in the similar jobs as referred to above. The average ,a.te 
of wages of employees in Assam Oil Co., Ltd. (another subsi
diary show of Butma Oil Co.) is also higher than the Tinplate 
average. 'Ve, therefore, demand an immediate general 
increase o.f 121 per cent distributed in a 31iding scale from 
5 per cent to those getting Rs. 150 and over, to 15 per cent to 
those getting lowest wages. 

(5) Re.~toration of Pre'Dious Rates.-Since the starting of 
the industry, the Company w~ paying uniform initial rates in 
all jobs till 1929; and after the strike of 1929 was over, they 
carried on a drastic re-organisation, cutting down rates of 
various jobs and individual workers. This reduction of former 
rates was unreasonable inasmuch as the rates originally given 
to Indian Tinplate workers in each job were based on a com
parative per capita per job production o.f Welsh and other 
Tinplate workers in foreign countries. Therefore, when the 
workers had assimilated the craft and skill, during operation 
of seven years, there Wa$ no reason to reduce the original initial 
or maximum rates. Besides, when after the collapse of 1929 
strike more than one-third of the men became unemployed and 
were thrown in miserable condition, they were eager to snatch 
·at any job at anv rate. Men who, before the strike, were 
getting Rs. 2-12-0 were now taken on afresh, say, on Re. 1-8-0. 
Many of them have not yet reached their previous higher rates. 
It was surely injustice done to many helpless experienced men. 

(6) Continuity of sertJice of re-employed 1929 stri/&ers.
During and after the strike, quite a lot of these f!trikers were 
taken back tc. jobs. They were, however, treated as fresh 
employees with previous service broken. We demand that 
services of those old workers appointed during and after the 
strike be regar~ed as continuous. 

(7) Re-employment of 1929 strikers still unemployed. 
-The company did not absorb ir(to its service the unemployed 
1929 strikers, althc.ugh quite a lot of inexperienced new hands 
"·ere recruited. Recently, on the representation of the Tin
plate Works' Union, the Management agreed to take back as 
many of these men as were required from time to time. The 
process will take years to absorb all. Therefore, we suggest 
that some more e.ffective method be adopted to re-employ th~ 
men quickly. · · · 

(8) Acti11!! allorcance.-Acting allowance should be given 
unil"ersally to. all wor~n WQrking in a s.uperior place whether: . 
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in the same job or a higher job, and the rate of acting allowance 
should be exact1y the difference be;twee~ the ra~es of t~e two 

· jobs. As at present, acting all_?~ance .Is ~o~etimes paid a~d 
sometimes not, and ·even where It IS paid, It Is often not paid 
at the r~te of· full difference. For example, ~;~ay, when the 
difl'erence of two rates is 12 anmis the acting man .often receives, 
an extra 6 or 8 annas. · 

Besides the above, if•an· absentee man's quota worM. 
is done by his · other. co-workers (as is often done 
in the Tinplate Company where spare hand is always not 
provided), his entire wages. should be divided among these 
co-workers .. 

(9) Provident Fund.-Provident Fund rules of the Assam 
Oil Company (another branch of the Burmah Oil, Co.) entitles 
a man to. full quota of company's contribution after 5 years. 
We demand that the Tinplate Provident Fund · rules be 
similarly amended. 

· 10. Leate tl'ith pay.-As at present,. men are given two 
·weeks' leave \Vith pay in the year. As men are mostly engaged 
in arduous and hot jobs, they should get longer recuperative 
leave: · \Ve. demand, therefore, .that all men be given one 
month's privilege leave in the year. . · · , 

\Ve also demand that all men be, henceforward transferred 
to monthly-rated categories without effecting their earnings . 

. · · (11) Sick Pay.-A man so long in the company's service 
must be maintained by the industry to whose progressive 
deYelopment he directs his energies. Even when he becomes 
invalid, the. position is not altered; therefc.re, men should get 
full pay during sickness if certified 'to be sick by the medica~ 
authorities. The Assam Oil, Co. (a sister industry) grants 
half pay for first 7 days of each sickness and full pay thereafter 
up to 90 days in all per year. We deman~ the same privileg~ 
here. : 

(12) Gratuity.-Normally, under the climatic conditions 
of our country, workers cannot continue sustained work for 
more than 12 to 15 years in intricate, hard and hot industry 
like the· Tinplate. During prok.nged absence from country 
home, workers become detached from their· landed and other 
possession at home. Already workers in Jamshedpur have 
beron:e a permar.ent industrial local population. Therefore, 
in ah~cnce of any other possession the~orker must fall back, in 
his old days or when he is incapacita~ed, upon his pwn earing:; 
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and savings. We, therefore, demand that there should be a; 
system of gratuity payment on retirement at the rate of one 
month's wages for every completed .year on the completion of 
12 years' service. 

· (13) Fixed minimum days of work.-In a costly place like 
Jamshedpur and with their present income, the average workers 
find it difficult to lose eve~ a single day's wages. \Ve, there
fore, demand that 28 days work be. guaranteed in a month for 
all :workers. -

(14) lntensification.-Since the re-organisation as referred 
to above, men have been complaining of intensified work in 
every job in every department. In most cases one man was 
eliminated for every four men. After revival in 1937, the 
~Union put up ~strong agitation against heavy intensification 
and succeeded in getting a few more men appointed in the 
l?ickling, Cold-roll; and Warehouse departments. Recently 
the Management have recruited some more hands for the 
Shearing and Opening departments. Even then complaints 
are persistent that men in some departments do not get time for 
meal and relaxation during 8 hours of continuous work, parti
cularly when some men happen t9 be absent. In the Tinplate 
Co., no improved mechanisation has been introduced since 1929. 
:Therefore, making allowance for increased efficiency of workers 
and increase in the total number of force, there is no other 
factor except intensification responsible for such heavy increase 
in production. We are st,rongly against this kind of intensifica
tion which denies normal " offs " for meals and relaxa(tion and 
turns human beings into machines for non-stop production. 
l'he intensification has been highest in the departments from 
Shear Opening to· Cold roll. We, therefore, demand that 
more men be taken on to avoid necessity of high intensification. 

15. Interval for food during shift duty.-In many depart
ments interval for food was not. given till the union started 
strong agitation. Even now when interval is given, i:ts effect 
is negatived by the accumulation of work which, the man 
enjoying interval, has to clear during his shift or after duty
time without extra payment for the same. So, interval for 
meal and relaxation is given in the name only because it results 
in further intensification or late-wc.rking. The worker often, 
therefore, prefers to forego his meal and work through. In 
these departments, spare hands should be provided to relieve 
men for means so that there may not be any accumull).tion of 
work resulting in intensification. 
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(16) Reduction of. Working Hours.-. A.lth~ugh·w~ are not 
in possession of expenmenta~ data. of mdustnal. fatigue and 
of increase of efficiency attamed through reductiOn of hours 
of work, it is a fact that legisLative restriction of longer hours 
of work, has resulted in satisfactory increase in output. It 
has, therefore, been definitely · economical for the employers. 
'Ve suggest, therefore, "that further experiment be made to 
introduc-e 36 hours week of 6 davs of 6 hours each. This wiJl 
nece~sitate introduction of 4 shif'ts day. . . · 

c:-GENERAL. 
(1) Housing accommodation.-There are· only about 600 

company's ·quarters and 200 temporary kutch.a huts and pucc£A 
houses built by workers themselves in the Tinplate. bast~ 
against the requirement of 3,300 men. Although the Company, 
has been building new quarters, the }YI'Ogress so far has been: · 
too inadeq1.1ate to meet the demands. l\Ien whose claim was 
registered three or four years ago, have not yet got a quarter. 
It isnot easily possible to get rooms on hire and most of the 
men, without quarters of their o~. have to leave back their 
familie!? at home. This tends to increase immorality, disease 
and. consequent indebtedness among the workers. Besides 
when two or more families share the same quarter, congestion 
follows and sickness, mortality, particularly child mortality 
rate increases. We, therefore, urge for speedier programme 
of construction providing accommodation ~t least to 60 per. 
cent of the employees within the next two years. · 

· In the Tinplate basti men erecting their own huts were 
assisted by grants of loans by the company, which has now' 
been stopped. We recommend that system to be continued and 
further area to be developed for basti purposes and men to be 
encouraged by loans to build their own houses. Restriction 
to let out portion of one's own hut on rent, and restriction on 
free sale of the hut be removed. The company has recently 
introduced a. system of agreement to be signed by such tenants 
of the basti undertaking to sell off the house to a Tinplate 
worker within 24: hours, or give vacant possession to the 
company of the house in exchange of Rs. 40, on the worker
tenants.' termination of company's service. We hold this to 
be illegal; and the company should be directed to give up this 
method. Further, the ground rent should be reduced parti~ 
cul:trlv in Tata basti where rent has been raised. · Bastig 
should be further improved by the introduction of outsid~ 
common latrines, primary schools and free re£~,ding .tOOms .. 
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· (2) Minimum Wages.-It is well known that the cost of 
living in Jamshedpur is abnormally high. It is certainly 
higher than in Pa.tna, Jharia, J amalpur, and many other 
industrial centres of the province. On the other hand, 
industries in Jamshedpur have made satisfactory financial 
progress during the last decade. The living condition of the 
.working-class, howe·ver, . has mJt only improved but drterio
..rated on comparison. There is no saving to fall back upon in 
bad days, and indebtedness has increased. As observed before, 
Jamshedpur has a settled population with industrial tradition 
and higher initial efficiency and skill. In determining wages 
for workers, this factor should not be lost sight of. Therefore, 
.taking into consideration the high cost of living, initial 
efficiency of workers and strong financial position of the 
industries, a fixed minimum wage should be prescribed. This 
will eliminate possibility of recruiting labour at a very low 
rate, as the permanent unemployed a.t J amshedpur offers easy 
recruiting at employer's own term. Our calculation of mini
mum wages is based on average workers requirements to 

.maintain a family of four (~elf, wife, and two children) with 
average diet, house rent and clothing. That comes to (Rs. 20 
and Rs. 3 and Rs. 5) = Rs. 28 per month. Food cost, 
necessarily, increases for skilled and semi-skilled workers. 
~ e therefore suggest the following minimum wages :-

1. Unskilled (Men and Women) ... 1 0 0 per daJia. 

2. Semi-skilled Do. 1 5 0 , 

3. Skilled Do. 1 12 0 
" 

(3) Jfedical aid.-There is a general complaint against 
the medical arrangement of the Tinplate Co. It was once 
·maintained that the management were not bound to provide 
medical aid to the emploJtees. We, however, hold the opposite 
view and that very strongly, for the obvious reasons (i) that 
in a colonial place like Jamshedpur where private medical aid 
is not easily available and private practitioner's certificate is 
not recognised by the Company, the whole responsibility of 
providing medical facility should devolve upon the employer, 
(iz). that a very high percentage of diseases is directly or 
iJ?-~Irectly traceable to the effect of industrial occupation, and 
• (zu) that there are numerous cases of accidents met with during 
~uty-hours. When all these points are taken into considera

·tton, employer's responsibility for providing free and efficien~ 
medical aid becomes unavoidable. 
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The average attendance in Tinplate outdoor Hospital is 
too high to be adequately dealt with by two d<>Qtors, one of 
whom has to go out. to visit patients at home, particularly 
those in superior position. .It should be admitted that the 
doctor's function cannot be satisfactorily discharged by a; 
compounder. It should also be. the interest of a far-sig~ted 
employer to get patient-employees cured as early as possible 
to maintain efficiency. and organisation in the industry. 
Therefore, in self-interest as well as in moral obligation and 
from humanitarian roint of view, medical arrangement should 
be perfected and made easily a\ailable by the appointment of. 
at least 'two more qualified doctors to .the Tinplate Medical 
department .. 

(4) Contract system.-lts abolition.-We have long been 
voicing our strong disapproval of contract system of work in 
permanent jobs· in the works. Loading and unloading of 
materials from the wagons, carrying coal to furnaces and 
boilers and raw materials to departments and box-making in 
the \Varehriuse Department are some of the permanent jobs • 
entrusted to the contractor. Spare labour for departments to 
work in place of absentees, is also supplied by the contractor. 
The contractor wh9 il;; a middle man and must have his margin, 
employs Labour on a much lower rate. Besides, these men have 
no security of tenure nor guarantee of con.tinuous service even 
during the week. They are also deprived of other service 
benefits although they may happen to be working for the 
company for over a decade. · · 

\Ve, therefore, demand that the contract system of work 
inside the factory be totally abolished, and the entire force 
absorbed by the company in the departments, wilth continuity 
of service. · 

(5) Rest house. creches, and Tiffin Room.-Many workers 
do not come home during the interval and a rest house would 
really benefit them by providing rooms for rest. Men on shift , 
duty and those who do not come home during interval have to 
take their meals inside the factory. A tiffin room, properiy 
equipped with tables and chairs, and a bath room with wash
tubs should, therefore, be provided. Creches .for the children 
of the women-workers is also an urgent necessity. The Whitley 
Commission recommended introduction of the same, years aCI'o· 
and Factories Act provides for Rest House and creches. Ther~ 
should be, howe,·er, no further delay to introduce the same 
compulsorily. 
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· (6) Education-Adult and cltildren.-Experience in trade 
union movement urges us to demand one thing more than any· 
thing else for the industrial worker for his future well being. 
It is compulsory adult education. 'Ve feel that the workers 
cannot realise their responsibilities unless they are educated to 
certain extent. No doubt, education can be had in various 
ways: bnt the scope heing limited, the workers must be taught 
to-read and write so that they can be acquainted with new ideas, 
and events taking place here and abroad. The progress and 
the well being of the industry also depends to a large extent on 
the sense of responsibility of the worker. Certain amount of 
education equip a man better to handle intricate machineries 
and regulate its process, so much needed for progres~ive 
development of Industries in modern times. Educated labour 
is an asset to the industry indeed. We, therefore, urge on: 
the employers and the Government alike to discharge their 
respective share of responsibility to educate adult workers and 
make an'intensive arrangement for the purpose. 'Ve suggest 
that primary schools be started in each basti to impart lessons 
in reading and writing and then in history, current events, 
elementary science ~nd mechanics. 

Although there is arrangement for children's education, 
we consider thalt it is still inadequate. There being only one 
High School at Jamshedpur, employees' wards have often to 
be refused admission. There should be more high schools to 
relieve congestion. Middle and primary schools are also much 
crowded. There should be more primary schools particularly 
in thickly populated basties, viz., Tinplate basti, Koiladungri 
basti, etc. 

(7) Indebtedness and Prohibition.-Indebtedness is a vice 
and quite a high percentage of the J amshedpur workers have 
fallen victim to it. As observed before, among the causes may 
be enumerated (a) low wage level in comparison with high cost 
of living, (b) spend-thriftiness horn of want of education, 
(c) high percentage of rate of interest, (d) immorality and 
drink-habit. 

We have urged for the raising of wage-level to enable 
':<Workers to make some saving to fall back upon during times of 
need, viz., sickness, marriage and death, annual payment of 
land rent at home or repair of house, etc. We have also ad
vocated intensive arrangement for adult education. 'Ve 
suggest that an Act should be passed penalising extortion c.f. 
tnore than 9 per cent of interest and other usurious rn~tb.od1, 
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Generally, interest is charged between 12 per cent (by lianl~ 
and c6-<>perative societies) to 150 per cent by the Kabuli ~nd 

· },farwari money-lenders. Once a man gets into debt owing to 
a reasonable nec~ssity, he is damned for ever, as greater portion 
of his earning goes out of his pocket as interest to the creditor 
and he remains ill-fed and· ill-clothed with his family and gets 
into further debts . to meet his current expenses. Protective 
legislation is, tl?-erefore, an urgent necessity. We beg to draw 
your attention to the important fact that the very beneficial 
mtention of Act IX of 1937 amending section 60 of the Civil 
Procedure Code has been negatived by the wily money-lenders. 
The Act provides against .attachment of any portion of a 
monthly salary below Rs. 100; but, by a twisted interpretation 
of the clause, the money-lender now attaches the entire salary. 
The Act should be amended to provide proper checks. 

We have pressed for provision of housing facilit~· to tuable 
workers to live with their families which minimises chances nf 
immorality. 

We also demand total prohibition to be introduced <l,.S 
early as possible and abolition of 75 per cent of the drink 
shoP.s immediately and closing of the remaining ones during 
payment period, as an interim measure. 

· · It is needless to say that drink-habit brings in greater 
portion of misery to a worker's home. There is no denying 
the fact that·drink habit in Jamshedpur, like other ;ndustrial 
places, is abnormal. There is no other possible course than 
prohibition to cope with this abnormal situation. lf nhmey
lenders are controlled, prohibition enforced, living with family 
facilitated and wage level raised, the chances of indebteQ.ness 
wil~ be minimised and a peaceful life to the workers almost 
guaranteed. 

(8) Anti-Trade Union Acti1Jity-its suppression.-Before 
long, most of the employers here looked suspiciously towards 
the trade union movement and employed all resources to crush, 
it. Their efforts were successful to a great extent during the 
period between 1930 and 1936. It seems that rome of the 
employers have changed their out-look but it is certain that som~ 
have not. They ahhor healthy development of trade unionism 

·and collective bargaining. Therefore, if they agree to recog
nite workers' union under pressure of circumstances, they only 
wait to crush the movement at a more convenient moment. For· 
the purpose, they start their own pseudo-unions, and subsidi~e 
unions or its so-called leaders to create divisions among the 
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workers and destroy their solidarity, little realising that 
healthy trade unionism is a boon to the industry. In Jamshed
pur, the employers employed bad-characters to threaten worker
members of the union and to suppress them in various ways. 
For the growth of healthy trade unionism, it is imperative that 
legislation should be undertaken, compelling employers to grant 
e!l'ective recommition to the unions representing majority of the 
workers, to give up encouraging rival unions and never to 
('!mploy bad-characters for the purpose of anti-union activities. 

(9) Labour Legislation. Factory Act.-Due to prevalence. 
of occupational diseases, it has become necessary to have expert 
medical examination to ascertain liability on the industry to 
victims of such diseases. For example, recently a man i.n the 
Hot Mill Department of the Tinplate, working on the furnace, 
while on duty, suddenly lost his eye-sight through a flame
flash. It has been maintained that it was no case of accident 
compensation; but an· the same, the poor man has sustained 
serious and permanent injury. Another man developed an 
incurable pain on the back-bone and cannot stoop. There 
~cnrred similar peculiar cases pf disease in the pickling and 
aci~ plant. ' 

We, therefore, urge that a Medical Officer with expert 
knowledge of industrial diseases be appointed by the Govern-

. meut with power to inspect factories to investigate into and 
allocate responsibility for the above and similar cases. Intri
cate. cases of accidents should be referred to him at the first 
instance. 

Number of prosecutions under the Factories Act has been 
rather low in the province. 'Ve suggest that the Government 
may not overlook or miss even a single case of possible prose
cution. 

To keep up a constant vigilance, the number of Factory 
-Inspectors should be increased and the Factory Inspectors 
. shoulJ maintain touch with labour organisations. 

" Off " days provided for by the Factories Act ~hould be 
paid. 

(10) Trade Disputes A ct.-The Trade Disputes Act should 
•be amended so as to provide for appointment of either-

(a) a Court of Enquiry, 
(b) a Board of conciliation, or 
(c) a Conciliation Officer, · · 

on the application of one or both the parties to the dispute to 
settle it before, during or after a strike or lockout. 
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· (11} ll'orkmen's Cotnpensation Act.-.The Act should be 
. 10 amended as to provide for :-

1. Appeal to the Sessions Judge and finally to the High 
Court against the judgment of the Compensation 
Commissioner whenever the party so wants. 

2 .. Obligation on the part of the employer to employ to 
an· easier job a partially permanent-disabled. 
worker even after he has received compensation 
for such disablement. · 

3. Payment of compensation at double the present 
. rate. · 

4. rn case o.f death, payment of forty-two ;months' wages 
without limit at four thousand rupees as !\t 
present. 

fl. In cases of temporary disablement, payment of full 
wages from the date of accident. 

6. Medical Examination of the injured by nearest • 
Government doctor or by any other qualified 
medical man to certify injury and recommend 

· percentage· rate of payment of compensation. 
The Company's Medical Officer, being more or 
less dependant, should not be authorised to 
discharge such function. . 

7. Payment of compensation in all cases of accident 
irrespective of cases except when the injured is 
drunk and is warned by the Foreman against 
handling a particular machine under such drunken 
condition. 

(1 2) Legislation for compulsory education.-There should 
be legislation making it compulsory for adult workers tQ attend 
institutions started for their education. 

(13) Legislation to protect indebted workers.-TI:iere 
should be comprehensive legislation to cpntrol money-lending 
agen~i~s. limiting the rate of interest to 9 per cent per annum,. 
proh1b1tmg attachment of whole or part of wages under a 
certain amount and penalising aggressive money-lenders using 
abusive language.., threat or physical force !md besetting at. 
factory gates or at workers' quarters. 



SUPPLEMENTARY MEMORANDUM 
Submitted to the Bihar Labour Enquiry Committee 

By 
Mr. J. N. Mitra, 

Deputy President, Tinplate Workers' Union, 
Golmuri, Jamshedpur. 

1. Employment Agency.-In our main memoranda we 
stressed the necessity of importing some amount of control to 
the recognised 'Yorkers' Unions on the process of recruitment 
of workers for the industry. Since the Labour Enquiry Com
mittee met at Jamshedpur, our e~perience in dealing with the 
~arious managements of the local industries (after settlement 
reached with several of them) has strengthened our previous 
opinion regarding Union's control on the employment 
machinery. It is a known fact that during strikes and 
industrial disputes, managements receive support from a 
section of loyal workers. Unfortunately in Jamshedpur, a 
large section of these loyal supporters happen to be drawn 
lrom bad characters. 'Ve find that in drawing new recruits in 
vacancies, preference is freely given to the relations and 
nominees of these loyal workers, to the detriment of deserving 
candidates without _such connections, many of whom happen 
to be previous employees of the compa..<1.y, since resigned or 
eliminated through previous strikes. Beside3, claims of rela· 
tions of other employees (other than loyals) are often 
superseded. This being the position, we reasonably demand 
that the recognised workers' union should be represented on the 
employment agency to enforce strict impartiality and 
adherence to merit and similar other important considerations. 

A mixed board consisting of members of the management, 
head of the department requiring recruits and representatives 
of the Unions should consider the candidate's petition for 
appointment. 

2. Premises for recognised unions.-Allland in Jamshed· 
pur, Moubhandar, Musabani and in similar other industrial 
places in the district belong to the owners of the industry. As 
such, it becomes extremely difficult, if not impossible for the 
:Unions, to secure land to build their own premises or rent 

8ft 
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quarters to house their offices and . their non-employee office
bearers, unle~s each owning company consents to lease o~t land 
or houses in its property. Our experience sho-;\"S tliat the 
companies, particularly in recent time,s, do not agree to rent 
their buildings or l<:'af'e their land for such purposes. On the 
contrary, recently they have been putting obstacles in getting 
private houses on rent or· any of its employee's rented quarter 
to be used for. union purposes. 

We demand, therefore, that the industrial proprietors of 
land should be asked to render housing facilities to the recog
nised Unions when such Unions apply for the same and are 
prepared to pay the usual rents. 

3. },fedical.-In our main Memorandum we stressed the 
necessity of enlargement of medical faciliti~s to the workers 
and their· families. Almost all the managements here are 
averse to private medical practitioners. In many cases, they 
have definitely shewn to be hostile. A tenant of a basti was 
ordered to eject his sub-tenant who was a private medical 

. practitioner. Tee . Companies must, therefore, compulsortl!l 
discharge the fullest responsibility of supplying efficient and 
adequate medical help to the employees and their families. 

We request that legislation be recommended in this direc-
tion . 

. 4. Jrorkmen's compensation.-'\Ve have fully dealt witli 
this matter in our main Memoranda. Cases have been brought 
·to our notice since, of deaths occurring from no accident but 
from sudden undiagr:ot"ed disea~es either in the works itself or 
after being removed frQm works to the hospital. Managements . 
ger:erally in such crrses, advance the plea that these are deaths 
d11e- to normal causes. We are emphatically of opinion that . 
such deaths must be due to untraced occupational diseases or 
due to certain shock received unnoticed. There are other 
ins~ances of de~ths .occurring from accidental injuries received 
durmg occupatiOn m the works but not reported to the com
pany's medical heads or to the departmental heads, througli 
ignorance or otherwise. '\Ve recommend that the Workmen'a 
Compensation Act be amended to provide for fullest compens~ ... 
tion fot death or incapacitation in such cases. 



MEMORANDUM 

Submitted to the Bihar Labour Enquiry Committee, 
Jointly by 

1. The Copper Corporation Workers' Union, Maubhandar. 
2. The Copper Corporation Mines Labour Union, Mosabani. 

" The Indian Copper Corporation was formed in July 
J924, with a capital of £2,25,000, with operation confined to 
Mosaboni area. 

Development operations were hampered through lack of 
funds and in 1926, the- :Management of. the Indian Copper 
Corporation was taken over by Anglo-Oriental and Invest
ment Trust, Limited. De~entures for £3,50,000 were issued. 
The base capital supplied for the erection of Power Plant, 
concentration Mills and Smelter on the north side of Subar
narekha river. It was known from the commencement, that 
there was not sufficient market for refined copper in this 
country for the output which it was expected to be obtained. 
The Board of Directors had originally decided to instal a 
Rolling Mill for the production of yellow ·metal sheets and 
circle m India. In 1930, this Rolling Mill was erected and in 
1932, a .furtter debenture of £1,25,000 supplied funds to 
increase production by 50 per cent. This extension of Plant 
JNas completed in October 1933 and production from that time 
onward increased year by year.'' 

(EXTRACTS FROM NOTE OF THE COMPANY.) 

It will be seen from the above that the Company started 
in 1924, with a capital of £~,25,000, a sum too inadequate for 
the purpose of smelting copper ores under . modern methuds 
with improved machinery. So after a couple of yeaf3 of 
mining operation, the company found it impossible to continue 
successfully and so raised a debenture of £3,50,000 in the year 
1927, when concentration mills and smelter could be set up at 
J.Ioubhandar near Ghatsila. Further debenture of £1,25,000 
had ~ be raised again in 1932, to enable raising of production 
to a profitable higher level. It is to be noted that the Company 
started with inadequate capital; and for the first eight years 
of its existence, it could not set up proper machinery to fully 
exploit the possibilities. Since the inc~ease of ~mtput_, the 
company was established on a firm footmg and Immediately 
surplus profit was made available to declare a dividend which; 

sa 
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starting with 2! per cent in 1933, by gradual rise, jumped up 
to J 5 per cent in 1937. The shareholders earned more than three 

'J'er cent on their investment on the average, including the years 
rendered unproductive through inadequacy of capital. The 
share value of th.e concern rose to 400 per cent in 1937, and 
even today, at the dull state of market, it is quoted at more 
than 200 per cent. The debenture holders finding it more 
lucrative, got most of their debentures converted into ordinar~ 
shares of the eanie value. 

Thus in the course of a few years time, the Indian Copper 
Corporation which started with a small capital, attained to 
a strong and stable financial position through efficiency- of. 
labour force coupled with a systematic reduction of wage cost .. 
The wage level was gradually lowered, while efficiency of 
labour continued a steady improvement. 1his will appear, 
"from the following figures. In 1932, total production of refined 
copper and yellow metal was 9,880 tons and the total cost o~ 
labour was Rs. 9,26,526, i.e., an average of Rs. 93.8 per ton. 
In 1935, the average wage cost of production was brought 
oown to Rs. 75.5. In 1936, it further went down to Rs. 74.2 
and in 1937, to Rs. 72.8 after deduction, of course, of an 
amount of £24,000 (spent exclusively on development scheme).! 
The total labour cost was reduced by about 25 per cent and no 
increase was granted to the old hands. The a,;erage earning , 
of the worker came down toRs., 23.4, in 1937, from.Rs. 29.g 
in 1935. As for the efficiency of the workers, we quote below: 
from the address to the Board by Sir Godfrey Butler Fell, the 
chairman of the B_oard of Directors, reprinted from the 
financial times of June 1933:-

"- I have already endeavoured to convey to you the high 
opinion which. I for~1ed about the ability, energy and loyalty; 
of your staff m Ind1a, and I hope that you will allQw me to 
communicate to Mr. Woakes, the General Manager, Indian 
Copper Corporation, Limited, and to all the members of its 
staff as well as to all classes of Corporation's employees, a; 
message of appreciation from you of their good work and of 
the result they have achieved." 

.It is interesting to note that when the company was 
gradually prospering, economic and social condition of the 
:worker was deteriorating proportionately, in spite of the' 
greater efficiency resultmg in huge saving of the company. 
,The difference of the cost of production in 1932 and 193'3 is 
roughly ~bout ;Rs. 20 p_er ton, and for a production of 18-tOOO. 
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tons in 1936, the company dearly ~aved Rs. 3,60,000 in labour 
mst alone, when the total gross profit of the Company in that 
year is cakulated at 301 lacs and in 1937 at Rs. 231 lacs. 
During these years of phenomenal prosperity, the Company· 
did not improve the financial conditions of their labour in any 
way, although fhey paid huge dividends and equal percentage 
of bonus to covenanted staff. Demands of workers for a 
general increase, provident fund, .leave with pav~ production 
or special bonus, reduction of house rent were totally turned 
down. 

In recent months, particularly after the strike started, the 
Company has been complaining about the poor quality of ore. 
While those in Mosaboni have depreciated a little in percen
tage, i.e., from 2.97 per cent, other richer ores are being 
opened in Dhaboni, Badia and Latia. One should not lose 
sight of the fact that with the improved and up-to-date 

, maehinery, much poorer ores are being exploited at profit in 
'America. The Indian Copper ·corporation are ·.said to 
possess 30 years of Ore Reserve. So the workers' demand for 
better service condition, increased wages and other ·financial 
·considerations is irresistible. 

In order to understand the view-point of the. workers in 
matters relating to their grievances, we beg to . present the 

• :following facts. 
Since the inception of the company the workers of the 

Mines at Mosaboni and also of the Factory at Moubhandnr 
have not been favoured with any concession, usually available 
to the industrial workers of the locality. There was discon
tentment brewing among them since long. As a result, thB 
workers united and formed an Union a year ago, after a short 
strike of the unskilled labourers. The Union placed the 
grievances of the workers before the Management and pressed 
for its redress for several months. The Union was recogni!red 
and renamed as the Mosaboni Mines Labour Union on the 16tli 
March 1938. Simultaneous1y Moubhandar workers ~lso set.np 
their Eeparate Union called the ... Copper Corporation 
l\Vorkers' Union " on the 6th December 1937. 

Both the Unions have been registered and recognised by 
the Corporation, and both the unions are guided by responsible 
·:Trade Unionists, Professor Abdul Bari being· the president 
of the Mosaboni Mines Labour Union and Mr. J. N. Mitr~, 

. pre8ident of the Copper Corporation Y/orkers' Union: at 
.Moubhandar. 
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During .the first eleven y~ars of _its o~ration, the .Indian 
Copper Corporation had -no ·such·. pron_onnred labour· trouble 
although' discontent was growing due to in security of service, 
and other unsatisfactory service and living conditions. In 
October 1936, there was a strike of the unskilled labour owing 
to reduction of their wages by about 20 per cent. About six 
months later, there was yet another strike which was suppres
sed · by the intervention of the Military Police and 
promulg~tion of section 144. In August 1937, there was unrc.:;t 
and trouble again owing to a branch of the Labour Federation 
of J amshedpur being started there. The branch of the Labour 
Federation of Jamshedpur, however, could not carry confidence 
among the men and the Copper C<>rporation Workers' Union 
came into existence at Moubhandar in December 1937. The 
Mosaboni branch of the Labour Federation also became lifeless 
owing to its president, Mr. Homi's vacillating tendency and 
with the abrupt dismissa~ of its Vice-President, Mr. J agann:1th 
Prasad. On the 14th March 1938, there was a hartal and on 
the 16th March 1938 a new Union under the name of Mos1boni 
Mines Labour Union was formed. liillJlediately afterwards a 
list of grievanc~ and demands was forwarded to the Manage
ment and to the Government. The Company failed to redress 
the grievances and began to adopt dilatory tactics to shelve 
the burning questions. On the 20th April1938 a worker named· 
Murgesan was assaulted by the Main Shaft Engineer and a Tea 
Boy was summarily dismissed. A hartal followed which 
develQped into a strike and lasted up to the 11th July 1938. 
-I_Af last the dispute was referred to a Conciliation Boat·d 
appointed by the Government of Bihar which gave its award 
on the 17th November 1938. The terms of settlement arrived 
at by the Conciliation Board provide for a joint Committee 
of the Management and Union both at Moubhandar and 
M9saboni, to go into all cases of disputes and grievances of 
workers and settle them amicably. The Unions in both places 
have been expe_riencing great difficulty to translate the above 
aw:ard into action owing to the aggressive spirit of the manage
ment. The management, it seems, have not profited by the 
lessons of the last strike which resulted in heavy loss both to 
themseh·es. and to the workers. The Union w-iil be grateful 
to the Labour Enquiry Committee if the latter can successfully 
persuade the management to a (hange of heart and thereby 
establi_sh amicable relations bet~een the parties concerned. 

Besides, th~ C<>neiliation Board roncerneti itself with the 
immediate problem oi £ettling the dispute and its immeiiate 
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causes, i.e., recognition of the Union, re-instatement of th·~ 
'lictimised workers, leave with pay, provident fund and profit 
sharing tonus. They left out from their consideration all 
other grievances and demands of the workers including most 
urgent ones, to be more thoroughly examined and settled by 
the Labour Enquiry Committee. We, therefore, beg to di~cu:;;d 
these grieva:t:lces in the memorandum and submit that the£e may, 
receive due and sympathetic consideration of the Committee!. 

Due to the strike at 1\Iosaboni, and partial lock-out and 
pncertain conditions in Moubhandar, and its consequence, we 
could not forward elaborate replies to the questionnaire, we 
are, therefore, dealing with the different groups of questions 
concerning the economic and social conditions of the y;orkers. 

Senica Condition • . 
(1) Recruitment.-Since the laf,t strike was over, recruit-

ment is carried on by the Company's Labour Officer who 
invariably selects men related to or recommended hy either the 
blackleg labour of the strike or those still clinging to Homi's 
defunct Federation. The aim, evidently is to create and 
keep up·a permanent tension among the employees. The same 
policy of encouraging the handful of followers of the defunct 
branch of the Federation obtains also in :Uoubhandar. We, 
therefore, urge that recruitment should be control
led by the General Manager himself and a representative of 
the Union. 

(2) Security of serrice.-Practically speaking there is no · 
security of service either at 1\Ioubhandar or :Uosaboni. We 
have forwarded a long list of dismissed and suspended men 
to the :Ministry of I.abour. The case is increasing every day. 
~n ingenious method adopted since the past few months, parti
cularly at Mosaboni, is to examine the health of the worker on 
his return from home on leave by the Medical Officer who in 
many cases, declares such men unfit for further service. 
These men mostly happen to be l\Iadrasees who took a 
distinctly active part during the strike and thus, came to the 
bad books of the :Mosaboni management. If this mischievous 
tactics is not checked sooner, the old strikers will be thrown 
out of Eer\·ice. In 1\Ioubbandar, one Lala Dada was unrea
sonably dismissed months ago and i:n spite of continuous 
1·epresentation, . the management refuses to reinstate him. 
Recently another -worker, Joy Singh of the Rolling Mill, has 
been summarily di~missed and similarly, in spite of repeated 
represeQtation, th~ management remains adamant. The 
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General Office clerks at Moubhandhar are kept under constant 
terror of di~missal, as they happened to represent their 
grievances, particularly against the highhandedness of and 
ill-treatment by the Ghief Accountant through the workers'· 
Union. Under the circumstances, we demand that security 
of service be guaranteed .by passing of Labour Legislation 
restricting employers power of dismissal, long suspension and 
demotion; and· by introduction of charge-sheet system and 
finally by making it compulsory for the management to refer 
to the Labour Commissioner or Government Labour Officer all 
such cases of heavy punishment. 

(3) Grade system. Promotion and Uniformity of Rate.
There is no grade system and uniformity of rates for the 
same job. On examination you will find variety of rates for: 
the same job. Promotion is governed by favouritism. The 
Labour Officer has directed his attention towards a numoor of 
communities and both new appointments and promotions have 
been re~erved for them. This is to create a division in the 
rank of labour. A lot of efficient workers do not get any 
encouragement through promotion or increase of rates. 
Black-leg labour, recruited a few months ago during the 
strike, are being unduly favoured 'vith rises. We, therefore, 
demand that all increment of wages and promotions should 
be guided by consideration of seniority and efficiency. .There 
should be uniformity of rates in the same job. 

(4) General increase.-There has been no general increase 
since the inception of the Company except one given to the 
men getting up to rupee one and annas eight a day as a result 
of the award of the Conciliation Board. Our figures appended 
herewith will show that there has been very high lowering of 
the cost of production from year to year through the efficiency 
of men. Besides, the rate of wages is exceptionally low, 
particularly in places like :Moubhandhar and :Mosaboni where 
co~t of living is very high. "\\.,.. e, therefore, demand a twelve 
and half per cent increase on the wage bill on sliding scale,. 
more to the lower paid men and less to the higher paid. 

(5) :4.cting allou·ance.-Acting allowance is not allowed. 
iWe demand that the acting allowance at the full rate of 
difference between the lower rate and the rate of. the higher 
job where the man acts, be given in all cases. 

(G) Lrare u·ith ray.-Two weeks' leave with pay lias 
recently been awarl~ed by the Company, as a result of the 



;ITnion's- persistent .. ~epresen~ation. Both considering the 
arduous nature of mmmg work underground and in the Rolling 
and workin~ in_ dangero_us j<;>bs. ~uch· .as, .. Reverbatory Furnace: 
etc . ., you--~111 find ~hat1~ requue~. at least a. month's wage to· 
J'ecoup- one s -health. · _,Ve. urge that the same may be granted. 

(7) Gratuity.-Dua ·to' he· arduous· nature. of· the work 
both underground in the mines and at the factory, particularly 
_in the smelting departments; reverbatory furnace, boiler, etc., 
rneri cannot work for more than fifteen years in the copper 
,works. Labour is drawn· from various parts of the country 
and being long away from home lose contact with and become 
P.ispossessed of the home properties. Owing to low rate of 
;wages,_ they cannot save much. \Ve, therefore, demand that· 
lhere ·should be a system of gratuity payment on the retirement 
of service. .This should be paid at the rate of one_ month's 
wages for every completed year of service on . completion of 
~:Welve -years .. 

(8) lntensiftcation.-There has been gradual intensifica
tion· both at the Mines at Mosaboni and the smelting plants 
)lt ~Ioubhandhar. For almost the same number of men in both' 
lbe places. the production has been increased by 100 per cent .. 
!This 100 per cent increase cannot be attributed to efficiency. 
Particularly the output at the mines has . been more than . 
C:loubled. As the percentage pf. copper has decreased, more 
quantity of ore is needed to get· one ton of refined copper. 

· Besides, the depth has been increasing year by year, making it 
Jliore difficult to work underground. .Taking all these facts 
into consideration, we arrive at a rough idea about the 
increased volume of work. In many places, particularly on 
lbe .Rolling and Smelting Plant men do not get the very neces
;;ary rest pause. We demand that more men ·should be 
appointed· to provide spare hands in these jobs. More relief 
should be . provided unqerground. · It has been complained· 
J.hat undergroun<J, men have often to walk more than half a mile. 
to drink water and· then they have to complete their· quota of· 
~prk. These· cases- of intensification· should be eliminated. . 

. (9) intervai for. food;-J{ is a very grea.t'·disad-v-antage to 
J.h~.workers that m~n do not get interval for taking food under~ 
groun<J nor food is allowed underground. A man has, 
therefore, to work at a stress for eight hours without food. 
jfhis is really· inhuman. Men should be allowed to take food 
inside- !lil~ proper ,intervals should-be granted jor taking food. 
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. · (10) Ridur:tiori; in· 'working·· hours.-'For -underground an~ 
·hard work in the Rolling Mill, Boiler, ·Power' House,· Reverba-. 
·tory Furnace and Converter and Roaster Plant,· hours Of·wor'K 
should be reduced; or at least rest interval should be ·given ·ror. 
half an hour ·after every hour of work. 
· (11) Hotising accomrnodation.-In Mosaboni about. 20 per 
cent of _the workers are housed in the Company's quarters and 
at Moubhandar about 30 per cent of workers occupy Company"s 
houses. A small percentage.of the workers is drawn· froin 
the adjoining villages. · Over 60 per cent of the men have to 
find accommodation either with friends or relations or to build 
kacha huts or to pay high rent to a private landlord. . In a1 
colonial place like Moubhandar or . Mosaboni the . employer. 
must be held responsible to provide housing accommodatio~. to 
the employees. While the Company made huge ·profits and 
gave large sums of dividends to the shareholders, the· poor. 
workers could not even find a shelter to rest their heads in.· 
Besides, the quarters provided by the Company ~re of unsatis..-

, factory nature. In the rainy season, water leaks through the 
roof and owing to the thin walls, summer heat J>ecomes 
abnormal inside· the room. 

· In the bilsti, land rent is too high and no roads ind 
sanitary arrangements have been provided. We demand that 
at least 60 per cent of the men should be provided with quarter~ 
and improved bustis should be provided to the workers to 
b?ild their huts ip. The company should provide loans on 
easily recoverable system for building purposes. : 

(12) Minimum JVage.-The wages given to the unskille<l 
and skilled labour. both at the Mines and the Factory--are too 
low to provide sufficient maintenance to them. We have shown 
above that the efficiency of the men has greatly increased .• Tlie 
company has been making higher and_ higher .. profits. ~The 
cost of living is high. 'Ve, therefore, urge that a minimum 
wage: scale at the following rate be fixed ;-

Rs. a.. p. · 
(i) Un-skilled .. 0 12 {) per day . 

. (ii) Semi-skilled . 1 ·_ 2 0 per day. 
(iit) Skilled 1 · 8 0 per day. 

Men appointed as unskilled labour should not be ma'<Je to 
work in the place of skilled labour unless the former is so pro• 
rooted and given higher rates. It is a general complaint at:· 
Moubhandar and Mosaboni that men appointed as coolies ar~ 
made to ~yor:k in places of sellli-skille<! labour~ - . · 
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- (13) !.1 edical aid.-Medical aid is insufficient. In botti 
places patients have to wait long before they get medical 
attendance. From the nature of work there are frequent 
accidents. ~There should, therefore, be more doctors and com
pounders. Medical aid should be free. At present, all 
workers have to contribute to the maintenance of the Medical 
Department. The European Medical Doctor is unnecessarily 
kept on a high salary. With ·this money, at least six very 
qualified Indian Doctors can be engaged. Equipment in the 
hospital is very meagre. In a place like Mosaboni or 
Moubhandar the employer should be compelled to undertake 
entire responsibility for furnishing adequate and efficient 
medical aid. There should be one qualified woman doctor for 
Mosaboni and Moubhandar. There is only one nurse at eacli 
place who also is dismissed frequently and very often no nurse. 
is attached to the hospital. 

:At Mosaboni, the Medical Officer has been declaring a 
number of men returning from home as unfit for further duty. 
It is alleged -that the management desire that particular men 
should not be retained in the Company's services. The 
Government Civil Surgeon of the district may kindly be 
advised .to take the matter up. · 

(14)' Rest-house and Creches.-Rest-house and tiffin 
rooms inside the factory at Moubhandhar and on the surface 
at Mosaboni should be provided to enable men to take rest or 
'food during interval. Creches should also be provided for 
the children of the women workers at both the places according 
to the recommendations of the Royal Commission on Labour. 

(15) Education.-At both the places, Middle English' 
Schools should be provided for the education of the children 
of the workers. rThe existing primary schools do not meet 
~en the elementary requirements. 

Further arrangements should also be made for tlie educa
tion of adult workers. Education creates responsibility and 
higher sense of duty among men. It also helps to grasp ideas 
for proper handling of modern machineries. Thus spread of 
education among adult workers results in increased efficiency 
among workmen. It is, therefore, profitable to the company: 
to get the adult workers educated. The management should,_ 
therefore, make some arrangement for education_ of adults. 

~16) Prohibition.-It is needless to stress on tlie evils of 
ori!lk ,habit, p_ar.t_i~ularly among uneg_uc~te!l :workers. Y{_e! 
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therefore, urge that the Government should introduce prohi-
bition both at Moubhandar and Mosaboni. · 

(17) Employers' . ·attitude towards Trade Un£o"-n.-The 
management has throughout been suspicious and~ hostile 
towards the Trade Union movement. There was a time when 
on the slightest suspicion o_f having Union tendency a man 
was dismi~sed and " camped-out ". It was through succes
sive struggles and strikes that the workers could establish 
their Union. But even then, as soon as the Union was formed, 
the management started repression, as a rtsult of which there 
were hartals and lastly a strike at Momboni.. ·There was 
partial lock-out in Moubhandar and the workers had to put 
up a grim struggle for months. The Union tried in vain to 
bring about peaceful relation. But their correspondence to 
London Office also could not bring a good result. After the 
termination of the strike, when it was normally expecte<l, that 
the nianagementwould change their policy towards the Union 
and respect the terms of settlement arrived at the Conciliation 
Board, not much improvement has been in evidence. Rival 
unionism is being encouraged in both the places. The 
remnants of the dead Labour Federation are being encouraged. 
to revi\'e their activity. The then, strike-breakers are always 
favoured with increases and transferred to more suitable places. 
Union's representation on day-to-day grievances, particularlY. 
against punishment, etc., is not given proper consideration. 
If the- Union presses for due promotion of a deserving group, 
it is ·never considered. But some concession is often shown 
at· the recommendation of the few remaining adherents of the 
Lab.-.ur· Federation, altl~ough the Company knows very well 
that the Labour FederatiOn has hardly been following worthy 
ways. I11 short the company's policy has been to favour the 
adherents of a particular Union and to repress the members 
of the others. \Ve suhmit that the Company should be com
pelled to discontinue this policy, otherwise serious discontent, 
that is now accumulating-, will burst out any moment with the 
previous disastrous results. 



MEMORANDUM 
Submitted to the Bihar Labour Enquiry Committee 

By 

The Cab!e \Yorkers' Union, Gohnl.!ri. 

1. A brief histor.l/ of the Cable Workers' unio.'l an~ its 
past actir:ity.-. To redress the very seriou3 grieva.::~ces of the 
Cable workers m respect of tkir living and service condition, 
the Cable Workers' Union was formed for the first time in 
1928. After a brief existence for m·er a vear the activities 
of the Uriion had to be suspended, owing to the general set-back 
of th': __ movement fo!lowing ccuntry-wide repression then 
prevallmg. The Umon was nQt formally wound up and it 
carried on a nominal existence, till it was revived as a reconsti
tuted body on the 4th September 1937. The minimum demands 
and the urgent grievances were {Qrmulated and placed before 
the management immediately afterwards. Through long 
waiting, men became impatient and a tense feeling ensued. 
The management replied by taking drastic actions. Fiv-e of 
the workmen were, consequently, dismissed and many others 
~uspended. At last, after two protest h-artals, the management 
declared a lock-out on the 9th May 1938, which continued upto 
the 1st January 1939. On the 2nd January, normal work 
was resumed fcllowing an understanding between the Vi orkers' 
Union and the management to refer the points of dispute to 
the Gov-ernment of Bihar for settlement through a Conciliation 
Beard. Subsequently, both the parties agreed to settle the 
dispute by mutu~l discussicn, which ultimately took place on 
the 21st February 1939. In the said discussion, effective 
recognition of the Union, general increase and reinstau;ment 
of fiT"e victimised han~s were gone into and settled. Pnor to 
the aforesaid lock-out, the Cqmpany had made an announce
ment promising intrcducti~ of a system of provident ~und, 
leave with pay and matermty benefit. ~eta1ls _of pron~ent 
fund and leav-e with pay were placed durmg this d1~cusswn.· 
The terms of settlement, as agreed between the pa~t~es, we~e 
referred to the Board of Directors and are ;now awa1hng their 
final oonfirm.ation. 

This settlement, howev-er, had to leav-e out such important 
problems as minimum wages, raisi?g of the ~a~e of di.fier~nt 
jobs according to the increased efficiency, prons10n of housmg 
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accommodation, compulsory scheme of adult education, sicK
pay, all round production bonus, gratuity benefit, etc., etc. We 
are, therefore, discussing these items in the present memoran
dum and embodying our demand thereto. 

2. A brief history of th.e Company.-In this connection, 
it will be interesting to give a brief history of the growth of the 
Indian Cable Company, the first of its kind in India. The 
Company was established about the middle of 1922 with a 
nominal capital of 18 lacs of· rupees. The initial paid up 
capital of the Company was too low and it had to be raised 
twice; it now stands at 27.88 lakhs. It should be noted that 
the plant even now lacks in modern machineries and equip
ments in use in the United Kingdom and other cable producing 
parts of the world. The production, therefore, has been 
hampered; and progress and development of the industry 
largely checked. When the initial difficulties attending a new 
enterprise, particularly under unf·avourable climatic co~dition, 
were overcome after the first few years of its operatiOn, the 

. Company began to make steady profit. In the year 1936, the 
net profit was Rs. 74,975, in the year 1937 Rs. 3,88,030 and 
in 19;38 Rs. 1,7_7,737. 

The Company is said to be catering to about 12 per cent 
of India's needs; and therefore, there is every possibility ahead 
provided proper equipment is arranged for. :Much of the 
CQmpany's alleged difficulties to pay higher wages similar to 
those paid by the Tatas and the Tinplate is, therefore, due to 
the deficiency in equipment of the plant. 

3. Recruitment.-Recruitment is, in general, done by the 
foreman or departmental heads, giving opportunity cf corrup
tion and favouritism. The recruitment should be supervised 
by the :Manager himself and a"Tepresentative of the Union. 

4. Security of service.-Most of the misunderstanding 
and the struggle between the employers· and the employees has 
its origin in summary dismissal anti other kinds of punishment 

·meted cut to the workmen. If a charge of• offence is brought 
against a worker, tbe Works :Manager should personallv make 
preliminary enquiry and then either-drop the matter cr issue 
a charge-sheet to the worker reported against. But this is no: 
generally dcne in most industries. Employers seldom reah;~ 
that no labour organisation can tolerate the extreme mode cf 
punishment, namely dismissal, under whatever name it may 
be carried. Through summary dismissal a man is suddenly 
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thr?wn. on the street with his family. _There can be no justifi
catiOn m the measure and a Trade Umon has to fiO'ht it tooth 
and nail. w· e demand that security of servic~ must be 
regarded as tpe basic point to build up a good relation between 
the management and the workers and for industrial peace. 
,We recommended that through legislath·e measure, the 
employers be controlled against summary dismissals; such 
matters as disobedience and similar other offences should be 
dealt with jointly by the representative of the manaO'elJlent and 
the Union. Cases of disagreemf;nt should be r~ferred for 
abitration. In short the Union must have effective recognition. 

5. Punishment.-Workmen are often penalised (suspended 
or dismissed) for slight cffences. A recommendation of a 
departmental head on a chit is enough for a man being thrmvn 
on the street with his helpless family. No charge-sheet is 
made out. Accused worker is not asked to explain his conduct 
or deny the charge against him. The management hardly 
realises the consequence of undeserved dismissals and suspen
sions. Our experience is that during troubled times one unjust 
or abrupt case of punishment results in direct action involving 
huge l?ss to both sides. 

As suggested above, alleged cases of offence should there
fore, be reported to the manager and a copy of the charge 
should be sent to the Union. Either the man himself will send 
his explanation or the Union will make enquiries and forward 
its findings to the joint body of the management and the 
Union-work-sub-committee to dispose off the matter finally. 

Dismissal should be considered as'' Capital Punishment '' 
• in the industry and should, therefore, be eliminated or avoided 

as far as possible. 

6. Wages. (a) Reduction of Wages rate.-Taking 
advantage of the permanently unemployed labour in o!amshed
pur, the management of the Cable Company have reduced the 
waC?e-rate by 30 per cent since 1930 and thereby brought down 
the

0 
alreadv lower standard of living of the Cable workers. 

The reduct-ion of rate has taken place in individual cases also. 
For example, a man dismissed for a light offence, when re
emploved even after a week, generally gets a much lower rate .. 
)loth these kinds of reduction of rate should be stopped. 

(b) Rise in Wage rate.-The ~age ~ate in the In~~an 
Cable Cempany is tc.o lew in companson with th~s.e prev~Ihng 
in 9ther local ind~1stries, although the cost of ln~mg 1s th~ 
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same throughout. Consequently, .the standard of living has 
hE:'come very low and work1nen live in permanent debt and 
poverty. Average wages per month in Tata Iron and Steel 
Company, Limited, ·are Rs. 47-7-0, in Tinplate Company 

- Rs. 43-3-0 and in Indian Steel and Wire Proauct, Company,. 
Limited, Rs. 24-10-0, whereas those in the Indian Cable 
Company, Li~ited, are Rs. 23-9-0 only. So it will be justifi
able to demand a rise in wage :r:ates for all jobs, and consequently 
to all workmen,· particularly, in view of the fact that the 
labour cost per ton of production has been brought down from 
Rs. 30-8-0 in 1932 toRs. 8-9-0 in 1937 (vide appendix "A") 
and the company is now on a firm financial basis and thus able 
to bear the additional cost. There should also be uniformity 
of rates for different men in the same job and consequent 
raising of. the lower rate to its higher level. -

· 7. Promotion.---No doubt, promotion is governed to 
certain extent by consideration of efficiency. But in absence 
of any criterion or a competitive test, it is difficult to detect 
deficiency among certain individual workers and .promote one 
on the plea of efficiency. This also tends to favouritism of the 
departmental in-charge who recommends promotion. Dura
tion of service must also be considered an important factor 
and the senior man, if found able to carry out th~ higher job, 
should have the prior claim to promotion. No new recruit 
should be appointed to the higher job which should be fille~ 
in ·by promotion and new recruit, i:f required, should join the 
·lower stratum of the ladder, . 

8. Acting allowance.-Principle of giving acting allow· 
ance is a sound incentive for undertaking greater respon
sibility. The Cable management have so far been unique in 
not granting acting allowance to th~ men working in superior 
position temporarily. This method is unreasonable and 
unwise. \Ve demand that actip.g allowance ~ given to all 
employees working in superior places until they are pe~ 
nently transferred to the position on higher wages. The 

. acting allowance should be exactly the difference between the 
rates of the two jobs. 

9. Grade system.-Quite a good number of men have been 
working since the starting of the Industry, 15 years back. In 
absence of a system of grade promotion, a large number of 
men· have been receiving the same wages as they started, 
~Ieantime, their efficieney has increased many-fold and their 
rncumbrance also has largely inc:t:eased, · It js Qnly proper~ 
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therefore, that they should r~ive graded higher wag~s. 'Ve 
dem~nd, therefore, that ~he JObs be graded guaranteeing 
maxunu11:1 rate after a penod of seven J•ears. We suggest that 
th_e detalls be worked out by a committee consisting of the 
rep~esentatives ofo ~~ management, the labour-and the Labour 
~ss1s~ant to th~ li1ms_tr~, who shall submit their report to the 
Enqu1ry Com,m1ttee w1thm a fortnight from itA appointment. 

1~. Bonus.-IntrQduction of prodtiction bonus by the 
Tatas lJl' 1928 resulted in enhanced production, while introduc
tion of Profit Sharing Bonus gave further impetus for still 
higher production. Other indnsfries snch as tbe Indian Steel 
and Wire Product and the Tinplate have introduced the system 
resulting i~ greater contentment to the workers and rise in 
production. Tihere is no reason why the Cable management 
should not profit by introducin~ the system. On the contrary, 
absence of the system result3 111 discontentment. We, there
fore, press for the introduction, of a scheme of Production and 
,Profit Sharing BQnus. 

11. Minimum wages.-After examining the available data 
.regarding the cost of living, e_fficiency of men, and the financial 
position of the Cable industry, we recommend that the mini
mum wages be fixed for all men and women workers. We 
suggest that the mini:m,um wages for unskilled workers should 
be fixed at 12 annas, semi-skilled at Re. 1, and skilled at 
~- 1-4:-0 per day. 

12. Leave with pay.-A visit in the Cable works will 
Conclusively show that men have to work under abnormal 
eondition of• heat and noise. In apparently easier jobs also 
brain work is too severe. Recuperative holidays, at least for 
one month in the year, are, therefore urgently called for as 
~gainst 14 days nQW sanctioned, 

13. Sick pay.- -Sick pay as a .rnle should be universally 
sanctioned. In the Indian Cable Company, where the wage· 
rate is too low, men continue, as we have observed before, a 
hand tQ mouth living. Tiley cannot afford to lose even~ day's 
:wages. They, therefore, risk greater danger and contmue t~ 
report to duty eyen ~uring the ~~st stages of fever or such 
illness. The result Is that con<htwn grows wor~e and me,n 
Jose their health, If sick pay is granted on medicaJ .office~ s 
recommendation, :necessity for work un~~r ~zt~ch cond_Itlon will 
disappear, When general health conditiOn IS t~us 1m proved, 
production is bound to rise. The employers wlll not be the 
lose,r by grantj:ng sic._k pa1., 
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· . 14. Compulsory leave with pay.-At times, number of 
men are sent hQme for a period extending upto a month owing 
to mechanical or electrical break-down of the plant, boiler: 
inspection, want of orders, .or shortage of raw material. We 
clatm guaranteed continuous .work subject to the provision of. 
Factory Act, particularly, in a continuous process industry 
like the Indian Cable Company. If the :works be closed,: 
payment should be made. 

· 15. Intensification. of work.-Intensification which is a 
common feature in most of the industries here, has been at its 
worst in the Cable industry. When production has iilcreased 
by over 250 per cent since 1930, operatives have been "reduced 
from 26 tQ 18 in the Crossely Block, from 4 to 2 on the 
Longitude Machines, 2 to 1 on the Larmuth Machine and 
Small Strand and so on. Even allowing for efficiency resulting 
in per capital production, we maintain that intensification has 
been in the proportion of 1 to 3. This serious matter should 
be thoroughly enquired into and method of harmful i.,ntensifi
cation stopped. 

1~. Shift.-There are multiple and overlapping shifts •. 
so much dise9uraged by the Whitley Commission. Then 
again, men have to. work on difficult. shift termination at 
3 o'clock in the morning. There should be a thorough re
adjustment of shifts converting them into simple and con
yenient ones. A chart (Appendix !..' B '') will show the 
number of shifts at present. 

17. Maternity benefit scheme.-· The maternity benefit 
scheme should be amended as per recommendation of the 
Whitley Commission; that is, four weeks' leave with- full pay 
bef<Ore the date of delivery and four weeks after ~ould be· 
grant.ed. . There should be ·no re.stritted clause denying benefit 
to those not completing a prescrihed period of service with the 
Company. 

18. Gratuity.---With present intensification of worli, 
men beoome incapacitated after continuous work in an industry 
for Rb0ut 12 years. "With the low wage-level of the Cable 
Company, and the high cm;t of living in ~amshe_dpur, workers 
cannot save anythip.g to fall back upQn m theu ol~ days or 
when they become incapacitated for further occupation. We 
therefore, demand that a gratuity payment on t?e basis_ of one 
month wages for ~very year of completed serVIce be g1ven to 
every employee on retirement ~fter he has secye<f the Compan~ 
W .12 ye;u-s. 
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19. Housinq acrom.modation.-ThE." Indian Cable Company 
has so far prov1ded w1th 130 quarters accommodating 189 
emp~oyees out of a total Qf 850 workmen in the factory. The 
detads of. the quarters are as follows :-

Tne of qaarter~. 

A Type (Single) 

B T1Pe ~. 
M Type ,, 
R. N. Type , 
C. Type (Double) 
Kutcha C. l'ype 

•• 

~· 

. . 

•• 

No. Ocoapant •• 

8 8 
10 10 
28 27 
24 ~4 

40 80 
20 40 

130 189 

Rent rer 
m-:~nth. 

R,. a. p. 
8 0 0 
4 0 ,0 
5 0 (j 

2 4 0 
No rent, 

" 

· The Company has thus provided housing accom:q10dation 
t6 about 20 per cent of the employees. It is also to be noted 
that the quarters so far built, particularly C. Type and R. N, 
Type" ones are below the standard of Jamshed12ur. It is 
desirable that each man should be provided with a quarter so 
that he can live in family circle which results in better health 
condition and morality. The housing problem should be 
tackled in two ways. (A) The Company should build and 
provide rented quarters to~t least 60 per cent of its employees. 
-Thus it has tQ build yet another 200 quarters. Certainly, the 
quarters now to be constructed should be of better hygienic and. 
sanitary condition. (B) Other 40 per cent of the men should 
be encouraged, with easy building loan, to construct their own 
houses in the Company's bustee. Space in the small bustee 
owned by the Company has already been exhausted. It should, 
therefore, arrange for lease for another big bustee to accommo-
date at least 3 hundred !houses. The sanitary condition of the 
bustee should be improved with roads, drains, lights, latrines; 
~lubs and primary schools. 

20. Education.-Education is the most important point', 
which requires immediate and serious attention of the Govern
ment. Unless education can be provided to the adult workers 
to a certain extent, much of the good work done by the Union 
or Welfare Organisation is wasted. It is equally incumbent 
on the employers to educate their employees. Unless workers 
are educated, they cannot handle intricate machineries 
necessary for development of industries. They have thus to 
lose the ~xp_~rjenced old ::wor~ers and recruit educated but raw. 
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\vorKers to fill up vacancies where educated men are required. 
,Vigorous drive should be made for the education of the adult 
:workers. There is alsQ lack of. arrl}ngement for the education 
of employee's children in the Cable Company area. Not even a· 
fraction of• the children of school-going age has provision for 
education and can seldom secure admission in the neighbouring 
.Golmuri School which itself is congested owing to the rush of 
the children of the Tinplate VI orkers. One more Primary 
School is, therefore, urgently needed to accommodate intending 
children. 

21. Medical Aid.-Arrangement for medical aid of tlie 
Cable Company is inadequate. The Dispensary is situated 
within the works and no medicine is available before 7 A.M.· 
and after 5 P.M. and nobody can attend the Hospital outside 
the duty-hours without obtaining previQus permission. 
Besides, for complicated cases more qualified doctors have to 
be called from Jamshedpur at the patients' cost. We demand 
that the Hospital be remodelled, properly equipped and 
removed outside the Factory and if the Company does not' 
appoint a. more qualified doctor, the cost of expert medical 
consultation should be borne by it. 

22. Rest house, creches and tiffin room.-There is no 
accommodation inside the works for taking rest during the 
intervals. In hot weather and rainy season, men have to take 
shelter under the trees. We, therefore, strongly urge on the 
Company to provide creches ~s recommended by the Whitley 
Commission. 

·we also strongly urge for the erection of a Tiffin Room 
where during the interval for food men, on general and shift 
duty, can take their meal at ease. In absence of a dining 
room men have to take their food at odd places ip: objectiQnable 
environments. 

23. lndebtedness.-The low wage of the Cable Workers is 
a particular reason of their heavy indebtedness. In abseP:ce 
of any Co-operative Credit Society or facility of getting easy 
adnnce from the Company, men have to borrow money from: 
the blood-sucking money-lenders such as Kabulies, Marwaries,. 
etc., at an incredible rate of interest varying from 36 per cent 
to 100 per cent. So, once a man is entangled into debts, owing 
to au unnYoidn.ble item of expenditure. mch as, marriage, 
:)/,radii, repair of houses or paying off of land-rent at home, he 
can ncn-r get out of the mesh. He is doomed for ever. 
Interc~t takes away greater portion of his small incQme an~ 
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he goes on starving with. his family. \Ve suggest tb:1.t a 
Co-operative Credit Society be immediately started and 
further arrangement for proper education be made and a 11 
grog-shops be abolished. Total prohibition supported by 
intensive adult education is needed to protect the workers from 
indebtedness. On top of all these, a comprehensive Act con
trolling the practice of usury and high-handed extortion and 
realisation of exorbitant interest, should be passed in the line 
of the Central Province Debtors Protection Act of 1 !)37 and 
Debtors Safety Act of Bengal. 

24. Workmen's compensation.-We recoll}mend that 
tWorkmen's Compensation Act be so amended that the workman 
becomes eligible to receive his full daily wages beginning from 
the date of accident. We further recommend that men 
partially disabled should be taken back to lighter jobs even 
after they l:J.~y~ received GQmpensation. 
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APPJ:4;NDIX A. 

Total Progress Rep_ort of the Wire Mill Department of the Indian Cable 
Companfl, Limited, from April 1931 to March 1937. 

Total Production 
Tons. 

Total Wages. Laboar c,st per 
Tou. 

Rs. Rs. 

April 1931 79-·9 2443·4 30·58 
May 1931 77·4 2628·4 33·97 
June 1931 · .. 52·9 2611·2 49·37 
July 1931 48·6 22£2·) 47·67 
August 1931 72·0 2122·9 29·48 
September 1931 . 56·1 1327·0 23·65 
October 1931 94·4· 2608·7 27·~3 
November 1931 · .. 75·5 2200·2 29·14 
December 1931 100·5 2a28·3 23·17 
January 1932 .. 126·3 2881·7 22·81 
February 1932 .. 168·8 3507·0 20·77 
:March 1932 109·1 26?.4·6 24·24 --

Total 1061·5 29,595·5 27·88 

April 1932 120·2 2701·7 22·47 
May 1932 .. 175·3 3772·7 21·52 
June 1932 ... 102·4 2227·7 21·75 
July 19~2 59·0 1834·2 31·08 
August 1932 82·2 1942·1 23·62 
September 1932 107·6 2066·2 19·20 
October 1932 103·0 2113·6 20·52 
NQvember 1932 124·3 2315·7 19·62 
December 1932 91·1 2107·5 23·13 
January 1933 89·4 2006·0 22·44 
February 1933 . 115·0 2014·7 17·5 
March 1933 117·0 2467·3 21·09 

1286·5 27,569·4 21·43 

April 1933 125·1 2466·3 19·71 
May 1933 185·0 2886·7 15·6 
Juno 1933 158·2 2653·1 16·17 
July 1933 •• 128·5 2479·9 19 29 
August 1933 144·8 2578·5 17·8 
Scpt.embtlr 1933 99·9 1975·1 ·19·77 
October 1933 178·2 2334·7 13·1 
November 1933 .. 181·1 .2372·9 13·1 
December 1933 .. 144·6 2325·9 16·08 
Jaquary 1934 .. 133·7 2369·1 17·72 
February 1934 75·3 1915·4 24·11 
March 1934 155·2 2277·9 14·67 

1709·6 28,535·5 16·69 
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Total Prod actio• Total Wages. Labour COt' 
Ton&. per Ton. 

Jh. R&. 
April i934 126·9 2078·2 16·38 
May 1934 139·2 2110·9 15·16 
June 1934 142·0 2077·9 . 14·63 

.. July 1934 221·5 2686·1 12·12 
August 1934 •• 213·3 2407·2 11·28 
September 1934 187·4 1982·7 10·58 
October 1934 262·2 2339·7 . 8·92 
November 1934 196·0 2145·5 10·95 
December 1934 •• 353·1 3070·4 8·69 
January 1935 444·8 3694·4 8·30 
February 1935 360·2 3267·9 8·91 
March 1935 392·5 3437·5 8·71 -3039·1 31,298·4 10·29 -
Aprll 1935 473·6 3677·4 7·76 
May 1935 481·7 4292·6 8·91. 
June 1935 490·0 3892·4 7·94 
July 1935 • 0 477·9 4541·5 9·5 
August 1935 331·9 3548·9 10·69 
September 1935 .. 265·6 3055·5 11·5 
October 1935 · 327·8 3282·1 10·01 
November 1935 218·1 2871·9 13·17 
December 1935 154·1 2063·4 18·38 
January 1936 198·6 2428·9 12·23 
February 1936 •• 298·4 3302·9 11·07 
March 1936 .. 299·2 3476·4 11·62 --

4016·9 40,433·9 10·06 --
.April 1936 345·5 3476·375 10·062 
May 1936 348·471 8437·8~ 9·859 
June 1936 237·417 3022·122 12·729 
July 1936 196·58 2658·34 13·523 
August 1936 •• 241·58 2772·94 11·478 
September 1936 269·64 2516·4 9·332 
October 1936 • 339·57 3686·5 10·856 
November 1936 ] 68·78 2542·46 . 15·064 
December 19'36 343·58 3117·254 9·072 
January 1937 275·37 2665·946 9·681 
february 1937 302·527 2689·068 8·888 
~arch 1937 • 0 396·498 3522·309 8·884 -- --3465·513 36,107·604 10-42 
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aPPENDIX " ;Ei ", 

Working Hours. 

~ A.' Shift (a) _(48 hours a week) .. ~ From 6-45 A.M. to 11-30 A.M.; 
1 P.M. to 5 P.M. 

On Saturda.y.-.6-45 :c\.M. to 
11 A.M. 

(b) (54 liours a. week) ... From 6 A.M. to U ~.M, and 
12 noon to 5 P.M. · 
On Saturday-7 A.M. to 11 A.M. 

t B' Shift (54. liours a. week~ ... , From 5 P.M. to 9 P.M. and 
10 P.M. to 4 A.M. 

On Saturday-12 noon to 
4 P.M. . 

! C! Shift (a) _(49 hours a week) ... From 6 A.M to 11 A.M. and 
11-30 A.M. to 2 l'.M. 

" 
(b) . 

.· , (c) (54 hours a. week) .. , 

~ 1)! Shift (a) (48 hours a. week~ .. ~ 

From 6 A.M. to 11 A.M. an<l 
· 12 n&:>n to 3-45' P.M. 

From 6 A.M. to 3 P.M. '(witH 
· t hours interval). · -

From 2 P.M. to 10 P.M. (r how: 
interval). · 

" 
(b)_ .... ~ From 3-45 P.M. to 8 P.M. a.ng 

9 P.M. to 1-30 A.M. 

(c) (54 hours a. week) .. ~ 

~ E t Shift _(a) _(4& Jiours a week) .. ~ 

... 

On Saturday-;1.0-15 i\.M. to 
2-30 P.M. 

From 2 P.M. to 11 P.M • .(l hom: 
interval). 

From 10 P.M. Io 1. A.M. <i hollll 
interval). · -· 

From 10 P.M. to '1 ,A.){ •• <l ho~ 
interval!~ 



MEMORANDUM 
· .. Submitted to the Bihar Labour Enquiry Committee 

By 
·The Wire Products Workers' Union, Jamshedpur. 
~ SHORT HISTORY OF THE COMPANY. 

· The Indian Steel and Wire Prpducts, Limited, was started 
in the year 1926 under the proprietorship of Mr. Ind.ra Singh, 
;w~o p~rchase.d the f3;ctory a~ three lacs ~f rupees, and started 
.w1th s1x or e1ght N all Machmes, producmg about 150 tons of 
nails per ;month, Wire Mill, one big bench pf 12 drums, three 
small. benches of · 8. drums each and a very small Pickling 
·Department, producmg about 250 tons per mont~ a small scale 
Galvanizing Department which used tp run for not more than 

·:6 to 8 days a month, a Barbed Wire Department witli one 
machine which used to run VelJi seldom ;~.nd a small Machine 
.shop. In the above departments people used to work very 
hard. Employ;ment was non-continuous and irregular. It 
.ij.epended entirely on small and jrregular market orders. Men 
~ould be sent back if no prders were in hand. Sp, none could · 
_expect more than 15 days of work in a month. During 
the period the oompany used to purchase unfinished wire from 

·.outside as they had .nQ Rod M:ill of their own. Steadily the 
small industry developed till it expanded to a big nail producing 

._plant equipped with Rattler and Shippin.g sect~on turning out 
from 600 to 700 tons per month and W ue 1t:hll Department 

.. prpducing frQm .2,000 to 2,200 tons per month. 
2. Labour Organisation.-.The Wire Products W orkers'• 

iUnion came into existence to give expression to the general 
Clisconfent and grievances of the employees and secure redress 
bf the same through opllective bargaining through constitu
tional · means. .The service condition is unsatisfactory. 
Ill-treatment to the workmen bY. the supervising staff is in toler .. 
%l,ble. Union w:as established 'in August 1938. Immediately, 
}l list of genuine grievances was formUlated l!nd forwarded to 
the management for redress. 

:(3) Service conditions oJ. workers.-(a) _ System (J"/J 
r,zppointment.-In case the company wants any; new hancls, 1t 
puts up a notice and the Managing Director selec~s t~e man 
~d tr1al is ~~ken. In JllOSt Qf the cases, the selectiOn 1s made 

:nu 
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'from ·among tlie relatives and nominee~ of the supervising sta.ff.,, 
i\Vorkmen working in· tliis company for six or eight years \dQ 
not get a chance for· the appointment of their relatives. So, 
we urge that preference be given to the relatives o~ the old. 
employees at the tjme of recruiting new hands. 

(b) Punishment.-Whenever men are suspended or pena-· 
lised in any other way, no proper enquiry is made before and 
only the Foreman verbally intimates _that on such and such" 
reported charge; so and s<> is suspended or sent home. No· 
explanation is taken. In the R<>d Mill the procedure is yet· 
more whimsical and unjust. For nothing th~ German Officers 
would ask a· man to go home without any kind of enquiry. 
They would not· even give instruction to the Time Office, 
to .give the ' check ' back. If one insists, one :would be cursed, .. 
threatened and even pushed out. We demand that there should 
be no punishment without previous enquiry and charge sheet: 
be given to the man for explanation and the Union be full~ 
satisfied with facts, for such a punjshment. . . _ 

· (c) Promotion.-Promotion is rare in this company .. 
1\Vhenever any vacancy to a higher job occurs, chance is given 
to the relatives and favourites neglecting the :most efficient 
nesirable men in the job concerned. So we urge that favouritism·. 
in promoting men to any post must stop and senior and able 
man of the department concerned should get the higher pQst 
for w~ich he is ex:L>erienced and capable. , 

· (il) Compulsory leave.-Compulsory, leave is given to all 
the workmen in case of failure of powerb even men on duty are 
sent home. Men on Nail Machine, Wire Mill, Pickling, Wire 
Mill Shipping, Rattler, Galvanizing and Barbed Wire Depart
ments are given compulsory leave (witliout payJ, some times 
for:_ weeks together in case of Boiler repair, want of acid and due 
to shortages of supply of wire from the Rod Mill which is not 
'drawn and stored up previously. In the Wire Mill section 
recently, a new rule has been introduced due to which the whole. 
of the department gets 25 Trolleys of raw :wire to draw. .It 
tnkes 4 hours to finish so the remaining 4 hours are made 
absent to all the _workmen of the Department; thereby these 
worki;nen a-re gettmg a permanent compulsory leave of 4 hours 
evc_ry day. Compulsory lea>e is given in the R<>d :Mill,. 
~hipping, Billet pushing and loading side where men are sent 
be me, on the plea that there is less work. Thus on many days 
poo~ worh."'llan comes from places four or fixe miles off, both. 
durmg the day and night but has to go back home disappointed 
~though t}le ·Rod Mill is a lluge profit prQducing department.: . . . 
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. ifhe whole Rod Mill is down durin(7 furnace repairinoo when 
all the workmen are given compulsory

0

leave except a few 
0
hands. 

lln th~ Rc;>d Mill ~epartment, when wire reel is rolled, half of 
the sh1ppmg Coolmg-Bed workmen are given compulsory leave. 
uher.~fore ~e demand that the system of "compulsory leave'!. 
and sendmg home '' be stopped at once. 

(e) lntensification.-In the Rod 1\Iill a number of men 
liave to work double duty. In the Hot Mills• as the work is 
hard, men work with P-eriodical rest, without which they can
not work. But in transporting hot rods from the yard and 
some other jobs, men do not get interval for rest and ha>e to 
~ork for 8 hours. If workmen refuse to work in continuous 
strain, being physically unable to work, they are suspended and 
threatened with dismissal. In some places, when the men 
finish their job at the Hot ~Iill, instead pf giving rest, they 
are asked to bring wood from a distant department for the 
'furnace; thus they are deprived of rest required to get ready 
to take up the next turn of work on the hot jobs. In the 
shipping yard of the Rod Mill, the coolies are made to load 
a number of wagons irrespecti>e of 'Hour' limit. Often 
they have to work much more than 8 hours. In Nail Machine 
packing section people are given contract; consequently, theY. 
have to work hard and extra hours. These kinds of intensifi
cation of work affect vitality and longevity of the workmen to 
a great extent. We demand that intensification of work be 

· stopped to save the lives of the wprkmen .. 
(4) General increasB of TVages.-Since the starting of the 

company, neither a general increase nor a justifiable regular 
periodical increment has been given. Increment is gi>en only 
to the favourites and .relatives of the officers. If others ha>e 
to be given a rise, fa>ourites and relati>es are sanction
ed higher increase as compared with the rest. As for instance, 
recently some workmen were gi>en increment. The most 
deserving hands were gi>en at anna 1, annas 1-6 and 
3llllas 2; whereas the fayourites were gi>en much more. Some 
men, mostly fa>ourites, often get an annual rise while there. 
are many who do not get any increase for years together. So 
we urge that a regular systematic im_partial incret;nent mu_st: 
be given to all the workmen of the mdustry particularly m 
:view of the fact that the rates of similar jobs in the T~ta Iron 
and Steel Company and Tinplate Company are much higher. 

The profits of the company are comparati>ely much higher 
than those of the above cpmpanies. So we demand a general 
increase of 25 per cent to the low rated workmen and 10 per 
~g_t ~Q those getting abQ>e Rs.:. 100 per mo:nt}J,. 
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(5)· Pricilege leace ·u:ith pny.-Three different 5)-stem.s of 
privilege leave with pay :-(1) for :nonthly rated men; (2\ 
for daily rated men · and ,-..-eekly pa1d men. 1\Ionthly rat~d
men get one month prh-ilege leave, five days cas.unl l~a-ve and. 
two days feftivalle3xe with pay. Secondly, the da1ly rated 
m~n _get 14 day~ privilege leave and 2 days festivalleaY~; The 
pnvllege le-ave IS. not allowed to be tah:en for more tnan one 
month at a time though there is rule that it ran accumulate up 
to three years. Thirdly, the weekly-rated men get no· leave 
at a II; even festival leave is not granted to this category of 
wo~·kmen. 

Considering the hard work done in this Co:mpany, v.-e 
demand one month's privilege lea-,·e with pay for all the work· 
men including the weekly rated people as the work of these 
weekly rated workmen is hard and exhausting enough like that 
of daily-rated workmen and it is indispensably necessary for 
recoupinci and revitalising their health whic~ v.orns out and 
damps down· due to a year's continuous hard work. 

. So, we strongly demand that all the weekly-rated 'vorkmen 
should be made daily-rated because though these workmen work 
year after year with all other emrloyees of the ccmpany, they 
are not entitled to enjoy the benefit of the Provident Fund 
which is the only saving to fall back upon in old age. The 
weekly-rated w01·kmen do not enjoy the benefit of the Credit 
&lciety_ of the C<>mpany. Due to their exclusion, these poor 
men nre some times ccmrcllerl under pressure of need to go to 

• tWllrious rnonev-lenders who take a ,-ery hicrh rate of interest 
~ • !:"> 

n.nd thereby the poor people get into trouble. 
(6) G1atuity.-Kormally under the climatic condition of 

cur roGntrY, workers cannot continue SlJsbi:c.ed work for more 
than 12 to 15 years in intricate, hard and "hot industries like 
'Yire Products. During long absence from home,· workers 
lose contact with their landed property and other possession at 
home. Therefor~. in absence of any other possession, workers 
must fall back in their old Rge en their savings. We, therefore, 
der;.and that there should be a system of gratuity payment on 
retirement at the.rate of one month's wages for every completed 
year en completion of 12 years' service. -

(7) Fired minimum days of u:ork.-In a c-ostly place like 
.Jamshedpur and with their present rate of income the average 
worke;s rar:not afford to lo8e eYen a day's wages. And more-
o~er, m. th1s C'ompauy, " Rod Mill " runs from the Sunday 
mght-~hlft keeping oi.her C.epartme:nts idle. "\'"{ e, t.t.ercfcl,e, 
demand the introducti0n of 28 days work in a month for all the 
n-orklucu. 
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(8) Bonus system.-. Though this company makes an 
abnormal profit, comparatively higher than other sister indus~ 
tries and its character of work is similar to that of other com
pa~ies, w~ do not get a.ny sort of • Bo~ms ' in ~ur company, 
whlle other oompames, hke Tata and Tmplate, give • Bonus' 
to their workmen. 

\Ve demand, therefore, a General Bonus system giving at 
the rate of 25 per cent of the pay to all workmen. 

Production Bonus in our company is given to some work
men of the production departments without any definite rate. 
,We demand that this Production Bonus should be given to all 
the workmen of the productive departments at a reasonable 
percentage. Profit Sharing Bonus should be a reasonable per
centage of the gross profit of the year. 

{9) Grade system.-As there is no grade system there is 
no fixity of initial rate and of that at other stages. Then there 
is no uniformity in rate of different men on the same job. 
Rate of jobs is much lower than those in Tinplate and Tatas. 
So, we demand that all jobs should be graded with a reasonable 
minimum and maximum rate of the job concerned and gradually 
it should rise to the maximum within a period of eight to ten 
vears. A regular periodic increment is highly essential. As 
the family of the workmen expands, the expenditure and main
tenance charge of the family with the. children increases. One 
more legitimate sight of workmen for increment is that, as days 
pass on, they become more experienced and efficient and thereby. 
give better and more service to the employer. 

(10) Sick pay.-A man in company's service should be 
_loo~ed. afte.r by the Indust:r:y when t~roug~ ,:work or ot~erwise 
he 1s myabdated. And this sort of mvahd1ty due to sickness 
is very natural as the work is extremely exhaustive. Therefore, 
tilen should get full pav during sickness, if certified to be sick 
·by any medical authority. 

. (11) Compensation.-If any workman mee~s with accident 
inside the work then the number of days he 1s unfit to work 
mu~t. be paid for iil full and in case of any perpetual invalidity 
·o~ some part of ~he body cau~ed by the accide~t, ~he ~ull valua
tion should be given. In this company, nothmg IS given to the 
workmen for the days they remain in hospital and unfit to work. 
Cases of perpetual invalidity are some times not paid and some 
times, even when paid it is not paid in the same proportion .U> 
:;.Lll ·for the same case. 



So, we demand that compensation must be given to the 
employee for the injury and defect caused by accident inside 
the company, without violation of any of the cases.· 

(12) Acting allowance.-· Acting allowance should be given 
universally to all workmen working in a superior place whether 
in the same job or higher job and the rate of acting allowance 
should be exac.tly the differe~ce b_et\yeen the rates of two jobs. 
At present act1ng allowance 1s paid m some places only. Where 
it is paid it is not paid at the rate of full difference. For 
example, say, whim the difference of two rates is Re. 1 ;'acting 
man receives an allowance of annas 8. · 

Besides the abQve, if an absentee-man's work is done by his 
co--workers (which is a daily happening in the Wire Products) 
the absentee-worker's wages should be divided among those 
co-workers.. . 

-
. (13) Minimum wage.-Cost of living in Jamshedpur is 

high. Men are getting into debts when all the industries of 
,J amshedpur are making abnormal financial progress from the 
last decade. There is no savings of the workmen to get help 

. during bad days. So in time of fixing up minimum wage rates 
of t4e workme!l, three points must be kept under consideration. 

(a) High cost of living. 

(b) Efficiency of workmen. 

(c) Strong financial position of the company. 

· This will stop the method of recruiting and giving men a 
low rate at the sweet-will of the employers~ as it is an open 
truth that the starving labourer accepts whatever rate is offered 
to him by the employers irrespective of his qualification, 
experience and hardness of the job. 

We demand that the following rates of minimum wage 
would be introduced :-

Unskilled (Both men and women) 

Semi-skilled <Both men and women) 

·Skilled (Both men and women) ... 

Rs-. a.. p. 

1 0 0 per day. 

1 4 0 

112 0 

.. 

.. 
(14) Piece u~ork system.-This system exists in the Nail 

).lachine Department and Wire Mill Department except in the 
~a.!'f of a few fitters. These people a.re paid a low rate e.g., 
annas 12, annas 14, Re. 1, Re. 1-4:-0 and Rs. 1-8-0. ·Due to 
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this piece work system wages are unevenly distributed from 
Rs. 3U _toRs. ~00.. This wide gul! ~f difference in pay for the 
sa~e k~nd of _Job ~s d~e to favountlsm of the supenism;s stati 
whtch Is posstble m p1ece work system. The Pro...-ident Fund 
of these· workmen is cut according to their low fixed rate of 
Rs. ~0, Rs. 26, and Rs. 30 but the aHrage monthly pay they 
get hi from Rs. 30 to Hs. 100. Thereby they are lcsin(l' a 
comiderable amount of benefit out of the Provident }'und of 
the ci>mpany. \Vhen they wiil get gratuity it "ill not be paid 
nt the rate of their average pay per mcnth but will be paid 
according to their low fixed rate; so here also the workmen will 
lou.• a. ·verj high amount. In case of death due to accident or 
accidenta injury imide the works, the compensation they will 
receive will be calculated acc-ording to the low rate. The 
Privilt!ge Leave they get is with the low rate of pay. 

So we demand that this svstem of work should be abolished 
at once. · - · · ., 

(15) Restomtion of prer:ious job.-Some workmen of the 
,Wire Drawing Department have been transferred to the 
Galvanizing Department on the ground that they are all of 
weak health and there is no work. But we see that 80 per cent 
of these transferred hands are strong enough to work in their 
previous jobs and as regards the plea of no :work, we know 
that there are new men who are given chances in the \Vire Mill 
Department on se\'·eral jobs. 

So we demand that these old employees should be taken 
back immediately to their former department wherefrom they 
have heen transferred only w-ith tne idea to giYe chances to th~ 
favourites and relatives of the supervising staff. 

· (16) HD"J.si~g m:commodation (Toll'n and Bustt}.-There 
is no housinO" accommodation for the workmen in this company. 
Labourers co

0

me daily from very distant villages to ~heir duty. 
,Thus, in chilly winter, hot summer and ~tormy ramy seasons 
they come to their dutr. So, we de.mand th~t all the work-men 
should be· provided wtth shelters m two different ways; one 
town arrangement and other busti arrangement. 

This busti's land must be company's own, and plots of 
land should be giwn, with a loan of certain amount to enable 
the · need~ anrl. unsheltered poor workmen to build their 
" Kholee '. There must be sufficient water-supply., lights and 
roads in the busti. · As there is no proper medical aid in this 
company, so provision for proper medical treatment must bQ 
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madt> with a small indoor hospital like that of the ;Tinplat~ 
and this must be situated in between the Town and the busti. 

· There is no arrangement to give education to' the children 
of the employees.. So we demand from the employers and the 
government that schools for giving compulsory education to the 
children must be arranged immediately. Labour (male and 
female) should be· given.education in their leisure time. ,We 
expect ~his from the Bihar Government as a vehement illjteracY. 
campaign is in progress in this province. · 

. (17) Rest House and Creches.-Though there is a cleat 
provision of rest house and creches in the Factory Act, the 
management has made no.such arrangement· yet for want of: 
which rejas (female labourers) undergo great difficulties with; 
their tender children. Poor labourers cannot take their meals 
at comfort. So, we demand for an immediate adequata 
arrangement of the same. · · · · 

. (18) Anti-Union activities of the Management.-Since. 
the Umon started from last August, 1938, and in spite of it~t 
legitimate and constitutional activities to remove the grievances 
of the workers through collective representation, the manage..: 
ment waR bent npon crushing the Trade Union movement i:Q 
various·ways as mentioned below:-

. (a) As soon as the Union was formed and T):-ade Union 
activities began by putting forth· the legitimate 
grievances of the workers before the management 
for removal the company indirectly, started 
anti-union activities. Active members of the 
Union were persuaded to cease coD.nections from 
the Union, but being unsuccessful to allure them 
in this way, the management went so far as to. 
coerce and threaten them through the supervising 
staff. Some men were won over by allowing hand
some increase to their wages, thus trying to bring 

·a split amongst the wage earners. No incre
ment. has been given to men, who are activQ 

· members of the Union, though their claim is over
due. The supervising staff very often does 
propaganda inside the works to undermine the 
Union and tempt the workers saying that 
the Union cannot do any good unless they favou~ 
the workers. 

(b) Having failed to counteract the Union activities bY. 
the aboYe method, the management resQrted tQ 
direct action. . · 
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:At first they suspended some important members of the 
Union without any rhyme or reason. It may be mentioned here 
that seven months ago one pf our Committee members was sus
pellded on the mere plea that he would be called back after 
proper investigation; but till now, he is being kept outside the 
works. 

· Another C-ommittee member who had been working 
satisfactorily for more than one year, one day addressed a 
meeting ventf!a"lting grievances and the next day he was trans
ferred from lii~ lucrative job to a hard and strenuous one, 
beyond his physical capacity and now he is sitting idl~. The 
next drastic stP.p to CU!"h and set back the Uni!)n a:'tivities W<i.S 

taken ·by the management by arbitrarily discharging three pro
minent workers on 5th December, 1938, including the General 
Secretary of the Union, without any charge sheet. They were 
verbally infotmed not to g9 to work any more. In this way 
the management is causing strained relation ~tween labour 
and capital. 
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MEMORANDUM 

Submitted to the Bihar Labour Enquiry Committee 

By 
. . 

The East Indian Railway Labour Union, Jamalpur. 

Jamalpur is one of the biggest labour centres in the Pro
vince of Bihar. The. total strength of skilled, semi-skilled 
and unskilled labour employed here is above 7,000, excluding 
thd clerical and supervising staff. The Jam.alpur Workshop 
was originally established by the old East Indian Railway 
Company, Limited (now defunct) who managed its affairS' up 
to the end of year 1924 when on the 1st January 1925 the 
Government of India took over its management and entrusted 
it to their Railway Department. Thenceforth the local work
shop is being managed' by the Railway lloard through the 
i\.gent (now General Manager) of East Indian Railway. 

·· The transference of administration from the hands of a 
BritiS'h Company into the hands of the Government of India 
was acclaimed by all sections o:( the employees as they were 
fed up with· the rank display .of favouritism, etc., to the 
Europeans and Anglo-Indians by the Company and' step
ntOtherly treatment of the Indian Employees (especially the 
labour). They had cherished the hope that the Government 
of India would ameliorate their condition, provide better 
amenities and grant more facilities and privileges. In the 
state management, the distribution of '· Revenue " or income 
would be in such a manner that the labourers would have 
greater access to it and the overhead class a lesser access than 
the case was during the Company's "regime".. In short, 
they had anticipated that under the fostering care of the 
state, the J amalpur Factory would be converted into · an 
ideal or exemplary workshop and the Indian Section of the 
Jamalpur .Town will be co.nsiderably improved. They were 
quite ignorant of the fact that the fate of lthe lower paid labour
ers would not be bettered at the hands of a bureaucratic Govern
ment whose prPdilections were naturally in favour ()f the 
privil~ged 1nd' higher paid staff ; the ]abourers now had such 

· ·a bitter e"--perience of that "grim" fact that they nuw prefer 
1.be good old days of Company•s Administration even :wi~h aJl 
its evils and injustices. 

llJ 
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.The Railway Bo!lrd (with state), howeYer, did not take 
:my hasty step and . a few years lull was giYen to the 
labourer before launchmg clossal attack on their pay or privi
lege;s. Th~ ~oard acted :with diplomacy and adopteu th~ 
pol~cy of dtVIde a.?d exploit by the pursuance of their ingenious 
pobcy. The· Railway Board achieved extraordinary success, 

. so ~uch so .t~at there was not a single strike although the 
secy1ce condition of the labourers was considerably worsened. 

· However, things have now come to such a pass that the 
present state of affairs will not last long and a great up-hea~al 
is imminent if nothing is done to improve the situation. It 
ia gratifying to note that the Indian National Conness has 
taken cognizance of the exigency of the Labour probl~m. '· an 
unfathomable abyss , . It had envisaged in its election 
!.Ianifesto of the last general election a policy and a pro
gramme in re~pect of industrial worker. To be precise, the 
programme or policy can be interpreted to be as follows :-

·"To secure to the Industrial labourers (1) a decent standard 
of living, hours of works and condition of labour in conformity 
as far as the economic conditions of the country permit, ,,;ith 
the international standard (2) a suitable machinuy for the 
Settjement of disputes between employers and the workmen 
(3) protection against the economic consigencies of old age 
sickness and unemployment (4) right of worker to form unions 
(5) the right to strike for the protection of their interest." 
· .To implement the assurances given in the Manifesto,. the 

Government of Bihar (a Congress Go-.ernment) have appoint
ed a Labour Enquiry Committee to enquire into the problem3 
of .the industrial workers (Railway, too, and Ind'sutry) of 
the province·. .The prolonged neglect of the cause of labourers 
by the bureaucracy-ridden Government in the past had reduced 
their condition~ to one of extreme distress but the afores3.id 
assumption of the Indian National Congress gives us hope that 
the Con~ess Government can succeed where the bureaucracy 
has failed. It is, therefore, worthwhile to suggest some 
ways and means for redress of grievances of the labourers. 

To be short, the Government and employers (in the case of 
Jamalput bo~h are the sam€') should strive for rem•)\·iug- th~ 
inferiority complex of the ''labourers". The workers have 
to achieve at least the following ends. and the. Government 
sliould' extend their help in the matter.. They have got:-

(1) to improve their eal'nings so that they may raise 
their standard of living "Shieh is nothin6 bul 
miserable. 
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(2) to remove their indebtedness, 

(3) to educate their children and to educate themselves 
as far as possible, · 1 

(4) to improve their. social habit& and to give up the 
liabit~· of drink ; 

(5) 19 find' ways and means for their occupation in 
healthy activ~ties during leisure hours and to 
reduce hours of work,. 1 

(6) to. remove certain beliefs and superE;titions which 
are a drag on their abilities and efficiency, 

(7) to protect themSelves from the economic consequences 
of unemployment, sickness, old age, etc. 

~s ·we 11re concerned with the Jam~Ipur Labour mainly, 
so we shall confine our observation on the above !)aid ~ints. 
·in respect of Jamalpur Workshop staff only. . . . 
· ·· (1) Earnings.-The earnings of Jam~Ipur staff are very 
low in comparison· with ~the earnings of their brothers. in 
profession employed in other railways. Nay, not only that; , 
even in. the workshops of the East Indian Railw~y at Lillooah. · 
and Lucknow labourers are paid much more than their 
J amalpur brothers. . The East Indian Railway has two 
Looomotive. workshops at present, one at J amalpur and.. .the, 
other at Lucknow. A skilled workman ;1t Lucknow is genm·;l:lly; 

· lpaid Rs. 40 to Rs. 70 per month whereas at Jamalpur 
hardly 400 skilled workmen get Rs. 40 to Rs. 54 and the 
rest 3 thousands of them draw only Rs. 18 to Rs. 38. 
(Lucknow staff are mainly daily rated; hence their monthly 
pay stated above is approximate, subject to slight fluctuation, 
but the staff rut Jamalpur are all monthly paid). To get. 
f'ome specific example of the difference between the pay of 
~amalpur staff and Lucknow e:taff two witnesses of G. L 
Foundry and Brass foundry may be examined'. A few moulders 
hr.we been transferred from Lucknow to ,J ama.Ipur and the 
difference can well be found out by comparing their pay with 
Jamalpur moulders.. 1 

It may be contended on behalf of the authorities of the 
local workshop that such differences were introduced by the 
c.ld company and not by the Raihvay Board or the Government 
of India and as wch they c:mnot reduce the pay of Lucknow: 
staff or Lillooah staff. In this connection it may be mentioned 
that the Railway Board rnised the scale of pay of Jamalpur" 
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:\Vorkshop staff in 1930, but they did not care to raise their 
pay so that it might be brought on the footing of Lucknow or 
Lillooah staff. 

'A very atrocious scale of pay called the Revised Scales of 
Pay (1934) has been introduced into the Railway and is 
applicable to all railway workers appointed oo or after the 
16th July 1931. Even in this scale of pay, Jamalpur '\York
shops have received step-motherly tre~tme_nt, which will be clear 
from the following figures:-

'Approximate no. of sanctioned post of skilled and semi
skilled. 

Labour. 

llnfee3 1calo • JD JamalpUJ, Luohow :cbar•: Lfllooab. Luohow Alamboah 
_of p&J,. . boah, 

d-2-60 2. 1,7CO )85 40:i 
30-1-40 4()0 (hscketed 3 f,C!OO (2 grades bra-

gradea). · · cketPd.) 
2~-1-28 3,000 11,200 
li-1~27 ... 1,60() . .. 1,300 
111 ...... 1-21 "" 1,80.) 

Unskilled labour. 
Jlllllo Ipur Luclnow c. B. Lfllooah. L. X. 0. Alumbagb, 

Num'b~r 1,000 400 800 4ii0 
So~Ie of pay Rs 13 · 1-17 Rs. 15-1-18 Rs. 18-1-21 Re. 15-1-B 

,The classification is not on fair ~nd equitable basis. 

(It may be . noted in this connection that J amalpur 
. l\Vorkshop is the biggest workshop of this Railway.) 

From an analysis of the proportion of scales of pay it will 
be clear how Jamalpur labour is treated by the Railway Hig_li 
Command. In Bihar. labour is cheap; so why will they pay 
more 1 This is not so. No impartial persons can deny that 
Jamalpur labourers are given neither just nor equitable pay 
and therefore, an enhancement of their pay and scale is 
warranted. But inst~d of enhancing the pay, the authorities 
~ave decided to reduce the pay of new recruits . 

. :' The Railway Command appears to be very jealous of the 
· pay which the local labourers receive ~nd as such they have 

introduced the aforesaid Revised Scales of Pay- by which the 
workers have been hit hard. The following table will mak~ 
jt clear,_ 



Skilled Worker$ . . 
Approximate posts.. Old Scales Revised scales Percentage of 

reduction. of.pay. of pay. 
Rs. Rs. · 

400 42~3-54 30-1-40 26%' 
3,000 1S/2z.-2-38 22-1-28 .26!%1 

· trhe aboye..:said Revised Scales of Pay (1934) is applicable 
to all staff appointed on or after 16th July 1931 who are called! 
''·New entrants • •, The Government of India are pursuing a 

.very objectionable policy, i.e., the policy of discriminating 
between the old employees 111nd '' new entrants '• and_ thus 
exploiting the labourers by taking advantage of their weakness .. 
Even in the last economic depression, when old scales of pay; 
:were in full force, only 10 per cent emergency cut_ was intro~ 
duced and that too only 6! per cent incase of those ~ho were· 
getting less than Rs. 100. But now they want to reduce the 
pay of those who are to get even less than Rs. 50 by 26 per cent.
,There can be· no justification for this reduction.. It is really: 
very absurd to think tliat a skilled workman will have to spen<l 
his life on a wage of 11 ,annas to 14 annas per day. Another 
absurdity of the revised scale may be ascertained from the fact 
that the .scale of a semi-skilled workman has been fixed at 
Rs. 17-1-27 .. So according to this sc;I.le ·a semi-skilled fitter. 
or mechanic will get Rs. 27 per month and a skilled fitter o~ 
mechanic will get Rs. 28 per month only~ Does the Gover~
ment of India want to introduce " communism " · · amongst 
·•J amalpur labourers 1 Otherwise why is there such a no~inal 
difference of pay betwe.en semi-skilled and skilled 'workmen 1, 
ny this we do not mean that high scales of pay have been fixed 
for semi-skilled workmen. Their grade, too, requires sub.: 
stantial enhancement. We have only exposed the fallacy of the 
revised scale of pay which appear to be more whimsical· than 
reasonable.- . 

- The petty clerks have also been hard hit by the revised 
scales of pay. In the Company's time, grade V of_cle:rks_wa.S 
fixed at Rs. 28--4-80; but only after a few years' of taking 
over management by the state, _the grode was_ red~ced tO 
Rs. 28-_3-52 .. There are roughly five grades of clerks. -
No. of sanctiond grades. Old scale. Co•ordinated Scall". Revisad scales of 3£. 

Grade I 
Gre.do II 
Grade III 
Grade IV 
Gradt> V 

Rs. . n.. . 
200--10--250 ·' 130~10--18~ 

• • 126--8--150 • • 10~--10/2:-120, 
• " 105--5--120 90-0--0 65 ..... 5--85. 

84-4--100 75--0-0 }' · · - · 'A 
28.....-4--80 28-S--..52 30--3--45/s--~~~~ 
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From the abo¥e it will appear that the Railway authorities 
l!~ve ?malgamated the last two grades of clerks, Yiz., Grade IVj 
[lnu Y f.nd decided on a common grr..de with a reduction of 40 per 
c~at. irum the old scale and 25 per cent from the co-ordinated. 
In addition to these, there are time-checking and material
checking clerks. At Lncknow. tiiile-<:heckers' grade is 
Rs. 40-3-';-0 but at Jamalpur it is Rs. 2!-2-40 old and 
Rs. 30--3-45 rensed. """e, therefore, suggest the following 
clerical grades :--

Rs. 
· Grade I 160-10-200. 
Grade U 126---ft-150. 
Grade lli ··• 105-5-}.20. 
Grade IV 45-5-100. 
Time checkers 40-3---';0. 
Material checkers 40-3-70. 

It may be noted in this connection that Material checkers 
, or Time checker clerks or other clerks are appointed under the 

same qualification although their nature of work is dllierent, 
but the Material checker and Time .checker clerks are sub
sequently absorbed as clerks. Hence corresponding scaleS 
have been proposed. 

Water tax from subordinate staff are not charged but in 
the Ram pur Colony, residents (clerks, etc.) are being charged 
(@ Re. 1-8-0 per month for two taps and Re. 1 fo~ one tap) 
nery month. This has caused gre;t,t hardship ~d should be 
discontinued at once. 

Now to the scales !>f pay of workmen. 
It must haYe been ascertained from the family budgets 

that every \rorkman has to support on the average, 5 members. 
Hence, we cannot recpm.niend a minimum wage less than 
R.s~ ~0; for. that )Till provide only Rs. 4 per head. From the 
above circumstances, we propose the following scale~ of pay, 
fC)r .the workmen :-. 

Rs . 
. Unskilled -.. 20-1-30 (coolies, office menials). 

Semi-skilled .. . . 30-2-1:2. 
Skilled "directly recifiited cr 42---3--60 E. Bj5-75. 

promoted from app!~r.t~cee. 
Skilled promoted from semi- 42-3--{iO E. B/5-75 .. 

skilled . 
. Chargemen ... S.'>--10-125. 
Trade .Apprentice ••• l0-2--20. 
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PAY FOR LEAVE AND HOLIDAYS. 
The following Leave Rules are in force at present.: 

Rule 1. 

Item I.-Those in service prior to 1st Jb.nuary 1923 on ~ 
pay of Rs. 20 or above and members of Provident Fund. 

(1)" 15 days casual leave in a year. 
· . (2) Privilege leave to the extent of 1/lltli of duty subject 

}:o a maximum of 4 months at_ a time. · · 
(3) Sick leave for 3 years. 
Item II .-Those getting below Rs. 20. 

(1) 15 days paid holidays in a year only. 
Rule 2. 

Those in service from 1st J~nary 1923 to 31st Decembe~ 
193!. . 

Pay. 
(a) Ra. 45 a.nd over 

(b) Over Rs. 30 a.nd 
· Rs. 45: 

Leave allowed. . 
-· .As described in Rule I item (1! 

(No paid holidays). 
under {1) 15 days• casual leave . on full 

pay. 
_(2} l5 days• sick leave on full pay.; · 

_(3} 15 days• casual leave on half
pay. 

"(4) 15 days• sick leave on half.o. 
- pay. cNo Paid Jiolidays!~ , : ~ 

Rs. 21 Io ;30 per montli .•. ~ (1) 15 days• casual or sick leave 
on full pay. 

"(2) 15 days• casUal or sick leave 
on h&lf pay. JNo pa.id J)oli~ 
days).. ·· 

Under Ra .. 21' ~o•·_-Pay for 15 daya• workshop Jwfi., 
· days onl.t provided they have 

completed one year•s senic6, 

Rule 3. 
• 

Those in r:ervice from ls'£ 1 a.nu
- ary 19-25 to 31Bt iAllc,"US( 

1928. 
ali labourers irrespective of Pay for a.s days workshoP. hoU.. 

pay. days only. 

(This !s th.e ~rs( r?U~-J. 
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Rule_~-

.rhose in service from 1st. Septem
ber 1928. · _(New Leave Rules).-

. Below Cha.rgemen 
~i.e_.; workl:nen). 

Length of service, 

(1) Less than 3 years. 

_(2) 3 years a.nd over but less 
than 10 years. 

(3) 10 years · and over but 
. less than 20 years. 

(4) 20 years and over 

Amount of leave, 

Nil. 

10 days in any one 
calendar year. 

15 days in one 
calendar year . 

20 days in one 
calendar year. 

. (Note.-The leave enwz.erated above 
'l.s recognised workshop holidays.) 

is in a~dition to the pay for 

Leave on medical certificate:
Length 'of serviCe. Leave. 

10 years and over but less than 
20 years . 

Over 20 years · •• f ,,. 

. . ..,.... 

15 days in a. ·calendar year ot 
60 days in all. 

30 days in one calendar year or 
120 days in all. 

· From the above it will appear that the leave rule pf the 
East Indian Railway Company which applies to staff who were 

·rn service prior. to .1923 was much better than that ~ntroduced 
by the State.' The old' leave rules may again be introduced 
·with the modification that the leave described in rule 1, item (1} 
sha1J be allowed tO all staff irrespective of pay and designation 
. supplemented by .30 paid holidays in ~ year. 

Passes and P. T. Os . 
. : .. : .The ·grant <>{ free. passes. :tnd Privilege Ticket Orders to 
. tlie Railway· servants. has been a very old convention and it 
.has been ~.a: singUlar · boon to the Railway employees; but it 
·appears that the administration now wants t9 deprive the 
employees of this privilege ~oo. 

· . (1) By ~ .Circula~ in 1936, the grant ~f free passes for 
oependents relatives. was abolished. In these days of un .. 
~ployment a vast. majority of wage earners have dependent 
·relatives in their families in addition to their wives· and 
~hildren. Hence to deny the dependants'- inclusion in their 
t.• p;!sses !.! h~s hjt them hard in !!S tnuc}i as, if tll.ey proppse tq 
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make a trip either for sight-seeing or pilgrimage~ they.must take 
.thetn (depe~dants) b~ paying fares or cancel their 9:W~ trip 
due to family obhgat10ns. . · 

(2) The period of eligibility for complimentary, fre~ pa~~~ 
(which are the only consolation to the retired servants as t~er~ 
is n\l system of granting pension) has been extended frolll, 
25 years' servi.ce to 30. years. This has also vitally, affected·t!le 
labourers, not only those who have already retired but also those 
who· are in service. ·There was no rule to the effect that the 
age of the recruits, at the· time of appointment must be below 
25 years and as such numerous persons were etlgftged at an age 
exceeding 25 years for whom it was or would be impossible to 
complete 30 years' service befpre ·their superanrmatio:r;t 'Yhicli 
must be on attaining 55 years of age. . 

Hence · the above-said restrictions should be modified at 
once. 

(3) Inferior staff are not allowed passes in ordin.ary 
circumstances for themselves or their family members fo~ 

. ~ight-seeing purposes or for pilgrimage. This discriminatioll 
against .them is. very undesirable aud sooner the restrictio:r;t i~ 
Withdrawn the.better. · 

(4) Even in respect of " free passes" discrimi~ation has 
been made against" New-entrants" who are on Revised ScalelJ 
of Pay. The following table will make it clear. This is verYJ 
undesirable and should be stopped, for the New entrants are 

. paid smaller wages than staff on old scale of pay. · 
Number of pass 

~ single journeys 
'. 

4 single journeys 

.St~lf on old scale o~ Staff on Revised Scale 
pay. of pay. 

1 year 

Over 5 years 

Over 2 years. 

Over 10 years, 

6 single journeys Over 15 years Over 20 years. 

(5) Tota~ number of passes to be granted in a calendar 
year has been reduced from 8 single journeys to 6 · sing!~ 
Journeys. · 

· . Hence we suggest that the Pass Rule which was issued in 
the Circ1,1lar of the Secretary to the Agent, dated 22nd October 
1935 should be re-introduced, with this modification that pass 
for dependant& be issued to all irrespective of· pay. Date 
~;hould be extendable. · · - . · 

. Priri/ege 1'i~ket Order.-Previously every employee of the 
Railway w;ts entitled to any ~.~umJ:>er of Privilege Tic}{et .Orders 
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'(a"ll order by virtue of which the holder is entitled to get ticket 
at the rate l (>rice) for home railway (E. I. Railway) stations, 
:plus 4 single JOUrneys (or 2 return journeys) over foreign rail
~ays (or for family members over home railways). But by the 
newly framed rules, the issues of P. T. Os. have been restricted 
to 12 single journeys {or 6 return journeys per year including 
4 single journeys over foreign railways or for family members). 
(!'his drastic curtailment of the issue of P. T. Os. bas adversely 
afiected the labourers as they are generally lower paid staff and 
;ls such cannot afford to purchase tickets at full rates for their 
~ourneys which must be at least 24: in ~year. ·'Ve, therefore, 
euggest that the pld rule maY. be re-introduced. 

· 1. Promotions.-This is ~ general complaint of the 
employees, especially labourers that promotion is not given 
according 19 merit pr seniority and " favouritism" rules 
supreme in this matter. It is also ~lleged that authorities are 
bribed by junior hands for getting promotion by superseding 
the claims of their seniors. To prove this is very difficult bJlt 
it must be admitted that there is some truth in this alle~~ion. 
ilf evidence is taken on this point, it will tlirow some light on the 
Jnatter. Promotion must l>e according to merit and seniQrity. 

: ·The promotion of genuine skilled workmen to the category 
of skilled and of unskilled to that of semi-skilled is very rare 
;tnd far between. ·A semi-skilled workman generally remains 
semi-skillea · for his whole life and an unskilled workman 
unskilled. Skilled workmen are generally directly recruited 
.and not even 25 per cent of them are appointed by promotion 
lrom the ranks of the semi-skilled workmen. This policy is 
:~ery harmful and should be discontinued. 

2. Indebtedness.-Jamalpur Labourers are very heavily 
indebted; both 19 the Railway Co-operative Credit Society and 
l.o outside money-lenders. Almost all the Kabulis, Sikh money
lenders, etc., of Jamalpur who are modern Shylocks and who 
charge very exorbitant rate of interest, thrive on them and 
'devour major portions pf their (labourers) income. These 
money-lenders do not realize their dues by legal means but 
they often d9 it by the " Danda cult " at shop gates o~ paYJ 
days. The rate of interest which is charged by the pnvate 
money-lender. varies from 36 per cent to 150 per cent per annum. 
It is also prevalent amongst few money-lenders that they get 
handnotes pf double or trible am~m:nt of the sum actually lent 
or ~dv~nced executed. 
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· The early removal of the· burden of indebtedness of 
}abourers is not only ;t necessity but a desideratum. A debt 
cpnciliation board or any such machinery as the Govez:nment 
may consider desirable should be constituted for tlie area. 

3. Education.-Jamalpur workmen have to educate their 
children so.that they (children) may turn out to be more ha:PJ?Y 
and contented workmen than they themselves had opportunities 
to be. Not only that,. it is not too late for them, even to educate 
themselves. Otherwise, how can we expect best of efficiency 
,from illiterate workers 1 · · · · · ~ 

But, alas! nothing has been done by the Railway Adminis~ 
tration in thi!:l direction. Not to speak of adults' school there 
is not a single school of the Railway where free primary 
education is imparted to the children of the employees. No 

· doubt. there is one High English School and two middle English 
• sch90ls but in the High English School ove:t: which Railway 
. wastes· much money, students (mainly employees' children) 

have to pay school fee more than what is prescribed in the 
Education Code or is charged in any private or public school. 
:There is no .special concession for the children of the lower paid 
staff or the labourers. 

This question should not be neglected any more and the 
administration must make arrangement for the free primary 
education of the employees' children and arrange for the 

··education of the employees too, by opening night schools and 
adult literacy centres. 

4. Social habits and drinks.-Local labourers have to 
improve their social habits and to give up the habit' of drink 
to which they are, unfortunately, addicted. By spread of 
education, their social habits will improve. The Government 
of Bihar should enforce prohibition in this area at once so that 
the drink evil may stop. 

5. Beliefs and Superstition.-Labourers have certain 
beliefs and superstitions which are a drag on their ability and 
efficiency. Such beliefs cr superstitions are an outcome of 
igno:.:-ance and they will be liquidated with the spread of 
education amongst them and. their children. -

6. There is no lodging arrrzngement for workers. Hours 
of u·orks and utilising leisu1·e hours. -At present the normal 
.working of the J amaljmr workghop is 45 hcm·s a week (8 hours 
on week days and 5 hours on Saturday) and any period worked 
in excess is granted overtime. Dut this period should b~ 
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reduced to 40 hours a week (7 hours on week days and 5 hours 
on Saturday). This 45 hours a week was introduced bv the 
old Ea8t Indian Railway Company, some five or six decades 
11go and there has never beep. any improvement in it. As the 
.workshop is owned by the state, it should introduce 40 hours 
a week SQ that other employers may also follow suit. (40 hours 
;J. week is prevalent in almost all foreign countries whereas in 
this country it is 54 hours a week). This reduction wil} 
increase the leisure hours of the workers, 

·· How the working class is to spend its leisure hours t It 
is a question, that is very difficult to answer, 

Provision should be m,ade for open spaces, gardens, parks, 
etc.; provision for health activities too should be made, such 
as akharas for physical exercise and wrestling and grounds 
for outdoor sports. Outdoor sports should be encouraged 
and financed by the administration. Some sort of• amusement 
and ep.tertaiDlJlent is also necessary. For this purpose, radio 
sets should be installed at places. That will serve educational 
purpose tQO. Lectures by prominent people who are expert on 
subjects, should be arranged at times and lectures by magic 
lantern may be given, cinema cars may be introduced to give 
instructive shows on labour problem, machinery, etc, Free 
reading rooms and libraries should"be provided. ·'Vorkmen's 
Institute should be opened free without delay. 

Before ap.y such things are done, arrangement should at 
once be m::tde to provide a rest hall, a tiffin room, with 
restaurant and bath ball inside the works for the convenience of 
the workers during " meal hours , . It is very necessary, as at 
present they have to undergo great difficulties. They have to 
take me~ll? 9:0, the road side just near drains ~mitting foul 
f?ID~ll, . 

Housing accommodation of labourers at J amalpur is very 
inadequate. Practically speaking, the Administration bas 
done nothing in this direction. Although a vast majority of 
workers are residents of suburban villages and come to \Vorks 
daily by worh.111en's train, yet a fairly good number of them 
reside at Jamalpur town and the Administration should make 
arrangement for their housing, for, they, at present, reside in 
rented holdings which are very congested and unhygienic. 
J\rrang~ment for free filter water-supply shouJd also be mad~ 
fl! th~h· colony, At least 700 to ROO houses should be built, 
At pr~~nt even some workshop sheds (e.g. of the P. Yv. 
~'cundry, l~nl:~!? fc:;nmdry! Rollin~ Mill, etc.} ar~ :rery lo.w 
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and Ul iUmmer season workmen are literally burnt benea~ii 
them. Their height should be raised at bast to the level of 
the newly constructed Ere~ting and Boiler shop withoul 
further delay.· 

Arrangement for electric fans during summer season and 
for heat~rs during winter season should be made. If air 
conditioning plants could be installed, so much thebetter. 

Medical help.-· The Railway Admmistration ma1ntaips a; 
big hospital under a highly paid gazetted :Medical Officer but 
the hospital is of very little practical use to the employees, 
especially the labourers. At least it is not so popular amongst 
the lower paid employees as it should haY"e been. The dealing 
of the doctors ,..,-ith b.bourers is not at all amicable, for they;_ 
care only for higher paid staff and neglect the poor. Accord
ing to a ru.le framed by the Administration, labourers· getting 
less th~n Rs. 50 per month can call a sub-assistant surgeon· 
even at their homes (which must be within a mile from the 
hospital) without giving any fees. But this rule has beep: 

·given a decent burial by the doctors as they do not go to attend 
. any labourer w~thout accepting fees. This sta!ement can be 

testified bY. taking evidence of employees on this point. It is 
stated that the Railway doctors are not for the labourers but 
for the officers and the "highly paid clerks. 

The timing of the hospital is also inconvenient to the 
employees. It generally corresponds with the timing of the 
workshop or offices. So, if the family members . of any 
employee fall sick, he can hardly get help from the hospital 
as he has to gQ to :work at 7 A.M. and the hospital opens at 
8 A.K. ,to 9 A.M. So, he can hardly take medicine or prescrip
tion in the morning, unlesg he takes leave which he cannot do 
continuously for 10 or 15 days. In the evening he comes out 
of work at 4 P.M. while the doctor leaves the hospital before 
4 P.M. (in the G-eneral Hospital). Thus, he is obliged to go t6 
an outside medical practitioner who is available at all times 
and whose dealings, teo, are very courteous. 

The Railway doctors n:re allowe:l to do primte practice. 
This privile~e has corrupted then, for they demand fees even 
from tl:e e!!lployees of the R<!ilway, though it is prohibited. · 
The R~ilway C.octors stould pet be allQwed to do private 
practice. T~is FJ.Ctice of collecting fees h~s made them so 
~reedy tl-.:t.t they often coerce the e-c.p~cyees for fees. __ ~~oox:_d..; 
JDi to th~ rules!. ea~:l! <:I!lp~oyee (labourer!. too) :WPQ ,:e~rf,J 
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sick must produce sickness certificate and also fitness certifi
cate from the _Railway doctor. If, on any account, an 
emp!oyee fall~ _Ill and undergoes treatment of any registered 
me~1cal practitioner d th.e ~Qwn and presents himself before the 
~a1lway doctor for obtammg fitnrss certificate, the employee 
1s rebuked, cursed and harassed by the Railway doctor as he 
has _not be~n paid the. money paid to outside dcctors. No 
certificate 1s countersigned or accepted. This fact mav be 
as~rtai~ed frQm the employees by taking eYidence Oll the 
pomt. fhe doctors who attend to ailing labourers are all 
sub-assistant surgeons (L. l\I. Ps. only). The M. Bs., more 
qualified doctors, attend to higher paid staff only. 

In times of epidemics, doctors and compounders do not go 
to labour mahaUas to vaccinate or to inoculate the family 
members of the employees, not even in the town of J amalpur 
what to speak of distant villages. When an employee reports 
a case of cholera or any other epidemic in his family, the 
responsibility of the Railway doctor ceases by signing his 
quarantine leave papers only. He (the doctor) does not care 
to go to the worker's house and render help unless his fee is 
assured which must not be less than that of a private practi
tioner. · 

We, therefore, suggest that a branch dispensary should 
be opened near Gate no. 6 (Central Gate) but outside the 
:Workshop and should remain open during leisure hours (in the 
morning from 6 A.M. to 9 A.M. and 11 A.M. to 12 noon and in 
the evening from 4 P.M. to 8 P.M.). There should be provision 
for two doctors, two compounders and dressers. In time of 
epidemic arrano-ement should be made to vaccinate or inoculate 
the family me~bers of the employees at their homes. Some 
subsidised doctors may also be appointed or some of the local 
doctors may be subsidised. During slack period ~he a<?Ctor 
should give lectures, with magic lanterns, on dome?tic hygiene, 
food nutrition, prevention of. epidemics, etc. Certlfica_tes from 
registered doctors should be accepted for purposes of sick leave 
and fitness. 

7. Protection against the economic consigencies pf old 
age, etc. 

Gratuity.-There is no provision for granting old age 
pensions, etc._, only gratuity is granted at the. rate of half 
month's pay for every one year's completed sen-Ice. T~e sum 
so given is very inadequate and as such full one month s pay 
for every 0ne year's cgmplet~d sen~ice sh9uld be given by y;ay 
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of gratuity. In case of death and where the empl~yees die 
leaving minor children or widow:, special compassionate 
gratuity should be allowed equal to two months' pay for every 
one year the employee concerned left to complete in attaining 
the age of his. superannuation. This concession should alSQ 
apply to the staff who are retrenched. 

Prot:ident Fund.-Tlie inferior staff are not aUowed to 
become members of the Provident Fund. This restrictiQn 
should be abolished at once. ·. 

The fixed interest on Provident Fund deposit has been 
reduced f'Or the new members who will join Provident Fund . 
from March 1938 onwards. This discrimination against ne:w.· 
members should be discontinued. 

Machinery for settlement of disputes.-There is nQ 
suitable machinery to settle the disputes between the workmen: 
and the supervisors, nor there is any officer tQ enquire into 
the grievances of the workers. The appointment of a labour: 
officer and a Dispute Conciliation Board consisting of 2 non~ 

. officials (the President and the one selected by the Presiden~ 
and the D. C. :M. E.) and one official (D.C.l\I.E.) :will remove 
the want. . 

Forming of Unions.-Though direct threats are not held 
out to workers for joining unions yet formation of union is 
not welcome or patronised. The authorities do not recognise 
the Union without great difficulties. To some of the officers 
the word union is a red rag and the worker who organises any, 
union, becomes their eyesore. The recognition of the union 
which is organised with the help of outsiders is deferred on 
the ground that the union is dominated by outside elements.· 
This 'attitude of the authorities should be -changed and 
unionism amongst the workers should be encouraged by the 
authorities. Rules should be made which the employer must 
be bound to follow. The Labour :Union should be recognised 
at once. 

Administration of Staff Benefit Fund.-Tlie RailwaY, 
'Administration maintains a Staff Benefit Fund but the distri
bution is not satisfactory. The major portion of_the Fund is 
t:pent for the benefit of higher paid staff though Jower paid 
staff are in need of greater help. 

Arrangement should be made for the equitable distribution 
9f the P~ne{lt Fund J>y ~ Committee el~ted J>y the worke;t:s~ , 
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Employment.-The procedure of recru1tmg staff is very 
defective. Racial favouritism or corruption in respect of 
engagement of labourers is prevalent here which should be 
stopped forthwith.. This can be obvialted only by the ap
pointment of a Recruitment Board consisting of the District 
Magistrate, the President of the Union and the D. C. M. E. 
!A waiting list must be maintained. The one maintained 
is defective. The list should be ~Jipplied U> Labour Union, 

General Beha'Diour of the Supervi$ing Staff towards 
labourers.-It is noted with great regret that in spite of the 
change of time and in spite of good working on the part of 
labourers, the treatment meted out by some members of the 
Supervising Stafi towards them is far from satigfactory. In 
their general meeting~. the labourers have indicated their 
grievances against several Foremen and Chargehands, but 
nothing appears to have been done. On the other hand, 
persons have been victimised for exp<>Sing such beh:1viour on 
the part of the Foremen. Some rules regarding this should 
be fral!led so that Foremen, Chargemen, etc., recognise the 
labourers as their full-fledged fellow workers and not as so 
many black slaves. , 

Labour decreased.-Due to the closing oi Steel Foundry 
and hav'ing steel goods on purchase, the number of labour has 
been decreased. Unemployment and bread problem being so 
hard here, Steel Foundry should be started. No work of 
the Iron Foundry or the Signal Shop should be done on 
contract system but through our own labour. 

Supervising ::>taff.-. The supervising staff is more than 
necessary. It may be noticed that in the time of the Com
pany when: the number of labour was large, the number of 
supervising staff was n9t so great. But now, though the 
nUIDber of labour has decreased, the number of supervising 
staff has increaged. - Figures may be had from the D. C. M. 
E. Besides, to effect economy ~he pay ~f the supervising et4.ft 
should be brought down as 1t 1g too h1gh. j 

Right of workers to stril:e for the protection of their 
interest.-The employers as well as the Government shnuhl 
recognire the right of workers tQ strike for the protection of 
their. inter~sts. .BY. this we do ~ot mean t~at workers shoulcl 
be g1ven the prrnlege of resortmg to str1ke every now and 
then on flimsy ground~ or for the fulfilment of their '' unjusti
fiable " demands.. Strike should be resorted to only in special 
circumstances when all other peaceful methods of gettleJD.ent. 
hay~ .f~iled:. · 
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· . .Workers of any category should not be ~ictimised for 
joining strike unless the strike in question has been declared 
J}legal by an impartial Board, appointed by the Government 
for the purpose and due notice has been given tQ the strikers 
to start work unconditionally. Victimisation should be 
resorted Ito only when the aforesaid procedure has been: follow
ed and. strikers have. still refused to come to works. In this 
connection mention may be made of the last strike of the 
Jamalpur Workshop which took place in the year 1921-22 in 
which wanton discharge or dismissal of innocent workers was 
the order of the day. Black legging was vigorously encour
aged and all staff against whom the '' spies· '' complained 
Whether OUt. of malice Or personal jealoU&'y were discharged 
withou.t assigning any reason or giving them an opportunity( 
to explain their conduct. ]t is hoped that the strike tragedy 
of 1922 is now a thing of the past and will never be enacted · 
in future, At least the Provmcial Government will ndt be 
a party to that sort of repression of labour. The committe~ 
is requested, if possible, to get a list of the persons victimiz
e~,· i.e., .dis~h~rged, a~d t~ get. th~~ ~e-appointed if not con .. 
indered. mehg1ble by JUdgmg md1v1dual cases. Next comes 
to our mind the tragic incident of 1930 in which workers 
were the target of firing by the Provincial Armed Police 
Force, as a result of which several workmen were killed and 
many injured. The manner in which the above said' incident 
:was pushed up and finally dropped was very undesirable and 
should not be repeated in future. No public. enquiry was 
held; no compensation was paid' to the dependants of the 
~,·orkers who were killed as a result of the firing. It may be 
noted in this connection that those who were killed were pra.G .. 
tically innocent labourers who were going out of the factory 
after 16 hours on completion of their day's work. Thm~e 
were the days of non-co-operation movement and the fault ·of 
the worker, as alleged by the Police, was that the local 
labour had sympathised with the non~co-operaturs. The 
above incident has terrorised the workers in such a way that 

·they hardly venture to reveal their heart-felt grievances and 
seek their redres lest they should again: be fired on by the 
Police or victimized by the authorities. 

It is hQped that the Government of Bihar will assure 
lai:our by expressing regret for the above-said tragedy ofl 
firmg on peaceful workers and do the needful to ensure theil,' 
love and sympathy. ~ · 

Recruitment.-Every year the recruitment of Apprentic~ 
~Iechanics ~nd Trade Apprentices is done, the former for the 
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ilppointment pf supervisprs (chargemen) and the latter .for 
skilled ~orkmen on completion of their apprenticeship. ln 
~he appPmtment of the former (i.e. apprentice mechanics) 
nnjustifiable weightage is given to Anglo-lndi~ns and Europe
ans. So much so that 40 per cent to 50 per cent of ,the total 
.apprentice recruits in a year belong to t.tie above said com
munjties. 1"his should not be allowed to continue ~nd only 
,J.he,statutory percentage, i.e. 8-l per cent of each comm:unity, 
~s specified by: the Centr.al Government, should be strictly 
~nforced. 1 

·The Railway Administration seems to be both to ensure 
eq,uitable territorial represent~tion among~t its supervising 
mmisterial and superior services. The line ot .Ea~t Indian 
Railway passes through these Provinces namely Bengal, 
iJih~r and the United :Provinces. Not to speak of the Rail
y;ay Station-stafi, even in. the Jamalpur Workshop one 
pommunity dominates the cleric.al services. If the higher 
~ades are analysed the m~tter will be even worse. Bihar 
must get its due share, if not preference over other cotnmuni
~ies, specially when the Supervising and superior serviceg 
~re dominated by the European and Anglo-Indians. The 
~xtent to which their services have been Indianiood, the 
personnel ha$ gone to people of other provinces :with which 
.the Railway has only indirect connection. Fair proportion 
should be ensured for this province. 

In the recruitment of speci~l class apprentices who are 
to fill the Superior Services, the matter is even worse. It is 
hoped that this will not be allowed 'to continue and same 
arrangement will be made to ensure representation from Bihar. 

Franchise.-The local labour has been allotted a seat in 
lhe Bihar Legislative Assembly along w~th the labour of 
(Mong~yr Fact~ry. Even in the Bihar and qrissa Legislative 
Council a; nottnnated seat was allotted to this Workshop and 
though the number of constituencies or seats in the Assembly 
have considerably increased, yet the local constituency has 
been combined with Monghyr "- It is hoped that the matter 
.will be reviewed and a special seat will be given to J~malpur 
along with another seat to Monghyr. 

'As the Railway is a Federal concern, !t i~ hope~, a seat 
will be allotted to the Jamalpur Wprksliop m the Federal 
Legislative Assembly. ! 

Reduction of Work and Sta!f.-The Railway authorities 
instead o.f expanding their :works here are d~re·asing. them . ... 
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TJry have shifited Chief Electrical Engineer's ; office, Chief 
~lechanical Engineer's office, etc:, from here to Calcutta oli 
·administrative grounds. They have abolished the Steel 
Foundry, Poi~ts ana Cros.;ing Shops. When the 'lata's and 
other steel C;Oncerns are_ maJring huge profits, the Railway
authorities thought it &t to abolish them so as to make pur-· 
chab'es of British steel and provide employment to British 
labour instead of Indian labour . 

. Manufacture of the various parts and tools of locomotive 
is not being encouraged. It should .have been their policy 
to increase the manufacture of spare parts and tools of 
locomotives and other tools and plants so that within a few 
years they might be able to manufacture complete locomotives 
and India might be relieved of the burden of purchasing 
locomotives from foreign countries. It may be noted that 
pa1fts manufactured in the time of the Company are now bein~ 
.purchaSed from foreign countries and not. manufactured· 
locally. . It is hoped that the Railway authorities will change 
their outlook .and policy and in future, J amalpur Workshop 
will increase day by day rtill at last it is converted into a 
real Locomotive Workshop instead of the present locomotive 
repair workshop. 

A very large number of the stafi (labour) were retrenched 
iii the year 1931 who have not been appointed as yet. Even 
if some of them have been appointed, they have not been given 
th_eir former rates of pay. · · · · 

It is hoped that their former rates of pay will be restored. 
and the retrenched· stafi taken back early. 



Replies to the Questionnaire issued by the Bihar Labour 
Enquiry Committee 

. By 
The Bengal Nagpur Railway Indian Labour Union, Adra. 

A .-Nature and recruitment of labour. 
1. (1) Adra Loco-

Officers 16 (Supervising 

Clerks 
f Men 

Work people l Women 

Total ... 

(2) A dra Wagon Sho~ 
Officers ... 
Clerks ·r :Men 
Work people l Women 

Total .... 

(3) A dra Power House-
Officers ... , 
Clerks 

· Work people Men 

Total 

···. 

.. •. 

12 
700 

18 

746 

2 
4 

219 
7 

225 

5 
4 

74 

83 

(4) Adra Engineering Workshop-
Officer.. .... .... 1 
Clerk 1 
Work people Men 103 

.--. 
Tptal .... . . •. 105 

Staff.) 

T9tal 1,159 

138 
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2. (a) Permanently-settled -····· ... ~,159 
·(b) Migratory .• .. •. . . •. 'Nil. 

3. Adra Looo .... . ... 34 p~r cent. 

Adra.VVagon Shop ... 69 per cent. 

Adra Power Hol,ise 73 per cent . 

. Engi~eering 'Vorkshop ... 70 per cent . 

4. To the information o.f the Union, the workers in the 
Faetories mentioned above are mainly drawn from the province 
of Bihar: 

5. Adra Loco .. 

Adra VV agon Shop .... 
Adra Power House 

Adra Engineering Workshop 
. . 

... 40 out of 746. 

1 out of 231. 

Remedy (i) to discourage direct recruitment in highel." 
grades. 

· (it) To relax the rule of 10 days _absence after which the 
workers are discharged without notice irrespective of the length 
of service ·or circumstances. ~ 

6. Adra -Loco (a) 
(b) 
{c) 
(d) 

Adra VVagon Shop 
(e) 

. {a) 
_(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 

1936. 
-6 
... 
3 

20 

1 

1 

1937. 
4. 

10 
... 
26 

,.-! 
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Thi~ will also remove the dissatisfaction at present pre
vailing largely amongst the workers. 

9. _No such list is maintained by the Administration for 
the purpose of recruitment. . . 

10. See reply" tQ, question 9. 

· 11. Yes. In order to check any abuses or corrupt prac
ti~s in connection with recruitment, a Board of Appointment 
With equd number of members both from Administration ancl 
the Union is suggested. 

12. Yes. Please see reply to Question 11. 

13. No casual labourers are employed. 

14. No. 

B:-Conditions of employment. 

15 .. Yes. The following are the Service Rule Books :

Establishment ManuaL 

Agreement Form B. N. 48. 

B. N. 136. 

16.· Yes. There is provision for training of Apprentices 
R~rming Grades I and II in Loco and_ Carriage Sheds. 

17. Yes. 

18. (z) At present an employee is discharged after 10 days• 
absence, which period should be extended to one month. 

(i1) :Medical certificate produced by an emplo)·ee ~rom a 
Private Medical Practitioner (not necessarily a Reg1skred 
Medical Practitioner) should be accepted by the employer. 

19. ·There is no proper system of granting leave to workers. 

The kinds of leave granted to workers ar~ ~-

(t) Leave with pay. 

(i1) Leave without pay. 

(iii) Casual lein·e. 

. The following Leave Rule Books govern the grant of leave 
to workers :-

(l) Company's Old Leave Rules. 
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(ii) Company's Fundament~! Leave Rules! 

(iii) Leave to Menial and Inferior Stafi. 

20. Yes .. The Leave Rule Books mentioned in Question 19 
govern the grant of Sick·Leave also. · 

21. Women are empioyed but they do not enjoy Maternity, 
Leave. · · 

·22. Yes .. Company's Provident Fund Rules, but there is 
no old age pension. 

· 23. Sundays are only· given to workers ·other than those 
on shift duty. 

· The workers on shift duty in the Loco Shed,' Adra, do not 
generally enjoy the twenty-four hours continuous weekly rest.! 

. No festival holidays are granted. 

. · 25. Standing Orders or Rules are brought to the notice o{ 
the workers through notices. 

26. Cases of indiscipline are dealt with according to tlie 
Rules for dismissal and discharge but formally a charge sheet 
is served and explanation obtained thereto.· 

· 27. A charge sheet is given to the worker in cases of. 
offences \varranting discharge or dismissal and to those whq 
haye more than ten years' service. 

28. There are various kinds of punishments, viz., caution, 
warning, reprimand, reduction of pay, stoppage of increment, 
etc.,. but ever since the introduction of the Payment of Wages 
Act, .the workers are generally reduced in pay for indefi.mte 
period· for an offence which previously used to meet with light 
punishments, such as fines, etc. 

29. Yes; but not the system of compulsory leave. There is 
no system or· procedure laid down for punishments other than 
fines, which pt.:.nishment is immune for reasons stated in, 
Qu~stion 28. 

. 31. ·Unauthorised absence for a period less than ten days 
is treated as leave without pay and for a period in excess o~ 
ten days the worker is discharged without any consideration: 
of the length of service and circumstances. But in Adra Loco
shed, if a worker ·is absent, he is kept ofi duty for some more 
days and no pay is given. · : 
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32. There is no established procedure for dealing with 
late attendance of monthly paid sta.ff and such cases, therefore, 
solely rest with the official concerned according to his discretion. 

33. Fines recovered from the workers are credited in a 
Ftind,~ calied a " Sta.ff Benefit Fund ". 

· 34; The normal working hours are

(l) from 7 hours to 11 hours, and 
from 13 hours to 17 hours . 

. (il) The wor~ing hours for shift duty workers are-

0-8 hours. 

8-16 hours. 

16-0 hours. 

Adra Workshop and Power House-

7-11 hours. 

12-16/30 hours.· 

(a) Shorter hours of work are not favoured for night 
· shifts, extra wages are preferable. 

For strenuous and hazardous jobs, number of workers 
should be increased. 

:But in practice the workers in the Adra Loco-Shed are detained 
till the completion of the work allotted to them but they are 
not paid over-time for any additional time so worked. 

35. Adra Loco-Shed and Power House-Four shifts. 
Workshop and Engineering Workshop-One shift. 

36. Out· of the four Railway factories at Adra,· Adra. 
,,Vagon Shop and Engineerin~ Workshop are worked during 
the day and Adra Loco-Sned and Adra Power House 
are continuous process factories, having an exclusive day shift 
and three other shifts covering 24 hours. In the two con
tinuous process factories, a rest day, not below 24: continuo\13 
hours, is requirerl to be given every week, but in Adra Loco
Shed rest days are sometimes denied. It is complained that 
rest days are in certain cases not granted for weeks. 

The shifts are detailed against Question no. 34. 

~ 37. No, it is not desirable as it is not possible in Railway 
lfactories. · 
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· . 38. Overtime is sometimes worked in the Adra Wagon 
Shop and ·Adra ·Power House 'by daily-rate~ staff. The 
majority Of the staff in the. two workshops are druly-rated. 

Their overtime ·is calculated on the basis of daily hours 
and daily rates. · · · . . 

39, In the other two factories all the staff are monthly-
rated. · 

· They are sometimes made to work ·in excess of normal 
working hours. · . 

There is no system of. overtime payment for such periods. 
In a few cases compensatory periods of leave are given. This 
may be considered as an evasion of the Factories Act, and .the 
non-paym~nt of overtime. · 

.. Running ·staff, such as Drivers, Shunters, Firemen, 
Khalasis who are deputed to work on locomotives attached to 
Loco-Shed, Adra, are eligible for overtime as per the Com
panfs :f..ocom'">tive Overtime Rules. The same is calculated 

. on :1 monthly basis excluding from the total hours of duty, 
208 hours as not counting for overtime. · 

.. . . ' 

There is no maximum and minimum limit for daily 
working hours. 

·40. No .. · 
41. Information is not available. 

D.-Conditions in factories. 

43. In cases of accidents, whether serious or minor,. 
enquiry should be held immediately (say, within six hours) 
to find out whether the accident was due to worker's own 
negligence or otherwise. · 

E.-_ Wages. 

51. Workers should be given additional pay for the :wor'K 
done during holidays and on. Sundays and for any ·work done 
outside the working hours . 

. · 52. No. For works during the night, 25 per cent above tlie 
ordinary rate should be paid. _ · . 

53. It is desirable to convert the daily-rated workers into 
monthly-paid on the basis of 30 days. Such a conversion · 
would bring additional advantages in respect of other privileg~~ 
such as Provident Fund, Gratuity, etc. 
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56. At present deductions on account of the following are 
Jnade from the wages of a worker which hardly leave anything 
f9r subsistence. The deductions should be restricted to 50 
per cent of the monthly wage of a worker. 

Provident Fund, 
Fines, 
Conservancy Cess, 
Institutes, 
Schools, 
U1·ban Bank Loans, 
Death Benefit Funds, etc. 

59. At present the workers in some categories have 
nifferent minimum 'wages for different places, which in some 
cases is not a living wage. 

60. The minimum wage should be so fixed that a worker 
:will have three square meals a day for a family of at least fiv~. 
~th six sets of clothing. 

Education for the children shot,.ld also be taken into 
account and proper dwelling conditions and at least some 
saving to meet unforeseen expenses on account of sickness. 

61. A committee, composed of three members from the 
Legislature and three members from the Trade Union Congress, 
should be appointed to fix minimum wage and to revise the same. 

- G.-JV elfare work . 
. 70. The Railway Administration has established schools in 

big centres wherein the children of the workers are given 
education along with the children of outsiders. 

111.-Housing. 
84. No. The lower grade workers are least cared for, so 

lfar as housing accommodation is concerned. 
87. Yes. 
92. Yes. 
93-94:. No. 
103. Yes, the Bengal N agpur Railway Indian Labour 

Union, 1921. . · 
104:. Yes, 1926. 
105. Yes, 1922. 
106. The Bengal Nagpur Railway Indian Labour Unioq 

i~ recognized by the Railway Administration, 
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107. The. recogmtwn of the Bengal Nagpur Railway 
Indian Labour Union was withdrawn in 1937 following a 
general strike in 1.936-37. 

108. Yes. 
109. It is·affiliated to the All-India Railwaymen's Federa· 

tion and the All-India Trade Union Congress. 
110: Yes, as solidarity of the workers cannot be achieved 

by m?re than one Trade Union on the Railway. · · 
111. The totaln~mber of members in the Union is 29,000 

and it constitutes a large proportion of worker.s of Adra. in its 
membership .. 

112. The Executive Committee is composed of-... 
(a) President. 
(b) Vice-President .. 
(c) Secretary. 
(d) Treasurer. 
(e) Members. 

No outsider is in the Committee and all are employees of · 
the Railway exeept the President. 

u4. No. 
· 115. No, but it is desirable. 
116. The existence of an organized Trade Union will heip 

· in .dealing with labour and in improving the wage level. 
117. No. 

K-Industrial Peace. 

118. There were two strikes, one in 1927 and another in 
1936-37. 

· 119. The one in Hl27 lasted for eighteen days, from 19th: 
}'ehruary 1927 to 8th 'March 1927, and in 1936-37 for sixty days, 
from 14th December 1936 to lOth February 1937. ·Both these 
strikes were settled by negotiation in the victory of the workers. 

120. The notice of strike detailing the grievance~ will 
.follow. (Not received.) · 

121. ·The strikes were successfully settled. 
122. The terms of settlement brought all the workers liacli 

to their work. 
123. Funds were raised to support the strikers. . 
124. The loss to stri~ers was the wages for the p~riod. 
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125. No facility is given. 

126. No. 

127. No. The cases are arbitrarily settled without any 
regard for the interest of the workers. 

128. Yes. The Arbitration authority should be composP.d 
of equal number of representatives from the Administration 
and the Trade Union selected by both the parties. The selection 

. of t~e Chairman should unanimously agreed to by both the 
parties. · 

The decision of the arbitration should be binding on botli 
the parties, enacted by Law. · 

130. No. 

131. ·when Rtrike becomes inevitable, a Board of Concilia
tion should be formed immediately at the request of either of 
the· p~rties. The authority to apply for a Tioard of Concilia
tion on behalf of the Trade Union should be the President of 
the Union, duly authorised by the Central Council of the Trade 

- Union. · 
135. The present Machinery provided by Provincial Gov

ernment for the administration of the various Acts and for 
dealing with various matters affecting the workers is inadequate 
and it is felt that more powers are necessary for them to hn.ve 

· adeq1.1.ate control regarding the workers under the Raihvay 
Administration. 

Factories Act.-The submission of a monthly return of 
working hours in each of the factories is the only requirement 
under the Bihar Factory Rules. The working hour regulations 
for Railway workers insist on rosters being tabulated, worked 
to and exhibited in conspicuous places within the premises of 
the Works concerned. 

If provision is made in the Bihar Factory Rules for the 
·maintenance and submission of rosters in addition to the 
monthlv working hours return, it would be more in the interest 

'of the workers and alw lessen the possibility of haras~ment and 
abuse of the Act . 

. No prevision has been made i~ the Bih<Lr ~actories ~r.!~ 
re•1uirirF tl::£' !n!:'pcc:tors cf Factor.~.es to make dnect cnqmne3 
Jront th~ wcrkfrs or the Trade Uitions about any grievances, 
so that; at prcsrnt, the workHs or the Trade Unions have no 
legal accEss to t1e Inspectors for the redress of any grievanct?s., 



.MEMORANDUM 
Submitted to the Bihar. ·Labour Enquiry Committee 

By 
The Kumardhubi Workers' Union, Kumardhubi. 

Kumardhubi · is situated at a distance of 15 miles from 
:Asansol and 25. miles from Dhanbad, tlie Subdivisional Head-. 
quarters. There are thl'ee firms in this station viz., Kumar.: 
dhubi Engineering \Vorks, Limited, the Eagle Rolling Mills 
and the Kumardhubi Fireclay Sili<:a w·orks, Limited. . \Ve 
shall take up each factory separately and give a short account 
of it, but in passing, we may note that all the above 3 firms 
are managed by },fcssrs. Bird and Company, Calcutta . 

. The Kumardhubi Engineering \Yorks, Limited, is an 
engineering firnt dealing in {1) casting. iron, brass and steel 
materials, (2) construction works of bridges.~ blast furnaces 
and m~my kinds of machinery and iron works constructions. 
On an av~rage 1t employs about one thcus:md men, the number 
increa$ing according as orders arrive. The labour employed 
is both local and from outside. The local labour is generally 
of the unskilled type except the moulders of the Foundry and 
the machinemeu in the :Machine Shop wl10- come from Chir
kunda (a distance of one mile), Barakar (a distance of two miles), 
Kulti (a distance of 4 miles) where the 1ndian Iron and Steel 
.\V orks, Limited are situated and Asansol. This labour would 
be about 50 per cent of the total. So far the labour frcm out
side is concerned, it represents the whole of northern India, 
if not the whole of India. There are Punjabis and Pesha\' uris, 
('mployed as khalasis, pe~ple from the United Provinces. 
Bihar and Bengal working in all the various departments of. 
skilled work, Boilermen from Noakhali (East Bengal) and other 
skilled workers from Orissa, extreme south of Madras and from 
Eastern Bengal. 

The Eagle Helling Milis manufacture ms. Rounds, Flats 
and .Bars by rolling system and employ about 3.50 men. . This 
mill has . a special peculiarity of its- own in that it ·employs 
nearly all outside labour. We can roughly divide the labour· 
hen· in three departments, the Furnace, the Rolls and cooling 
beds and the Iron Yards. In the Furnaces, the majority of the. 
labour consists of Madrasis from Pondicherry and men from 
MQngbyr and Jarnalpur (Bihar). 
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In the Rolls, most of the men are }.fadrasis and Jamal
puris while some come from Azamgarh and Jaunpur. In the 
Iron Yards department, however, where the work consists of 
carrying of bars and other rolled production, the labour is 
nearly all Bilaspuri. 

Fire Clay Silica Works.-This work produces different 
kinds of clay and Silica Bricks. About 1,400 men and 400 
women workers are working here. Out of the 1,400 male 
workers, the majority come from the district of Gaya and 
Monghyr (Bihar) and belong to the depressed classes. There 
are Ah1rs and Rajputs as well. Out of the 400 female workers 
almost all belong to the local villages and come from a class of 
unt'Juchables known as Botcris. The male labourers may easily 
be divided into the follow-ing classes :-

1. The Kli.alasis-,Vho work in the burning kilns. 

2. The 1\Ioulders-\Vho mould bricks of different 
varieties. 

3. Setters-"\\-no set bricks in the kilns before firing. 

4:. The handling labourers-

'Vomen labourers are mainly engaged in handling 
works i.e., to carry things from place to place. 

There are also carpenters, fitters, masons, etc. 

From the abo,·e it is well nigh apparent that about 70 per 
cent of the labour here is migratory and not settled in or about 
this industrial centre. The results flowing from this are tha't 
most of us and especially the lower rated men, by whom we 
mean those who are getting less than a rupee, remain single 
leaving the families and other relatives at home. It necessitates, 
naturally, heeping up two establishments and going back to 
,-illages at least once a year, if not more. In many cases most 
of us have cultivation, though ,-ery little, and it requires 
attendance at least twice a year by us. Naturally enough our 
attention i3 alwar-s divtrted which acts as an cbstade in the 
progress tow:ud3 "high efficiency. ·we belieYe that both in the 
intHest of labour and capital, as alw for the ad,·ancement of 
indt~strv, it i3 es&e>ntial that industrial workers ~hould try to 
make tLis inJustrial centre their home. But we feel that \\·itb 
the present income of our aYerage low-paid lalo~r Lrethren.. 
it is absolutely impoEsible to settle and this brings us to the 
question of what is the income of the lowest paid workers and 
wh~t js the mjnimu~ expenditure Qf a family of th_i!t type. , 
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Under the terms of the settl~ment awarded by Mr. Jagat 
Namin Lall, Parliamentary Secretary to the Government of 
Bihar last April, the mimmum rate for labourers has been 
fixed ~t annas 8 for males and annas 6 for females in all the 
three factories. . Let us analyse the monthly income arisi~g. 
from this rate. The minimum number of hours worked m 

·these factories is 44 hours a week, that is to say 5 days of 
8 hours, 1 day of 4 hours and one day _rest, while the maximum 
is ·51 hours, viz:, 5 days of 10 hours, 1 day of 4 hours, or 6 days 
of 9 hours each. The minimum and maximum earning of; 
annas 8 a man as per this calculation amounts· to Rs. 2-12-·0 
and Rs. 3-G-0 per week respectively or in other words Rs. 12 · 
and Rs. 14-8-0 per month re.spectively. We would, therefore, 
urge and desire to impress upon the Hon'ble Members of the· 
Committee that this is nothing but a mere pittance, not even 
sufficient to meet the barest necessities of the wage earner: 
himself. If the Committee take the trouble of looking into the 
account books of the local hazar shop-keepers from where most 
of us get our supplies, it will appear that even the bare food 
of simply rice and pulses and salt amounts to Rs. 1-8-0 to 
Rs. 1-12-0 per week per head, thereby leaving the lowest paid 
workers a ma·rgin of Rs. 4 toRs. 6 per month. We pause, and 
request the Hon'ble Committee to consider, if there can be a; 
state more appalling. How can one be expected to maintain 
his wife. and children on Rs. 4 or even Rs. 6 even if the 
worker were. tQ maintain himself on the starvin~ rations quoted· 
above! · 

And then, be it remembered that, nearly all of us are 
engaged in rather hot or heavy iron work and, therefore, have 
to work under trying conditions. It will be a complete and 
utter ruin to our constitution and health if one were to work 
on the starving rations mentioned above and therefore, every 
one of us has to take some nourishing food such as meat, milk 
or ghe~. That mounts up the expenses and the result is that · 
it is hardly possible to scrape Rs. 3 to Rs. 4 even for our 
starving family. :Moreover, for those of us who come from 
outside, it becomes well nigh impossible, with the travelling 
to and back from our homes, to save anything at all. .It is to 
be remembered that in the above accounts we have not men
ti(lned the account for clothes, which also are liable to more 
.wear and tear in these works than elsewhere· and this item. is 

- ' !1 constant source of drain on our slender earnings. 

The?C factors, to a great extent, also account for the 
general mdebtedness amongst us. Slender as our incomes ar~ .. 
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in order to relie¥e temporarily the burden of the family 
demands in the shape of clothes, food and other unexpected 

- requirements in the family, as marriages or deaths or other 
religious ceremonies, it becomes incumbent on us to meet them 
by taking loans. These set the ball of debts rolling which 
once begun hardly ever stops. 

We will, however, speak more of this later. Suffice it 
!.<> say that this low and starving wage is the chief reason of 
JJ;ldehtedness. 

The question, therefore, arises ns to what is the remedy. 
~e feel that in the present state of trade union development 
when the movement is not yet sufficiently strong and. when 

• labour leaders from the ranks have hardly yet arisen, it is 
incumbent on the Government, as the guardian for the welfare 
tmd uplift of labour, to intervene and settle a minimum wage 
that would ensure both a rise in the standard of living and 
sufficient and better fwd and clothes for labour. 

In our opinion, the minimum wages should be so regulated 
as to provide the worker with wholesome food, comfortable 
housing and ~ufficient money to provide for the maintenance 
of his wife and children as an ordinary citizen and b an 
inducement for his settling do-wn in the locality. w·e have, 
therefore. prepared a chart (Appendix I of this memorandum) 
showing wha~ .• in our opinion, should be the lowest requirement 
of a family of four persons, at the same time ensuring the above 
ideals. In our calculation it comes up to Rs. 42 per month . 

. 'At first sight the amount may appear startling to the present 
notions, but if the chart is carefully studied, it will be found 
that it is based on the barest necessities of life and we doubt 
.whether any man can ch~llenge it as even being above par. 

'A point may be raised as to whether the industry can 
*afford to pay the above amount. We are not unmindful of the 
- fact of competition that our factories have with others, of the 

capital outlay that they have to sink for quarters and other 
necessities of the station. But the fact remains that with this 
pittance which is the rate of the majority of our workers, an 
advance in wages is extremely necessary. If the Government 
and the industrial concerns really desire the establishment of 
industrial centres, the creation of a race of industrial workmen 
so essential to efficiency, the increase of efficiency, the raising 
of the worker's standard of liling which is mi~erably low, 
in short if to make the industrial worker an a~set to the 
t~Iltign ~d the industry, it is essential that w-ages should be so 
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regulated a,s to ensure sufficient food for his family in the place 
of his adoption so that he. may ·turn his mind away from the 
distractions of his native home and put his whole soul and body 
together fo~ the progr:ess of the industry. This, ~part fro!ll 
the economic reason, 1s another reason for the mcrease m 
minimum wages. 

We have given our best and anxious consideration to the 
whole:' case of the increase of wages. We have also considered 
the present st&.te of affairs of our firms so far as it lay in our. 
power and we feel that it may not be possible for the firms to 
grant the· minimum wage of Rs. 42 as we ·claim is necessary. 
But, after all this we have come to the conclusion that 
with a little economy and reduction in top:heavy charges, 
it is possible to increase the present rate of minimum wages . 
. We, therefore, claim· and respectfully urge the Committee to 
recommend an increase.in the present rate of wages so that the 
:monthly earning of the lowest paid worker may come to Rs. 25 
a month without which it is hardly possible to live the life 
·of a man. 

S.ecurity of service.-This is a most vital point affecting 
Jab_?ur and we draw. the attention of the Committee pointedly 
to 1t. 

The one charm that stands above all in Government service 
a.n:l other state owned concerns is that from the moment the 
ii~dividual enters the service, he feels he is settled in life 
.and has taken up an avocation which will continue to his old 
age. This security, so essential to efficiency, is engendered by 
the fact that so long as he goes on doing his duty faithfully, 
he stands no risk of being the victim of any whim. or fancy of 
any particular officer._ lie also believes that dismissal from 
service will be the last resort and that also . after a lot of 
sifting enquiry not only by ·one official but by several has been 
made, after he has had a full opportunity of saying what he 
has to say ~n defence. 

We regret to say and we would respectfullv point out tQ 
the Committee that this is the crying need of the day which 
needs remedying. Wc.rkers. do not feel secure in their jobs 
and cannot take it to mean that it will last their life time 
unless thev are able to please the foremen or their superior 
Mistr_i. ~here ~s.no system of elaborate enquiry or even summary 
l'nqUlry m wntmg, and the power of accuser and judge 
Loth being in the departmental head, it is liable to be misused 
~d misappli~d·. Moreoyer, .from tll~ smallest tQ t~e bigge$t 
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. offence. the only punishment is.distnissal fines having been aban
doned ~fter the Payment of Wages-Act has been introduced. It 
will thus be seen that there is no security pf service and the 
~orker is in constant dread of dismissal, even for the mof?,t 
~·enial offence, if the mistri or foreman so desires (there being 
no other system of punishment in vogue) and that dismissal 
is also done without any sifting enquiry of which there can b~ 

·· ~y record for appeal to the higher authorities. 
· We desire to emphasise t~t this is what may be called 

the day to day grieva:nce of labour. and fa~l!-lre to _remedy this 
sows the seed of discontent whwh, bmhng h1dden, soon 
becomes a seething mass of discontent and disaffection and 
bursts out over an apparently minor cause and thereby causes· 
industrial un:r:est. 

We would, therefore, urge that all desirous of industrial 
peace should set their minds to this problem ;tnd evolve some 
means whereby the worker is assured of a guarantee of service 
and of a fair trial, in case of fault. We would suggest that 
in every case a regular enquiry should be held, statements 
recorded, the worker should be given an opportunity of show
ing cause upon receipt of .a notice in writing asking him to 
show cause, and then the departmental head should pass 
orders. All these matters should be recorded in writing so as 
to enable the Manager or other superior authority to judge 
'from the materials on the rt'COrd without consulting the fore
men or departmental head. We· would also urge that the 
union, where thele is one, or in its absence the worker or some 
one on his behalf, should have the right to represent the case 
before the manager before final orders are p~ssed . by the 
management. We would also urge that special provision 
should. be made so that dismissal may be resorted to in extreme
ly serious offences only and no other. 

Provident Fund and Retiring Gratuity.-The need for 
these benefits cannot be doubted or . seriously. challenged byj 
employers or the Government. ~s we have stated above, the 
~ork in these factories is so hard and trying that having regard 
to climatic conditions, the average life of an industrial worker 
here is 15 years after which he begins to decline. From th~ 
poor wages he has been receiving he is hardly able to save any
thing and indeed it is cruel that after working for the best 
part of his life, he retires, unwillingly in most cases as his value 
decreases in the eyes of the employers, without even the barest 
means of sustenance for himself and his family. He is. himself· 
illitera~ and, unless his well :wisher~ jntery~n~ !!!ld fore~ some 
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compulsory saving by way of Provident Fund, tliere is no hope 
for him in his .old age. The desire of the worker to submit 
voluntarily to compulsory saving is apparent from the fact that 
workers here ·have an· ambition to be put on monthly pay; 
simply because it means the addition of one more privilege, 
namely, Provident fund. We would also urge that there 
should be provision for the grant of a lump sum after a certain 
periOd of .service, during which he has faithfully discharged 
his duties. 'rhis would not only make him attached to the 
firm but also would· mean a gesture of good will and reward 
fer the faithful discharge of duties. We may, in passing, 
note that our employers have, in certain cases, granted pensions 
or gratuity to certain of their employees but we would urg~ 
that they should extend this privilege to all and make it a. rule. 
,we, therefore, urge that provision be made for a system of 
Provident Fund and Retiring Gratuity. It may also be 
stated that such benefits · are prevalent in the surrounding 
factories such as Kulti and Burnpur and therefore, the fact that 
it is not granted here is ~ serious cause of discontent amongst 
us. 

Bonus or Profit Sharing Scheme.-We have some hesitation 
in pressing this point because, one of the factories has been so 
long running at a loss. We should not, however, be considered 
to have given up the point, for we maintain that some SQrt of 
profit sharing scheme should be introduced. We would alsa 

·urge that Production Bonus should be given to the workers of 
the Engineering 'Vorks as it is being given to tho:;e of the 
Rolling Mills and the kh_alasis of the Silica Works. 

Privilege leave with pay.-Since the last strike settlement. 
according to the terms, privilege leave for 15 days with pay; 
and 15 days without pay on completion of one year's continuous 
service ha$ been awarded. We would urge that, as most o£ us 
are outsiders and have family affairs at home to settle, the 
privilege leave should be one month with pay and a week's 
casual leave with pay should alSQ be granted, per year. The 
power to accumulate this privilege leave should also be allowed. 

Sick leave.-The next question we would like to raise is th~ 
question of provision for sickness. There is no doubt that it 
is a real requirement. We are thankful to the firm for th~ 
maintenance of a hospital at this station, but the wages 

. generally paid make it impossible for mos~ workers to_ get 
'through more than a very short period of illness withou~ 
borrowing ... The worker has to make arrangements fo~ his own 
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food during the period of sickness while he gets no pay. 
Indeed, sickness is an imp<>rtant contributory cause of 
indebtedness and often, at times of greatest need, the worker 
may find himself destitute of resources, unable to take proper 
measures to restore his health and .in difficulties regarding even 
the means of subsistence. The situation is alarming, aa 
nearly everyone here, specially during June to September, is 
laid up with fever and cough entailing considerable financial 
stress upon him. Even the Labour Commission strongly 
recommended the need of sickness provisions. ".,. e, therefore, . 
urge upon the Committee to take steps for provisions for sick
ness by way of sick pay or some other scheme which may 
enable the worker to recoup his health which constantly breaks 
down in these works owing to trying conditions and hard work. 

Housing.-Before discussing this problem we desire to 
give, in brief. a survey of the existing accommodation. In 
this station there are 3 types of quarters provided for labour
ers. (1) Single-room 10 feet square plus a verandah in front, 
5 feet wide, in lines · called " Dhowrahs ". There is no 
privacy and having regard to Indian customs and conditions, 
it is not possible to keep a family. Some of them are back to 
·back Dhowarhs, thereby admitting no light or ventilation 
inside the room, if closed. We are grateful, however, to the 
firm for initia~ing a scheme of ventilation, lately, but we would 
urge that' this type of quarters i~ absolutely unsuitable for an 
Indian family, having no courtyards, latrines c.r kitchen, and 
that it should be abolished._ (2) The 2nd type of quarters are 
constructed by building a compound wall 10 feet x 10 feet in 
front of the room and verandah mentioned above. ·This type, 
though it remedies the defects of non-privacy, still retains 
the -vital defects. (3) The 3rd type is a double-roomed quarter 
with 1..-itchen, latrine and washing place. This type, specially 
the latest one, can be said to be a comfortable one and we 
would urge that this should be the type of quarters required. 
If, however, the firms are not in a position to provide the above 
kind of accommodation, w~ wuuld suggest that in any case the 
qu~rters of the lowest paid workers should consist of at least! 
a living room, a verandah in front, a kitchen, latrine and 
washing place. 8Urrounded by a compound wall. Although the 
firms have provided and are providing new quarters, yet over
crowding, in the lower ranks, is still very large and we requesti 
the Committee to consider thi'3 question and make recommenda
tions for speedy extension. 
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·Drinking water.-This is another pressing need. Water, 
at present, is supplied from a reservoir which has been ~n old 
coal quarry; but it is insufficient to meet the needs of the people. 
The other important complaint regarding this is that ·it is not 
fit for drinking purpose,·and the Large majority of us.have to 
bring water eitht.r. from some well or boil the tap water before 
drinking it. There are two rivers close by, viz., the Barakar. 
and the Khoodia. "\Ve would, therefore, urge that the water 
for drinking should be suppliefl from the above two sources or 

. if that is not possi@e the present water-supply should undergo 
improved methodt~ of filteration. Kumardhubi has a popula-"' 
tion of nearly 5 thousand people and we think tha,t it is sufficient. 
to attract the notice of the Government to this question. And 
we would request. the Government through the Committee to 
8tep in and settle this water problem in res~· the ·Company, 
express their inability to tackle it" successfully. 

· Sanitation.-"\Ve have nothing of importance to complain 
about this except that necessity for ID:Ore latrines is felt. 

. Lighting.-,Ve regret to say that although the colony is 
old enough, provision. for lights on: roads, at least, has not been 
made. This is a long-felt necessity and we would request the 
Committee to make recommendations for installation of lights 
on roads so that the whole area may be fully lighted up. 

Medical A ids.-Before detailing our need .under this 
head, we think that we shall be failing in our duty if we do 

·not express our gratefulnes·s to the firm for their maintaining 
a good hospital for the benefit of the people, and for giving 
free medical facilities. "\Ve, however, think that there are 
certain things which yet require to be done in order to ensure 
the full benefits of medical aid. On its indoor side thepresent 
hospital contains only a surgical ward and that also only for. 
the treatment of those surgical cases which arise out of 
injuries received in the factory. There is no provision for_ 
non-mrgical·cases and even serious cases of illness have to be 
treated in the insanitary condition of the homes of the workers. 
There is also no provision for the treatment for maternity 
cases or other diseases of women. We, therefore, claim that 
the firm ~hould provide indoor treatment both for those surgi
cal ca..c;cs which do not arise out of accidents in the factory as 
also for non-surgcial cases that require treatment in a hospital. 
A lady doctor and a maternity ward are. also extremely 
De('('ssary and facilities are. as a matter of fact, overdue in 
new of the award of ~Ir. Jagat Narain Lal on this point. 
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. 'A musements.-It goes without saying that it is extremely 
necessary that some provision for mental recreation to relax the 
strain and fatigue of the worker after his daily toil should be 
had and a want of this has led the worker into the evil habit of 
using intoxicants and gambling. '\\"-e need not dilate further 
on this point but we heartily desire that the Government should 
adopt mean$ for the mental recreation of the worker as is being 
done by the United Provinces Government. 

Education.-The need for this ca,nnot be too greatly 
stressed. That there is rampant illiteracy and that it is the 
chief drawback in the advancement of trade unionism, nay 
that it act$ as stumbling block in every sphere of advance~ent 
of labour, is a fact that has been stressed time after time by 
those who have studied the labour problem of India and we 
can only repeat it. We would further like to say this by way 
of elucidation that this want of literacy on the part of our. 
fellow brethren bas been the chief cause of the rising up of a 
group of leaders who, if we may be allowed to say so. exploit 
us for their own selfish ends and personal gain and do not 
work out of a sincere desire to help us in achieving our ends. 
~part from this, disability in wages, in health, in organisa
tion, and in several other directions is too patent to be told. 
:\Ve feel that it is the bounden duty of a Government which; 
has the welfare of the poor labourer of this country at heart, 
as well as of the employer who feels for labour and who would 
like to deal with a strong yet reasonable labour union, to join 
hands and strive to remove this disability in as short a time 
as possible. We, therefore, hope that the Committee will give 
its most serious and anxious consideration to this aspect and 
(;Volve ways and means for a speedy liquidation of illiteracy 
amon~ workers. Reverting to 1ocal conditions, we may state 
that although there are Hindi, Urdu and Bengali Upper. 
Primary Schools, need for higher education than the above 
standard is urgently felt. Indeed :Mr. Jagat Narain Lal in 
his award has recommended the idea of having a :Middle 
English School here but as yet nothing has been done. Ano~her 
point of importance that arises locally is the follo~mg. 
As previously stated the Eagle Rolling :Mills which came from 
Pondicherry brou(J'ht with it a large number of Madrasi workers. 
These wor~ers h~ve praotically settled down here with their 
wives and c·hildren and have little or no intention of return
ing back to their homes. For the education of their children 
a Tamil section bas been opened but '\\"e regrei to say that it 
is 110t. offidally recognized by the Goier1l!Ilent no~ does it 
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~eceive any aid from the district· board ~s is the case of the. 
other schools that get aids. We request that the H~n"' 
Committee recoii:unend to the Government for the offic1al 
recognition and grant of status and' aid to the said school, 
the more so in view of ·the recent decision of Dr. Rajendra 
Prasad, President of the Committee, j;n his decision in the 
Rengali-Beha.r idispute. We would also urge that the prim~ 
education shoul~· be free an,d compulsory. : -

. Removal of Evil Habits (Drinking and Gambling, etc).
:A.s representing the grievance~ on behalf of labour, it is witli 
great P.ain and remorse that we take up this point. Want 
of facilities for recreation, rampant illiteracy, loosing o:( 
social bounds by reason of want of strict rules _of society, 
disintegration of the family bond l.?y reason of the worker 
being far ofl from wife rund children have each and all 
contributed to the loosing of morals and the adoption of the 
evil habit of drinking, etc. 'V e are ashamed to say that in 
some sections of our brethren the evil is too deep and has 
led to indescribable bad results. Indebtedness is one of them .. 
~t the. same time, we cannot but lay a considerable portion 
of the blame at . the door of the Governmenlt whose excise' 
policy and more specially the outstill system has been the 
ruin of most of our brethren. We, therefore, strongly advo
cate total prohibition in labour areas and also an extension 
and strict enforcement of the gambling acts in those areas. 

· lndebtedness.-We have tried in the preceding paragrapful 
·to outline the various causes that result in our indebtedness. 
,,Ve need not expand that point any further but we would• 
like to say that over 97 per cent of us are in debts. It is 
true . that the Co-operative Society has, to some extent,. 
minimised the burden of heavy interest, but the credit of: 
labourer is limited to very low amount. (!'he highest atnount 
that labourer can get from lthe Co-operative Society is 
Rs. 100 only and the present rules so provide that unless his 
amount of debt is fully cleared up, the member is not entitled 
to a further loan of even a pice. Moreover, not all the 
labourers have the privilege of being members of the society 
and naturally enough they 'take recourse to other professional 
money-lendl•rs. Of these the Kabuli is most atrocious,. 
charging interegt at -/1/6 to -/2/- in the rupee and realising' 
it at the point of the Lathi. .The curious part of it is that 
the debtc.r may have paid a sum equal to three times the 
principal hy way ()f interest only but the loan remains all 
the same .. .Th~ qh~r cla$s i~ ~he P.r9f~ssion~l M.Jif.yJjqn., a~ 
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.a,bu some of our own workmen, who also charges the same 
exorbitant rate of interest. We haye carefully inYesti~Yated 
this point and ~e have come to th~ conclusion that the ay~ra!Ye 
man .goes to ~he Kabuli ~r the professional money-lender f~r 
.nmnmg requuements and small amount of cash. We think 
1-hat, if some meanS' is devised to enable 'the worker to meet 
the small and unexpected demands .for which he goes to this 
~oney-lende:r, it :would considerablY. ease the debt problem. 

· Reductions.-We have purposely kept two poin.1s at th~ 
Jemd of this memorandum for the purpose of dealing with 
them in. de~il as they are m~t important from our poi:rrt. 
of view; one is the question of reductions and the other the 
question of Trade Disputes and the method of their settle
JDent. ,We proceed to deal with the .former. 

: [fhe Engineering .Works and the F. and S. Works 
~ork more in the :value pf contract-companies and as such 
~mploy labour in quantities when work comes, and dismiss 
people as soon as work decre;1,ses. .We submit that 
lhis becomes serious cause pf discontent amongst us . 
.In the first place, there iS' no hard and fast rule about the 

· method of ,reduction, it ;nearly depending upon the :will of 
~he departmental heads. In the second place, men employed 
permanently also opme under reduction in the ordinary way. 
:Thirdly, it loses the sense of security in the worker as he may 
be ·laid off at any mpment and made to seek for his living 
elsewhere or sit idle depending on chance of being taken 
back if and when work romes. And last of all, iJt gives a 

"long rope to the departmental heads to dismiss whomsoever 
they like or whomsoever they have been displeased with for 
personal reaspns under cover of shortage of work. For all 
these reasons, we urge that 'there should be no reductions. 
[f work decreasM, the work should be so spread as to allow. 
the men to wprk by turns and continue in service. The firm 
has recently explained its policy . in this matter by saying 
that in case of shortage of work, they would employ double 
tlie number of men required and give them work by turns, but 
that those who were in excess of this arrangement would be 
dismissed. We submit that this should net. be done but that 
Uiose in excesS' should continue to be on the rolls of the firm 
and given leave or told ~ seek leave for a long period or 
till such time as there is no chance of work. This will remoYe 
a serious cause of discontent and keep the worker attached to 
l.he firm and its fortuneS'. Sewndly, we would alsq urge 
!bat t}le system o! sending out men should be regulated upon 
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the length of service . and new men should go r~ther than 
old. men. \Ve request the Committee to give their anxious 
considerations to this point to rewove this long-felt griey_ance..: 

T.rade Dispute.-. As we are sufferers from the effects of 
a strike last· year and ther{lfore, have gone through all th~ 
stageS' of a strike, we _feel that it is necessary to ventilate. 
our views on this subject. In a separ~te article, our Secre
tary ha·s related how he had joined the Labour Federation of 
Mr. Home at the time of the strike and the reasons that led 
him· and most of us to· secede therefrom. .We have come tQ 
the conclusion that trade unionism c~nnot flourish under the 
leadership of autocratic leaders and it is extremely necessary 
that leaders should arise from the ranks of labour. For this 
education is a necessary element, sound le~dership and saf~ 
custody and disposal of finances of the union is another,, 
while the constructive aspect of the labour uplift is yet 
another important factor. We feel that trade unionism which 
is yet in its "infancy at present should h~ve the paternal care 
of :the Government and should slowly progress along right 
lines under its shadow. Provision should be made for the 
checking of union funds so that it may not be ·.frittered ,;1.wa~ 
ntt t};le sweet qontrol of the official and necesSa.ry amendments 
in the law should be made in that direction. At the same 
time, the law about auditing by the members of the _union 
or· some firm of auditors is not sufficient· and it should· be $9 
amended as to require the auditing to be don:e by Government 
auditol'S; and registrationS' 9f the union or its c~ncellation 

. should rest upon the report of the aud'if?r also.t . : 
In the matter of trade disputes, we would also urg~ · 

that at the present moment, while the gr9wth of trade union
ism· is at a low ebb, Government should frame S'Uch legisla
t~on that trade di.sputes ma:y be settled by: re~erence to arbitra-: 
t.Ion by someouts1de authonty under the aegis of Government,. 
before either the employer or employees are allowed to t~ke to 
direct action. This would ensure industrial peace and .al
leviate the sufferings of workers in a strike which they ar~ 
compelled Ito resort to even in tthe case of d'ay to day grievan
ces. In our opinion, some legislation on the lines of the. 
recent Bombay l'r~de Disputes Act would be highly desirable.; 
lf.o summarise our demands we claim that :-

1. The minimum earnings of ~very :worker ~hould b~ !l,~ 
· least Rs. 25 a month, 

2. SecuritY. o~ servjce, 
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3. ProTision to be made for PrO"rident ..fund and 
Retiring Gratuity, 

4:. Bonus or Profit-sharing scheme to be introduced, 

5. Yore housing accommodation and houses pf better 
type, 

6. Better pronsion of drinking water, 

7. Lighting of roads, 

8. Extension of Hospital by pronding medical ward, 
maternity ward and appointment of a ladY, 
doctor, 

9. hu.sement facilitie.9, 

JO. Adult and children's educational facilities, 

lf. RemoTa! of eru habits nz., drinking, gambling, etc., 

12. Indebtedness and its remon!, 

13. There should be no reductions in the manner as done 
now, 

lt. Trade d'b-putes and their settlement on the lines of 
· the Bombay Trade Disputes Act. 

In concluding we thank the Committee for taking the 
trouble of asking for our grieTances. '" e ferrently hope that 

. our grieTances will be redressed. We ~ beg to state that 
should the Committee feel di.~ to question u.s orally on 
any :ppint, our representatiTe will be too glad to giTe eridence. 
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APPENDIX I. 

Analysis of minimum requirements of a family consisting of 
four members. 

Re. a. p. 

Rice. 6 Chhataks each rer meal 0 2 a per day 
Atl4 6 _Chltatal.:s each rer meaJ 0 3 0 .. .. 
Pulses 2 Chhatal.:s each per meal 0 1 0 ,, , 
Sugar and Sweets 0 2 0 .. .. 
Meat and Fish 0 1 0 , ,, 
·Milk and Glue 0 2 6 

" .. 
Yegetables and Fruits 0 1 0 , , 
Oils 0 1 0 .. .. 
Salt 0 0 1~ " " 
T~a. ..• 0 0 3 , , 
O'her Foods 0 1 0 

" " 
Fuel and Li~htings 0 1 0 " " 

1 0 1~ 

Other fleee.~.~ities. 

Rs. a. p. 

C'lothings 0 2 f; calculated on daily basis •. 
Beddings a.nd Househo:d 0 0 3 , 

materials. 
Hair Cutting, \Yasherm.an 0 0 6 n 

and Soap, etc. 
Tobacco 0 0 6 , 
Tral"ellicg to and from 0 0 6 , 

· native place. 
Interest on debts 0 0 3 , 
Miscet:aneous 0 0 3 .. 
Education for children ... 0 1 0 

" 
Amusement 0 0 6 , 

0 6 3 

l\Jtal 1 6 4} x 30=Rs. 41-15-3 per month. 
• 



MEMORANDUM 

Submitted to the Bihar Labour Enquiry Committee 
By 

The Tr.tanagar Foundry ·workers' Union, Jarnshedpur. 
:A.-A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE INDUSTRY A..~D ACTIVITIES OF THE 

UNION. 

This is a peculiar industry which is neith-er strictly 
seasonal nor perennial. The Company was started in 1921) to. 
turn out casting and similar work. As at present, it depends 
mainly on Railway Board orders for slippers, although orders 
from the various local industries are not insig:llificant. \Vhat
eve·r be the volume and nature of work turned out by the 
factory, it is certain that the company has made very good 
progress since its commencement. The actual financial posi
tion of the concern is not k-nown to us. Eut from the extension 
of the factory and the construction of residential buildings 
for the proprietors, one can make a near guess of the pros-

. perity of the concern. It is said that the gross profit of the 
concern was in the neighbourhood cf three lacs last year. 

'fhe labour force of the company has, however, existed and 
worked under deplorable conditions since the commencement 
of the: operation. Wages scale is th~ lowest in the district, 
service benefits non-existent, tenure uncertain and welfare 
measures totally absent. When the workers could not further 
tolerate the existing conditions and mass unrest became mani
fest in ail industrial centres of the province following the par
liamentary elections, the workers of the Tatanagar Foundry 
Company re-organised their 1.mion on the 4th April 193S, and 
pressed for the concessions promised by the management about 
a year ago. The management took the line of least resistance 
and avoided meeting workers legitimate demands by pleading 
inability of the industry to bear any increased financial burden. 
Agitation followed, and protest hartals were held by the work
men to bring the employers to a reasonable frame of mind. 
At last there was a strike on the 9th of September which was 
called off after 5 days on the assurance of amicable settlement 
of all points at dispute. On the 17th September 1938 there 
was a settlement; The management agreed to grant a 10 per 
cent general increasa and refer all other matters to the Govern
ment to be decided by a conciliation board. The Conciliation 
Board announced its award on the 14th of December-1938. 
The employers agreed to give effect to the general increment 
scheme with retrograde effect from the 19th September and to 
grant 10. days l~ave with pay every year and introduce a 
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sch~me of provide:p.t fund and profit sharing bonus. Sc.::vice 
was also secured- and kept iri continuity by grant of compulsory; 
leave during _the slack season. · 

. None of these provisions· has so far been respected. · We 
demand, therefore, that the· relation between the workers and 
the employers he examined in .the light of the above fa?t~ and 

· necessary safcgnards be advised to protect the legitimate 
. interests of the workers. · 

B.-SERVICE CoNDITIONS. 

1. Recruitrnent.-Recruitment of labour for the Tata
nagar Foundry is done by a sardar and sometimes by the Head 
l\listri. The 'Vhitley Commission strongly criticised this 
method; We demand that recruitment should be carried on 
directly by the Managing Director on recommendation of the 
Workers' Union who will maintain a register of applications 
and send a list to the management according to the priority of · 
enlis~ment and qualification. 

2. Security of service .. -There is practically no security 
of service in this industry. Before the ·union re-organised in 
April 1938, labour had practically no strength and bargaining 
power and the employ~rs used tQ appoint and dismiss men 
accnrding to necessity and sweet w1li. It is not. a seasonal 
industry. But during about 2 months in the year, out-put is 
helQ. up owing to the Railway Board orders for slippers being · 
exhausted and new orders not coming into hand. Between 60 
per cent to 75 per cent of the men are reduced during the slack 
~:cason without :my guarantee of re-instatement. The helpless 
workers submit to their lot and employer's whims. In June 
last, through the intervention of the Union, an agreement was 
reached and the management undertook to grant compulsory 
leave for the slack period to all the superfious hands and to 
provide them with jobs in order of seniority when work was 
resumed. . The arrangement was again confirmed during Sep
tember settlement and embodied in the terms arrived at by the 
Conciliation Board in December 1938. The terms of the 

·Agreement have not been respected. Under the circumstances 
we suggest that :- · 

(a) The employer should arrange with the Railway 
Board to spread the supply uniformly through
out the year so that no retrenchment may be 
necessary at any time of the year, or • 

(b) the comp~ny should increase its perm~nent work by 
· explormg new ·sources so that durmg .the peri(Vl 

that Railway orders are exhausted these orders 
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can be worked. and men engaged exclusively on 
the latter job, or 

(r) if temporary retrencbm~t becomes necessary the 
employer should pay 25 per cent of the wages for 
the idle period so that he may be tempted to avoid 
retrenchment as far as possible, and re-employ 
workiTS quickly; and men may maintain them
seh-es ffimebow, and 

(t:l) each man temporarily retrenched, should be giTen 
a card showing his name, number, designation~ 
rate, period of serrice, and possible date of 
resumption. ~ that on his return, be may not be 
put to any difficulty in any of the matters. 

3. Punishment.--Suspension and dismissal should be 
strictly oontrolle.rl and summary or abrupt punishment must be 
stopped. In case of repcrted offence, the Works Manager 
should make a preliminary enquiry, and either drop the case 
or issue a. charge sheet to the party concerned for his expla.na
ti•'ln. The matter should then be placed before the Joint Co.-n
Luttre of the llanagement and the Union for final settlement_ 

4. Promoticr.. and Demotion.-In absence of a grade scale 
or any fixed system, promotion or increase is often goTei'Ded 
bv arbitrarv methods. We demand that there should be a 
grade scale"' for every job with initial and maximum pay. A 
man starting on initial rate should, by periodical rise, reach 
the maximum and wait for vacancy the next higher position. 
A Tacancy should be filled in by promoting: juniors and only the 
bottom position fhould be filled in by new recruits. 

A unique feature in the Tatanagar Foundry is frequent 
demotion. lien getting higher rates are often transferred., 
particularly after compulsory leave period, to jobs carrying 
lower w~o-es. Cases are too numerous to require mentioning. 

We demand that this practice must be stoppe<L as there 
can be no justification of permanently reducing a man's earn
ing, particularly when his efficiency and skill increase. 

5-. Wag~s.-{a) ln~rl'ase of job rt!les.-The job rates m 
the Tatanagar Foundry ha¥e been kept at a Yery low left~. 
It is a contrast to rates in other industries. We, therefore. 
demand a substantial rise in the job rates for both skilled or 
unskilled.workers, at least 20 pet cent in each case. · 

(b) Rt'storation of prl'ri()us ratf's.-The ~t, ha-ve 
been reducing men's rates, particularly on return from oom
pnlsory lea¥e, as stated before. This practia; must.Jle &topped 
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one~ fot all .. The plea that '' there is no vacancy for the man 
and he may accept a lower rate job '' should not be continued.: 

(c) Minimum wages.-The wages of unskille~ ~abour are 
ridiculously .low. This· affects the sta11dard of hvmg of the 
workmen throughout J amshedpur. We, therefore, demand 
that minimum wage scale introduced fer J amshedpur should 
equaily apply· to this industry. In no case the minimum 
81lculd be less than annas 10 for unskilled andRe. 1 for skilled 
labcur per day. 

6. Leare with pay .-The management ha~e been avoiding 
granting ·of annual leave with pay. It should be noted that 
most of the workers have served the company for years and 
the compulsory periodical break should not be made a plea to 
deprive them of the benefit. We demand that (i) one month's 
leave on full pay should be given to all workers, and (iz) sick: 
leave on half pay for a maximum of 90 days in a year on the 
certificate of a medical officer should be granted, and (iii) 2~ 
percent of wages be given for compulsory leave period. 

7. fVorking hours.-Shifts in Tv.tanagar Foundry are not 
systematically fixed excepting the general shift. There is 
quite a number of shifts commencing from different hours and 
overlapping each other. We recommend that these be substi
tuted by straight shifts commencing from 6 A.M. and general 
shift . 

. Hours of work are also not uniform, and often extend to 
11 hours with or without interval for food. It is said that the 
<'xtra hours are not recorded in attendance register, but 
separate accounts are ·kept. This always gives rise to a lot of 
complaints of short payment. ·Besides, there is a peculiar 
system of '' Double Duty '' which although does not extend to 
16 hours a day, involves a very great exertion on the part of 
the workmen, and means longer hours of work. The manage
ment insist on this system, in Ramming and Moulding Depart~ 
ments in particular, to get double production in one shift in 
order to avoid the supply of double the number of dice and con
sequent expenditure. We urge, therefore, that this system 
of do~ble duty should be abolished. 

8. Provident Fund.-As stated before, a scheme of Pro
vi_de~t Fund was agreed to be introduced by the management 
Wlthm a month from the date of settlement by the Conciliation 
Board on the 14th December, 1938. More than 3 months since 
have elapsed but nothing has been done. The unduly low wag~ 
~cale does. not suffice for current expenses. Any saving for, 
bad days IS out of the question. Introduction of Providen~ 
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Fund is all the more necessarY' for the workers of this concern. 
,We, therefore, urge for the introduction of the same with 
retrospective effect. A sum of half an anna in the rupee 
should be recovered by instalments against the total wages of 
the employees for the past year, and a similar amount contri
buted by the employer .to create the starting fund. From 1939 
one-twelfth of the wages should be subscribed by the workers, 
and an equal amount contributed by the company. 

9. Bonus.-For greater incentive to higher production, a 
system of Bonus payment should be introduced as already 
agreed to by the management. There should also be both 
production and profit sharing bonus. 

10. Intensification of work.-It is hardly possible to 
describe the degree of intensification in Tatanagar Foundry 
.Works. Although there is hardly any developed mechanical 
device to extort intensified work, the deficiency is more than 
made up by extreme form of strict supervision for getting far 
larger volume of work from individual worker. Besides, hard 
and heavy jobs, generally performed by mechanical devices 
elsewhere, have to be done by sheer physical force. In almost 
all the departments, production per head has nearly doubled. 
In absence of mechanical development, the increase in produc
tion must be largely ascribed to intensification. We urge on 
the necessity of taking step to check this kind of intensifica
tion·. Although we are not supporters of rationalisation 
that throws men out of employment, we certainly advocate 
introduction of ~ertain improved method of mechanisation to 
relieve extraordinary physical exertion. . 

11. Tempor(lry Recruitment.-The Management of Tata
nagar Foundry have found it convenient to reduce any number 
of hands whenever they so desire under the plea cf " reduc
tion of tempora:r:y hands ". Under this arrangement, any 
man, irrespective of the lc~gth of his service, can be shifted 
to the " temporary group ... This dangerous procedure cuts 
at the very root of security of service, particularly of those 
who have incurred the displeasure of the management through 
union activity or otherwise. 

12. Housing accommodation.-The managemP.nt of the 
Tatana~ar Foundry,· it seems, are not prepared to accept the 
rt>sponsibility of providing housing accommodation to its 
workers during its thirteen years of existence. Th~ Com
pany has hardly built any quarters for the labour except two 

• rows of about a dozen quarters meant for the office-establish
.. ment and a few huts for the supervisors and persons in charge 

of l!ibour; and, more than 99 per cent of the men have been 
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· left· to their lot to find out a shelter to rest their head in, as 
best as they can. ·As the \Yhitley Comm~ssion observed, in a; 
colonial place like Jamshedpur, the employer cannot. deny the 
responsibility. of providing accommodation to its employees. 
Particularly the industry "~hich pays the lo:west wages and 
·provides with w~ork for about 9 months m the year has 
certainly greater obligation to provide adequate number of 
houses. But the company has totally failed in this direction .. 
\Ve would, therefore, urge for a special measure to rleal with 
the situation and compel the employer to start immediate 
building programme to house at least 66 per cent of its 
employees .within three years from now. · 

13. ll1 ed ical A ~·a .-Medical arrangement is non-existent, 
except for first-aid provided during working hours. Helpless 
patients have to pay for medical treatment out of their starv
ing wages. And those who cannot even afford to do· that, have 
to· depend on their lot and suffer in silence. 

It is need]ess to stress on t_he necessity of providing 
. medical aid. w·e beg that the management may be compelled 
to arrange for efficient medical aid available to its employees 
and "their families :whenever necessary. A well equipped out
door dispensary under qualified medical men should be started. 

14. Water-supply.-\Vater-supply, both in the factory 
and around, ·is· extremely inadequate and unsatisfactory. 
Even in hot weather proper supply of water is not kept up. 

·No cold drinking water is available in the works and the 
supply kept up in a few earthen pots soon gets exhausted and 
men have to quench their thirst as best as they can. As 
supply is not obtained from the taps, a well has been sunk. 
Unfortunately for the workers, the well also dries up during 
the su..-.nmer season and they have to take recourse to unfil
tered water. The water consumption of the eompany 
employing over 2,500 men may be compared with that of the 
Tinplate Company, which employs· about 3,000 men. 

15: G_ontract System.:--Quite a large proportion of the 
\vo:rks ms1de the factory Is entrusted to the contractors who 
in their. turn bring in an additional volume of misery to the 
workers under therq.. The contractors ·employ abOut fi-re 
hun~r~ men on productive jobs. . We demand immediate 
abohtwn of the system and absorptiOn of the entire force by 
the company. There are instances of contractors who did 
not pay wages. to the workers under them. Miseries of 
worker.s under such circumstances can ~ imagined 
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particularly in view of the fact that contractors normally make 
a good margin out of the very . low wages that the company 
pay~. 

16. Rest House, creches and tiffin room.-There is no 
provision of Rest House, creches and tiffin room. We 
invite serious attention of the Committee to all thesP- irregu
larities and beg that the employer may be compelled to make 
provision without delay. 

17. Light in the v:orkshop.-During the night, the 
workshop is inadequately and dimly lighted which accounts 
'for larger number of accidents during night. "\Ve demand 
that during night, the plant should be lighted with high 
power lamps to prevent possible accidents as also inconve
nience to workers. 

18. lnd-.ebted1tess."-By far the excessive indebtedness 
among the Tatanagar Foundry workers in comparison with 
that of other workers, is due exclusively to the very low rate 
of wages. As nobody can ~aintain himself ·with the earn
ing, he has to incur debts, particularly during the compulsory 
leave period, when he can neither maintain himself here nor 
move .to the country home, for want of pas!'mge money. 
During this period, he has to take credit from the grocers 
and borrow from the money-lenders, which multiplies with 
interest and becomes a burden as soon as he resumes duty 
after compulsory leave. Then he lives under pE>rpetmil 
'debts. 

We, therefore, strongly demand that the wages rate be 
increased to guarantee minimum maintenance. "\Ve also 
demand that during the leave period either 25 per cent of the 
jWages be given as allowance or at le=:tst men be given. passage 
JD.Oney to proceed home with family. 

19. Accident.-The Committee are requested to devote 
their special attention to study the causes of the very high 
rate of accidents. Minor accidents, such as burns, sprain, 
bruise, fracture, etc., are too numerous every rlay. The 
number of such minor injmies totals 6,000 ;:t year. But 
hardly men get any compensation even in comparatively 
major accidents. The large number of injuries put physical 
strain and account for monetary loss to the men. 

Antiquated methods of operation, antiquated machinery 
and lack of competent supervision are among the important 
causes of this huge number of accidents. "\Vhatever it be, 
the causes of such extensive misery to the men need be ascer
.f;ajned and its remedy found out. 



·Replies to the Questionnaire ~ssued by the Bihar LabQur 
Enquiry Committee 

By 

The Arthur Butler Labour-Union, Muzaffarpur. 

1. Total number in the Arthur Butler ;1nd CompanY.!_; 
Limited, Muzaffarpur, 300-500. 

Officers .... .•••J ... 15 
Clerks _ ..... ~· . • .. -··--. 60 

Men •••J 225 
4. From the Sadr subdivision of the district of 

Muzaffarpur. 

5. T~e annual turn-over in this Factory js 600 .. 

. . 6. ·(a) 2 men left the establishment due to retirement 
during 1936-37. 

·(d) 70 persons due to slackness or stopp;tge of work. 

7: The. workers are recruited both by (a) contractors 
.and (b) management. We prefer the latter system of recruit
ment to that of the former because there is security of service 
and other privileges which the former has not got. 

13. Casual workers are employed for (a) smithy 
(b) machiner.y (c) moulding (d) a~sisting others in this work. 
The proportion of casual workers to the total number of 
workers is in the. ratio of 7:3 (seven to three). Yes, the pro
portion is increasing. 

14. Yes. Skilled labourers are also employed as casual. 

23. The number of holidays is about 65 days in ;:t year. 

26. Heavy fines, suspension and dismissal. 

27. No opportunity is given. 

34. 7 to 12 A.M. and 1 to 5 P.M. 

· Yes, we are in favour of shorter hours because the workers 
are so much exhausted and tired in Iron Factories that they 
fin~ very little time to look after their home affairs, the edu
catiOn of children and above all thei;r,: own health . 

.16~ 
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38. Yes, there is a. system of working overtime. The 
overtime is calculated in some departments, as for instance, 
Black Smithy Department, on the basis of daily hours while 
in others, although there is a system of working overtime, no 
payment is made, as for instance in the Moulding Department. 

44. Yes, we do think it necessary to extend the scope of 
the Factories Act. 

45 and 46. The workers are compelled to work for more 
than even 8 hours a day. 

70 and 71. No. 

72. No medical facilities. 

74. No, there is no such system. 



MINES ~0 QUARRIES. 



·Replies to the Questionnaire issued by the Bihar Labour 
Enquiry Committee 

By 

The Indian Miners' Association, Jharia •. 
NATURE AND RECRUITMENT OF LABOUR. 

2. About ·50· per cent of the labourers are ·permanently 
settled'. 

4. Workers in coal mines are mainly drawn from Chota 
Nugpur, North Biha1·, the Central Provinces, the United 
Provinces, Bengal and the Punjab. 

5. The proportion of those who leave the mine within 
a year to. the total number employed is undoubtedly consider
able. :Better housing, better wages, better working conditions 
and other amenities and ameliorative measures are the real 
remedies for reducing such turnover. · 

·7. (a) In mines worked by ra1smg contractors;· tha 
. labourers a're recruited by the&"a raising contractors. 

·(b) In mines where work is done by the Company the 
labourers are recruited directly by the Company. . 

· (c) There are also mines where labourers are supplied by 
jobbers or la:t>our contractors on commi~3ion basis. · · 

.-. liining being an old ·industry, recruiting -is npt so much 
necessary now-a-days as in the past. Indeed there are time~ 
in the year when labour supply exceeds the actual require
ments. Shortage of labour is mainly du~ to the fact that 
o\ving to unsuitable hou~ing and working conditions, a large 
number of miners go back to their villages as soon as thare 
is an opportunity to do so, such as for cultivation, harve8'ting, 
etc., although many o.f them may not. have any land of their 
own at all. Jobbers cr other emissaries are, therefore, 
required to go to their villages to call them back to their · 

. work and there ig thus a shortage of ld:our in. the mines. 
Sometimes it so happens that unscrupulous jobbers or con
tractors recruit new labourers with fa1fe temptation of h_igher 
wages· and facilities of i·ork. etc., '\Vith the result that the 
poor labourers find themselves involved in great difficulties, . 

. 7. (b) Nature and· extent. of control exerci!'"ed by the 
jobbers over the workers vary from colliery to colliery. But 
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generally they recruit and keep watch o'fer them and see that 
they go to work regularly. They are practically interme
diaries between the management and· the labour. '\Vbene'fer 
there is a grieYance of the labourers and the management is 
unwilling to remoYe it, they try to suppress it with the help 
of the jobbers and therefore it is the mtere~ of the manage
ment to keep the jobbers satisfied. 

(c) Jobbers generally get commission at rates varying from 
6 pies to 2 annas per tub of coal raised by the miners recruit
ed by them. 

8. None of the abo'fe systems of recruitment is desirable. 
Recruitment through the system of labour exchange is the 
best method. This system is better than any other system 
because it not only distnbutes employment equitably to all 
workers without any loss of income due to bribery, etc., which 
is generally pre•alent in mines and factories but also furnishes 
the data upon which depends the working of such legislation 

· as unemployment benefit and social insurance, etc. 

11. See answers 7 and 8. 
12. Labour exchange for the purpose pf recruitment is 

both desirable ;md feasible. Primarily such exchanges should 
be under the control of the Stat~ but for facilities of work, 
Adrisory Board consisting of representatiws from the employ
ers and worker's organisation!i may be put up in difierent 
industrial centres~ 

13. For earth-cutting, brick-making and building houses, 
etc., a number of casual workers are employed. The number 
of these workers 'faries from year to year according to the 
condition of the industry. 

14. Skilled labourers are generally permanent. 

Co~"Drrmxs oF EYPLOYMEXT. 

15. Generally there are no serrice rules in coal mines. 
16. In some big collieries apprentices, mostly unpaid in 

the beginning, iire taken for mining, electrical and mechanical 
training. 

_17. There is no system of graded promotion in colliery 
sernces. 

18. There is no security of serrices in collierie:.-. Serrices 
may be terminated at any time at the pleasure of the autho
rity. Considering the rate of wages and salaries and difficul

ties p~ J\"O;rk, ~er'fices should be m!J.de as secure as possible aad 
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·service rules on the lines of Government service rules should 
be enforced' in collieries to· secure stability of services .. 

In case, however, it becomes necessary 19 dispense with 
the services of any employe.e on grounds of abolition of anY. 
particular post ·or for retrenchment or for the closing down 

. of any concern, there should be provision for adequate compen
·sation to the discharged employ~e or employees to the exteP.t 
of at least 6 months' wages or salaries. . 

19. There are no leave rule~ excepting in a few big 
collieries where only the salaried employees are granted 3 
weeks' leave in a year on full pay. If any employee does not 
avail the leave in any year it lapses and is not allowed to be 
carried over to the following year. l 

It is highly necessary that all employees, labourers and 
workers of all descriptions, whether working on time basis or. 
peace basis, should be given at least one month's leave and 
fifteen days casual leave with .full pay and the leave should 
be allowed to be carried over if not availed of during the 
year. I 

· 20. There is no rule for granting leave during sickness. 
It is imperative that there should be provision for sick-leave 
to all employees and labourers. I 

21. There is no rule of giving ma•ternity benefit to women: 
-.workers and such benefit is seldom given. 

There should be definite rules for giving maternity bene
fits from at least 2 months before to one month after delivery. 

22. There are no provisions for gratuity, provident fund 
or ·old age pension for employees and labourers. Only in a 
very few big collieries, there are provisionS' for provident 
fund and pension for monthly paid employees. Even where 
this scheme is in force, pension is gr;.tnted or refused at the 
discretion of the employers. I . 

The provision for gratuity, provident fund or old age 
' pension is highly necessary for all classes of employees ;.tnd 

:workers and should be introduced by legislation. 

. 23. There are no holidays e~en on Sund'ays. The miners> 
and some other weekly paid workers do not work one day in. 
a· week and they are not paid for that day. ' 

There should be definite rules for holidays with pay .on 
Sundays at}d gazetted h.olid~ys. ' 
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27. Ordinarily no opportunity is giY~n to meet any charrre 
before a worker is punished. · 

0 

29. Fines from miners are levied for under-loadino- and 
bad loading of tubg, etc. - - . 0 

-
. 33. Fine funds in many collieries are credited to the 

cap1t3;l acc:o~mt. In so~e ~ig collieries some portion of the , 
.fupd ~s utlhsed for kalz pu]a and other purposes. 

HovRs oF WoRK. 

. 34. According to .M~ning regulation 54 hours per week, 
;w1th 9 hours daily hm1t, are the hours of work. But in 
p~actice, where regular ~hift system has not been introduced, 
Pimers and other workers are made to work longer hours. 

iTrade Union ·movement, both in India and in other 
countries, has decided that 40 hours of work per 'veek without 
reduction of income ought to_ be adopted in all indus .. rie::; for 
the benefit of all concerned and specially for the solution of 
:unemployment problem and to avoid over-,vork and fatigue 
~nd ~ve adbere to that decision. 

· 35. Under-ground work in mines is conducted on 2 or 3 
shift system. Clerks and surface workers generally wor~ in 
the morn~ng and in the afternoon sometimes up to late hours 
in the evening without any overtime payment. Boilermen. 
ptimpmen, enginemen, hookmen and ons~tters, etc., in many 
cases are made to work for 12 hours without any extra pay· 
ment. ~hey have neither any rest day nor any half holid.ay. 
[.fhose who do not work on Sunday are not paid for that day. 

36. Mines, generally, are continuous working and the 
J;ystem of work is af:: stated arove. 

37. Hours of work should be reduced all round without 
reduction of income. The hours of work of surface workers 
should be so reduced that they may get more rest in the mid
liay, . during sum.Tiler. 

. 38. In collieries no extra payment is generally made for 
l)vertime work. There should be definite law in this respect. 

· - 39. Necessity arising, any worker is calle~ upon to wor~( 
overtime but generally the clerks, the mechamcal and elec~n~ 
cal workers, as also the surface workers, work overtnne 
)Vithout extra payment. 

~0. No. 
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41. No allowance is given for enforced idleness althougli 
there is a· recommendation to this effect by . the. RoyaJ Com
mission on Labour. 

· CoNDITIONS IN FACTORIES. 

42-48. In view ·of the disastrous accidents that: have 
been repeatedly occurring in the coal mines for the last several 
years causing deplorably heavy casualties and also in vie~ 
of the heavy loss of coal .due to fire, explosion, and prema
ture sub&·idences, it is urgently necessary, for national interest~ 
that legislative measures should' be adopted to work the mine 
on· the lines recommended by the Coal Mining Commit~e, 
1937. . 

50; No. 

52. No. 

WAGES. 

54. The Payment of Wages Act should be immediately, 
. enforced. 

· ·55. Since 1925-26 wages have been systematically reduced 
for every kind of work in coal mine.S. Miners who were paid 
on tub basis were getting annas· 10 to annas 12 per tub of 14 

· cwt. during 1921 to Hl24. In 1929 when the Royal Commis
sion on Labour visited the coalfield and the miners were get
ting about· annaS\ 7 per tub of the above size. The rates were 
further reduced and they were getting annas 4 to annas 5 
per tub for some years after 1929. .Thereafter, when. the 
miners opposed further reduction of wages·, the size o~ the 
tubs was increased for indirect reduction in wages. Now ~he 
tubs contain about 1 ton of coal each in place of 14 cwt. in 
1929 or before and the rate is near about the same as in 1929. 
In other 'vordg, the rate of wages today is below the rate in 
1929, although the coal market, for the last two years, is much 
better than for many years previously. The weekly income 
of miners on an average is Rs. 2 to Rs. 3. 

The wages of workers on time basis have not been in:creas• 
.ed to any extent in spite of improvement in the coal trade. · 

56. Besides fines, deduction from wages is made on sucli 
grounds as under-loading, · small coal loading, etc. SJJ1all 
coal is paid at a very low rate. · · 

'Vhile deduction is made for under-loading, no payment: 
is made for surp~us-~oading. The RoY,al Commission ·on 
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Ia.bou: for this rea~m made a recommendation that payment 
of nnnen should be m.ade on weighment of tubs so that theY. 
tnay have the benefit of the surplus-loading. This recom: 
mendatipn should be implemented. 

fJ7. See answer 2'2. 

58. Wage fixing machinery according to the mmimum 
:wage _oonvention adopted by the International Labour Confer
ence m 1928 should be created for fixing minimum living 
wages of all workers. • 

. 59--65. A properly constituted wage fixing mechinery 
!Will be oompetent to decide these questions. We are of opinion 
that minimum wage in industrial- centres should be fixed at 
Rs. 30 per month. 

lliTIONAUSATION. 

66--69. Labour is opposed to the idea of rationalising of 
the industry on the ground that it will cause serious unemploy
ment amongst the wprl.-ers and more strain and fatigue on 
those who will remain in service resulting in over-work, 
accident, physi~ deterioration and premature death of 
workers. The oommercial side, however, may be rationalised 
to regulate market fluctuation by establishment pf marketing 
board, etc. 

:WELFARE WoRK. 

I. Edueation. 

70. There is no schools either for the employees' children 
or for the adults. In rome· big oollieries, however, primary 
;:;chpols have been established for the children of the employees. 
But all of these schools are not free. Fees are collected in 
several places from the children of the miners and workers 
for which most of the poor wprkers cannot ~d their boys to 
$chools. 

71'. There is no provision for libraries or reading rooms 
in any oolliery for the labourers. The clerks in Some places, 
ho}l"ever. have got their own clubs and libraries. 
. II. Healtk.._ 

72. Medical facilities provided for workers in collieries 
are very poor _and meagre. Sma!J!:r collieries, ge?e~illy, main
tain a part~hme doctor who VISits several collieries by turn 
and' oonsequently labour~rs are yery much neslected in ~ 
pf j_llnes~. In som~ b1g <,'Qll_Ie:r:I~s ~hgl~tl~ doctor~ ar§ 
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maintained and arrangements are a little better. Except a 
few maternity wards opened by the Jharia Mines Board of 
Health, there are no special arrangements for maternity cases 
in collieries: The arrangements on the whole are quite $-
adequate and un~atisfaetory ~ · 

There should be doctors and well equipped hospitals 
.with maternity wards in each colliery. 

73. Treatment· and medicines are provided free. 
74. No. 
75. The chief diseases in collieries are cholera, small-pox.,. 

malaria, dysentery and COJlsumption. 

Arr.10ngst the occupational disease may be mentioned hook
worm, and. gout and rheumatism, etc. 

. Improvement of sauitation, adequate supply of water, 
checking of food adulteration, better medical facilities and 
E-'pecial arrangements for treatment during epidemic, perio:li ... 
cal examination of health and regular propaganda fo1· teach
ing hygiene and abo~e all better housing and better working 
conditions are the means to combat dieeases. 

. 77. Yes. Rickets and consumption can be largely found 
all over the mine area. 

78. There are practically no latrines or urinals either in 
· \\~crking places or in dhaurahs. There is no- good arrangement 

for washing . and bathing purpose. There . is no privacy 
arrangement. . 

. 79. There is no arrangement for drinking water in work 
places even on the Railway-siding where wagons are· loaded by 
the loading coolies in hot sun and other weather conditions. 
Near about the labourers' quarters or dlwurah water taps are 
provided in so inadequate a number and they are kept operi for 
such a small time that the labourers find it extremely difficult 
to draw necessary quantity of water. Arrangements for 
sufficient quantity of water are essentially nec.essary. 

· 80. There are no regular a'rrangements for providing 
sickness relief worth the name. . 

81. There should be Sickness Insurance and the premium 
~hould be paid by the c:nployers. 

62. The payment of ~.Iaternity Benefit should be made 
compulsory by lrgislation. 
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111.-H ousing. 

83. Housing in collieries is provided by the employers. 
:The labourers' quarters known as dhourahs consist of rows of 
small cells made back to back and having no ventilation. The 
cubic measurement of each cell is said to be 1,000 c. ft: 
and may serve the purpose of a bed room for one or two persons. 
But in practice, owing to inadequate provision for housing, a 
number of persons, at times 8 to 10 or even more are made to 
live in one cell. The ugliness of this arrangement will be 
understood from the fact that men and women of different 
families are sometimes made to live in the same cell. There 
are no arrangements for cooking; bath, latrines or urinals. 
lt is· no wonder, therefore, that this old industry, in spite 
of enormous development, is still incurring heavy expenditure 
fnr recrui~ment of labour. It is absolutely necessary that this 
disgraceful arrangement should be improved by legislation. 
'fhe recommendation made in this connection by the Royal 
Commission on Labour may also be referred to. 

84. See above. 

85. No house rent is collected from, labourers. 

86. Non.e. 

87. No. 

IV. Rest and Recreation. 

88. No facility is given to the labourers fer any kind of 
sports, games or recreation. 

89-90. No. 
INDEBTEDNESS. 

91. 'Vorkers in some places obtain credit from shop
keepers to the extent of one week's 'vages on such arrangement 
that the shopkeeper will get his payment from the employer 
direct. Credit price is always higher than cash price. 
Besides, in such cases the workers get short weight and are 
deceived in many ways. 

· 92. The establishment of Co-operative Stores in the ordinary 
wa:v will not benefit the miners until they are a little educated 
and form a sort of Industrial population. 

93. Inde~tedness is due to low wages. Unless their 
wages are increased .. there is no way to alleviate their indebted
ness. 

95. No. 
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96. The labourers generally get loan fro~ Kabuli money .. 
lender~ or from cashiers or sirdars of the mine where they, 
work and these money-lenders know very well how to receive 
their money with full interest from these poor and ignorant 
people without any legal ·assistance. The workers, therefore, 
will remain where they are, inspite of the amended legislation 
referred to in this qu~stion. · 

98. Experiment may be made by the Government for· 
supplying fresh victuals and other: articles at the lowest · 
possible price. 

WORKMEN's CoMPENSATION. 

99-102, See supplementary answer. 

TRADE UNION. 

103. (General) The Indian Miners' Association is a. Trade 
Union, registered under the Indian Trade Unions Act and 
recognised by the Local Government as a genuine Trade Union., 
It is the only Trade Pnion in the :Mining Industry which is 
affiliated to the National Trades Union Federation and the All 
~ndia Tra~e Union Congress. · 

Up till1930 there was only one Trade Union in the mining 
. industry named Indian Colliery Employees' Association ana 

the Secretary of the Indian Miners Association, lfr. P. C. 
Bose was- the Secretary of that body. Afterwards there was 

· trouble and disruption in the movement and the Employees'' 
Association was abolished. The Indian lfiners' Association 
wag then organised under the instruction of Messrs. Joshi and 
Giri and otlier Labour leaders, on pure trade union lines with 

· aims and objects as laid down in its constitution. Its member_
ship numbering nearly 4,000 has been drawn from a number, 
of coal mines in the Jharia field as also from some mica. mines 
in the Hazaribagh district. 

104. Indian Miner's Association was registered in 1932. 
105. Recognition :-The Association has not yet been 

officially recognised by any employer or employers' organisa
tion. Of the employers' organisations, the -Colliery Owners'· 
~ss~iation, however, considers our: representation and replies 
to our letter$. _ 
· 110. The policy and principle of Trade Union movement 

_all over the world dictate that Trade Unions should be organised 
on industrial basis and that there should be only one Trade· 

· Union in one industry with branches in different places, if 
necessary. 
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111. See 103. 

112. The executive of this .A.!mociation is mostly CJOIIli)08eCl 
of mine workers such as miners, sardars, fitters and clerks, 
etc.. The only outsiders are the president, Yr. K. N. 
Bhattacharya M.A., B.L. who, for long, has been &si!JOCiated with 
the lahour IDD¥ement and the Secretary, Yr. P. C. Bose who is 
an ex-colliery employee and is in the labour JDOVement since 
1920 and who had represented the Indian workers at the 
International Labour Conference, Geneva and had seen the 
condition of labourers in many European countries. Both the 
president and the secretary are now on the General Council 
and the secretary is on the working committee of the All India 
.Trade Union Congress. 

Out of 18 members there are only 2 or 1 outsiders on the 
executi•e of the Association. 

113. The Association has been constitutionally ~ab.ting 
for the removal of individual and ge~ral grie¥anoes and has 
also been regularly carrying on educative propaganda amoogst 
the workers through lantern lectures and mass meetings. 

The Association, sometimes ago, submitted a comprehen
sive scheme to the C.olliery Owners' Association for welfare 
work amongst the workmen. But the owners ultimately did 
not agree to ro-operare in gioing efiect to the scheme. 

. 114. The attitude of owners is anything but satisfactory 
towards trade unions. 

Freedom and recognition of genuine trade unions should 
be guaranteed by legislation. 

INDusTRIAL PEACE. 
118-134. Althou!!h the officials had to oondnct aeftl'&l 

strikes since 1928, the ·Indian Miners' Association got iJnohed 
only in one strike in 1937. It took place without any sanction 
of the Association. It involved about 2,000 men and 
continued for 4 days. T".ne strike was satisfactorily settled 
in favour of the workers by face to fare talk between the 
~tary and the employers. 

Generally, there are no arrangements in any colliery to 
l~k after the condition of labonrers or to investigate int.o their 
gneY"ances. 

Conciliation officers may be helpful in settling ~ 
di$putes. 
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INDIAN MINERS' . .ASSOCIATION, JHARIA. 

DEMANDS ON BEHALF UF .THE WORKERS OF STANDARD COLLIERY.

(Still :un~er negotiation.) 

1. To arrange for better ventilation and better. pumpfng 
in the mines so .that Heat, Smoke and Water which hamper, 
the progress ·of work and era use physical suffering to _the 
workers, are removed .from the working areas underground. · 

2. To arrange for more coal tubs so that miners are not tQ 
sit idle as at present for· want of tubs. 

3. Main road$ under ground .should ha~e electric lights .. 

4. A generai increment of 50 per cent of the present wages, 
should be given to all workers in all departments. 

5. Miners working in specially difficult parts of mines 
should be given extra rates in addition to the above increment. 

6. Miners and some other workers often do not get proper 
wo.rk and' are compelled to sit· idle. In all such cases a dailY. 
lta~ree shoul~ be paid to them. · ' 

' 7. ·Rules should be framed for leaves and holidays witli 
pay, old age provision, sickness allowances ~nd annual bonus 
for all workers. 

· 8. The floors of almost all dha1trahs are oozing out water 
and the roofs are leaking. Thev should be properly repair_ed 
and the floors should be cemented. · . ·. 

·. 9. Over-crowding in dhaurahs should be stopped and 
d haurahs should be increased in number for proper accommpda
tion of workers. 

10. Coal and kerosene oil for daily use should be given to 
the workers. . . - · 

11. To remove the extreme water difficulties, drinking 
water taps should be kept open for 12 hours daily and colliery 
pump Wll;ter should be supplied to all dhaurahs for bathing 
and washmg purposes. . · 

12. Better medical facilities should be provided. 

· 13. Taxation on- domestic cattles as levied should be 
abolished. · 

14. Extra payment should be Jllade ·for over-time and, 
Sunday work. 
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15. ·New ~n~s should not be recruited for any work while 
old hands ~re s1ttmg unemployed on the colliery. 

1? .. Those workmen who are paid on :weekly basis, should 
be paid on monthly basis. 

(Workers involved more than 2,000.) 
lfERMS FINALLY AGREED ON FOR THE SETTLEMENT OF THE TRAD:S: 

.. DISPUTE AT BARAREE COKE PLANl', INVOLVING ABOUT 400 
WORKMEN. 

· 1. Increments will be given on the basis announced by the 
Manager (lll.bout 10 per cent). 

· 2. Sick pay bill be given at annas 4 per day up to one 
tnonth on the Doctor's certificate. 

3. 15 days leave with pay will be gronted to all workers 
· after· a full year's service. The management reserves to itself 

the right to bx this leave to suit the convenience of the work. 

. 4. All appointments, dismissals, re-appointments and 
punishm,ents will have to be sanctioned by the Manager. 

Signed on behalf of the workers 

P. C. BOSE, 
of the All India Trade Union Congress 

and General Secretary, Indian Miners 
Association, 

Vated the 9th September 1938. 

Signed on behalf .of the Bararee .Qoke, Co., I.td. 

B. WILSON HAIGH, 
Manager. 

~nswers to the Supplementary Questionnaire. 
1. On the average, miners work for 4 days in the week. 

Miners are willing to work regularly for 5 days or even 6 days 
in the week. But in many places they are forced to remain 
idle for want of working facilities or for some sort of break
down in the machineries. Thus their absence from work is 
more a matter. of compulsion tlian one of option. · 

The Royal Commission on labour made.a :ecommendation 
in this connection that if miners are to remam Idle for no fault 
of their own, they should be paid remuneration on a daily rate. 

· 2. But for the periodical absence of miners during cultiva
tion and harvesting seasons, their attendance will greatly 
jmprpve if they are not forced t9 r~main idle as stated above. 



3. A large number of miners· and other labourers, who 
live in villages. adjoining the coalfields, come on foot to the . 
mines and go back on foot after their working shifts. The 
time spent in: journey deperids on the distancE-' of the villages~ 
which ranges from a mile to 10 miles or more. 

4. ·Conveyance arrangement by motor buses was made last 
year special~y on account of . shortage of labour, improvement . 
in the coal market and competition amongst owners to secure 
more l:!bour. This transport system did not improve attend
ance on th~ contrary it was· fraught with danger and diffic:ulties: 

5. There is no such arrangement in the Jharia Coalfields.· 
Giridih Coalfield is perhaps the only place in Bihar where 
small holdings have been assigned to the miners near the : 
colliery with ·the object of settling them on the mines. The· 
results should be tetter-ascertained on the spot . 

. · 6-7. · Raising contract system prevails very largely in the 
Coal industry. The evils of this system have been fully stressed 
upon by the Royal Commission on Labour. Their findings and 
remarks equally hold good even today. 

. 8. Miners' slrdars or as they are called by the mines 
department Head men of miners, generally look after the wel
fare and regular attendance of the miners. In most cases 
intelligent and experienced miners ultimately become sirdars. 
The miners, therefore, are greatly benefited by their experience 
in many ways. The s-irdars for these services get a commission 
from the owners say half-anna per tub, of coal by his miners. 

Reports are sometimes received that the sirdars exploit the 
miners financially bnt so long as the miners are not educated 
enough to take care of their interests in the bustle and confusion 
of industrial es~ablishments, these head men may be retained. 

9. The idea of this question is perhaps the time spent by 
the miners in travelling from the pit mouth to the working place 
underground. This varies according to the size and condition 
of the mines. In some big mines the working faces are so·far 
from the pit bottom that it take_s about an hour to go to the 
place. 

10. ·No special rate is paid for the distance of the working 
place. 

11. The miners actuallv do not work PJ,ore than 5 to 6 hours 
per relay. w -· · · - · -
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· 12. Up to. 1929 the size of the tub was 13 to 14 cwt. 
and the rate about that time was annas 7 per tub. The present 
~ize of ~he tub is about 18 cwt. to one ton and the rate per tub 
1s· annas 6 to annas 8 according to working conditions. 

13. Miners suffer greatly for shortage of tubs. 

\4. No weighing machines have been set up in any 
colliery. Tubs are assigned to the miners separately . 

. · 1~. ~o extra remuneration ~s paid for overloading. But 
deduction 1s made for and some times the whole tub is cancelled 
for underloading. 

16. At the time when women were finally excluded from 
mines only 3}- per cent of the total number of women originally 
in employment, were working underground. Other women 
who were already engaged on the surface, are still working. 
The expelled women, therefore, have not been absorbed. · 

Sweeping, cleaning, loading, and carrying of coal (in open 
mines)· and bricks, etc., are the works for which women are 
employed on the surface. Their average daily wage is 
~as 4only. 

17. Family income.has naturally gone down. Many miners 
have sent their women and children home. Women having no 
male supporters are in great trouble. 

. 18. The rate of wages of miners was slightly increased at 
the time of final exclusion of women as a result of unrest 
~mongst the miners and ·great agitation by the trade unions. 

.. 19. Wages are genera,lly paid in cash. Wages are mostly 
paid on rest d~ys. 



Replies to the Questionnaire issued by the Bihar Labour 
Enquiry Committe.e -

By 

The indian Colliery Labour Union, Bhaga, Jharia. 

N ..\rcRE ~-n REcRcrr~u:xT OF LABocR. 

·2. About 50 per cent of labourers in the Jharia Coalfields 
are permanently settled and the remaining 50 per cent are 
migratory. 

3. About 20 per cent li,-e in their ~lla~ honies and com~ 
to -work in the coal mines daily. mostly ~ prrrate motor buses 
supplied by the employers. 

4. "\Yorkers in coal mines are mainly drawn from Chota 
Nag-pur, the Central Prorip.res, north. and south Bihar, the 
.:Umted Prorinces, Eengal and the PunJab. 

5. The proportion of tlie -workers who IeaYe the _mine 
within a year t'b the total number is c"Onsiderable. These miners 
mostly go to their houses during cultiYation ~d haiT~s~ season. · 
.B~tter housing, better -wages, better -working conditions and 
oth~r ~menities and amelioratiYe measures are the real remedies 

. for reducing such turnoYer. 

7. (a) In mines worked by raising contractors, the 
labourers are recruited by these raising contractors, (b) In 
mi:~.es where work is done by the company the labourers are 
recruited directly by the company, (c) There are also mines 
where labourers are supplied by jobbers or labour contractors 
on commission basis. · · · 

Mining being an old industry recruiting is not so mucli 
_necessary now-a-days as in the past. Indeed there are times 
m the year -when labour supply exceeds the actual requirement. 
Shortage of labour is mainly due to the fact that owin(J' to 
tmsuitable housing and working conditions, a large numbe~ ot: 
miners go back to their rillages as soon as there is an oppor
tunity to do so such as cultiYation, harresting, etc .. , although 
many of them may not haYe any land of their own at all. 
Jcb_ber~ or other emissaries are, therefore, required to go to 
their nllage to come back to their work and there is shortage 
of labour in the mines. Sometimes it so happens that unscru
pulous jotbers or contractors recruit new labourers with false 
temptation of higher wage and facilities ()f work, etc-.• with the 
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r~sult" t~at the poor _labourers find themselves involved in great 
d1fficult1es. These JObbers and contractors exploit labour and 
theo practice of engaging them has been deprecated by the 
i\Vhitley C<>mmission. 

(b) Nature and extent of control exercised by the jobbers 
over the W?rkers vary from colliery to colliery. But generally 
they recrmt and keep watch over them and see that they go to 
work regularly. ,They are practically intermediaries between 
the management and the labour. Whenever there is a grie
.vance of the labourers and the management is unwilling to · 
remove it, they try to suppress the workers with the help of 
the jobbers and therefore it is the interest of the management 
t~ k~?ep the jobbers satisfied. 

(c) Jobbers and recruiting contractors generally get 
commission at rates varying from 6 pies to 2 annas per tub 
or ton of coal raised by the miners recruited by them. 

8. None of the above systems of recruitment is desirable. 
Recruitment through the system of Labour Exchange is the 
best method. This system is better than any other system 
because it not only distributes employment equitably to all 
workers without any loss of income due to bribery, etc., which 
are generally prevalent in mines and factories but also fur- · 
liishcs the data upon which depends the working of such 
legislation as unemployment benefit and social insurance, etc. 

11. See answers 7 and 8. 
12. Labour Exchange for the· purpose of recruitment is 

both desirable and feasible. Primarily such exchanges should 
be under the control of the State and shoula consist of equal 
number of representatives from the employers and workers, 
organisations to be set. up in different industrial centres. 

13. For earth-cutting, brick-making and building houses, 
etc., a number of casual workers are employed. The number 
of tbt>se ; workPrs varies from year to year according to the 
condition of the industry. 

14. Skilled labourers are al~o casually employed according 
to the requirements. 

CO::\'DITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT. 

15. Generally there are no service rules in coal mines. 
16. In some bi(J' collieries apprentices mostly unpaid in 

the becrinnin(J' are t~ken for mining, electrical and mechanical 
.. o 0 • 

tr;1mmg. 
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17. There · is no system of graded promotion in colliery 
I . 

services.· . 
18. There is no security or service in collieries. Services 

may be terminated any time at the pleasure of the authority .. 
Considering the low rate .of wages and salaries and difficulties 
9f work, services -in the collieries should be made as secure as 
possible. and service rules on the lines of the Government 
Service Rules should be enforced in collieries to secure stability 
of service .. To ensure ~he security of service the system of 
piece work and hazree work should be abolished and in its 
place all workers should b~ monthly paid employees enjoying 
the henefits incidental to monthly servants.. In case, however, 
it becomes· necessary to dispense with the services of any 
employee on grounds of abolition of any particular post or for 
r-etrenchment or for the closing down of any concern, there 
Bhould be provision for adequate compensation to the discharged 
employee or employees to the extent of up to 12 months wages 
and salaries, regard being had to the lep.gth of the servioo of 
the employee. 

19.~ There are no leave rules excepting in a few big 
collieries where only the salaried employees are granted three 
weeks to one ·month leave in a year on · full pay. lf any 
employee does not avail of the leave in any year, it lapses· and 
is not allowed to be carried over to the following year. 

It is highly necessary that all employees, labourers and 
workers of all descriptions, whether· working on time-basis 

'or piece-basis, should be given at ·least one month's privilege 
leave and fifteen days' casual leave with full pay and the leave 
should be allowed to be carried over if not availed during the 
year or earnings in lieu of leave should be allowed. 

20. There is no rule for granting leave during sickness 
but in exceptional cases some collieries grant such leave. It 
is imperative that there should be provision for sick-leave to 
all employees and labourers according to Government rules.· 

21. There is no rule of giving maternity benefit to women 
workers and such benefit is seldom given. There should be 
rules for giving maternity benefits for at least two months 
before and two months after delivery, on full pay or wages. 

. 22. · There are no provisioils for gratuity, provident fund 
and cld age pension for employees and labourers. Only in a 
:very big ~ew collieries there are provisions for provident fund 
an~ pension. o~ly for monthly--paid employees. Even where · 
tlns st::heme 1s _In force. pension is granted or refused ~t the 
pleasure of the employers. _ · 
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. The provision for gratuity, proYident fund and oid age 
pension is highly necessary for all classes of employees and 
workers and should be introduced by legislation. 

23. There are no holidays eYeD on Sundays. The miners 
and some other weekly paid workers do not work one day in 
a week and they ~re not paid for that day. 

There should be definite rules for holidays with full pay ot: 
wage& on Sundays and gazetted holidays. 

26. There is no definite procedure, except the rule of 
((anda; i.e.\, the alleged offender is assaulted, filthily abused, 
ined and even discharged. 

27. Ordinarily no opportunity is given to meet any charge 
before he is punished.. He is summarily dealt with. Such 
cases should be finally dealt with by a tribunal consisting of a 
representative of the management, a representative pf labpur 
and a State official. 

· ~9. All these modes of punishment are prevalent in 
collieries. 

33. In every colliery there is a fine fund which is utilised 
for kali puja, amusements and other purposes for the benefit of 
the clerical staff in which the labourers have no voice. This 
system should be discontinuea and the fine fund, if any,. should. 
be exclusively utilised for the benefit of labour as almost the 
tWholo of it is realised from workmen. 

HOURS OF WORK. 

. 34. According to l\Hning regulation 54 hours per week 
wit!l 9 hours of daily limit are the hours of work. But in 
practice, where regular shift system has not been introduced, 
miners and other workers are J]lade to work longer hours. 
Trade union movement all over the world upholds 40 hours of 
work per week without reduction of income in all industries and 
this should particularly be adopted in the mining industrY. 
as_ work in it is extremely hazardous and arduous. 

35. Underground work in mines is conducted in 2 or 3 
!ilhift~. Each workman works in one shift only. Clerks and 
surface workers generally work· in the morning from 6 to 12 
~nd in the afternoon from 2 to 6 in summer and 2 to 5 in 
winter, sometimes up to late hours in the evening without any 
over-time payment. ".,. orkmen connected with underground 
operations, in many cases, are made to 'York for 12 hours with
out any extra payment. They haYe neither any rest day: nor 
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any half-holiday. ·~Those who do not work on Sunday are not 
paid for that day. There is no difference in case of Saturdays. 

36. :Mines are. generally worked in a continuous process 
and tlie system of work is as stated above. · 

37. For under-ground workers there should be three shifts. 
of eight hours each. In this case season makes no difference. 
But in the case of surace workers the hours of work in summer. 
should be 6 A.M. to 11 A.M. _and from 3 P.M. t9 6 P.M. and 
in winter from 7 A.M. to 12 A.M. and from 2 r.M. to 5 P.M. 

38. In collieries there is no definite system of payment for.. 
Qver-time work although some collieries, as a matter of grace, 
pay something at their sweet will. There should be specific 
law in this respect. 

39. In case of emergency, the mechanical and electrical 
workers are called upon to work over-time for which there is 
no system of regular payment. The clerical staff. generally, 
has to work over-time for which they get no remuneration~ 

· 40. In some. big collieries, such as the Tata's Jam:idoba 
Colliery, this system is in vogue. 

41: No all?wance is given for enforced idleness. 

CONDITIONS IN FACTORIES. 

42. So far as factories are concerned. equipment for: 
safety of workers is seldom supplied.. But in case of e9al, 
mines, some safety measures are adopted which are quite 
inadequate to protect miners in consequence of which there 
have been repeated disasters in the coal mines. Safety equip .. 
ments should be provided in larger numbers and rescue centres 
should be opened ~t once for protecting the lives of workers. _ 

43. There are rules framed both under the Indian Mines 
Act and the Factories Act for preventing, classifying and 
reporting accidents. But they are ina~equate and the manage
ment tries it.s best to evade them. Stricter and more frequent 
supervisiOn is necessary. We are sorry to observe that in case 
of mines and factories owned by European supervision by 
I nspccting Officers is lax and in their case there is a tendency 
to whitewash their offences.. \Ve would propose as · a check 
that labour unions should be furnished with copies of accident 
~eports and should be allowed equal facility to hold enquiry 
mto such accidents. Further, Labour Unions should have 
legislative powers to nominate their representative to sit as 
:members on all committees constituted by the Government fQt: 
enquiry into accidents. ·· -.. 
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44. Yes · 

45. In case of mines the recommendations of the Coal 
~fining Committee should be given effect to. 

46. 'Ve are opposed to exemptions being granted to any 
lact.ory, as the workers of those factories are deprived of many 
privileges and safeguards which their co-workers enjoy 
elsewhere. 

~VAGES .. 

. 51. In fixing the rate of wages employers are generally 
guided by the rule of demand and supply, e.g., when there is 
an influx of workmen more than the industry can absorb, the 
employers take advantage of the situation and reduce the 
:w~ges and vice versa. 

52. No. 

· 53. It is feasible to convert all permanent daily and 
weekly-rated workers and even piece workers to monthly-rated 
ones. It will increase the efficiency and stability of labour 
force. It will also be easier to fix a minimum wage and to 
give labour~rs the advantages of leave allowance and bonus, etc. 

54.' Weekly and monthly payments . are in vogue in 
collieries. ;weekly-rated and piece-rated workers should be 
paid at the end of each week upto date and monthly-rated ones 
on the 1st day of the next month. 

55. From 1929 to 1936 there has been a remarkable 
aecrease in wage. In 1937 there was an increase of one anna 
pr so per tub, but it has been counteracted by the increase. of 
the capacity of the tub from 14 cwts. to 20 cwts. or even to 
22 cwts. The wages of time basis workers have not been increas
ed to any extent inspite of improvement in the coal trade. 

5-ff. Besides fines, deductions from wages are made on 
such grounds as underloading or bad loading mixed with stony 
coal. ·There are also various other modes of deduction on the 
occasion of Durga Puja, Kali Puja or other festivals and for 
lottery· of old motor cars, harmoniums and other worthles.i 
articles, belonging to the officers and superior staff. 

. 57. There is no system of bonus or profit sharing in vogue 
in the collieries except in the Tata's collieries :where _for the 
l~"t twQ- years bonus is being paid. 

58. We consider such adjustment both desirable and 
:fe_!!sible. W !lges of ~ workers should be fixed in considerfl.tion 
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d tl·eir cost of decent living sufficient· t\.1 maintain their 
dependants and· the nature of work. We suggest that thi~ 
should be· done· by the machinery of the State. ·The oo;ming 
LahQur Enquiry Committee c_an do jt very well. 

59. Yes, it Bhould be fixed at the rate of Rs. 3Q per month 
or Re .. 1 a day for the lowest class of workers and the scale 
rhould be higher according to the nature of work. :The ques~ 
tion of fixing minimum. wage should not be left to the pleasur~ 
of the employers. The standard of living of our workmen, 
at present, is unworthy of human beings. .To raise the standard 
of living and give our workmen human conditions an~ 
ordinary ·comforts and amenities of civilised life, 'th~ 
minimum wage must be raised from its present level. ' 

60. Minimum wage should be fixed acoording to the cost 
of decent living and the nature of work. 

61. A standing committee or a board consisting of the 
representatives of labour. of the employers and of the Govern
ment in equal number should be formed for the purpose-

. 62. The rate of minimum wage should be uniform in 
respect of the· same class of industry. . : 

63. A system of grade rising from Rs. 30 to periodica( 
increment should be introduced. This will prevent the 
minimum from becoming the maximum. Further it will be the 
look out of th~ proposed committee or board to see to it. 

65. The answer is in the affirmative .. 

. WELFARE WORK. 

(a) Nil. . 

(b) There are a few schools for the children of the work• 
men; those are negligible and not properly conducted. 

(c) Nil. 

71. There are only a few which are exclusively for the 
clerical staff. 

II .-Health. 

72. (a) There is only one, viz., th~ ·charitable ·dispensary 
nn~ hospi~al a~ Dhanbad which admits only; serious c;tses of 
uccldent·of colhery employees. 

(b} 1\lost inadequate. 

(c) None. 
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There is most meagre arrangement for treatment of women 
Jl,nd maternity cases. :These are most inadequate and unsatis
factory. Every colliery should be compelled by leoislation to 
maintain up to date well-equipped .hospitals and dispensaries 
for indoor an\1 putdoor patients. For the former, there should 
be an adequate number of beds according to •the number of 
employees. :There sliould be an adequate number of qualified 
medical men over ~ fixed percentage of workers. 

74. No. 

75. The chief diseases in the Jharia Coalfield are 
malaria, small-pox and occasionally cholera. :The occupational 
disease among ;miners. is· a sort of eruption in hands and legs. 

78. Not at all.· 

79. l'here is no arrangement fpr supply of drinking water 
in work places. :The supply of water near wprker's quarters 
is insufficient particularly in hot season. 

81. .There should be insurance against sickness without 
a:ny contribution from workers. 

82. :Yes. 
111.-H ousing. 

83. {~) .The nup1ber pf houses for workers are mQst 
inadequate~ 

(b) to (d) None. 

:The average room space of houses provided by em~Mye~s is 
10' x 10' x 10' as required by the rules of the Jhana :Mmes 
Board of Health. The number of- perspns living: in each room 
ranges from 4 . to 12 belonging to different families and there 
is no separate arrangement for w9men ~orkers .. 

• ~his_ is .most reprehe~sible. 

84. Not at all. The hpuse ;1CCOmm9datj9n 1s most in• 
~dequate. 

85. No rent is ch~rged. 

J'6-87. NQ. 

IV.-Rest and Recreation, 
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INDEBTEDNESS. 

91. The shops from which workmen get the supply of their_ 
necessaries are generally either owned by raising contractors 
or patronised· by ,a member of the superior stafi. The differ
ence between cash and credit prices varies from 25 to 50 per 
cent i.e. credit prices are 25 to 50 per cent more than cash prices 
and it is helieved that in case_of credit purchases shop-keepers 
ge~erally enter in their· shop account~ more than the • actual 
pnce. . 

92. \Ve would prefer establishment of 8o-operative Stores 
by Government. 

03. To an: inappreciable extent. Increase . in ·wages is· 
the remedy to alleviate indebtedness. 

94. Raising contractors and Indian ·concerns sometiJ:.IleS · 
make advances to workers. European concerns and the Tata . 
do not make such advances. · 

95. Recruiting advances should not be realised at all 
· from workmen.. · 

~6: The recent amendment of law do not affect workmen .. 
f\7. We suggest that Kabuli money-lenders should not be 

allowed admission into the industrial areas and chaprasis and 
other employees of the collieries should not be allowed to carry 
on .money lending business with workmen. 

· The Money Lenders Bill when passed into law will afford 
great relid to the "'orkmen. · 

DS. Yes, for purposes of money lending and uplift works. 

\VoRKMEN' s CoMPENSATION. 

101 and 102. It is our sad experience that in many cases 
the employers belittle the accidents with a view to evade or 
mi11imise the payment of compensation and illiterate workmen 
are misled by employers. \Ye suggest that registered trade 
unions 01~erating in the area should he furnished with copies 
or ntlt1ce'{ of accidents as suLmitted to the Magistrate or the 
Chief 1 n~pedcr of Minefl, so that such trade unions can tender 
proper help ttl the labourers. The law should be amended 
accordingly. 

~he 

• 'fRADE {T NION . 

103. There n re three regi~tered trade. unions operating in · 
Jharia Coalfield. 

(1) The Indian C?llierv ~abour Union (formely·known 
as the T.nd1an Colliery Employees' Aswciation). 
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(2) Tata's Collieries Labour Association, established in 
193(\. 

(3) Indian Miners' Association, established in 1933. 

104. The 1st was registered in 1032 the 2nd in 1931 and 
the 3rd in 1933. . ' 

105. Tala's CoUieries Labour Association is recognised 
by the Tatas since 1931. The other two unions are not recoo--
nised by.the owners or the management. 

0 

106. See above. 
107. Does not arise. 

110. \Ve are m favour of one Central Trade Union for 
each par.ticular industry such as coal, mica, steel, lac, etc.) in 
the provmce, with convenient branches, to maintain solidaritv 
and co-ordination without a feeling of mutual rivalry among 
the smaller unions. It is desirable that a central organisation 
should be established. 

111. The total number of members of the Indian Colliery 
Labour Union is about 9,000 (Nine thousand) and that of the 
Tata's Collieries Labour Association is a little more than three 
thousand. 

112. In the Indian Colliery Labour Union the total number 
of members of the Executive Committee is 35 out of whom five 
are outsiders, and in the other the total number is 35 out of 
wh<im 10 are outsiders. 

113. These Trade Unions direct the activities to amelio
ratt' the condition of workmen, by propaganda about sanitation, 
maternity., education and other welfare works as well as to 
secure adequate wages for them, to help tliem during strike and 
in realisation of compensation under the \Vorkmenrs Com
pensation Act and in"various other ways. 

114. No. 
115. Except "\"\ith the Tatas there is no such standing 

arrangement, but these Trade Unions represent the griev~ces 
of workmen to the management mostly without any appreciable 
result. 

116. The attitude of employers towards_ trade union 
mowement is most unsatisfactory, rather ho~tile. !he trade 
unions movement is certainly helpful in deahng with l~bour 
and in improYing the wag3 leYel which is the mam rlank m all 
labour r.~ptJisati(lns. 
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· _117. The employers are always opposed to: trade union 
movement and all sorts of obstacles are put in the way of a 
worker joining a trade union, even to the extent of intimidation· 
and victimisation. . . - . 

For the existence and proper organisation of trade unions 
and for their legitimate activities, the- employers should be 
compelled by legislation to allow trade unions officials a free 
access to the workers for propaganda and collection of 
subscriptions through the management. 

INDUSTRIAL PEACE. 

118 to 123. (a) in 1921 there was a general strike among 
the workers of Jharia Coalfield, under the auspices of the 
Indian Colliery Labour Union. It lasted for three days. Its 
object was increment in wages and resulted in increase from 
5 annas to 10 annas per tub of coal. 

(b) In 1923, there was a strike in Heilgers' Beniahi~ 
Colliery under the same auspices, and for the same object. 
The result was a small increment. 

·(c) In 1929 there was a strike among labourers in Ray 
Bahadur Karnani's collieries at Bhalgorah and Simlabahal 
under the same ampices and for the same object. The result · 
was increase ~n wages. It lasted for about a week. 

· (d) In 1930 there was a strike in :Mackinon and 
. Mackenzie's colliery at Amlabad, under the same auspices and 
with the same object. The result was an increase of wages. 
It lasted for more than two weeks. _ 

(~) In 1931 there was one in the Tata's Jamadoba colliery, 
under the auspices of the Indian Colliery Labour Union 
and Tata's Collieries' Labour Association. It lasted for six 
weeks. But there was no immediate benefit to the workers. 

During all these strikes the strikers were fed by the 
Indian Colliery Labour Union with the help of public donations. 

. 125. Nothing. 

. 126. Very few collieries have Labour Officers to keep toucfi 
w-.th workers. Those few who are there, look more to the 
interest of the management than that of workers. 

· No jobbers are used for that purpose. 

127. There is no such machinery. 
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;128. We ·are in favour of arbitration. The arbitrators 
should be e,ne trade union officer, one employers' representative, 
one Government officer and two distinguished public fnen of 
reputation, one of whom is to be the Chairman. The award 
of the arbitrators should be final and it should be enforceable 
by statutory provision. Either party or the Government 
~hould be competent to refer a trade dispute to arbitration 
independently and without the consent of the other. 

· ·129. Not adequate. The Trade Disputes Act should be 
amended keeping in view the suggestions made in no. 128. 

130. 'Ve are in favour of appointment of conciliation 
Offirers chosen from among a pannel of independent and public 
spirited perEOns to be selected with the approval of trade 
unions. 

1 · 131. Before a strike or a lock-out is declared, the striker 
or the employers should give ten days' notice and before the 
expiry of· the period of notice, an Arbitration Board as suggest
ed above should be appointed by the Government which should 
tlecide for good the dispute between the employers and the 
workmen. 

. 135, The presen~ machinery is inadequate and unsatis
factory. The defects will come out in the enquiry by the 
Labour Enquiry Committee. Legislation should be undertaken 
after the publication of their report. 



MEMORANDUM 

Submitted to the Bihar LabC?ur Enquiry Committee 

By 

Mr. Mukut .Dhari Singh, Representa.tive ·of the workers of 
Jharia Coalfield, Jharia. . . 

The Jharia 'coalfield occupies an area of roughly hundred 
and se,renty-five square miles. This area is divided into _a 
number of big and small collieries, all owned and managed by 
private and public companies. Nearly three-fourths of the 
area and nearly four-fifths of the first grade coal are owned 
by European companies. · With the exception of the Tatas 
who own ·three or four big and first grade collieries, the 
remaining one-fourth of the area is divided into hundred and 
fiftv small Indian-owned collieries, some of them so small as 
to have become almost uneconomic. Most of these collieries 
are managed by limited companies, fonned under the Indian 
Companies Act of 1913, with their head offices at Calcutta. 
These companies are directed and controlled by business firms 
in Calcutta described in their Articles of Association as 
·• Ma_naging Agents ". " They are usually remunerated 
eith_er by a fi~ed percentage on the gross proceeds on all coal 
sold plus a percentage on their transaction, or by a commission 
on raisings plus a fixed monthly sum for office expenses, or by 
a fixed percentage on dividends or bonuses paid to share-holders 
plus a monthly sum for office expenses. All these methods 
place a premium on high output, big sales and large profits, 

. and are generally calculated to focus effort on immediate 
rather than future gain, it being remembered as well that 
these Managing Agents also control Mills and other Industrial 
centre-s which benefit by cheap fuel.......... Retrenchment in 
working exJ?enses has necessarily directed policy in the coal 
~rade, !1-nd mdustry has h:;td to give effect to that policy by 
mcreasmg output or cuttmg down cost without sufficient 
attention to the mining methods necessary to secure these ends. 
f:.o fa:r as we are a:vare, no firm of Managing Agents has' a 
techmcal expert on Its Calcutta staff, but it is from Calcutta 
th~t the policy of every coal company is directed in detail with 
pnmary regard to commercial considerations ". * And the 
mterference of ~orne of these firms with the day-to-day manaue
ment of the collieries has become so dangerous to the ~al 

•coal Mining Committee's Report. 
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resources of the nation that the Indian Mine Managers' 
'Association has to acknowledge before the Indian Coal Mining 
Committee that they " have not at present enough scope 
_because- they are controlled by people who have no sufficient 
knowledge of mining and are liable to be dismissed if they were 
to _refuse _to carry out the orders of an owner even though the 
carrying .out of these orders would mean unsound and unsafe 
\yQrking ". _ So~e other managers are reported to have said 
before· that committee in confidence .. that they have on occa
sions been_faced with the alternative of adopting unsound 
methods or loosing their livelihood, and, though they are held 
legally responsible, they do not actually have control, manage
metlt and direct.ion _of. the_ mines '', _as is contemplated by 
section 15 of the_Indian Mines Act. 

·This .is but ·a short account of the anarchy that is prevail
-ing fu the coal industry to-day. And when this terrible 
·anarchy continues and ·when the Coal Owner's only motive is 

. to make· as much profit _as he can, not only the miners' lot 
-:becomes· terrible but the .coal resources of the nation also 
· r·ema.in threatened .. And this profit motive and carelessness 
-:in. the exploitation of the coal has worked to such an extent 
·_that while nearly fifty per cent of the coal underground is 

b!'ing wasted, while-workers' wages are going down and down 
-every day, Managing Agents' remunerations and share-holders' 
dividends have gone on increasing every year in the past. And 
though the present period is considered a period of slump and 

- the _mal trade is certainly in a bad condition, still it cannot 
·be denied -that a vast majority of colliery proprietors are 

·:making huge profits even to-day and are bound to do so in 
-future also, thanks_ to the forward contracts that some of these 
- -have made when market condition was favourable to them. 

Naturally, if they simply take it into their heads, they can do 
a lot to improve the lot of the poor- workers engaged in the 

--industry and hence they have no right to say, that the industry 
cannot bear the additional expenses in the form of more wages 

- to the workers that the Labour Enquiry Committee may re
commend. ·But much of it hereafter. 

Just at present we are concerned with the lot of the 
.- :wor~ers engaged in the industry. In the Jharia coalfield the 

_average daily attendance of ;the workers, according to the 
Government of India figures, was seventy-three thousand two 
hundred and three throughout the year 1937. We may take it 
as the average daily attendance during the yea): 193~ also. 
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But. we cannot say that the figures . supplied to' the .. Mines, 
Department are always accurate.· Generally, the colJiery
pronrietors give an under-estimate of the number of mmers 
woAing under t~em, partly becau~e it. is. di~cult ~or the~ ~. 
have an accurate 'Idea of men workmg m various miscellaneous': 
departments under small contractors, for instance building. and: 
construction departments; and partly because there· tS · a.· 
tendency to minimise the number lest the.Gover~ment may n~~
press them to have more housing accommodation on the~r 
collieries. Though this may not be the· general · rule1· stll~ 
experience .compels us to believe this story and we are ~efinit~ly 1 

of opinion that the average number of workers workmg ~a.I!f. 
in the Jharia coalfield cannot be less than a lakh. If to this 1s: 
added the number of those who, due to one reason or another,' 
are unable to attend to their duties daily and enjoy_ leave, we · 
come to the conclusion that the entire labour force in this _coal• 
field is not less than 125,000. · 

And this entire labour force, which is primarily responsi:· 
hle for _creating that huge amount of wealth which goes to add · 
to tb~ luxury of the colliery proprietors and _their more- fortu~. 
nate subordinates, lives in a terrible state .of starvation and. 
poverty. As a celebrated British trade· unionist,.Mr; Joseph
Jones, the President of the Mine "\Vorkers' Federation of.Great
Britain, has put it, " A miner always lives in the trenches~·~ · 
And as one goes about moving in the dhav.rahs · (dwelling. 
houses) of these miners, one is simply shocked . to see. their 
terribly wretched condition. Early in the morning, between 
7 and 8 o'clock, one comes across. groups of miners coming out. 
<•f the pits, pale, exhausted and besmeared with :coal- dust .. 
\Vith their sunken eyes, pale faces and hollowed cheeks, these. 
human skeletons present most pitiable sight and .automatically
the words of the great poet come to our. mind '' what man has· 
made of man ''. No doubt, these miners do not live like normat 
human beings and it would not be over. exaggeration to .say· 
that they are no better than animals.· Huddled together in 
.small rooms measuring on an average 10' x 10' and often so. 
da_mp and dark as to become unfit for human habitation, these. 
mmers generally live lives which are a disgrace to any society. · 
In the~e small rooms which normally cannot accommodate 
more than two persons, we have seen . huddled ·together 
generally five tl) seven persons; and not unoften two to three 
couples live in the same room. Can there be a greater induce
ment to corruption and a greater disgrace- to society than this t'. 
It. is a di~grare to those who provide these houses and a disgrace 
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to those who liv~ in them, and a disgrace to society which must 
see that such things are not tolerated in future. 

But the miners' miseries do not end there. The wages 
paid to them are also disgraceful. On the highest computa
tion and according to the Government of India figures, a t:'oal 
cutter got in December 1937 annas 0-9-3 daily and a lo:tder 
annas 0-8-0 daily and the wages of other skilled and unskilled 
labourers underground, in the open workings and on the 
surface, also averaged between annas 0:..4-6 to annas 0-10-0. 
But this is what was paid by the companies; it is very difficult 
to say whether even this small amount went into the pockets 
of the workers, thanks to the various illegal and underhand 
deductions that are made by the supervising sta~. On further 
calculations we find that on the avera~e coal-cutters and loaders 
do not work for more than 4t to 5 days in a week and their 
monthly income is not more than Rs. 9 to Rs. 11 per month. 
1The monthly wages of other workers also come close to this and 
on this small income the poor miner is to support his whole 
family consisting generally of himself, his wife and one or 
two small children. And this is why after coming out of the 
mines-· the living grave-where-he spends from nine to eleven 
hours of his precious time daily, and not finding the where
withal to support his family, he takes shelter behind the wine 
bottle and, leaving his wife and children to starve, ~oes to 
sleep generally on the naked floor and gets up like a lifeless 
machine when the hour to go underground draws near. To 
ptit it in a nutshell, from living grave to the wine shop, that 
is his life, and all thoughtf11l persons will agree that life on 
such a wage is hardly tolerable. It is but miseral·le comfort
less existence, without job, without hone, a mockerv of our 
~xistence, a blight upon our national life. And as Professor 
Neville 1t:foss has rightly put it, " since the getting of coal 
demands a big expense of energy, it is clear that a miner needs 
plenty of good food to enable him to do his work. The question 
of wages thus arises. If wages fall too low one of two things 
must happen, either the miner has to do with less food and 
in consequence reduce his work-output or he has to maintain 
his work-output and dietary standard at the expense of his 
fainily. The importance, therefore, of wages in relation to 
adequate dietary standard must be fully grasped by the 
industry ". We cannot improve upon the words of the 
]earned Professor. Suffice it to say that the wages paid to 
the workers in the coal industrv are much below the subsistence 
level and it is in the interest of the coal owners and the colliery 
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'proprietors themselves that the _wages are ra~sed sufficiently 
hiah lest there should be a total breakdown m the normal 
labo~r force. ·If higher wages are paid to the poo~ ~iners and 
if in consequence their capacity for work-qutput IS mcreased, 
it is bound to decrease the proportionate overhead and super
~ising charges· and ultimately is bound to increase the actual 
mcomes. 

Something about the actual working conditions also. ·No 
one can deny ·that those who work in the coal industry have 
to exert their utmost during the period of employment and 
know no rest while on duty. And there 'is reason for that. 
If a safety man working underground neglects his duty or goes 
to sleep, not only he endangers his own life or the property but 
he may endanger the lives ·of hundreds of his fellow workers 
working inside the mine. Naturally he has to be extra cautious 
.and has to tax his energies to the utmost. And this involves
a serious strain on his nervous system. Hence it is essential 
that he gets enough rest to recoup the previous exhaustion. 
Necessarily his hours of employment daily must be sufficiently 
sma_ll. But to our utter dismay we find that inspite of the 
statutory limitation of nine hours per day ·or fifty-four hours 
per week a workman has to spend generally over ten to eleven 
_hours daily and often more, with the result that often on the 
fl.rst day of the week, workers, more specially miners, find 
themselves unable to go to their duties. But those who are the 

. ··permanent employees have to attend ·daily, notwithstanding the 
exhaustion and hence at times they go to sleep while on duty 
:with the result that accidents have become so common and so 
normal a feature in the coalfields. Not unofte-n we hear of 
boiler men and pump khalasis working in two shifts; that is, 
they work for twelve hours daily. No doubt in limited cases 
overtime allowances are paid to them. But this, in itself, is 
a dangerous thing because it is most unhealthy to ~ive over-· 
time allowances to some when thousands of people are tin
employed. But even this is an exception rather than a rule 

• and we have reason to say that in a large number of cases, when 
the 'Yorke~s, due to over work and exhaustion, are compelled 
to be negligent and careless at times, the colliery proprietors 

. ta_ke · advant_age of their faults and dismiss them generally 
.Without notice and occasionally even without clearing their 
dues. Often, when these proprietors find people who, due to 
unemployment, agree to work on lower wages, some· pr-etexts 
nre found out and old employees are dismissed· on. mere flimsy 
grot_Inds. _ And we are not ashamed to say that the- Indian 
coJhery proprietors are the worst sinner~ i]i this res)'>ect.:· · 
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Naturally, the pit life of the miner, to-da!·· is in many 
respects, analogous to his ways and social conditions. It is a 
hard oppressive -life; a life which ·L.a..~ made thousands of 
human beings dumb dri,·en cattle and 1mfit for der-....ent wciety. 
These :miners go down the mines with their picks and shovel:::, 
r:ut co!ll like lifele3s machines and es:po~e themseh-es to untold 
hardships and accidents. And when they come out, they find 
themselves thoroughly broken and exhausted, with the result 
that, in the very prime of their lives, they look like so many 
skeletons numbering the days of their lives. 

And lastly, a word about the employment conditions. As 
one moves about in the collieries, one finds that, though the 
actual miners are generally not much in excess of the actual 
requirements, unemployment amongst those who work m the 
permanent departments of the collieries, both underground and 
the surface, is appealing. On the lowest computation as many 
of these men are une~ployed as are employed and this works 
to the entire satisfaction and advantage of the colliery owners . 
. Taking advantage of the presence of such a large number of 
unemployed men all over the coalfield, these employers go on 
reducing the scale of pay of the permanent lower supen-ising 
of!lcers and other permanent employees, with the result that, 
to-day, the same class of people doing the same type of -work are 
getting on an average much lower wages. If the pay rolls of 
the selected number of collieries are verified, our statement 
can be amply corroborated. At the mme time. this unemploy
ment induce.~ the proprietors to replace the old hands without 
~iving them dne notice or at times even without clearing their 
di1es.. It is indeed shameful to see every day a number of 
people coming to us and saying that they have been dismissed 
without reason and the very fact that a number of "them have 

·been reinstated on our intervention goes to prove that rome
thing is seriously wrong with the employment syste:i;Il and it 
uust be set right soon. 

· We thus come to the conclusion that the workers working 
in the coalfields are the worst sufferers in the country and not 
onJy tbeir housing, sanitary and social conditions are horrible, 
they al3o get the lowest wages, not only in India, hut in ~he 
whole world, with the excE"ption of ,Japan. EYen according 
to \YhitJev Commi!O!"ion Repo1t a coal-cutter v-<:ts, en an 
:Average, Rs. l(l to Rs. 15 per month and 0:1 · this meagre 
amount he find3 it impossible to make his fwo ends mt:et. 
Hrrxe-. they !iYe c:1 star\D.tion waqes ~md wear rags. It is a 
~iti.::.t.le sight to se~ in these ('old winter nights groups of 
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miners sitting by the roadside clad in ra~s waitir:g f~r the 
private lorries ~J convey_ them_ back to th~u homes m d_1stant 
:villages. _ And_ the way m wh:ICh these mmers ~re put m t~e 
lorries is also terrible. One IS shocked to see m a lorry, m 
which hardly 30 men _cari. pe accommodated, 50. to 60 men 
huddled together, each bemg crushed. by the we1gh_t of the 

. other. It is strange that even the Indw.n Motor Veh1cles Act 
has no mercy ·for these poor people because these private lorry 
owners cannot -?e punished. for excessive overl~ading. The 
poverty and helplessness of the workers has mcreased so 
much and . to-day they are so much oppressed and exploited 
that they have become desperate. This is why labour troubles 
have become so common these days in this coalfield. It is 
wrong to suppose that strikes and other kinds of labour troubles 
~He necessarily the cre~tions of agitators. Though there is no 
(iearth of irresponsible men and agitators out to fish in the 
troubled waters, the root cause of this lies in the terrible 
anarchy, exploitation, oppression, taunts, and pinpricks, of 
which workers are the perpetual victims. Hence, if the 
Government and the capitalists alike are anxious to set things 

. right_and to secure industrial peace, they will have to do away 
with all these .. Unless the workers' standard of living is 
raised, unle-ss they get minimum wages enough for the mairi.
tenance of their ownselves as well as their families and unle.ss 
they are well housed and well educated and well treated, they 
will ever remain exposed to outside agitation and form the 
weakest link in the body politic. -And, naturally, we come to 

. the conclusion that there should be radical reform in the coal 
industry and the relations between the capitalists and the 
workers should be so adjusted as the workers-the majority 
of· whom are no better than slaves-should feel that they are 
the part. and parcel of the industry itself and instead of being 
m~re wage-earners they . are the actual partner6 of it. And 
th1s naturally leads us to the question of nationalisation of the 
industry. But more about it hereafter. 

This, in short, is the state of things as it obtains in the 
~alfields to-dav. And from whatever .we have been able to 
gather so far, wwe have come to the definite conclusion that 
wo~ker~' lo_t _is terribl~ and Government can d~ a lot t~ improve 
their condition. It IS fortunate that the B1bar Government 
b_as appointed a Committee to enquire into the laban.r condi
tiOns and tC? report to the Government on all problems affecting 
the well-bemg and the socinl and economic conditions of the 
~or]_\:e_rs. ~Ve,. therefore, take the . opportunity of placing 
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before the ;Labour· Enquiry Committee certain important 
suggestions which if adopted and given effect to, can go a long 
wa:v to ameliorate the lot of the toiling masses eking out their 
hard cheerless and joyless life in this coalfield. We take up 

· the matte;r in detail item by item. 

RECRUITMENT. 

First and foremost is the question of recruitment and 
~mployment of the labour force. Though habits are changing 
to-day and a fairly large percentage of labour force, say 50 per 
cent, has· become stationary, still unlike other perennial 
factories, labour force in the coalfields is floating. Hence arises 
the necessity of sending out recruiters to recruit labourers from 
distant villages in the various districts of this province as well 
as frcm outside. Generally, three systems are followed for 
recruitment. Firstly, the whole process from the cutting of 
coal underground to the loading into the railway wagons, is 
entrusted to raising contractors who recruit' their own labour, 
meet recruiting charges and do all other things. Secondly, 
some miner sardars recruit labour for which they are paid a 
certain amount of money and when these labourers begin 
working they are responsible for them and draw a fixed com-

. mission on every tub of coal cut by the miners under their 
charge. And thirdly, the company send out their own 
recruiters and they recruit labourers much in the same way as 
before mentioned. No doubt in all these methods adopted for 
the recruitment of labour a certain amount of money is spent 
by the companies. And the recruiting charges go to add to 
the raising cost of coal. But whatever is known of the 
methods of recruitment and the ways in which poor workers 
are brought from distant villages to this coalfield, we are 
definitely of opinion that this .system must end. It is said that 
the recruiters are always paid by the compftnies the railway 
ur the lorry fares for the miners plus their fooding charges 
in the way. 'Eut not unoften these people taking advantage 
of the backwardness of the miners and their addiction to dri~k 
evil, cheat them on their way and bring them here on foot all 
the way from their homes in distant parts of Gaya, :Monghyr, 
Hazaribagh and l\fanbhum, etc. And the worst part of it is 
that often these miners are not given sufficient food to sustain 
them on their journey. It is said that recruiters so arrange 
that whenever, during the course of the day, miners pass 
a toddy or a wine shop. they are paid an anna or two to meet 
their e·xpenses there and that one anna worth of wine so much 
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j"ntoxicates them that they travel ~ve! to the seC?n~ wine shop 
and ultimately to the coalfields without haVIng even one 
proper meal during the courEe of thei! jour~ey. Undoubte~ly; 
this is not the general rule but certainly t_his sort of ~xpl?Ita• 
tion goes on during the course of recrmtment. This IS a 
disgrace to civilised society and this must b~ stopped once f9r 
all. 

But then the question arises as to how to supply labourers 
in the coalfields; No doubt, so long as this process of recruit
ment continues uncontrolled, some sort of exploitation of the 
workers will go on. And it will not serve our purpose if we· 
simply condemn the process and sympathise with poor workers. 
Hence we have to think out some other ways whereby- we may;· 
solve the problem of labourers here. · · 

On a careful enquiry we find that out of the average daily 
working population of the Jharia coalfields nearly half have 
becoma stationary, that is, they do not go to t-heir homes in 
distant villages; roughly 25 per cent are seasonal ~d 25 per 
cent come daily to the coalfield either on fo<Jti or. _on Iorey; 
supplied by the various raising contractors and compap.i~s. 
If ·we take into consideration the number of those who ... are 
idle,. we find that their number is also not i!lsignificant. ~y 
a little bit of propaganda and by a little inducement in th~ 
form of good working conditions and good pay these peop~e 
may Yery soon become permanent. Naturally, by almost no 
effort on the part of the Government and the colliery proprie
tors, nea~ly 75 per cent of their daily requirement may be
come statwnary. Furthermore, on a closer study of the figur~s 
of total working population living in the coalfields~ we find 
that the tendency to become permanent is daily increasing. 
'And though even now nearly 50 per cent of the workers eith(lr 
gf) ~ack to the~r vi_lla$es every year or come and go back to 
their homes dally, It Is not so much due to their love for the 
villag~ life, as ~~e to. the terribly hard housing and working 
conditions obtammg m the coalfields, as well as the terribly .. 
low standard of the wages paid to them: Generally the workers 
from distant places c~me to the coalfields becaus~ they are no 
longez:. requir~d there, as their ancestral agricultural farms 
pr?ve ~nsuffic1ent to meet their family requirements and they 
thmk It necessary to add some money from outside. They,. 
.therefore, come .to th~ coalfields thinking that they will make 
son:e mon~y. which Will go to defray some of the expenses of 
thE>u families. But on_ coming here they are disillusioned; 
they find that after terribly hard work they cannot eYen inake 



two ends meet, Bot to speak of sending some money home. And 
in sheer disgust, partly in order to arrange for the debts and 
other dues at home and partly to mitigate the terrible monotony 
of life here, they run away to their village homes. This Etate 
()f things must end and we are in complete agreement with the 
;\Vhitley Commission Report that '' a shortage of Iacour and 
the nece~sity of Eending out emissaries to recruit indicate that 
.all is not well with the industry and we would emphasize the 
importance of making conditions sufficiently attracting to 
:Secure labour without recourse to systematic recruitment ". 
!As a matter of fact, some of the mine managers are of opinion 
that the best advertisement for recruiti:dg is not the emissary 
in the distant village, but the good conditions in the mine itself. 
~nd· it cannot be denied that, though . these days much more 
labourers are required in the coalfields, they are more easily 
;:tvailable than they were before. 

EMPLOYMENT AND LABOUR ExcHANGE . 

. ·We thus come to the conclusion that this vicious system 
of recruitment in the coalfields must end. If at any time a 
general census of the working population in the coalfields is 
taken, .it will be found that the labour force stationary on· the 
.field is almost sufficient for the purpose. All that we propose 
is to have a correct idea of the exact number of workers living 
here. 'And this must be done as soon as possible. And for 
this Government must find out a machinery. We believe that 
.the establishment of a Labour Exchange for this coalfield will 
ao. It will serve a double purpose. It will serve the purpose 
<>f the recruitment of the labourers whenever necessity may 
arise. It will also put a stop to all sorts of illegal and unjust 
'dismissals that are so common in the coalfields. This Labour 
!Exchange must be established and run by Government. But 
:to help it and to see that it has smooth working,. it must be 
assisted by an advisory committee on which workers_, and 

·employers' representatives should be equally represented. 
!Jn the office of the Labour Exchange all details about the 
~orkers should be kept and it should be so arranged that when-'
ever any colliery is in need of more labourers, it may write to 
the Labour Exchange wherefrom the labourers may be supplied 
to that particular colliery. From our practical experience we 
lmow that the number of some classes of workers, say the load
ing coolies-workers who load coal in the railway wagons-is 
far in excess of the actual requirement. The result is that as 

.l}ley :worJ~ in gangs and are paid coUective wages, their weekly 
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.wages are so low ns to average between annas 0-12-0 toRs. 1-8-0 
per week. . And yet we know ~ha.t more and mor~ people come 
from outside. to do the same JOb and thereby, brmg down the 
aver3,o·e daily wages "Jf the workers. Hence, if the Labour 
Exch~nge works· properly ~nd if the colliery_ proprietors _co
operate, then by simple adJustments and by simply spreadmg 
the workers uniformly over the whole coalfield and· also ~y 
inducing the workers in those collieries where they are far m 
excess of the actual requirements to go over to that colliery 
which is compelled to import labour from outside, :we C!Ul 
set things _right and can almost stop recruitment from afar as 
well as the problem of the terribly low wages. Even if after 
these adjustment~ it is found that recruitment from outside is 
necessary, . men in charge of the Labour Exchange_ should be 
left in sole charge of it. They should be entrusted :with chalk
ing out a programme for the same. 

But much depends on the way the work is done and the 
co~operation that is received both from the colliery proprietors 

· as well as from the labour leaders. 'Ve are sure that it is · 
not i~possible of achievement and a properly organised Labour. 
Exchange will ultimately succeed in solving the problems that 
prove so difficult of solution to-day. It must be arranged that 
on· one particular day the number of all employed and un
employed men is recorded from colliery to colliery; From that 
day onwards the names of all the dismissed hands must be 

· reported to the Exchange Office and the reasons of dismissal 
must be clearly stated. At the same time, if any individual 
colliery. requires more labourers, 'instead of sending out its 
recruiters outside, it should write to the Exchange Office whose 
business it must be to supply labour to that colliery from 
amongst tho~e who are on its unemployment list. Undoubtedly, 
it would _not be easy to b~ successful soon and the number of 
the une_mplo~red may be ~ufficjently high in the beginning, 
but ultimately the system IS bound to work and we may, during 
th~ course of a few years, find that not only the list· of the 
~nemplored. has dwindled down but the problem of unjust and 
1llegal dismissals has. also been s_olved. And automatically the 
problem of the security of services of the employees will also 
be so_lved. No doubt, employers will plead that by agreeing 
to tht~ L~bo:tr Exc~~nge they forfeit their right of employing 
and diml!ssmg their labourers at their own sweet will. But 
the~r will hah• to realise that the time of dealing with labour 
as dumb driYen cattle is oYer and it is not their concern alone 
to employ a man and dismiss him as and when they please. 
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They will haYe to realise that they deal with labour organised 
into Trade Univns and will have to hear workers' repre2entatin•s 
before workers are dismissed. Through we are to-day not 
properly organised, still we can confidently hope for the day 
on which we workers may become so much orgnni~ed and 
conscious as no individual employer will ever engage a worker 
who is riot a member of any genuinely organised union, just 
as they are doing to-day in England and in other indmtrially 
advanced countries. We belieYe, if Government gave effect to 
our recommendations about the establishment of a Labour 
Exchange in the coalfield, it would go a long way to help both 
the workers and the capitalists in the realisation of their 
cherished dreams. 

RAisiNG CoNTRACToRs. 

As the raising contractors have also to do a lot about 
recruitment and employment and as they also form a very 
important lillk in the exploitation of the coal resources of this 
coalfield, it would not be out of place here to say a few words 
about them also. I have no hesitation in saying that the~e 
middlemen, whose only business is to make as much money as 
possible, form a most vicious circle and this svstem must end 
once- "for all. This system has proved so unfortunate to the 
~vorkers and so injurious to the coal resources of the nation 
that even the Royal Commission on Labour had to admit as 
follows. " The raising contractor_ receives a fixed payment 
per ton, in return for which he recruits the workers, mines the 
ooal and loads it into wagons. We have found it to be 
generally true that worh.-men employed by salaried managers, 
who are personally responsible for their workers, receive more 
consideration than these employed by the contractors, and we 
do not think that the coal mining industry forms an exception 
to this rule. But there are reasons peculiar to the coalfields 
which,· in our view render a system. of employment through 
contractors, involving divided responsibility for labour, open 
to special objection. Both in law and in fact the manager js 
responsible for the safety of the workmen; he determines where 
coal shall be worked and his decision has the closest effect on 
the security of the miners. But even the safety men are not 
the managers' subordinates, being selected and paid by the 
contractors. The law also holds the manager responsible for 
compliance with its provisions in respect of hours of. work, 
holidays, the employment of women, etc. As a rule he has also 
respo:r;tsibility for housing and other matters (e.g., -water-supply) 
nfl'ectmg the :welf;:tre of the workers outside ~he mine.· .X et he 
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has no responsibility for the selection of the ~orkers, the dis~ 
tribution of their work, the payment of their wages or ev~n 
the ;numbers employed. 'Ve beheve that, whatev:er the ~ey1ts 
of the system in primitive times, it is now desirable, 1f th~ 
management· is to discharge completely the complex respons1~ 
bilities laid upon it by the law and equity, that the manager 
should ·have full control over the selection, hours of work and 
payment of the workers ''. · 

As no stronger arguments are necessary agains~ this 
system we suggest that this system should be abolished w1thout 
delay. If this system is abolished and if the huge amount of 
money that goes to add to the luxury of the contractors, is 
distributed among the workers, the problem of wages can be 
solved to a very great extent without meaning any serious loss 
to the actual income of the colliery proprietors. But a still 
greater argument against this system is that it is terribly 
detrimental to the coal resources of the nation. The raising 
contractors' only motive being, to make as much money as they 
can, they never pay attention to the proper mining methods. 

· And as it is impossible for the companies' supervising staff to 
make proper inspection dr..e to the dual control, mines worked 
by the raising contractors are bound to be worked on unsound 
rasis and hence is the necessity of abolishing this system all the 
more. The best interest of the nation demands it. 

MINER-SARDARS. 

A word about the miner-sardars also. In many of. the 
collieries coal is cut and loaded in the tubs underground by 
miners who work in gangs under miner-sardars. These sartlars 
get a fixed commission per tub of coal raised by the workers 
under their charge. But on a closer analysis we find that 
though this system is not an altogether unmixed good to the 
workers, still it is not analogous to the systems prevailing. 
in textile and other industries, that is, the system of t2king 
work from the workers by jobbers or muka/ldams. Tbes'e 
joh~ers a_re. generally paid by the comp~nies and their only 

· husmess IS to take as much work as possible from the workers. 
Unlike the jobbers the.miner-sardars get commission on the 
tub of coal raised and the· more the workers are happy under 
t~cm, the more is their work-output and automatically the · 
higher the remuneration to t!lc sarclrtrs. Hence instead of 
badly treating these rriners the sardars have to keep tlienr 
happy and contented .and at times are even compelled to flattec 
them, lest they should run away to some other. collieries. 
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Renee, though _it cannot be said that this system is faultless 
and cannot be .Improved upon, still we are of opinion that so 
~ong as any oth_er_better syste~ of taking work from the miners 
Is not evolved, It IS better to give preference to this system than 
to any other system obtaining in the collieries at present. 

HousiNG. 

The problem of housing is one of the most important and 
difficult problems in the coalfields. In the entire Jharia coal
field, with the exception of Jharia, K.irkend and Katras, the1e 

· are almost no villages. Hence the entire labour force lives in 
the houses provided by. the colliery proprietors. But the total 
number of houses provided for the entire labour force is much 
below the actual requirements and if normal accommodation 1s 
provided for ea~h worker, keeping in view the healthy s::mitary 
cond'itions, the existing houses cannot accommodate more than 
one third of the total labouring population. 

· All the dhaurahs or dwelling houses of _the miners are of 
·a peculiar type, the arched dhaurahs being the most popular 
and common. The Jharia Mines Board of Health has laid down 
certain definite plans for the erection of thes-e dhaurahs and 
they cannot .be declared fit for human habitation unless they 
are passed and licensed by the said Board. But th~ by~!-laws 
of the Board have become dead letters and most of the J haurahs 
which should have been demolished long before, are still stand
ing and though unfit for human habitation are being freely 
used. 

The general type of dha~trahs is the big barrack types, 
some with back to back rooms, others with rooms on one side 
only. Each barrack contains, on an average, from 10 to 12 
~ooms; each room measuring roughly 10' x 10' x 7'. In these· 
small rooms, which are often so damp and dark as they become 
unfit for human habitation and which normally cannot ;lccom
r;nodate more than two persons, we find at times five to 3ev~u 
persons huddled together and not unoften two to three courJle" 
living in the same room. And this over-crowding becom~s- dll 
the more obnoxious when during days of good market cond1t10n. 
colliery proprietors import more labourers for raic:ing more coJ.l. 
'.fhe life in these dhaurahs becomEs all the more trouble-some 
when, due to having ovens in front of the ro-Jms, smoke r~sh~s 
in to the rooms and makes the whole atmosphere \nthm 
P<>isonous. Hence, the first thing neces2ary for any_ scheme 
for housing within coalfields is to provide sep:'lrate k1tc~ens. 
But w~ b£>1ieve that, left to themselves, the colliery propnetors 
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:will not· arrange for enoug~ houses·for the W?rkers. They care 
more for their pocket and If by accommo<Latmg more labourers 
in the same room they can cany on, they will be the last· 
persons to do· otherwise.. The tendency to carry on with t~e 
existing number. of houses may increase more and more 1n, 
future, because with the change in the ideas of the people about 
their social and economic relations of the capitalists and the 
workers and also with the growing demand of the nationalisa~ 
tion of the industry~ the capitalists may feel insecure and 
instead of investing more money on non-productive items, may 
prefer to wait and mark time. But on the other hand, the 
housing problem cannot be postponed even for a year and hen~ 
the Government .will have to pay special attention to it .. 
There is no dearth of colliery proprietors who take ~helter 
behind the existing tenancy legislations and say that as they 
have no surface right; they cannot build more houses for their 
workers. It is, therefore, ess«:>ntial for the Government to take 
special measures and ~o arrange that adequate number of 
houses are built soon. The best course to follow, in ou17 
opinion, is to draw out 13, complete scheme of housing for the
entire Jharia. coalfield and for this purpof>'e the services of 
expert engineers should be requisitioned. 'Vhen the scheme is 
ready, the Government should give subsidy to the proprietors 
and compel them to complete the scheme by investing an equal 
amount from their own pocket. Government should raise 

. special loan for the purpose and the same should be repaid in 
· instalments every year from the money raised from the various 
employers in "the form of house cess for a number of years. We 
believe that what the Cawnpore Labour Textile Enquiry Com
mittee recommended for solving the problem of housing in 
Cawnpore will do with little modifications if necessary. But 

before any Echeme is chalked out, all the old and rotten houses 
must be abolished and the new ones must be so constructed as 
each one of them may serve the purpose of a small family 
quarter with a kitchen at a suitable distance from the bed-room 
and with a shade or verandah in' front of the room. · And at 
least as many new houses should be built as may make it 
possible for two men at the most to live in each of them. · 

HEALTH AND MEDICAL FACILITIES. 

The general health of the workers in the coalfield is very 
bad. It is due as much to the bad housing condition, as to 
under feeding and insanitary conditions both above and under
ground. Though the Jharia :Mines Board of Health has been 
Ppecially created to look after the health and sanitation in the 
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coal-field, it cannot be said that it has made any material 
alteration in the health of the workers. The bye-laws of the 
Board are honoured more in their breach than in their observ
~nce. And constituted as this Board is, to-day we cannot 
expect any better result. The Board is composed of members 
who ·are nominated and who represent the capitalists and 
naturally, the Chid Medical Officer or any other Health Officer 
cannot compel the colliery owners to observe even the elementary 
laws of the Mines Board of Health provided he touches the 
pocket of these proprietors. As a High Medical Officer very 
candidly put it, these officers care more for their jobs than for 
the lot of the poor miners. 

· The Law lays it down that every colliery proprietor must 
have one doctor and must provide for at least first-aid 
materials in the collieries and must maintain a small dispensary. 
No doubt, this law is observed; but it would not be an over 
exaggeration to say that it is the most cruel joke played upon the 
miners. vVith the exception of the Tatas and a few European 
collieries which provide fairly tolerable medical facilities, 
maintain hospitals and keep whole time doctors, most of the 
collieries keep part time doctors who seldom go to the dhaurahs 
of the poor workers and hardly attend to their needs. Most of 
these even do not go to the collieries a.nd fill up the records in 
the registers at their homes. Others go to the collieries but 
content themselves by attending to the dependant&- of the super-

- vising staff only. And the very fact that some of these doctors 
serve as doctors for 8 to 10 collieries goes to prove that the whole 
system is bogus and fraudulent and the doctors work in name 
only. · Had there been a sufficient number of good and publio 
hospitals, both public and Government, workers' miseries 
could have been mitigated to a large extent. But the very fact 
that there are only two small non-colliery hospitals in th~ coal-: 
field, one at Jharia and the other at Dhanbad, the workers die 
daily unatte.l.\ded, uncared for and unheard. The women's lot 
is all the more terrible as there is no proper provision, what
soever, for attending to their female diseases and to help them 
in di.flicult maternity cases. 

The health of the workers suffers to a great extent dne to 
bad water-supply, specially for bathing and other p~rposes. 
So far as drinking purposes are concerned, T?P?hanchi ,:Wll;ter 
is sufficiently good. But when we find that It IS the dirtiest 
tanks-thn water of which is so dirty as we are unable to ~ouch 
it-workers come and "-ash their bodies into, we are hornfiecL 
The L.-...thing arrangement forms a mo&t important item in the 
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coal-industry and there must be proper arrangement for shower 
baths. Some of the collieries are doing that and the others cart 
do a lot only if tliey care to do so. Therefore, Government must 
pay special ·attention to it and compel the proprietors to do 
the same without delay. 

Btit nothing is possible unless there is a radical change in 
the constitution .of the Jharia Mines Board of Health which 
is primarily responsible for tP,e health of the worker$. So long 
as this Board remains a tool in the hands of the capitalists .and 
so long as the Medical Officers attached to this Board do not 
feel themselves independent of the colliery proprietors, nothing 
material can be done towards the improvement of the sanitary 
and medical conditions. It is, indeed, shameful that, in this 
age of democracy, when all the institutions have become elected, 
this Board remains nominated with a High Government Official 
as its permanent Chairman. The Government must make this 
Board a board of health and welfare, with elected members on 
it, as recommended by the Royal Commission on Labour. And 

· the Chief Medical Officer must be a man who should be immune 
from all indirect and direct influences. Unless something of 
this kind is done, no matter what bye-laws are made for the 
good of the poor workers, they will ever remain dead letters and 
things will go on as before. 

HouRs OF woRKS. 

The miners' health has a lot to do with his worki.ng 
conditions and. the hours of work. It cannot be denied that the 
workers engaged in the coal industry are required to put up 
with the hardest working conditions and have to tax their 
energy to such an extent that they become exhausted and unfit 
for work comparatively sooner than the average workers engaged 
in other industrie~ and factories. Hence arises the question of 
limiting the hours of work both underground and on the sur
face. But the existing regulations tell a different tale and 
while the whole world has almost driven towards the adoption 
of .8 hours shift per day and 40 to 48 hours per week at the 
maximum, a miner in this coalfield is compelled always to 
spend more than th~ statutory time limit, that is, he always 
spends more than nme hours underground.· As a matter of 
fact, miners work in two shifts generally and he~ce, they 
generally remain .underground for more than nine hours; not 
nnoften even 10 to 11 hours. For other k-inds of workers 
also, for instance, the boilerman and pump khalasi, the general 
rule 1s to \\'Ot'k i~ two shifts only. Though for other cJass of 
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people there are three shifts, it cannot .he said that it is a general 
rul~ and g~nerally, workers are reqmred to work for a longer 
penod of time than what the law of the land permits. 

If ~e take into c?nsider~tion the working hours under
ground m a t;tumber of 1~dustnally ~dvanced countries we come 
to the followmg conclusiOn :- · 

:A miner works for :-

'1 hours ~ day ~nd 40 hours a week in Spain, 

7! hours a day and 45 hours a week in Belgium and 
Holland, 

7! hours ~ day in Great· Britain, 
· 48 hours a week in Turkey, 

7! hours a d~y and 40 hours a week in France (super
vising staff), 

38 hoars and 40 minutes a week in France (miners), 

7 liours a day in U. S. S. R. {But. the period is 
· reduced to 6 hours a day only for a large number 

of miners), 
8_hours a day in At~stria and Canada. 

10 hours a day in Japan, 

9 hours a day and 54 hours a week in India. 

From the figures quoted above we find that with the 
exception' of Japan nowhere in the world the working hours of 
the miner_s exceed a weekly limit· of 48 hours; generally the 
tendency is to reduce it to a 40 hours weekly limit. And 
generally this daily time limit does not mean only the actual 
time spent at the working places, but the time calculated from 
the moment tlie miners come to the pit-head to take lamps and 
the time when they again return to the pit-head. The working 
day of a miner includes a succession of widely differP-nt opera
tions-preparing for the descent, the descent itself, tha 
fiourney from the pit-bottom to the working place, the work there 
(interrupted by breaks or other stoppages), the return to the 
pit-bottom, tlie ascent 4> the pit-head, the handing in of the 
lamps, and baths, etc. · i 

Even in India the statutory limit of a 9 'hours day 
includes both the winding time~. but unfort~tely, the 111iuers 
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are compelled to remain JIDdergro.und alo:r:e ~or m?re than 9 to 
10 hours per day·, wh~t to speak of the wmdm~ times and th~ 
time taken up above m the course of preparat10n to go under
ground. On being asked as to why the miners remain under
ground for usua1ly long hours, they tell a most pitiable story. 
The shorta()"e and irregularity"of tubs is primarily responsible 
for it. As 

0

a matter ot fact, even if a miner has, during the 
course· of six hours, cut sufficient coal to earn as much money as 
he earns daily, he cannot get a single pie for it unless the same is 
loaded in the tubs. But as; in the majority of cases, tubs are not 
adequately supplied, miners have to waste a number of hours 
underground in that poisonous and dirty atmosphere. The 
miners know that if they leave the coal unloaded, it will mean 
so many hours lost to them and hence instead of going out of 
the mines at the appointed hours, they wait inside for some 
time more and leave the working places only when they have 
got tubs and have filled them. If, therefore, proper arrange
ments are made for tubs and if only as many miners are allowed 
to work underground as can get adequate number of tubs, they 
can earn more than what they are earning to-day and that also 
in a· much smaller number of hours. It is admitted pn all 
hands that much of the time of the miner is usually wasted, 
underground. 

As the spending of more time doe~ not only mean a danger, 
to the health of the miners but as it means a danger to the 

. industry and coal resources of ·the nation also, the working 
hours must be sufficiently reduced. Let us make it more clear. 
'Ve k-now that tliose who work more than what they normally 
can do, are sure to be exhau~ted and are easily liable to be 
negligent in their duties. But as negligence in a mine means 
much more than what it does in a factory or in another industry, 
we must try to give as much rest to the miners as we can~ 
Naturally, we consider eight hours a day, including winding 
times, to be the maximum daily limit for the miners and all 
other workers engaged in the coal industry. By reducing the 
time limit to an eight-hour-a-day not only can the rate of 
accidents be decreased, but the efficiency of the workers can 
also be ·raised. And if there is proper supply of tubs to the 
miners in comparatively shorter hours they can earn more than 
what they are normally doing. At the same time thev reduce 
the o>erhead and establishment charges, which naturally means 
greater profit to the proprietors. 

A few words about the overtime allowances. It is really 
a matter of great pity that, though unemployment amon!!St the 

. . 0 
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permanent and weekly and monthly-paid workers is appalling, 
still a vast majority of the employed men are required to work 
overtime. This type of overtrme work should be discouraged 
as far as possible. But if it becomes unavoidable, it must be 
paid at a sufficiently higher rate than what the worker 
;normally earns. In our opinion, for every type of overtime 
work a worker must be paid for each hour of the work done at 
the rate of the remuneration for two normal hours. But so 
far as this coalfield is concerned, overtime allowance is almost 
non-existent and workers do not at all get any remunerati.on for 
the extra hours. Not only that; people workmg on Sundays 
and holidays also do not get any overtime allowance. Asked 
as to why they work overtime, the workers say that if they 
refuse to work overtime they may incur the displeasure of their 
&uperior officials which may ultimately niean their dismissal 
on, either one pretext or the other. Undoubtedly, the security 
of service in the coalfields is so small that a worker remains 
constantly in danger of loosing his job and naturally, instead 

, of disobeying his officers, though justly and rightly, he prefers 
. 'killing himself inch by inch by doing hard overtii]le work for 
~:which he gets no remuneration. This practice must be stopped 
· and it must be made clear to all that he who takes overtime work 

without paying proper remuneration commits crime fer which 
~e may be prosecuted before any law court. 

"\VAGES. 

The problem of the wages of the workers engaged in the 
coal industry is terribly embarrassing. After working for 
such long hours ev.ery day and after taxing hig energy almost 
to the breaking point, a worker does not get even subsistence 
wages and generally he and his family live on starvation wages. 
As will be evident from the figures quoted below, the highest 
recorded figure for daily wages of the coal cutter per day wa~ 
not more than annas 9 and pies 3 and that of a loader annas 5 
per day during December 1937. "\Ve may take it to be the 
highest avera~e recorded wages. The wages of other workers 
come close to this. But it is doubtful whether even this small 
sum of money goes into the pocket of the workers. On a closer 
enquiry we have found that bribery and corruptions are so 
rampant in the ooalfields and there are so many illegal and· 
unjust deductions that, on an average, at least one fourth of 
the wages paid by the employers do not find their way into the 
pockets of the poor workers. Partly due to these deductions 
and corruptions and partly due to the irregularity of the work 
and stoppages in the course of weekly employments, workPn 
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do pot get what they should normally receiYe. These _oo:.:rup
tions and deductions haYe become so normal that eYen the 
highest colliery authoritie~ have to admit it and only the other 

· da~ a very high colliery authority told me tha~ he was Yery 
much doubtfUl about the workers actually gettmg what was 
generally entered into the books of the c-ompanies. 

Thus, taking everything into consideration, we come to 
the conclusion that nearly seventy-five per cent of the workers 
engaged in this industry do not get more than Rs. 10 per 
month. And with the exception of the managers and a few 
fortunate class of superrising officers who get decent salaries, 
the number of such employees as get more than Rs. 35 to 
Rs. 40 per month may be almost nil. But at the same time 
the number of such workers as get, on an aYerage, Rs .. 4: to 
Rs. 5 per· month is also Tery large. To some it may appear 
o...-er exaggeration, but to those who 1..-now of loading coolies 
and depot coolies working in nrious coke plants, and getting 
an a...-erage of annas 12 toRe. 1 and annas 8 per week, it is no 
.news. Naturally, it would not be wrong to S!IY that the scalE! 
of pay obtaining in the coalfields is scandalous and cannot be; 
tolerated even .for a day, regard being had to the huge profits. 
that most of the collieries are mat.-ing even during these days·· 
of_ bad market condition. 

But then the question arises; can the wages of the workers 
be raised; and should it be raised ¥ We can at the very outset 
.answer these questions . in the affirmatiYe and say· that the 
wages must be raised sufficiently high. In considering the 
question of the increment of wages two things must be taken 
into consideration. Firstly, are the wages Tery low or are 
they · above the subsistence level and sufficient to support the 
"orker and his family! And secondly, if it is raised, can the 
industry bear the increased expenditure thus incurred! So 
far as the first question is concerned there can be no two· 
opinions. · E...-ery one who has seen the..~ workers and their 
terribly wretched condition, will agree that these people are 
living on starvation wages and are 1..-illin!Y themselves and their 

.'families, inch by inch, due to under-f~~- Hence wages 
will have to·be raised sufficiently high. It is ind'eed unbearable 
that working harder than workers in other industries and 
exposing themselves- to far greater risks and accidents, workers 
in the coal industry should get the low-est wages paid to the 
worke~s in the country, nay, all over the world with the 
exception of Japan. 
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But it is on the second point that opinions differ. Taking 
advantage of the bad state of coal trade 4>-day capitalists 
argue that if wages are raised, the industry cannot bear the 
extra expenditure and naturally many of the collieries will 
have to be closed down, which may mean so :roo,ny more workers 
thrown on the streets. But on a closer analysis of the whole 
situation we find that there is no truth whatsoever in these 
statements. And even during these days of hard market cop.
dition which itself is temporary and even to-day shows 
tendency of improvement in the near future, the colliery 
owners, specially those who own first grade coal, are making 
huge profits and by making necessary economies in overhead 
and supervising charges they can make still greater profits. 

Let. lJ.S come to facts. The figures of the output of coal 
per year show that of the total amount 9f coal raised per year, 
nearly seventy-five per cent is first grade coal and only twenty
five per cent is second grade coal. The price of first grade 
coal, so far as we know, has never gone down Rs. 4-8-0 per ton, 
but on the other hand it has gone as high as Rs. 20 toRs. 22 
per ton. No doubt, the price of second grade coal has come 

· as low • as to Re. 1-8-0 per ton, but this also is temporary and 
it is showing signs of improvement. From the Government 
of India figures for the year 1937 we find that 9,479, 775 tons of 
coal was raised during that year. . The output of the year 
1938 is computed to be almost equal to the output of the pre
vious year if not higher. At the same time, even taking the 
figures quoted by the mines department, which are surely 
higher than what is actually paid to the workers, as figures of 

· wages paid to the various classes of workers engaged in the 
industry we find that during the year 1937 for 9,479,775 tons 
of coal ;aised the raising cost, with the exception of the 
.salaries of tl_le high managerial officials; remuneration of the 
managing agents; remunerntion of Directors; depreciation 
:charges; interest charges; and various taxes paid by the 
·collieries was Rs. 1,02,35,656- .The chart given below will 
make it more clear :-

JJNDERGROUND-:-
Overmen and Sirdars-1,272-at Re. 1-2-3 each. month .of 

'26 days, ·get Rs. 4,52,673 per annum. 
Coal"cutters-15,831-at Re. 0-9-3 eacb, month of 20 days_. 

~get Rs. 21,96,551 per annum. · 
·Loaders-10,870-at Re. 0-8-0 eacb month .of .2() tda.J.J, 

;get Rs. 13,04,400 per :annum. ' 
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· Other ~killed la~ur-5,021-at Re. 0-10-3 each month of 
26 days, g~t Rs, ·10,03,572 per annum. ' · 

·Other unskilled labour-. 8,064-at Re. 0-7-0 each, month 
of 26 days, get Rs. 10,96,704,.8-0 per annum. 

OPEN .WORKINGS :-

Overmen and Sirdars-~27-at Re. 0-14-6 each, month of 
26 days, get Rs. 35,909 per annum. : 

Coal-cutters-1,665-at Re. 0-8-6 each, month of 20 days: 
get Rs. 2,12,287-8-0 per annum. 

Loaders-504-at Re. 0-6-9 each, month of 20 days, get 
Rs. 51,03~ per annum. 

Other skilled labour-272-at Re. 0-8-3 each, month of 
26 days, get .Rs. 43,770-8-0 per annum. 

Other unskilled labour-1,3.17-at Re. 0-6-3 each, :mpnth of 
26 days, get Rs. 1,61,003-4-0 per. annum . 

. SURFACE:-· 
. . 

Clerical and supervising staff-2,000-at Re. 1-3-0 each,.
month of 30 days, get Rs. 8,55,000 per annum. 

Skilled labour-4,536-at Re. 0-10-0 each, month of 26 
days, get Rs.· 8,84,520 per annum. 

Unskilled labour-11~281-at Re. 0-6-6 each, month of · 
26 days, get Rs. 14,22,252-12-0 per annum. 

Females-6,883-at Re. 0-4-6 each, month of 26 days. 
get Rs. 6,03,983-4-0 per annum. Total Rs. 1,02,35,656-4-0. 

Raising 9,479, 775 tons wages paid Rs. 10 .. 235, 656-4-0 
that is, on an average, one ton: wages paid Re. 1-1-4. 

Further more, if we take into consideration other expenses 
which the industry has to bear, for instance, the ealaries · of 
general managers, managers and other liighly-paid officials, 
income-tax, road-cess tax, water-tax, royalty tax, and other 
taxes depreciation charges, and such other charges as are paid 
by the companies we find that on an ~verage they vary between 
annas 12 to Re. 1-8-0 per ton. We must carefully note here 
that in case of small collieries the charge& under these heads 
as well as various other heads described above are much smaller 
and their total cost of production per ton cannot be more than 
Re. 1 to Re. 1-4-0 per ton. · . 
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· But talking here of big collieries and first grade coal we 
find that on the highest computation the cost per ton in raising 
first class coal cannot be higher than Rs. 2-4-0 per ton on an 
average. But we may grant a further concession and believe 
it to be Rs. 2-8-0 per ton. From the very fact that many of 
the big and first grade European collieries raising first class coal 
are giving their raising contractors from Re. 1 to Re. 1-4-0 
per ton, they cannot argue that their cost can be higher than 
.what we have computed, if only they do not manipulate figures. 

But first class coal is selling even in these bad market 
days at a rate hot lower than Rs. 4-8-0 per ton; generally it 
is higher. Therefore, we find that even in these days of bad 
market conditions colliery proprietors r~tising first grade coal 
are making a profit at the rate of Rs. 2 per ton at the lo~,vest. 
If out of_ this we set apart annas 8 per ton for the remunera
tion of the managing agents and the interest on the capital 
invested, we take it as almost certain that the industry, even 
in these bad market days is making a huge profit and at least 
Re. 1-8-0 per ton is the net profit of the first class colliery 
proprietors. Taking the total amoup.t of the first grade coal 
.to be roughly seventy-five lakhs tons fo.t the year 1938 from this 
Jharia coalfield we find that the owners of the first grade coal 
have made at least a net profit of one crore fifty lacs for the 
year 1938. Now knowing as the proprietors do that workers'· 
wages are below the subsistent level, if only they set apa1t 
the half of the amount, that is seventy-five lacs, to be distribut
ed amongst the workers, -it can raise their wages by seventy
five per cent. Are the workers wrong in demanding a general 
increase in their wages specially when the wages of almost all 
cLasses of w9rkers have gone lower ~nd lower during the last 
ten years 1 

Though the rate of net profit of the small collieries work
ing good' · second class coal cannot be the ·same, still 
it is difficult to believe that they are running at a loss. No 
doubt they tare unfavourably placed with the companies raising 
first grade coal and if they are to st~nd in the market, they 
must be granted certain relief . 

. - -We have coma to the conclusion that the industry, even 
as it stands to-day, can afford io pay a much higher wage than 
what it is paying to-day. But witP, little economy and reorga
nisation it can, to a great extent, reduce its overhead and 
establishment charges and increase its prices, ·thereby making 
it possible to pay still higher wages. There i$ not the least 
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doubt that the ter:ribly bad stat~ <>f the_ _coal_ industry is pri .... 
marily due_ to the anarchy that 1s preva~l~ng m the. ~oal ~rade. 
There is such a bad cu~throat oompet1t10n prevaihng m the 
coal trade that every-day price_s of coal are going d?wn with 
the result that the wages of the workers are also gomg down 
every day. And r::o long as this cut-thro~:tt co~petiti~n continu~, 
it will give the capitalists a chance to shuk the1r responsi
bilities towards their employees under the pretext of the b~d 
market conditions .. It is, therefore, essential for the Govern
ment to control this cut-throat competition by creating some 
sort of a Coal syndicate-just on the lines of the Sugar Syndi- _ 
cate created by the Government. • 

The policy -of the railways is ~:tlso, to a great extent, 
responsible for creating trouble both ~or the capitalists and 
the work"ers. · Railways being the chief consumers of coal 
dictate to a very great extent the market conditions. Bp_t in 
buying coal from the· market the Railway Board has been 
following a. very dangerous policy. In asking for the tenders 
for supply of coal it also goes in for uneconomic cheapness and 
accepts only such tenders as quote the cheapest rates. 
Naturally so long as the railway collieries, instead of conserv
ing their coal resources for future contingencies, work them 
to- their fullest capacities in place of buying coal ·from th_e 
market and also so long as the dangerous policy of accepting 
the lowest tenders by the Railway Board continues, the colliery 
proprietors and more specially the small colliery owners will 
have a perpetual cause for compLaint. But if the Railway 
Board is compelled to cliange its policy, automatically tM 
price of coal w~ll go high which will leave a fair margin in the 
form of profit to be distributed amongst the ·workers in the 
form of higher wages. And if the Railway Board is further 
forced to ·change its policy towards the freight rate, a lot oan 
be done both for the industry a~d for the poor workers.. As a; 
matter of fact, the freight charged for coal is abnormally high 
and has almost become excessive. If, therefore, the freight 
charges are lower, then even though the coal prices go high, 

· the two together may not mean much change in the prices of 
coal in ~he various parts of .the country and thereby may -not 
mean any change at all for the consumers. We therefore are 
definitely o_f opin~on that the Railway Board sh~uld be pr~ssed 
to c?ange 1ts pohcy towards the coal industry :and instead of 
paymg Jess and less wages to the workers the capitalists 
should also try. to give relief in this direction. · · 

. Bu~ even if this is found not easy of solution due to th~ 
· stlfi attitude of the R9ilway Bo~rd djsplayed ~a fa:r 1:1.nd gu~ 
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to the indifference of the Central Government, much can be 
done if the coal industry is re-organised and the small 
collieries, instead of following separate. policies are grouped 
~gether and, ~f poss~ble, a number of them are merged into 
btgger oompames and thereby effect economy. And even if 
this proves ineffective, a lot can be done if some of the taxes 
borne by the industry are transferred to the consumers, whicli 
though meaning almost nothing for them, may mean a relief 
to the coal industry and a great relief to. the workers. 
:As most of the coal is being consumed bv railways and other 
industries like iron, jute, cotton, etc., "this increase in the 
prices of coal', if any, may not m~n much to them as they 
themselves are making huge profits. 

From what we have written above it is clear that there is 
not the least doubt that even in these bad market days industry 
can bear increased burden in the form of higher wages. And 
if the re-organisation of the industry proceeds, which is 
essential and about which we will write later, it can bea~ 
roughly even hundred per cent increase in the wages of certain 
classes of workers. Considering everything and also consider
ing the absurdly low standard of the wages of the workers, 
we believe that the Government must fix a certain minimum 
:wage. As most of the workers engaged in the industry are 
piece-workers, the Government should so arrange that wages of 
even the lowest paid workers do not fall below Rs. 15 per month 
for 26 working days. About the wages of coal cutters and 
loaders who form the main force in the exploitation of the 
resources of the nation, statutory minimum wage limit must 
be fixed. And we believe that it should be so ::t.rranged that no 
coal cutter and loader gets less than Re. 1 per day, i.e., their 
monthly income should not fall below Rs. 25 per month. In 
the course of the enquiry we have found that there is no 
dearth of coal cutters who can cut as much of coal as can bring 
them Re. 1 per day, but the poor men are victims of so many 
illegal cuts and exactions tbat by the time the money goes into 
their hands a fair proportion of the same finds its way into 
the pockets of their higher officers. No doubt, the colliery 
proprietors will argue that the minimum limit proposed by us 
is too high. But considering the total stoppage of female 
labour underground which has meant extra burden on the 
males and also considering the huge profits that the proprietors 
are making, we think this minimum essential for the workers'· 
very· existence. There may not be dearth of such employers 
who may argue that if this minimum is fixed, the workers will 
b~m~ more idle ~~ will cut le&g and ].es~ coal. .But lmman 



nature as it is, we cannot believe this thepry, and hope tha,t, 
with the changes in the ideas and outlook of the :!Iliners, with 
the change in the social relation of the people and with betteli 
working and housing conditions in the coalfields, miners' lo~ 
will become cheerful, thereby making them more efficient~_ 
Instead of wasting their time inside the mines, they will have 
to- urge to cut m<;>re coal ·in shorter hours than what they ar~ 
cutting to-day. And if there is the inducement that if they; 
work to-their utmost they can earn much more than Re. 1 per 
day, they can wo!k still harder. · 

As for those who ·belong to the class of kazari coolies~ 
for instance the pump khalasis and the boiler men, etc., there 
must be at the minimum fifty per cent increment in their 
average daily wages. In oase it is found that in many of the_ 
collieries it is absurdly low, the increment must be higher. At 
any rate, unification of gradation in the rates and yearly incre:. 
ment is essential. No colliery proprietor should be allowed to 
take advantage of unemployment amongst the workers to 
reduce the wages at his own sweet will. As a matter of facts 
this fifty p~r cent increment is not much, rather it is simply 
the restoration of the wage cuts which have taken place during 
the course of the last teri or fifteen years. : 

As for other higher servantS', we are of opinion that there 
must be at least thirty per cent increment in their wages.. 
This also will mean only the restoration of the wage cp_tS' .and 
we do nut th~nk any colliery proprietor should have any genuine 
cause for gnevance.· ·; . . 
. But v.rhile making recommendations for the increment· of 
the wages of the workers, we cannot loose sight of the fact that 
the \vorkers' efficiency must also be raised and they S'hould, 
by their work, produce such nice results as may leave a fair 
margin for those who control the industry. But for this the 
Government and the capitalists alike will have to exert. ·But 
more of this hereafter. · 

. · One thing important about the coal industrv is this that 
there is no uniformity of the rates what50ever all ~over the coal· 

· field. The Government must put an end to this and must 'make 
·wage rates thoroughly uniform. We suggest that for the 
adjustment of wages from time to time and· to see that no 
employer gives less wages than what the laws lay down,. a 
1\V age Fixation Board should be created to function on the lines 
()f the British Trade Board. This Board_ should be_ composed 
of tl1e employe_rs• and the worker~' represeJJ.tative~ with a, 
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~liairman' who should' be either one of them or an independent 
outside authority such as the Labour Commissioner. . 

All the daily and weekly-paid workers should be placed on 
the monthly list and the previous system should be as quickly 
abolished as possible. If monthly-paid workers are required 
to work overtime during night or on holidays, they must .be 
paid double the wages earned on normal working days. The 
system of payment of wages on Sundays whi~h is a public 
holiday must totally be stopped. Because that spoils for the 
poor workers the chance of enjoying even that hard-earned 
holiday.· Therefore, all payments must be made on Friday and 

· Saturdays. It is indeed shameful that some of the collieries 
pay weekly wages as late as Tuesdays and yet others do not 
clear the-dues for all the six days. Therefore, the law must 
be explicit on this point, that is, the wages must .be paid on 
Fridays or Saturdays only. 

. As for bonuses we are of opinion that the system of paying 
bonuses must not be encouraged. But that does not mean that 
workers shou]d be deprived of a share in the excessive profits 
that the companies make. 'Ve consider it essential that all 
monthly bonuses should be consolidated with the wages and all 
annual bonuses should be converted into pr:ofit ~haring schemes. 

Something about skilled workers of the coalfields also. 
l'here are four coke plants and a number of power houses and 
engineering works which are employing at least 5,000 skilled 
workers. '.fhese people have to work the hardest. Many of them 

,baye worked from 15 to 20 years in the same plants; some even 
more. But their lot is terrible and on enquiry we find that 
after serving the companies faithfully for all these years, they 
find their wages reduced to much lower level than what they 
normally used to get. Special enquiry should be made into their 
condition· and their wage level shouid be raised sufficiently 
high, at least 50 per cent above the wages paid to them to-
d~ . I 

PENSIONS AND PROVIDENT FUNDS .. 

The question of pension and provident fund is inter
connMted with the question of wages. It is indeed cruel 
that after working for their whole life in these coalfields 

.and after spoiling their health and energy, workers find' it 
difficult to maintain their families and themselves in their 
•old age. Society cannot tolerate people, working for the whole 
.o_t thei:~ lives for the happine&'s and prosperity of a chosen 
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few, being thrown on ;the streets in their old age to expose 
themselves to the crueltx of nature. Therefore, there must 
be ·proper rules laid down for pension and provident fund. 
It should be laia ·down that whoever has worked for fifteen 
years regUlarly" in a colliery or any other industry in this 
coalfield, should· receive a decent pension; because fifteen 
years are suffici~nt to make one unless for work in this coal
field. As for miners, it should be provided that those who 
are present in the collieries every year for two hundred days 
and remain in the colliery _for fifteen years should also be 
liable to get pension. ·For them one year's continued service 
should mean presence for 200 days only in ~he colliery. 

LEAVE ALLOWANCES. 

There should be adequate provision for privilege ieave, 
sick leave and casual leave. Leaves and rest are imperative 
necessities in the coalfields and naturally adequate provisions 
should be made for the same. The question of leave with · 
pay should ·not be postponed for the consideration of the 
Central Government as suggested by some employers. 

MA'TERNITY BENEFIT. I 

As there is no provision whatsoever for maternity be~erut, 
\vomen are hi:missed to a very great extent. It is es~ntial 
that the law lays it down that m~ternity benefit must be paid. 
In case of ·pregnant women two months' . wages before the 
confinement and two months after it should be paid. Besideg 
this, tthe Government should make adequate provisions for 

. maternity and child welfare centres to help the women 
workers. · 

COMPENSATION. 

· Though, in order to safeguard poor workers against tli~ ·. 
onslaughts of the capitalists, 1:he Government have . . passed, 
\'"arious acts, for instance, Workmen's Compensation Act and, 
\Vorkmen's Wages Act, etc., it is doubtful whether workers 
make full m:e of them. From personal experierr~e we a.r~ in a 
position to say that in a large nutnter of cases adequate oompen .. 
sation for deaths and serious accidents is denied to the · 
workers' dependants. The understanding power. of the. 
workers is so low and ~they are so b:!ckwara and uned!!cated 
that whenever anyone dies, his dependants, instead of going 
to the law courts, are duped by the proprietors and having
got Rs. 10 to Rs. 20 or sometimes a little more they leave 
their rights and do not get their dues. \V e know of employ
er:» who find out a number of 1)refr:xts and as it is not eflS~ 
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for the poor workers to contest their claims in law courts and 
to get_their relief soon, they are generally cheated. It is 
e~nhal that the Provincial Go-vernment make it clear that 
it ~s offence for the employers to refuse the adequate compen
sation by one pretext or the other. The crenuine labour 
organisations should be taken into confidence an°d their officials 
i\Yhenever make complaints as regards the evasion of oompt>nsa· 
bon laws, the ease must at once be in-vestigated. And if on 
~nquiry it is found that the ptoprietors have been really try
mg to evade law, they must be punished. And it should 
alru be laid do\rn that whenever anyone dies, thev should 
deposit the exact amount of compensation with the Commis
sioner of Compensation to be handed e-ver to the dependents 
of the deceased, if there be any. It should be the duty of 
the Commissioner to enquire whether there are real dependants 
and the amount should be paid to them if he (Commissioner) 
thinks it right. But even if it is found that the deceased has 

. left no dependants, the money should not be refunded back 
to the proprietor. It should be utilised for welfare work 
amongst the workers. :Much can be done for the workers if, 

· for the diEposal of the compensation cases, a special authority 
is created just at the Bombay Government has done. 

\Ve, now, rome to the question of the appointment of a 
Labour .Commissioner. If a Labour Commissioner be appoint
ed w look into the compensation as well as other ca3.es aris
ing out of the industrial relations, much can be done to 
ameliorate the lot of the workers. The Labour C<>mmissioner 
should so arange that at least once in every month he visits 
every important industrial centre and finishes all the cases on 
the spot be, they compensation or other cases. If this system 
is working perfectly alright in Bombay there is no reason 
:why it should not work in Behar. But much depend~ on the 
personality of the Labour Co~mi~sioner who must be ?f such 
a strong character as may mspue confidence both m the 
capitalisios ~nd the workers. 

STA.!-."DIXG RTI.Es A...'"D BYE-LAws. 

:Jit.Iucn of the troubles of the workers and the difficulties 
in the working conditions is due to the behaviour of the 
supervising stafi, and also due t? the :~bs-ence of any adequate 
rules and bye-laws in the collienes. Due to the total al: :;ence 
of all theEe, the oflkials act according to their whims and at 
'limes do things which even their higher officia!s do not 
approve. It is. therefore, essential that ewrv _coll~ery ha5 a 

.writtt>n code of bye-laws approved by the Comm1::::,1oner of 
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Labour, which should be posted ol:i the notice bo'a.rd in all th~ 
spoken languages Qf the place and should be expl;.tined to the 
Workers. .These laws b'hould be strictly enforced and whoever 
tries to do otperwise should. be taken to task however high he 
may be. 

EDUCATION. 

· But much depends on the understanding of the worker&". 
If •they remain in the same state of ignorance and backward
ness as they are to-day· surely they can gain very little from 
what the Government does for them. Hence, it i~ of para
mount importance tbat free primary education is intro(}uced 
in the coalfields without delay. The capitalists and the 
workers alike agree that unless the workers are educated and· 
their sense of understanding is raised, neither they can help 
themselves· nor can the industry progress so efficiently as it 
ought to. 'Ve believe that the· Committee will impress upon 
the Government the necessity of introducing free primary 
education without delay. · 

DRINKS AND DRUGS. 

Akin to the problem of illiteracy ig the problem of 
drinks and drugs~ We have no hesitaJtion in gaying that 
liquor is the greatest blame upon our Government and as one 
moves about the streets on Sundayb' and Mondays one cannot 
but feel ashamed of a Government which tolerates such wilful 
destruction of ·a whole race. Even without making any in.;. 

·crement in the wages of the· workers the ~;ale of liquor is 
sto~ped, workers' lot will be tolerably. good a:nd they will ~eel 
as If they are changed creatures. This d1sease 1g eatmgj 
into. the very vitals of our body politic. The workers have 
become so much a slave to the&'e evils that they can toleratlJ 
their children starving but can never restrain themselves from 
drinking wine. 'Ve are definitely of opinion that if the sale 
of wint is not alto,5ether stopped in lhe coalfield!-!, no matter 
what increment in the wages of the workers is made, their 
oond'ition will remain almost the same. The worst part of 
it is the outb'till system which has made wine so cheap. n· is . 
essential that the sale of wine be totally stopped and pending 
that the Qutstill system be abolished without delay. 

UNIONS. 

If workers' lot is to be bettered, if they are to enjoy the 
ordinary eivic and political amenities of life and if they are 
to get the minimum necessary wages enough for the mainte
nance of tbeir ownselves and their families they will have 
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to organise. In this age of terrible &tru(?(?le between the 
capitalists and the labour, if the workers ~e to have their 
due, t~ey will have to be organised for rollecth·e bargaining. 
~ter mnnmerab!e strikes and lockouts, not only in India but. 
all over the world, in which lacs and· lacs of workers were 
involved, the principle of trade unionism an.i rollecti•e 
bargaining has rome to stay and has been accepted in theorv 
at least, both by the capitalists ;md the Governments. But 
.the real difficulty begins in practice and we find that though 
the capitalists accept trade unionism in principle, they try 
their best to crush the growing union spirit and always take 
. recoiuse to victimisation. If we. analyse a number of strikes, 
we find .that the main rea...<.Vn of those strike3 has been the 
'rictimisation and wilful dismissal of such workers as form the 

. vanguard of the labour movements in their re.."1>fetive spheres. 
Hence, it can be said that though the capitalists accept, trad·e 
unionism in principle, they fight every inch of the ground and 
accept a Union only wl:en all their attempts to break the 
tiOlidarity of the workers fail. Had this unnecessary obstinacy 
on the part of the capitalists not persisted so long, much 
of the trouble could haYe been avoided and industrial peace 
maintained. It is, therefore, essential that pre&-<:ure is 
brought to bear upon the capitalists in this coalfield to accept 
and recognise that Union which is the best and most organised 
in the field and which commands the respect and the confi
dence of the largest number of workers. Once a properly 
organised Union is registered, it should be recognised by the 
capitalists. The GoYernment must make such laws as make 
it ~sential for only one genuinely registered and recognised 
Union to flourish and function in one industrial area. We 
believe that something on the lines of the Bombay Trade 
.Disputes Act will go a long way to help the proper and 
genuine growth of trade unions in the Prm·ince. 

RE-oRGA."\ISATIO~. 

· In these pages we have tried our best to suggest ways 
and means whereby th~ workers engaged in the coal industry 
can be relieved of their trouble to a great extent. But we 
cannot consider this to be a permanent remedy of the disease 
the whole coal ind'ustry is suffering from. "' e are definitely 
of opinion that unless radical steps are taken to recognise 
the whc1e coal industry and unless the profit motive is abolished 
once for all and the indmtrv is nationalised, we c-annot 
give any pennanent relie-f to ·the workers en~aged in tb~ 
indui>try. Coal industry forms one of the c·hief key and bask 
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Pulse-H) seers 3 8 0 

V egetab1e~20 seers l 8 Q 

Meat or milk t • ·~ 
·g 0 0 

Sugar or !JIIT-5 seers ... 1 9· 0 



Spices 

Oil or ghee 

Salt-8 seers 

Biri 

Tobacco 

C1Pthing 

¥iscellaneous 
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.... . .. 
Total 

-... 

Total 

**Clothing per year per. man. 

2 pairs of dhoti 

2 kurt.as 

2 ganjis 

1 chadar 

2 blankets 

... , 

Total 

Rs. 9/12/0 x 4 

.... 

.... 

... 

Rs. a.. p. 

0 10 0 

1 0 0 

0 10 0 

1 8 0 

0 8 0 

20 7 0 
3 4 o•• 

23 11 0 
1 5 0 

25 0 0 

Rs. a. p. 

2 0 0 

2 0 0 

0 12 0 

1 q 0 

4 0 0 

912 0 

Rs. 3/4/0 per month. 
/12/ 

We are very definitely of opinion that the coal-workers 
of the Province are working under conditions which call for 
a higher resisting power _against the continuous onslaught of 
the severe conditions obtaining in the industry. In order to 
maintain the required E>'tamina to keep up health and normal 
$tandard of efficiency the necessity of comparatively higher. 
wages than obtaining in other industries is unchallengeable. 
In this. connection we would like to place before the Committee 
our considered opinion through long experience, that the 
average life of the lowest-paid workers is much below that of 
the higher-paid workers. This is a stark reality with which 
anybody connected with the working class is ~ell acquai?ted., 

.The Qbvjous ponclu~ion, to b~ drawn frQm the f.act ment10n~d 
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above ig thrut the wages being far bel~w · the living wage, 
workers are n<>t able to make necessary provision for food, 
wearing apparels, housing, recreation, etc., to resist the conti
nuous wear and tear of the body in the courSd of employment. 
~Ve would -define a living wage as the quantum of currency 
necessary in tbe Province for a working class family to live. 
a life progressively healthy, ·social, and efficient unit.. In 
view of our definition, we would request the Committee to 
treat the coal worker as a normal citizen, the standard of 
whose life in the intellectual, moral, physical and social 
spheres is bound to affect the progress of the community as 
a whole in the Province. W.e have been obliged to place 
this view in light of the objective conditions prevailing in· 
our ProvinGe. 

The· effect of the payment of a living wage to the coal
workers would certainly make them more healthy and efficient 
In considering the ques~ion of a living wage ~tandard for the 
workers one ought U> keep in mind the psychological factors, 
viz., the contentment and satisfaction of a worker as far as . 
his physical and social needs are concerned. In order that a 
worker becomes a useful member •Pf the society. and feels 
that he has a status in the present economic order, he requires 
. to be. liberated. from the day-to-day worries which 'result 
from insufficient wages. Sense of injus~ice rankling in the 
minds of a large number of workers will express itself in a 
thou.sand ways to the detriment of efficiency; while a healthy 
and contented mind which has hopes pf securing a decent 
existence in the society would very favourably affect the effici
ency in a thousand ways visible and invisible. By its very 
nature, it would rather be difficu~t to assess concretely the 
psychological advantage of a living wage to the industry but 
thos-cl in touch with the working class either as social workers, 
trade ur.ion workers or as employers do know that adequate 
wages are more than compensated in the form of both qualita
ti,:e and quantitative work. A living wage standard will raise 
the e:onomic and social status of a worker resulting in higher 
sense of responsibility to the industry and ultimately to the 
society. A worker getting a living wage would not be forced to 
send his wife and immature children to work and thereby par
tially -make up the deficiency in his earnings. Such a state of 
normal domestic life with a healthy and comfortable home, 
having cheerful and intelligent children receiving education, 
would develop a cultural life which in turn is bound to raise 
the morale of the worker. 
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MINIMUM "\VAGES. 

·The minimum wages, i.e., the wages· oi the unskilled 
labourers in the .Mines is annas 5 only. Formerly the mini· 
mum rate was annas 4 only. After a short strike in 1937. 
and also on reneated representations after the strike the rate 
wa:s finally increased to ·annas 5 with an annual increment 
of six pies rising. up to a maximum of annas 7 pies !) for the 
males. 'The labourers were not satisfied with this and they. 
sent a petition to .the General .Superintendent, Ore Mines and 
Quarries arid Prospecting, that the final rate of annas 7 pies 6 
should be made the initial one (Appendix 1). .In that petition· 
it was mentioned that in the declaration of the late Sir N. B. 
Saklatwala~ the Chairman of the Board of Directors, ·it had 
been announced unreservedly that the minimum wages of the 
male workers of the Tiseo would be annas 8 pies ~ (Appendix 
2). Under these circumstances, we failed to under::tand why 

. we. should be deprived of that minimum wage. 

· In the reply of the General Superintendent, Ore Mines 
and Quarries and Prospecting (Appendix 1) it was mentioned 
that the cost of living at Jamshedpur was higher. 'Ve beg 
to contradict this statement. This will be understood from · 
the fact that most of the commodities here are imported from 
Jamshedpur, Calcutta and some other places. . · 

. As for the facility of free quarters, etc., it may _be said 
that the Company had no other alternative but to grant this 

. temptation to draw skilled labour to these backward and 
·unhealthy places where most of the mines are situated. As a 
matter of· fact, this place is so bad with regard to health, that 
the railway pays a jt;ngle allowance to their staffs at 
Noamundi besides the ·free quarters, etc. But the Company 

: takes no consideration of this state of position. Most of the 
workers, whether skilled or unskilled, cannot draw their usual 
.wages due to absence for sickness. 

It may be mentioned here that the unskilled workers 
used to be appointed on annas 7 to annas 8 when the Mine 
started working. But as there were no definite controlling 
·rule$ and regulations, this rate has gradually been reduced to 
annas 4 per day. · 

So we do .not find any reason ·why the unskilled or skilled 
labourers ~hould get wages less than those at Jamshedpur. 
1\Ve demand that the minimum wages at the Mi~es shoul<l be 
fb:cd at the ·same rate as in Jamshedpur. 
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We consider that the wages of all the skilled labourers 
.should be graded starting with a rate and risin<Y to a maxi
mum with regular annual increment. And in ° Yiew of the 
tlboYe fact, these grades should be fixed on the same lines as 
those at J amshedpur. 

LEA'\'"E RuLEs. 

In the service rules, daily-rated men are granted only 
14 days leave, which is quite inadequate, particularly in a 
malarious place. Very few people will found who are not 
compelled to take leave without pay. This period of leave, 
in almost all cases, does not eYen coyer the sick period. The 
sa~e is the case with the monthly rated workers also, though 
they have the privilege of one month's leaye besides other 
kinds of leaYe. . 

· _ We claim that we shlluld also bt- gr:mteli leaYe similar to 
·that of the monthly rated men. W c also beg to claim sick 
leave as this place is wry unhealthy and pe(Jple fall sick very 

. often. 
Bm .. "Us. 

Excepting the Profit Sharin~ Bonus, no other kind of 
bonus is granted to ns. _ We nncerst~nd tlmt the General 
Production Bonus is granted to all thosP who help production 
directly or indirectly. We help the production of Bhst 
Furnaces directly by working on Iron Ores. So our demand 

. is that General Production Bonus should also be extended 
to us. 

In Jamshedpur Shipment Bonus is given on _despatche~ of 
·materials. We also despatch Iron Ore, sometimes work1!1g 
under immense strains. ·Consequently, we hope our claim 
for Despatch Bon~ is legitimate. 

ELECTRIC CHARGE. 

In th~ :Mines the Company charges for electricity in the 
residential quarters at the following rate :-

As. 
For Light and Plug Points ... 6 each rer month. 

Re. 
For Fans " " ... 1 " " 

, 

. This we consider as abnormal. \Ve l~arn that t~e charge 
'for current at Jamshedpur has been reduced to p1es 6 per 

:unit. We hope that our charge also will be reduced to 
nominal Q..ne. 
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EDUCATION. 

There is only one Primary School and only Hindi i~ 
taught there. T~is school was long started by the Public 
with subsistence from the Company. During that time the 
medium of teaching was Hindi, Oriya and Bengali. But 
since the Company has. take_n up the school, they have 
abolished all otheF languages retaining Hindi only. 

In J_amshedpur also the Company wanted to abolish Oriya: 
and Telugu classes this year,. but ultimately had to retain· 
them. We hope that classes · of other languages will be 
restarted immediately. Primary Education cannot be given 
in any language other than- the mother tongue. As a result 
of this the employees are finding it very difficult to educate 
their children. They cannot be expected to send their children 
to other plaees at a heavy cost, when they are mostly very 
poorly paid; 

· In conclusion, we beg to mention that almost all thesa 
grievances . (Appendix B) were placed through the President~ 
Tata 'Vorke~s· Unions, before Sir A. R. Dalal, the Managing 
Director of the Company, and we were given to understand 
that nothing could be done before the Enquiry Committee 
submitted their. recommendations. 

'Ve were waiting so long for you and hope that all on r· 
real and pressing grievances will be removed now~ · 

CONTRACTOR'S LABOURERS. 

RECRUITMENT. 

Contractor's labourers are mainly recruited through 
Jobbers. Practically the main contractors have very few 
labourers of their own. The ,Jobbers or the 8Ub-contractors 
as they are called, recruit., control and pay the miners. These 
sub-contractors draw the payment from the main contractors. 

WAGES. 

Miners are all paid on piece work. Formerly, the rate 
\vas p:tid on chattas (about 130 to 150 c·.ft.). The Miner's 
average e_arning used to be no~ more th~n 10 p~es a day. 
Since the last two years Dr. E. G. PerCival has· mtroduced 
the box system, by which the miners earnings have increased 
a bit. But as. soon as the contrac-tors found that they. were 
earning more money, they reduced the rate per box and also 
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compelled them to fill up the boxes 4 or 5 inches hiaher over 
the margins. It may be said that their average ~rning is 
not more than annas 3 per day. 

·It is ~aid that tlie miners absent themselves frequently. 
The work Is so hard and the nourisl:ment is so insufficient that 
this tendency to absent cannot be reduced unless their earninO' 
IS increased. 

0 

We are against contract system and also against 
Company's accepting lower rate beyond a certain limit. 
The whole position may be well depicted if we quote here 
from the writings of ~fr. J. L. Keenan, the retired General 
:Manager of the Company, published in the :3.Iodern Renew of 
December, 1935. He said " A short time ago, I went on a 
trip to the 1.fines. We have saved a lot of money by letting 
out contracts on the tender system. In fact. the cost of 
mining Ore at one of cur :Mines has dropped from annas 
fourteen to annas seven, but I might tell you that I have 
found out, on enquiry, that the average wages of labour at 
one of our Mines had dropped to three quarters of an ann:t 
per day. 

" I cannot say th~t the wages that our contractors are 
paying at the Mines is any credit to the Tata. Iron and Steel, 
Company, Limited, and it is high time that we took some 
drastic action to ensure to the workmen a wage sufficient to 
keep them with their bodies and souls together. 

" For the past three weeks, 1frs. Keenan has been 
impressing this fact on my mind, morning. noon and night. 
While we were at one of the ~fines, a girl, who was about 
eighteen years cf age carrying a baby in her arms, "Who could 
not be over two months, stopped my wife's trolly. The girl's 
breasts were not only unclean but they were sagging. 
Although my wife could not understand the Kohl language 
even an .amateur could gather that the woman was trying to 
rhow that her child "Was ftarving, and pointing to her belly 
that she also· was lacking in food and illustrated the child·s 
rondition by lifting one of her breast.s. Instead of the child 
being appeased although it appeared to be receiving milk, it 
tept en crying which only emphasised the fact that there was 
:co milk in that breast." !Irs. Keenan continued to remark, 
u We can cut down our costs in the works. Let ns by all 
means not initiate Yr. Woolworth and hare all our goods on 

·display in Jamshedpur .. But let us abo think of the aborigi
~als wTIQ lire ba~k o:n. the hills,_ many of w-ho!!I liYe err top of 
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the Ore properties, which w_e do not own an~ :who~e ancestors. 
have lived there for centunes. Let us realise this fact and 
ensure that these workmen get a .living wage. Even if ~he 
cost of mining Ores does go up, by a small amount, I thmk 
you can take it ·that our show window will reduce our costs 
by other methods but I certainly believe that we have no right 
to so curtail cur . cost of · Ore ·at the expense of these p~ 
people." · 

This is the condition of the Mine Workers. Though 
Mr. Keenan rightly realised the condition, ihe could do nothip.g 
towards the improvement of. these poor people. 

On the bther hand, they are facing additional hardship .. 
(1) Formerly the Miners used to get the blasting holes 

drilled by extra engaged workers, but they have to do this' 
work by themselves in most cases . 

. (2) The despatch of Ores being much increased the 
loaders, more. than half of them being women, have to :work 
in· the night. This is highly objectionable f.rom, various 
points of view. 

(3) The Mines, during the last few years, have extended 
to a .large area, the length being more than 5 miles; there iff . 
practically no water-supply in the mining faces, excepting 
ne~r about the localities. 

( 4) By the revision of the Mining Act, children are now, 
prohibited to be taken to the Mining Faces. As mothers have 
tQ work generally, they keep 5 to 10 children in the jungles 
·near the :Mining Face under -care of a girl of 7 or 8 years of 
age. This is rather more unsafe than bringing the children 
to the Mining Faces. · -

'Ve claim that at intervals at the Mining Faces, rest-places, 
fitted with :water taps along :with creches should be erected~ · 

HousiNG AND SANITATION. 

The number of quarters provided by the contractors are 
very small. The huttings made for this purpose are normally 
over-crowded and in time of seasonal increase in the· labour · 
force, there being no addition in their number, the huttings 
become crowded by 400 to 500 per cent at times. The most. 
obnoxious feature of the state is as sometimes has been found, 
that in one room a good number of men and one single woman 
ha,·e to live tog-ether. Apart from the moral standpoint, this 
tells upon· the~r hea~ abp.ormally. J'he high insanltarr. 
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· condition of the Basti beggers description. The number of 
latrines, the amount of water-supply, etc., is abnormally 
insufficient. The cleaning of the Basti is scarcely done. The 
effect of this highly insanitary condition with over-crowding 
of the Basti is detected in the fact that most of the epidemic 
O.iseases originate from the Basti of the contractor's labour. 
Hence, we feel that it should be the responsibility of the 
Company t() see that sufficient sanitary hQuses are provided to 
the labourers of the contractors. 

CoNTRACT SYSTEM. 

:We are against the contract system for various reasons, 
some of which have been placed before you by the Tata W Qrkers 
;Union,· It has also been found that by direct employment of 
Aiiners, their earning increases, as well as the cost of raising 
is reduced. Hence we appeal th~t the contract system in the 
mines be totally abolished. 

! . 
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:APPENDIX (1). 

The G. S., Ore :Mines and Quarries 
· · and Prospecting, 

Jamshedpur._ 
DEAR SIR, . . 

In continuation tQ the talk of the last visit, we beg 
to mention the following cases of favouritism for those who 
took le.adership _during the last strike :- . · 

{1) Mr. G .. V. Upadhya has been promoted to :Manager,. 
Baraduar, ignoring the claims of his seniQrs-Mr. R. R. Sinha 
and others. 

(2) Mr. V. D. Misra got a promotion, superseding the 
claims of other senior men. 

(3) Sreehari Pattanaik without having any knowledge in 
the Electric Department was given the job of an Electric Fitter 
Helper at the rate of annas 12 whereas those working in the 
Electric Department did not get it. 
. . (4) :Mr. Lingaraj Pattanaik got a jump from a mining 
cooly to a Chowkidar in spite of many other Chowkidars 
senio.r to him getting much lower pay. 

· (5) Sreehari and Lingaraj Pattanaik are said to have been 
given the charge of supervising the huttings. They make 
false complaints against us; Sreehari himself, leaving his work 
fTequently visits the Manager's Office. 

We beg to put before you the -following grievances fo~ 
your kind and favourable consideration:-

(a) Rate of pay is very low in the mines. Sir Saklatwala; 
declared on the last Viswakarma Day (published in the Tiseo 
Review) that the minimum wages of the Company's 
employees shall be annas 8 pies 9, whereas you have sanctioned 
:mnas 5 on appointment and half anna incremtnt per year .. 
1\Ve mentioned that we were not satisfied with this rate; von 
told us that this difference was due to the facilities we ·got 
here, viz., fuel and quarters free. Considering this, we would 
request you to sanction us the final rate of annas 7 pies 6. at 
the starting instead of annas 8 pies 9 given at Jamshedpl;lr. 

(b) Water scarcity.- _ 
(i) In the working faces during this hot season, we 

suffer too much for want of· water. We would 
request you to arrange spray system in the 
different places o( the min~s ap.d Qtpe;r: wor}ri~g 

. p_l_aces. · 
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(ii) The huttings should be provided with more nulhber 
of taps and latrines. 

_(c) Housing.-: 

(i) The ~uarters should be improved. In the Babu 
Lmes some of the houses are too bad for living. 
The verandahs in the huttings are not cemented 

. and we request you to provide roofed houses. 

(it) We are not satisfied with present system of 
allotting quarters. 

(d) Lighting.-
(t) There is no street light leading to the Power House 

and Workshop. We find it very difficult to 
attend our duties during the. night. On many 
occasions, 'Ye hav:e met with wild animals on the 
way. 

· (ii) The electric charge for our quarters is too high. 
(iit) There is no light in the yard of the huttings. We 

would request you to provide with electric lights 
inside the quarters in the huttings, free of 
charge. 

(e} In Jamshedpur they get General Production Bonus 
and Departmental Bonuses. We request you to give us des
patch or some such kind of bonus. 

Obediently yours, 

LABOURERS OF NOAMUNDI IRON MINE. 

No. ;MQ. 

CAMP, NoAMUNDI, 

The 13tltj 14th May, i938. 

· Gurucharan and others, 
Noamundi Iron Mine. 

DEAR SIRS, . 
I have received your petitions, dated the .. Oth and 13tli 

May, 1938, and confirm my verbal reply given to Charles and 
Dubraj, as follows:-

1. Mr. Sinha has himself represented his case to me and 
to the G-~neral Manager an.d has been giv:en ~ fuJI explana
tion, 
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2. Mr. Misra's transfer was ordered before the strike, 
and had nothing to do with his leadership of. the strike. · 
. 3. Sreehari Pattanaik possesses service certificates 
showing that he .worked as an· Electric Fitter at Gurumahisoni 
and at Jamshedpur before he came here. His previous rate 
at Jamshedpur was Rupee 1 and annas 4. However, now 
that he wishes to be transfe1;red a:qd. you have asked for him 
to be transferred, we have no objection and we are arrangi;ng 
for a t.ransfer. Every one ought to be satisfied with this! 

As to your other complaints. 
(a) The rate of pay ha·s been .fixed by the 11.-Ianagemcnt 

giving due consideration to the provisiQn of free quarters, etc., 
and to the cost of living as compared with Jamshedpur. The 
cost of living in Jamshedpur is the highest in the province of 
Bihar .. If you compare your rates with others in the neig4· 
bourhood, I think you will find they are very favourable. 

(b) Water-supply.-
(i) "YVe have already got sanction to put a pipe system 

· along the working faces up to Katamati, and 
· water will shortly be available at all points as 

required. Sprays are also already being .made. · 
(i1) Furt~er taps and latrines have already beep sanc

tioned and will be provided. 
(c) Housing.-

(i) The quarters are being improved as fast as possible.• 
. The 1\fechanical Blocks mentioned will be taken
in hand later on. . Preference is being given to 
work on the coolie quarters, at present. The 
verandahs of the coolie huttings will be cemented 
later on, but sanction will have to be obtained 
for this later. Doors also will be provided 
later. 

(ii) The .system of allotting quarters has been devised 
to be as fair as we can make it. If improve
ments in the system are suggested, I shall give 
such suggestions careful consideration. · 

(d) Lighting.-
(i) Lights will be provided in the street leading tO the 
. Power House, as requested, and also in the 

maidan of the huttings. · . 
(ii) The electric charges for li.ghts in the quarters are 

Jow: as coPJpared with other places. · · · · 
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The rates have been approved by the Board and seem to 
me tQ be fair. I regret I cannot recommend that the Com
pany should provide electric lights free in the quarters . 

. (e) There_ is p.o justification for a bonus on despatches, 
:whtch depend on factors outside our control. I regret 
I cannot recommend this. -

Yours truly, 
Sd. F. G. PERCIVAL', 

_G. S., ORE MINES & QUARRIES 
AND PROSPECTING. 

:APPENDIX 2. 

l\TISWAKARMA MESSAGE TO THE EMPLOYEES OF THE TATA IRON 
AND STEEL, CoMPANY, LIMITED. 

I have been in Jamshedpur for a few days and have been 
pleased to see again with my QWJl eyes the activities of this 
great works which is doi;ng so much to strengthen our couDtry, 
industrially. · · 

It would have given me greater pleasure if I ~auld 
personally have joined in the celebration of your annual 
festival, the Viswakarma Puja. My ~ngagements in Bombay, 
unfortunately, make it impossible, but I send you all mY. 
:wishes for a !happy Puja. 

During my stay here I have been able to announce to you 
that the remainder of the Profit-sharing Bonus will be paid to 
you in a lump sum during these few days. I again assure 
you of the pleasure which I f.eel in knowing that you are in 
that way sharing directly in the success of the Comp!lny. 
_ It has been represented to me that the pav of the weekly· 
paid workers Qf the Company is lower than" is desirable in 
present circumstances. I have looked carefully into this and 
am glad to find myself able to announce that from the first day 

, of October 1937 the minimum wage for an adult male worker 
should be eight annas nine pies (0-8-9) and for a woman worker 
seven annas (7 annas) per day ·and that wom~n who h_as 
served the Company ~ontinuously for one year w1ll be patd 
7! annas per day. 

: I have also lear~t that many or the temporary men 
employed by the Company have been working for a fai!lY long 
time, though with cccasional breaks in service and m some 
caf'lf':!l-. with change of job. ~l'he man.agement · tcJJ :~ne that in 
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their opinion tlie time has come when we should _improve tne 
condition of these temporary employees by enablmg them to 
share in the General Production Bonus and ht departmental 
bonuses and by giving men of longstandi;ng service certain 
privileges in· connection with leave with pay. I am glad tQ 
be able to appro.ve their suggestion a;nd the General Manager 
is announcing the details of. the scheme to-day. . 
· I am sure you will all share our pleasure in these improve
ments in the conditions of the weekly:Paid temporary workers. 
iY ou will realise that in view of the large ;number Qf such 
employdes these improvements will cost the. Company large 
sums of money year by year. I am sure that every employee 
of the Company will do his best by his work to show apprecia
tion of the Company's actiQn i.n incurring this ~dditio;nal 
expenditure. 

The current year already promises to give results whicli 
~ill enable us.to pay you even larger profit-sharing bo;nus that 
is being paid this year but many of you will know that we 
Cll.nn.ot expect these good conditions to conti;nue always and 
•I hope that we shall all work together to keep this great Com
. P,any on a sound footing even if difficult times return. 

-I agaig wish you all a successful Viswakarma Day. 
Sd. N. B.·SAKLATWALA', 

Chairman, 
The Tata Iron and Stee~ _G_ompany, Lim_ited. 

J AMSHEDPUR, 

'!he. 15th September, 1937. 

APPENDIX 3. 
LIST OF GRIEVANCES OF THE MINES·. 

1. The minimum wages is too low.-
!he weekly paid :workers start on annas 5 per day. They· 

g~~ mcrement of. 6 pies after one year's completed Service 
nsmg to the maximum of annas 7 pies 6. 

. . Late Sir N. B. Saklatwala, in his message tO l.ne 
~;nploye~s on the Viswakarma Puja day, 1937, declared that· 
.... from the first day of October, 1937, the minimum wage for 
nn adult male· worker shall be annas 8 pies 9 and for a woman 
:worker annas 7 per day and that the women who have served . 
t~e Company continuously for one year will be paid annas 7; 
PI.es 6 per day.!'. In this declaration late Sir Saklatwala: 
d1d l!_ot ex~!ud~ the workers in t,he :Mines.. -· · · - - · 
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The G. S., Ore :Mines and Quarries and ProspcctinCJ' said 
in reply to an application of the workers on 13th May, l938, 
that one of the reasons of J amshedpur rate being higher was 
due to the higher cost of living at Jamshedpur. But when 
compared with the price3 of commodities in Jamshedpur and 
~oamundi, it will be found that they are higher in Noamundi 
m most cases. 

It is also to be noted that the Railways pay a jungle 
allowance to the staff of Noamundi. 
2: Grades.-

The grades for each post should be settled in the line and 
similar to the workers at Jamshedpur. ·. 
3. Sick leave.-

. In the mines people suffer from diseases much more 
!requently. Consequently, the privilege leave (15 days only) 
1s all used up for sickness. In most cases, people have to 
take leave for sickness without pay. 

If special leave as sick leave is not granted to the workers 
in the ~fines, the purpose of granting prhilege leave is 
frustrated. 
4. General Bonus.-. 

It is· said that general bonus is granted to all people who 
help in production. In this respect the mines are the foremost 
factors fur the production of Pig Iron. 
5. Despatch Bonus.-

Shipping and other departments get bonus on shipment 
at Jamshedpur. On. the same ground the Mines also have 
claims for despatch bonus. 
~- Reduction of Electricity Charges.-

The electric . charges monthly are fixed at annas 6 per 
point of light and plug and rupee 1 for fan. As the charge 
at Jamshedpur is reduced, it is hoped that the charges in the 
~fines also will be reduced. 
7. V ictimisation.-

The employees who work for the interest of tEe labourers 
are threatened to be discharged or transferred. This shoul<;l 
be stopped. 
B. Education.-

Only Hindi is provided in the Primary- ~chools of the 
~lines, thereby the employees of other pronnces have tq 
suffer in many ways. So prqyisions foi' othei' languages also 
should be made.. · 



Replies to· the Questionnaire issued by the Bihar Labour 
Enquiry Committee 

By 
The· Labour Union, Boulia (Shahabad)'. 

· . · · · (Limestone 

1. Clerks and Supervising Staff-40. MEm 

~ omen-300 ·(not accurate figures) Children 

3 .. 65:35. 

9uarry.), 

2,600 .. 

50. 

4. Bihar,. the United Provinces, the Punjab, and Bengal. 

7-8. Contractors recruit labourers themselves. Workers . 
are taken in mainly through contract system. The company 
employs some labourers directly. It should be done throug~ 
a Labour Bureau in consultation with the labour union. 

10. No. 

11. yes, appointment of staff is generally marked witli 
favouritism. All vacancies should be duly advertised by the 
Labour Bureau. in the daily papers and. affixed on the notice 
board and the selection should be approved by the labour union: 

· 13. Casual Labour.-Ropeway Department-. Though the 
workers have been serving for several years but their engage-, 

. ment entirely depends upon its run. For this special work ·a: 
gang' of 120 khalasis is maintained, out of which approxi• 
mately, 80 khalasis get work daily and the remaining have to
sit idle. In general the stoppage of the ropeway effects 
similar loss to other employees also. Sometimes 20 per cent of 
the total number of workers have to go bac]s.: from the time 
office. Under the circumstances, labourers working fo~ the 
last 12 years are being treated as new recruits and never get 
.work daily. Hence, we do not understand whether they ar~ 
to be treated as casual labour or permanent labour. It is 
neither increasing nor decreasing. 

:1 ~. They too are treated as above. 

15.-No. 

16. Yes .. 'A few are taken on as apprentice in a few: 
aepartments but they discharge full 8 hours duty. No train:: 
ing for apprentices. · 
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·17. No.· 

18. Cases of dismissals, suspensions, fines, etc. Tlie 
Manager should take action with the consultation of the 
l~a.bour Union . 

. 19. Out of the total number of workers as shown above, 
only 40 employees are in the list of staff getting leave with pay, 
and the remaining all skilled and un-skilled labourers get leave 
M'ithout pay. . · · 

20. ·only the staff with the option of the Manager. No 
hard and fast rules. 

21. No. 

22. Only provident fund to staff. 

. 23. Instead of leave on Sunday, the workers are allowed 
one day rest in a week according to turn. Holidays to all 
comrimnities are also allowed but no wages are given to any 
labourers for any sort of holidays except the staff mentioned 
above. 

24. No . 

. 2~. Specially the Mini~g Acts notices are fixed on the 
notice board. . 

26. Suspension, dismissal and compulsory leave, perma· 
ncnt or temporary reduction in wages. 

28. Punishments for either · minor or major offem:e:-; 
entirely depend upon the Manager's sweet will, for which 
there is no appeal. 

29. Unsystematic everything. 

32. 1\ny employee if late in duty for even six minutes is 
aeprived of his wage,s for half an hour. PUJlching card 
srstem is effected. . 

33. Fines are deducted from wage~ and utility of the 
awount is not known to us. 

34. 8 hours.-'fhe place being hilly and wild and the 
nature of work being of various types, almost all hard and 
hazardous, we are in favour of shorter hours ·pJ :.w-ork. ~Ve 

· p.re ·in favour of 40 hours in a week. 

35. T.wo shifts.-Works of yarious natures-Limesto~e 
Jm~aking, drilJ_ing, mechanical.!. repeway,. clerical; recess or 
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inf~rval hours are just tlie same except on tlie repewa.y jooso~ 
rrhey have no. restriction of Sunday or any day. The worker~ 
take rest one day in a week in turn. 

37. Yes. 
38. Yes; daily hours. 
39. Primary mechanical department 'does overtime worK 

if at all. OrdinaFy rate even _for the excess . hours i~ being 
paid. . 

40. No.· 
41. No wages paid- for· enforced idleness whicli is 

ifrequently forced upon, say, 50 out of every 400 employees.:; 
{fhe senior ones who get higher wages are forced to abstain 
:from works.. This is a cunning device to fill the company's 
coffer at the cost of the very livelihood of those, who have been 
devotedly working for its betterment for long. 

42 .. There is no provision for protection from accidents··:-

.(a) Stone breakers are constantly exposed to danger.: 
Their eyes, face and particularly legs are perma•_ 
·nent targets of flying flints. Face-masks, leg 
protcetor~ or any special equipment for the: 
pul_'pose suggested. 

(b) People in groups of sometimes 50 are made to climo 
upon the unguarded top of hills ·to work. PJ 
section of them prepares the ground where tho 
others have to work. This is a dangerou~ · 
practice. All the people should not be sent 
there before the ground is prepared, guarded. 
and finally made fit. 

(c) There is no provision to arrest the course of fast-. 
tumbling heavy (and consequently · dangerom} 
pieces of slabs from considerably great heights.· 
People at the foot of such heights are in danger. 
of being crushed to death. 

(d) Brakes of frail wood or bamboo stalks _are attached 
to put a stop to the running trolleys on slopes anJ, 
uneven surfaces. The brake so applied is not on 
all the four wheels of the carriage but only Nl' 
one of them. Sometimes it so happens that. the 
brake snaps at a twitch. The free trolley inju.rcs 
its dtiver. Somet~e_s it runs upon people 
working in front. 
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(e) Some such head-gear should be supplied to worker:) 
. who carry heavy stone-loads which may protect 

their heads from the_ flying chips of stonrs, 
scorching rays of the sun, sharp pointed bottom 
of the basket containing the load or the f>tolll!· 
load itself. 

"(/) Hole drillers badly injure their palms by working 
without a hard glove to counteract the actinu of 
constant and rapid hard hits. Such gloves are 
recommended. 

· 43. When accidents occur, classification and reportin~ of 
the accidents are not properly done and the workers a ro not 
satisfied with the present system. The number of First-Aiders 
~hould be increased and the report of all the accidents should 
be made to the Labour Union so that it might hasten help. 

52. No. 

53~ All the following are being paid on daily u·age 
system.-2,500 workers engaged in limestone quarries, 120 
rope-way khalasis, 380 engaged in the mechanical department. 
!All the above have been in the &ervices of the company for a 
~~~- . 

. 54. The company and contractor Darbari Lall make 
~eekly payments and alL the rest pay the workers their wages 
at the end of the month or a fortnight. :Monthly payment is 
preferable.if the wages are fixed on a monthly salary basis. 

55. All wages are on time basis and since 1929 there has 
been persistent decrease of 40 to 50 per cent. 

56. Loss of tools and plants is compensated by _deduction: 
from workmen's wages, arbitrarily determined by contractors 
~ho are· also owners of such tools. · · . 

59. Yes, no bonus is conceded except to the staff. 

61. Efficient living. 

70. (a) No. (b) Yes, an ordinary lower primary school is 
maintained here. About 30 students. School fees are 
charged. (c) No. 

'!1. Not for the labourers. 

72. A small hospital is maintained here by the Company.: 
Employees get medicine from the CoUipany's ,hospital free. 
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Contractors have to pay the medical charges for their labourers 
who receive medicine from the Company's hospital. That is 

· why. due to the payment of medical charges, contractors avoid 
sending their labourers to the Hospital even when they need 
medical h~lp. · Contractors control labourers and labourers do 
not get any medicaT aid until and unless they produce Contrac
tor's slip to the Medical Officer of the Company for the same.· 
The Quarry extend over a long. distance of 5 miles and is worked 
up separately by·27 different Contractors and about 16 miscel
laneous. Contractors for the Company. Under the circum
stances, the worker falling ill does not get any medical aid 
as he is far away from. the ·little hospital built .up for the 
purpose. No special arrangement for the treatment of women 
and maternity cases. One lady doctor with her sta~ is 
indispensibly required. Indoor wards have no laterine; 
ventilation is wanting; rooms are not spacious and are tin
roofed. Rooms ar~ in no way worth living for the patients. 
Ordinary cooly-sheds are used as in-door wards. 

. 74. There is no system of periodical medical examina
tion. 

78. N:~t at all. 
79. Water is not sufficiently supplied. No cold water is 

supplied in hot season when its need is seriously felt. 
·so .. Nothing but mt)dicine is given from the Hospital; 

cases are not treated regularly and with care. The present 
medical staff do not render appropriate service to the sufferers. 

83. 65 per cent and over of workers go back to their 
village homes after work and the remaining percentage has 

. been provided with houses. The term 'house' is a mockery · 
in the real sense. Tin sheds there are, but they are very little 
in number and consequently accommodate a microscopic 
minority of the workers settled in the area. The rest have 
been provided with straw-tpatched huts each occupied by six: 
to seven people on the average. The rooms are low, dirty not· 
at all ventilated and situated in low and unhealthv places .. 
In short they are miniature hell quite unfit for human dwel-
lings. · 

. 84. Even the so-called dwelling places provided to the · 
workers are not sufficient and accommodate about 35 pe~ cent . 
of the ~or king class population only. · 

88. Nothing for the labourers. 
89. No, 'badly wanted. 
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90. No. 
91. 25 per cent le~s the amount of the monthly wages is 

obtained on credit from the shop-keepers. 
92. Yes. 
95. No. 
98. Yes, to deposit or to draw one's o"""n money or to draw 

money on credit in case of need which is often felt. 

101. Often delay is made in payment of monev under the 
:Workmen's Compensation Act. Some plan should he chalked 
out to avoid delay which cames great difficulty to workers. 

103. Yes, there is a Trade Union. It was etsablished in 
November, 1937. 

104. No. 
105. The employer recognises the Trade Union but treats 

it with indifference. 

111. 490; 1 j7th of the total number of workers. 

112. 15 members comprise the committe~; 1 J 5 are out
siders. 

113. The Trade Union carries on with all its legal activi
ties of organizing the labourers into a Trade Union, of trying 
to secure for them their legal rights and amenities from the 
employer, of conducting night schools and other cultured and 
welfare activities. 

117. Many under-hand methods are applied to ,,·eaken 
the growing unity of the working class. The workers joining 
the Trade Union are subjected to victimization and are put to 
difficulties. 

125. Office-bearers of the Trade Union try to elicit treat
ment of cases from the management through personal visits or 
correspondence, but as has been already mentioned, the 
management mostly disappoint them with inadvertence, 
intraniigence or utter refusal. 

Mostly the Company and the .Contractors do not pay the 
workers their wages in cash. They issue slirs to wm'kers to 
enable them to have their necessities from shops. Tte ~:nps 
are maintained direct.ly by the Contractors or, some m~n of the 
Contractors cr the management which seJI cornmoditie:> ,11·,'.·a __ ,·,; 
dearer than at other places. Thus the 'Yorkers have to irrc..;r 
another sort of b.':lYY loss. 
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MEMORANDUM 

Submitted to the Bihar Labour Enquiry Committea 
By 

. The Biha~ and Orissa Mica Association, Giridih (Hazaribagh)". 

If the conditions of labOur in any industry in Bihar and 
for the matter of that in the whole of India require very care-
ful and exhaustive· enquiry, it is, undoubtedly. the mica 
mining and manufacturing industry. As the controller,. 
transmitter and sustainer of electrical current of high voltage 
as well as for its usefulness in the control and convenient . 
handling of sub-marines aircraft, motor- appliances. and 
\vireless appartus. the importance of mica cannot be gainsaid. 
India, with• its production of 82.9 per cent of world~s total 
produce of sheet mica,. and Bihar~ with its 87.1 per cent of the 
total Indian production, hold a sort of monopoly of the 
industry. Bihar mica is considered to be the best in the 
market, and ·there are certain varieties of manufactured mica 
for whose supply the world has ta depend almost entirely on 
India. Such is· the position and bright prospects of mica on 
the onward njarch of civilised mankind. It is very unlikely 
that even the commercial and technical success of. synthetic 
mica will be able to alter this position. 

Brit our industrialists do not seem to realise their duties 
towards this progressive industry. The huge profits that the 
industry brings to them now have blinded them and they pay 
little, if any, attention to developing this industry in a. 
scientific manner by efficient management and exploitation of 
the resources of our province in this respect to the best advan
tage of our people. They have been oblivious of the fact that. 
willing and intelligent co-operation of all the constituents is as 
necessary, if n~t more, for the success of an industry, especially 
of the type represented by mica, as the investment of capital. 
They forget that the large margin of profit that now accrues 
to this industry is obtained largely on account of the efficiency' 
of our Labour who haYe been found to excel in their line the 
labourers of the consumer-countries of the West, a.nd not 
~ecause of any efficient organisation of the industry in which 
respect there exists a virtual chaos. Therefore, even in· the 
interest of mica i~dustry itself, apart from many other consi~ 
derations including the special responsibilities of the .Govern
ment to-wards th:e welfare of a backward people of a partially 
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excluded area like Chota Nagpur, it is essential that 1\Iica
. labour, a principal contributor to the prosperity of the 

industry, should be given its due sha~e. 

· ·lVages.-As it is, the worker engaged in the mica industry 
is one of the lowest paid labourers. There are workers, adult 
males and women not excepted, who earn between one to two 
annas after working for a full day of about nine hours. In 
an industry over which, as has been said above, Bihar, and to 
he more precise Hazaribagh, has a virtual monopoly, the 
:worker is usually paid at the rate at which agricultural 
labourers of the not very fertile ·lands of Chota N agpur are 
paid their wages. A large majority is kept below the sub
sistence level. Increments are very rare and given only on 
e;ceptional cases. Sri Dukhia, a packer in the Indian 1\Iica 
Supply Company, was admitted to the Factory fifteen years 
back on annas 4 a dav, and after these fifteen years he has been 
fortunate enough io· have earned an increment of Rs. 1-9-0. 
On. a modest computation not less than eighty per cent of 
micamen come in Dukhia' s category. There are deductions 
too for dharmada (compulsory charity) which are regular 
features in Marwari concerns. Even Muslim workers are not 
spared from subscribing to Dussera Funds. Security of 
service is literally non-existent. Occasions may be cited when 
within one· month as many as five hundred workers have ben 
turned out from factories whose total strength is about 700. 
In fine a Mica Factory furnishes all the disadvantages of an 
unorganised and irregular village industry whereas facilities 
of the lattet' are simply conspicuous by thei~ absence. 

. Coming to particular branches of labour we find that 
Splitting absorbs about seventy per cent of factory labour. 
1This is the process that requires the largest amount of skill 
and in which the Giridih worker is an adept because of his 
traditional association with it. It is exactly the process for 
which the exporter of manufactured mica secures the largest 
price without any corresponding gain to the splitter. Indeed, 
the .rates for splitting, as also for other processes, have consi
derably gone down during the past several years. The wages 
for no. 6 book, for instance, were 12 annas to 14 annas per seer 
ln. 1926, while at present it is something between five to six 
annas per seer. If we compare the ratio of wages to the sale 
price of mica in different years we observe that it has no rela
tlon at all to one another. Take for example the price of 
no. 5 book. The price per maund of this quality of mica was 
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Rs. 80 in 1936. The· present market rate of the same stuff, 
almost steady during the last six months at least, is Rs. 145 
per maund, w~hich mea~s an incre~se in s~le price by 8~.25 
per cent·. Still no difference wrll practically · be noticed · 
between· the wages obtaining in the industry then and now .. 
This high price of the commodity and the consequent prospe
rity of the industry has not added a pie more to the income 
of the worker to bring it towards a subsistence level. 

There is another very peculiar thing with the mica 
industry in regard t.o the system for payment of wages. The 
law that should govern the fixation of wages is that the bigger· 
the margin of profit in a particular commodity the larger. the . 
worker's share in it. But here in mica it is just tte reverse .. 
What holds good here is that the more a particular quality. 
bring in to the enterpre'neur the lower are the worker's wages .. 
No. 6 mica is inferior to no. 5 in quality. The latter is 
costlier and fetches better price. Its operation too requires : 
better skill and more time and attention. But the Splitter's 
wages for no. 6 is Rs. 15 per maund, whereas. those for no. 5 
are ~s. 10 _only. 

. The condition of workers in loose packing is still worse. 
Since this part of the business is carried on in the form of a 
cottage industry and is done through contractors squeezing is 
more systematic here. The contractor who does no work 
himself gets one and a half annas for each seer of mica split 
while the man who actually performs the task by the sweat of. 
his brow is kept contented with an anna and a quarter per 
. seer. There are other and more subtle ways too by which the 
unscrupulous contractor carries on his exploitation of the. 
ignorant Home-splitter. One such method includes . the· 
payment of wages for one seer for one and a half seer of mica. 
split. The only possible solution to prevent this corruption 
and this exploitation by the contractor is to ensure. a minimum 
wage .of five annas per seer to the Home-splitter and to elimi
nate the contractor altogether by getting his work done with 
the help of direct employees of the factories concerned. 

This is about the :workers employed on contract- ~stem. 
tThe problem of daily-rated workers is more complicated still. 
!The average earning of an adult male worker at present is five 
to six annas a day whereas that of a female and a boy is four 
to five annas.and two to four annas respectively. But to speak 
the truth there is absolutely no standard by- which the wage 
of a worker is fixed. On the other hand, every indiviqual 
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employer makes a constant endeavour to reduce the rate of 
prevailing wages as much as he can. The Indian 1\fica Supply 
Company, for instance, is the greatest sinner in this respect. 
Every worker who leaves this company earns an additional 
income of six pice to two annas at the least on his admission 
to any other factory of Giridih. 

Of the factors that contribute to the surprisingly low 
level of wages in this industry employment of a very large 
number of child labour is the most important. The general 
notion that ' if started young they may become experts' is a 
camouflage to disguise the employer's real motive to bring 
aown the general level of wages by offering as cheap competi
tors tender boys who could be made to work for much less than 
the average adult gets. Another factor is the availability of 
a large army of surplus agricultural labour. \Vith the deve
t>pment of industry large numbers of rural folk are bound to 
be attracted. to the town and other centres of industry. This 
is a welcome feature of our civilisation as it adds, among 
other things, to the wealth of the community. But if this 
influx of the villagers to industry is to be made a pretext for 
lowering the wages of workers, it will really be a very retro
grade step which must be stopped at any cost. The respon
sibilities of the Government in this matter are very clear. They 
must see to it that the micaman is not left at the mercy of 
the employer who has seldom shown any interest for the welfare 
of the community in general. America is one of our biggest 
importers of mica, and if it is possible for the dealers in mica 
there to pay a minimum wage of eleven dollars a week (of 44: 
hours) to their workers (during the first year), it is worth 
considering what minimum wage should be fixed for the Indian 
;worker. At any rate. the demand for fixing up a minirnum 
:wage is irresisti'ble. After a proper and thorough investiga
tion into the system for the payment of wages now prevalent 
it ought to be possible for the Government to take immediate 
steps for standardising the whole system and to fix up a rate 
below which the employer may not be allowed to pay. There
fore we make the following suggestions as regards wages for 
the consideration of the Labour Enquiry Committee:-

(a) A basic minimum rate should be fixed at Rs. 15, 
and that for boys Rs: 12. Women should be 
paid at the rate of adults for the same type of 
work. An addition for efficiency to the basic 
rate should be made which may vary upto Rs. 10, 
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but which should on no account be less than 
Rs. 5 during the first year. Considering the 
fluctuating nature of the industry we do no~ 
claim a regular annual increment -to eacli 
worker, but instead we should certainly demand 
the introduction of a system of Bonus. This 
would relieve the employer of any likely burden 
on him ~t a time of ·trade depressio¥· 

. (b) .Till this is. achieved the Committee will ~e well 
· advised, in fact we urge upon the Committee to 
take this into their serious consideration, to 
publish an interim report recommending the 
restoration of wages of predepression days, saY. 
of 1924-26. 

SECURITY OF EMPLOYMENT. 

The industry affords no security to the worker.· As has 
b~en mentioned elsewhere in this Memorandum there is such: 
lamentable lack of. elementary rules of service that it does not 
worry the employer the least to turn out sixty to seventy per 
cent workmen in one month. No notice of any kind is given 
to the workmen prior to his discharge. There should be some 
rule for the guidance of mutual relation between the employee 
and his employer. · A worker should automatically become a 
permanent hand in the factory as soon as he completes one 
month of service in a particular concern. It will be essential. 
for the employer to give proper notice of at least a fortnight, 
or wages in lieu thereof, if any such worker is sought to be 
remnved. The Workers' Union must be consulted at the time 
of such discharges. 

HoURs oF woRK. 

As in other matters, so also in this respect there is ab'so .. 
lutely no rule to guide the employer. Absence of the protec· · 
tion of the Factories Act leaves the worker completely in the · 
hands of the management as regards the working hours. Ex-· 
cepting a few honourable exceptions of factories under 
European management, most of the mica factories neve~ 
observe any rule in this respect, nor they have any. Althougli 
the worker is supposed to work from 8 A.M. to 5.30 or 6 P.M.,
in actual pra-ctice.he is required to remain in the factory till 
eight to nine o'clqck at night. On payment days he has got 
to remain for even a longer period. This Il).Ust stop. CNQ 
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more th~.n forty-eight hours' duty should be taken from a 
worker m one week. No worker should be detained in the 
factory premises after the working hours. 

INDEBTEDNESS. 

Almost ninety per cent of the workers are ever in debt. 
The rate of interest on the borrowings from kabuliwalas and 
other money-lenders vary from 20 to 200 per cent, where~s in 
cases where, money is adyanced by the employer usually 12! 
per cent to 25 per cent interest is charcred. OwinO' io the 
accumulation of interest and rapid pa~perisation ° of the 
worker, the total amount of debt is on the increase. -Children 
of mica workers inherit the .burden of their fathers' indebted
ness. This makes the worker a perpetual debt-slave. A loan 
of Rs. 8 obtained by the father of a worker of Messrs. Raj
garia Bros. 'in 1922 remains unpaid e>en to this dl'ly although 
Something towards it was paid every week by the original 
d.ebtor and after hisdeath his son. Employers should combine 
am<mg themEelves for the purpose of advancing loans to the 
workers at the time of their needs. Some sort of co-operative 
efforts may be made in this direction but care must be taken 
to keep the rate of interest as low as possible. 

CoRRUPTION. 

'· . The most prevalent form of corruption that has come to 
t>Ur. notice is bribery and incorrect weighment. We know of 
no firms where the sirdars do not take from the workers some 
tip even as a matter of right. The Giridih factory of Messrs. 
F. F. Christien and Company,. and Messrs. Rambilas Singh 
and Company, are notorious in this respect, in addition of 
course to the I. M. S. Co., where the Sirdar takes 
one anna from each worker every week. A little 
vigilance by the man:;tgement -will eliminate t~is evil. B~t ~s 
regards incorrect we1crhmP.nt we have a feehn"' that th1s 1s 
done under the adviC: of proprietors of small factories while 
in comparativel:y hi~ factories some of. the big officials have a 
hand in such m1sch1ef, perhap3 not w1thout the knowledge of 
their owners. 

EDUCATION AND SANITATION. 

: · 'Absolutely no attention ~s paid l>y the employers to these 
requirements of their wor~ers. O~e or two firms have, h<?W· 
ever be"'un to show some mterest m the ·matter of educat10n 
but ~othlng further c~n be said until this js tested in actual 
work.. 
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FAcToRY AcT. 
The most elementary step that should be taken in the 

Uirection of removing .from' the mica_· factories its chaotic c~n.:. 
ditions is the early extension of the provisions of the Factones 
~ct to all mica factories employing ten or more hands. We 
wish to urge upon the committee the necessity ~f this step ~it.h 
all the emphasis which we can command. We feel that 1t 1s 
not necessary to explain this point in any detail. 

TRADE UNION AND ITS RECOGNITION. 

. It is now an admitted fact that a healthy growth· of trade 
unionism among the workers is the best guarantee in favour 
of industrial peace and therefore for its systematic develop
ment. It also reminds the industrialist and others concerned 
that industry is a n~tional asset whose working l.n the interest 
of the community requires corporate efforts of all. Proper. 
trade unionism ensures this effort by the intelligent and 
willing co-operation of the largest single contributing factor 
to the progress ·of the industry. Trade unionism helps to 
alleviate. the position of the workers which, in other words 

·means that they become more efficient. It tries to obtain the 
workers' dues by keeping them conscious of their responsibi"" 
lities to the industry. In fact a Union-worker is more consci
ous of his inevitability to the industry and his usefulness 

·towards it than any other worker. He is vigorous. He i~ 
self-reliant. If such a man is assured the necessary incentive 
for improvement of his skill, he should .certainly show better. 
results. It is all to the good of the industry. 

But to our dismay employers here do little for the growtli 
a.nd development of trade unions among their worke:r_:s. On 
the other hand, they do all that lie in their power to diminish' 
the influence of the Union on their workers. As of old, the 
local officers of the Congress Government, too, help the un· 
scrupulous employer to break the workers' organisation. At 
least this has been our experience in Giridih where local civil 
authorities have taken active steps to demoralise the workers 
and. all coercive methods have been applied to meet this end .. 
l~d1an officers try to make friends with employers who are 
nch men, and they support the latter to crush vocal labour . 

. AU these difficulties can, to a certain extent, be rem~ved if' 
emJ?loyers are ~ompelled to grant recognition to the union of' 
th.e1r men an_d work for the welfare of labour in co-operation 
With the U mon. Much of the complexitiel? of the relation 
betwee:q a micaman and his employer can thus be removed. 



MEMORANDUM 
Submitted to the Bihar Labour Enquiry Committee 

By 

Mr. S. Nasiruddin, M.A., B.L., Giridih. 

In the province of Bihar, labour and peasantry occupy 
nearly 50 per cent of the population and the amount of support 
from these people would decide any issue in the fiO'ht for 
liberation of the country. The mass contact programm~ of the 
Congress is now giving a distinctly prominent place to labour 
problem in the present Indian politics. In the last election 
manifesto the Congress organization made an open declaration 
that it is an obligation on the part of Government " to secure 
to the irldustrial workers a decent standard of living, hours 
of work and condition of labour in conformity with the 
International standard, suitable machinery for the settlement 
of disputes between employers and wo.rkmen, economic protec
tion against unemployment, old age and sickness and the right 
of workers to form unions for the protection of their interests , . 
In pursuance of this election manifesto the worker threw them
selves in the lot with the Congress in the election campaign. 

-The Congress came out successful in majority at the poll in 
this province and has accepted office as well. With the begin
ning of the new regime, the workers are now looking forward 
;for an immediate redress of their . long standing grievances 
against the employers who are exploiting the resources of the 
labpur. -

It is gratifying to note that the Bihar Government have 
recently appointed an Enquiry Committee under the Chairman
sh{p of Dr. Rajendra Prasad, the great leader of Bihar, to 
enquire into the present labour condition in this province. It 
would be the fitness of thing if at this moment labour condition 
of some important industries of the province, is brought to the 
notice of the Enquiry CoiDJllittee as well as all those whom 
it may concern. 

Bihar proper is mostly an agricultural area whereas the 
tract of Chota N agpur is mostly mineral and partly agricul
tural and forestal. J'he porti('llS containing mineral lie within 
the districts of _Hazaribagh, Manbhum and Singhbhum and the 
chief minerals buried within these districts are iron, coal, 
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~anganese, copper and mica. The predominant position 
occupied by these mineral industries can be imagined fro~ the 
fact that no less. than 200,000 (two lacs) of workers are 
employed in them and the recent establishment arid the growtli 
of the towns of Jamshedpur, Ghatsila, Dhanbad, Jharia, 
Giridih and Kod~rma bear testimony to their great importance 
and va1ue . 

. And from the ooal, iron and manga:r;tese industries, the 
mica industry alone has no less than 400 miles and five hundred 
factories employing about forty thousand workers, both under· 
ground and on surface. · The. mica industry of Bihar is 
confined to the areas. lying within the districts of Hazaribagh, 
Monghyr and Gaya and the (!hief centres are at ·Kodarma and 
Giridih. Many of these mines are buried in Jungles and are 
by no means easy of access. By the engagement of about half 
a lac.of workers in mica industry within the small area of 
Giridih and Kodarma, labour problem from the modern labour 
point· of view is of great importance and deserves especial 
;mention. · · · 

The purpose of this article is to present a short survey of 
the mic~ industry with special bearin~ upon the existing labour 
conditiqns and t~e problem confronting them. 'Yithin the 
short scope of this survey it is impossible to analyse the whole 
field of modern problem on the subject of labour so far the mica 
industry is concerned. Far less it is possible to give an 
analytical account of the general economics of the existing 
l~bour. So far as has been possible with the available 
material, I deal intensively with the present labour condition 
of the Bihar mica industry. 

Location of mica deposits. 

The term Bengal mica as is known throughout the worid is. 
a misnomer. · As a matter of fact, it is Bihar mica as the entire · 
deposit of the minerals are located in the province of Bihar. 
It. was known as Bengal mica because the mineral area was 
within the jurisdiction of Bengal before 1911. Except a small 
area at Nellore in Madras Presidency· where some mica 
deposit is found, the entire Indian inica is found in Giridih, 
Kodarma, _Monghyr and some parts of Gaya district. 

Importance and utility of mica. 

It is not possible to discuss the manifold uses of mica, but 
briefly speaking, mica from scientific point of view, plays an 
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important part in the operation and development of tlie 
industries of the. world. At present all the major industries 
of the world are worked by electrical energy and it is this 
electrical industry which is the greatest consumer of high grade 
mica and .Bihar mica alone is of the best and highest quality 
and is in great demand all over the world. India is still 
unaware of the ·scientific utility of mica and therefore it is 
exported to _foreign countries in its raw form. 
. Market. 

·London and New York are the two important markets of 
mica in the world and direct export to these markets are made 
from Bihar mica centres of Giridih and Kodarma. .During 
1935 about seventy-six thousand cwts., of the value of rupees 
sixty-five lacs eighty-five thousand, was. consigned from India 
to foreign countries while in 1936 ninety-nine thousand four: 
hundred ninety-one cwt. (99,491 cwt.) of the value of Rs. 72 
lacs 52 thousand was consigned. · 

Bihar mica sptitting. 
The· reason why. Bihar mica splitting is regarded as the 

finest and best of all foreign countries production is due to the 
fact that Indian girls are trained in better workmanship of 
fine splitting than the European girls and it has been found 
that consignment of mica has been received here from foreign 
country for splitting by Indian girls. 

Class o] mica industry. 
The Royal Commission on Labour have divided the mica; 

industry into two classes-one the mica mine and the other 
mica factory. The former is regulated under the Mines Act . 
. There are about four hundred mica mines with twenty-five 
thousand labourers .. These mines are directly under the 
control and supervision of the Chief Inspector of Mines, 
Phanbad, who controls them from mining but not from labour 
point of view. Of the five hundred mica factories only three 
are using power and are controlled by the Factories Act; the 
rest are entirely uncontrolled and unorganised. In the opinion 
of the Labour Commission, mica mining, from labour point of 
view, hardly falls within the category of organised industry 
as the workers are not wholly or even primarily dependent on 
the in_Justry. Even if this view of tpe Commission is correct, 
still mica mining industry stands on the same footing as 
other mining industry, such as coal, copper and iron. Mica 
mines Jike the other mines are generally work~d by part-time 
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agricultural workers in spare time bet~een ·two c~ops and are 
often closed during rains. .In the coal mmmg mdustry the 
question of labour plays an Important part and the·.employers 
are giving attention to the labour problem. In spite of the 
opinion that mica . mining is not an o~~ani~ed i~du~try, the 
Commission has fou.nd the labour condition m miCa mdustry 
unsatisfactory and have made x:ecommendaiions f..or remedial 
measures. 

Of the five hundred factories where mica cutting and 
splitting is done· most of the:IJ?. are located in the towns o~ · 
Giridih and Kodarma and some are scattered in villages.· 
This class of factory is not regulated by the Factory Act as 
machine power is not used there but the Labolir Commission 
has placed this industry in the category of six other kinds of· 
factories, such as wool, shellac, biri, carpet-weaving, etc., and 
have opined that labpur problem in them des~ryes attention.: 

Sources of labour. 
Workers to mica factories are mostly drawn 'from the 

surrounding rural areas. A certain percentage of workers l · 

belong to other districts but reside in the surrounding villages: 
as circumstances permit. This does not suggest that these: 
workers are essentially agriculturists who, after the cultivation, 
is over,. flock to factories forsaking their ploughs in order t() 
increase their income by some temporary industrial work. It 
should be noted that these mica factories ~re not seasonal 
factories rather they are perennial in nature. The workers of. 
these factories· are c~mposed largely of· those classes whose' 
interest in land and agriculture is very slight or who being: 
extra membe~s of their families migrate to factories to avoid 
pressure on land. For want of housing provision in factories,. 
they a_re forced to settle down in village, away from factories •. 

Classes of workers .. 
Workers of mica splitting factories mostly belong to low . 

castes, such as Dusadhs, Chamars, Mushars Toories, Santals. 
and Jolahas. A very small percentage of higher caste is found 
in. them. Of these workers nearly 50 per cent are minor. 
children of .both sex from 6· to 15 years of age and are employed 
either directly or with their parent.s. Nearly 20 ~r cent are 
young· boys and girls from 15 to 20 years and the rest are 
adult3. · 

Nature of factories. 
These mica factories ~re of various grades and nature .. 

Of ~he fi~·e h~~red f~c~~Ies only a dozen are registered com• 
pames with hmited hahihty and tp~ rest, are private wncerns 
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owned by individuals. The unit and strength of workers 
range from ten persons to hundreds and in some factories to 
over a thousand. 

~lJlode of recruitment of labour . 

. . ·.Recruitment of workers is made by employers through 
then managers or agents and sirdars who procure recruits froll! 
villages. These agents· perform the function of a jobber to 
:Whom the· unemployed· approach. These jobbers supply labour 
to managers or owners of factories and in return get something 
;from the employers as well as from the recruits who pay a few 
.annas weekly to these jobbers. Sometimes the workers them· 
selves call at the factories for employment. It is fairly a. 
general practice by jobbers or sirdars to extract something in 
advance or by weekly instalments from recruits as the price 
o.f employment.• Sometimes the recruits have to provide those 
jobbers with periodical drink. In short, the factory manager 
is _the chief. person to secure employment or dismissal of a 
worker. The Labour Commission have recommended the 

·exclusion of such jobbers and agents and have stressed upon 
the necessity of appointing a Labour Officer independent of 
factory, subordination who could supply labour to the requisition 
of factories. 

' ' 
Child workers. 

As noted above 50 per cent of the workers in these factories 
consist of children of both sex from 6 to 15 years of age. The 
paramount question of child labour arises here. These children 
are employed either directly or with their parents or relations 
who by the child's labour add an extra income to their earning. 
There are· a number of factories employing over thousand per· 
sons where the number of children is not small. These children 
are employed without medical examination as to their physical 
fitness and age. Their hour of work is according to those of 
the adults which is 9 to 10 hours-from 8 A.M. to 5 or 5·30 P.M. 

:with a short interval for meal. In many factories no interval 
is allowed even to children which is a great hardship and is 
open to serious objection. Children are paid according to time 
or piece rates which amounts to 1} to 3 annas per day for nine 
hours· work. The daily working hour for such children has 
been recommended by the Labour Commission to be four and 
a half or utmost five hours a day within special age limit of 
12 years below which no child could be employed in a factory 
pnless medically certified to be fi~ .for ~ particular duty. .The 
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:question of age limit of childreri. fit to be employed in Indian 
factories was ·discussed at length at the fourteenth I~~rna
tional .Labour Conference at Geneva .and 12 was the mmtmum 
age fixed~ but in mica factories there is no age restriction and 
children of such tender age as 6 or 7 years, are to be found 
in any number. The· Labour. Comm~ssion:s report o:t; the 
question of employment of children m mlCa factory ~s an 
important. point to· .which no attention has yet been patd bY, 
the employers. 

Another important point for consideration is the pledging 
of child labour in mica factories. Some petty factory owners 
are landlords of some villages. They advance some small 
amount to the"ir tenants who in payment of the principal or 
interest pledge· the labour of their children. This syste~ of 
mortgaging child labour by parents or relations is a serious 
evil and in the opinion of the Labour Commission is '' worse 
than the indentured labour for the indentured labourer is, 
when he enters on the contract, a free agent while the child 
is not ". Payment of advances to secure the labour of children 
is in opinion of the· I~abour Commission a criminal offence and 
the St:1te would be justified in adopting strong measures to root 
out the evil. Another .great hardship for these minor workers 
is that .they have to come to factories from villages several miles 
distant every morning without having sufficient fresh food. 
Throughout the day they do not get any tiffin except that at 
interval they contend themselves with a small quantity of 
parched grain. · In the evening they · run to their houses 
reaching late at night specially in cold and rainy seasons .. 
Tedious nine hours factory work and the strain of a long. 
journey is a great hardship for young children and is detri
mental to the general health of these young workers. So great 
is the necessity of giving protection to these child workers that 
some restrictions in the light of the Labour Commission's 
reconl:mendation must immediately be enforced. 

Education. 
It is a well-known fact that practically the whole mass of 

industrial labour in India is illiterate, a Rtate of affair whicli 
is unk-nown in any other country of industrial importance; and 
the Bihar mica industrial area is no exception to this state 
of affairs.· It is almost impossible to over-estimate the con
sequence of this_la~k of education among the children of factory 
workers. Not a smgle employer has attempted to develop the 
education of his workers' children by opening a primary or 
art school il). ·the·factory although some of the factories employ, 
over two thousand :wor~ers a day. From figures ayailable jJ 
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. appears that only 2 per cent of children are at school within 
the entire area of mica industry. The neighbouring coalfields 
and other industrial areas have got schools for their workers'· 
children but the apathy of the mica factory employers towards 
. education of their workers' children is most deplorable. If 
·children below 12 are not employed in these factories, they may, 
.with advantage be giyen education in factory schools and when 
they come up to age, they may be found more serviceable than 
ilJiterate adult workers. :further, if the working hours for 
children is reduced from 9 to 5, theJ will have enough time for 
."an hour or two to learn in factory schools. In the interest 
of the Indian industry and labour such backward industrial 

: ateas· which produce from underground national wealth of. 
great value have a special claim to sufficient facilities for the 
education· of :workers'· children. If substantial employers 

: locally combine to keep children at factory schools, they would 
be doing a great service besides the prospect. o! getting better 
type of :workers in future. 

Women workers. 
. In these mica factories women workers range from 6 years 
of age upward. They are employed at piece rate for mica 
splitting and dressing at the rate of" two annas per seer and 
their daily wages hardly exceed 3" or 4 annas. Their lot is 

0 

also quite miserable. Since their work is at piece rate, they 
try to increase their output by neglecting their domestic 

:affairs at home and general health. They are deceived in pay-
ment of their wages by under weighment. The actual weight 

0 

of their mica splitting is reduced on the scale by two to three 
_ chattaks in each seer. Besides, they are subjected to many; 
. other hardships. 

Condition of faCtory. 
The mica factories being perennial in nature tlie question 

of health, safety and welfare of the workers is of importance. 
Only a few organised mica companies have got permanent 

·factory buildings made of corn~gated tins or tiled sheds; the 
rest are accommodated in buildings quite unfit for factory; 
purposes. They are all ill-ventilated and without proper 

. sanitation. · Workmen have to work in ·rooms which have no 
. sufficient light and air. Some work in open verandahs and are 
. subject to exposure in all seasons. No proper latrines and 

urinals are provided in the factory buildings for the use of 
t.he workers and the result is that the operatives have to use 

. street drains or side lanes of the factory buildings. Within 
Giridih town there are seyeral hundred factories the ':workers 
of :wl!ic~ use ~treet drains as urinals tll.ereby making t:he whol~ 
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surrounding most insanitary. As regards drinking water, 
there is hardly satisfactory arrangement for supply to the. 
workers who have to go -to public wells near about or bring 
water with them. The manufacturing process of splitting 
mica disseminates large amount of mica dust and arrange
ment for· its elimination and cleaning is most defective. The 
floors and walls of the factory ·are not clean and vards and 
surroundings covere'd with mica refuses and scral?s. w · 

Climatic condition. 
The long period of work in these factories commencing 

from morning till evening, specially in hot season, renders 
physical toil most tiresome. ·Factory owners do not make any 
endeavour to mitigate the discomforts of their workers who 
:work in congested and ill-ventilated rooms sitting side by side. 

Welfare arrangements. 
Hardly there is any welfare arrangement for the workers 

in these factories. There is absolutely no washing and bathing 
facility available in the factories. Since the factory work 
gees on from morning till evening, the workers have no time 
at home for ~king bath or washing clothes. Poor labourers 
have to remain without a bath or a clean clothing throughout 
tlie week till Sunday. Another welfare arrangement :which id 
wanting is the· medical relief. Except one factory at Tisri 
where a Medical Officer and a dispensary is maintained, no 
factory provides any medical help to workers who are very, 
poor.in health. Hardly there is time or sufficient means within 
the reach of these workers to· get medical advice or relief from 
outside. The employers do not examine the condition and 
state of health of their workers either at the time of employ
ment or during the course of work.. If a · worker gets ill 
tmddenly or is injured, no first aid is available in the factoryr 
Refreshment rooms and rest rooms for workers are.not provided 
in any factory. They take their meal or tiffin here and there 
in all uncomfortable and insanitary places. Articles of food 
sold by petty vendors at factory gate co,nsist of oil-cooked cakes, 
parched gram and fried rice exposed to dirt and flies and 
prepared from adulterated stuff. No attention is paid by 
factory authorities to control the purity and freshness of the 
eatable for the workers. 

Of the large number of women employed in these factories 
at least ten per cent are nursing mothers. "rhile working they 
leave their babies lying near about them on a sack,' in a box · 
or a ~orner :unid~t dust-laden atmosphere, quite exposed to 
sun and wind. As the woman's work is at. piece rate, she 
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generally cares more for her increased output than the nursing 
of the baby. There is no provision in the la.ctory of a separate 
room or creches for such babies. 

General health. 
In actual fact the physique of these mica workmen is very 

·poor, their general standard of health most unsatisfactory. In 
Giridih town alone there are several hundred factories and 
except one charitable dispensary, controlled by the munici
pality, no factory is equipped with medical facility to look 
after the health of the workers. 

Indebtedness. 
'Vant of medical facilities and the low wages make it 

impossiLle for the workers to get through more than a very 
short period of illness without borrowing. Sic'kness is an 
import11nt contributory cause of indebtedness. By sickness the 
job is lost arid at this time of greatest need the worker finds 
himself destitute of resources unable to take proper steps to 

. restore his health and in difficulties regarding the means of 
subsistence. The employer does not care for hi!U as he can 
get another worker in his place the result is that the poor 
worker is driven to a money-lender for loan. There are 
innumerable petty money-lenders ·who advance small amount 
on higher possible rate of interest. -If a worker secure a loan 
of Rs; 5 the money-lender realises weekly payment of annas five 
as interest. Another cause of indebtedness is the drink evil. 
In matter of indebtedness the lot of a woman worker is most 
miserable specially when she is confined for a long time with
out · getting any maternity benefit or allowance from her 
employer or welfare society. The situation calls for the 
exploration of all methods that may lead to the alleviation of 
the existing hardships. 

Payment of wages. 
The system of payment of wages is weekly in these 

"factories and Saturday is generally the day of payment but 
in many factories payment is not made on Saturday and the 
workers have to attend factories on Sunday also to receive their 
wages. This practice of delay in payment causes hardship 
and t.heir day of rest is wasted in mere attending factory with
out any wages fur that day. The Payment of Wages Act, 
193G, is not applicable to these factories for regulating the 
payment of wages. 

. · Uncertainty of employment~ 
The rise and fall of the mica business is controlled hyl 

Jor~ign coun,tries.. ll_eale:r;.s and suppliers are often compelled 
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to reduce the strength <>f their factory labour according to ~he 
demand of foreign country. The employer may at any time 
without notice close the factory or reduce the number of la~ou~. 
It is at this period when many workers.are unexpectedly ~nven 
to unemployment. The employers do not grant any subsistence 
allowance to them for the period they are unemployed nor 
there is any agency or society which could protect them from 
starvation and beggary. · · • 

Low wages. 
In regards to wages the most important basic issue now-. · 

a-days is the minimum· wage. In mica industry workers are 
paid very low wages. Children from six to fifteen years of 
age are generally paid at 1% ·anna. to 3 annas it day of nine. 
hours and the adult from 3 annas to 5 annas. As the labour: 
is unorganised the workers cannot demand more wages. Better · 
wages means better health and strength, better education and 
character. All of ehese are useful economic assets. · 

Labour unions. 

There is :QO labour union in this industry. Workers being 
entirely disorganised cannot ventilate their grievances to the 
employers rather the employers themselves have formed Associa
ciation to protect their rights and interest and to ventilate their 
grievances to the Government. The employers have not taken 
any steps to allow the workers to form unions. Nor is there 
any conciliation or arbitration board whidh could act as 
mediator in the· dispute between workers and employers or 
between workers themselves. There have been a few strikes in 
sorue factories but the workers had to submit to the will and 
mercy of the employers. Every strike involved primary or 
secondary losses in some way and the necessity of its prevention 
hardly admits of dispute. It affects both-the employers and 
workers. Apart from more or less measurable losses to any .. 
part~ _indust~ial d!spute and strikes create a psychological 
condition whiCh duectly affects the power of production and 
the development of the industry. An ill-paid worker is 
always driven to irritation, antagonism and ill-feeling 
~ngendered by maltreatment. Unwilling or grudged service· 
~s always a bad ~erv~ce. Ind.ustrial society is like an organism. 
~he whole orgamsatwn functiOns well only when each part func
twns harmo~uously with the whole and it is to this aspect that 
the Internatwnal Labour Office and the I..abour Commission have 
?rawn a~ten~ion. The mica industrial labour is badly lacking 
,n orgamsatwn. 
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Labour administration and measures necessary. 

. In earlier years people ..used to talk mainly of factory 
legislation. The prevailing notion at one time was once the 
factory laws were passed workers would find their remedies by 
taking their cases to courts but the steps to court were found 
unsatisfactory and therefore factory officers were appointed 
to settle disputes. Time has now come that we now speak of 
labour legislation. The evolution of distinct labour depart
ment is a matter ~f recent history and in many foreign countries 
a Labour Ministry has been set up with special portfolio of 
labour and industry. In the Government of India a special 
Department of Labour and Industry has been recently created. 
It is a result of the stimulous received by the recent foundation 
~f the International Labour Office at Geneva of the League 
of Nations which is a direct outcome of the Treaty of 
.V crsailles. 

The mica industry, like many other -.industries of this 
province, is unregulated and disorganised but as it affects a 
mnsiderable section of the community and the labour issues 
involved in it are broadly hl!ID.anitarian, the services of Gov
ernment, the chief organisation of all, may be usefully invoked 
in this direction. 

Labour Union or Association may be formed to safeguard 
the interest of labour but such unions are rarely successful 
since their· resources are limited and the employers generally 
do not recognise their bona fide existence. The most effective 
mediative machinery is therefore the Government agency but 
the chief drawback of Government's mediation, it is believed, 
that it is Gor:ernment. As a rule it is found the Government 
command the confidence more of the employer and capitalist 
than of the employees and labour except where Government is 
controlled by Labour Party. Government have better faci
lities and resources than private agencies and unions and it is 
through State-managed agencies that the betterment of the lot 
of workers can be expected. As by factory legislation power 

. using factories are controlled similarly by some measures the 
labour problem of the mica. industry can be solved. There is · 
one Act, the Mica Act of 1930 which is in operation to regu
late the possession and transport of and trading in mica. It 
has nothing to do with labour problem nor does the Act give 
any protection to the workers. On the method of working of 
this Act there is no agreement among the mica trade~~ 
t.hemselv~s. 



MEMORANDUM 

Submitted to the Bihar Labour Enquiry Committee 

By 

The Bihar .Mica Labour Unic;m, Jhumri-Telaiya (Hazaribagh)'. 

It is needless to say that mica industry is a very important 
industry n9t of India but prope;rly speaking of Hazaribagh 
District only, with a little encroachment in the Gaya District 
adjoining ~azaribagh District. There was no Mica Union in 
Hazaribagh and this Mica· Union, which we represent, was 
started" a few months ago and it has not begun working 
properly. Therefore, we are in some difficulty because we have 
not studied the. problem very exhaustively; hut ~till :what we 
have, we are giving below:-. · 

We reserve our. right to additional memo.randum later on 
after studying the conditions of mica industry specially with . 
reference to the lahpurers and we shall find out the real grie..:. 
vances of the. labourers and then :we shall give a separate 
memorandum which we expect will not take more than 20 days. 

First, ";e. begin with conditions of mines. We may say 
that mica mines, a good number of them, are very anti-quoted · 
and they carry all the dangers and inconveniences of old mica 
mines. · As a matter of fact, some of the companies, specially 
Chrestien & Co. and Hori Chatto, Ltd., are trying to worK 
out mines on modern lines but still a good deal remains to be 
done. 

. The following are the dangers of old mines. Firstly, the 
mines are narro-\v and labourer has to crawl into the mines. 
The danger is that when dynamite is fixed into the mines t~. 
explode and struck mica out of stone, the labour has to go . 
and light the dynamite and. come out of the mine. It is very 
necessary that labourers should come out of the mine before. 
explosion takes place. If a labourer is caught on the :way, ' 
he looses his life; and if escapes, he looses the vital organ of. 
his body. I may give a few recent instances of the miserable 
condition that labourers had to undergo because of the. 
Piparahia mine having a very narrow passage~ Three per- . 
sons, namely, Megho Singh and Sukkar Gope of Chutiaro and 
'Akkul Singh of Markachu of police-station Kodarma became· 
blind. They set fire to the dynamite :which they fixed in th,e 
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mine and the ?ynam~te exploded before they could hastily crawl 
out of the ~me, With the result that they were struck witli 
stone on vanoll;s parts of their body including their eyes and 
t.h~y ·became b~md. In. the same way the Sugua and Thanhi. 
mmes, belongmg to Messrs. Horil-Chatto, I.td., have got 
narrow passage and are dangerous. In some of the mines the 
roofs are cracked and dangerous for the miners to work inside. 
·In,~me of the mines, Daldalia of Messrs. Horil-Chatto Ltd. 
casualtiesoccurred in which three persons were involved~ Thi~ · 
happened· about three months ago. Similar is the condition 
of. the Sethua mines, belonging to Messrs. Sarkar and Messrs. 
Sahana; 

. In. several mines labourers break some part of their body 
by falhl!g of stones from the roof as it is not checked before 
the~ labourers enter· to work- into the mine. Loose stones fall 
breaking their-legS, hands or heads. In some cases the ladders 
are old and break down resulting in the fall ~fa labourer. 

It is, therefore, necessary that a whole-time Mines 
Inspector, only for mica mines, be appointed to check the mines 
regularly. There are about two and half lacs of mica 
labourers. This huge number of labourers justifies the 
appointment of one whole-time Mica Mines Inspector. 
It would not be out of place to mention that up till 
now ~fines Inspector seldom visits mica mines. The 
mica owners play trick and avoid the inspection of mines. 
!When the Mines Inspector comes, they inform him that their 
mines are closed because. there is no demand for mica and when 
the Mica Inspector goes away they write to the Inspector that 
the mine has opened because there is now demand for mica. 
WV e may also suggest that the Mica Mines Inspector should be 
accompanied by an officer of the Union wlio may put him in touch 
with the irregularities practised in mica mines. In some of 
the mica mines in the interior, which are not easily approach
able, the mining_ law is openly broken and it does not come to 
the notice of the Mines Inspector. In several mines of Dhab, 
minors have to .work in the mines at an average of 12 hours 
·per day. In the same way there are several grievances, for 
example, want of proper ventilation as the requisite number. 
of shafts are not sunk in the mines4 · 

There is practically no hospital for labourers in the mines. 
The result is that several labourers die. Only very recently, 
22 labourers died on their way to Jhumri-Telaiya hospital. 
.There is a Government record of tllis :with tile Sadr. Subdivi-
~iQnal Officer.!. · 
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There is no provision for drinking water fo~ the lanourers.
There is some arrangement of water for· Babus. The· result 
is that the labourers drink· water at stagnant marshv places 
which abounds in malarial germs so they usually fall sick witH 
malaria and influenza and either they die or their vitalityi is 
lowered. · 

Housing arrangement is abominable. . The labourers have 
. to live in a very small house, built of leaves, wood and straw. 

The floor area is hardly 32 square feet and it contains 7 or 8 
labourers. Some time the whole .of the houses is gutted witli 
fire and their small property, consisting of clothes, etc .• > is · 
destroyed. These huts are. inside the. jungles where fire: is a 
thing of frequent' occurrence. . 

In factory the roofs consist; in most places, of corrugated 
sheets which in summer get very hot. We may suggest that 
it may be covered with tiles also. And where there is electric 
supply, fans may be given. 

- There should be fixed standard of weight. In ·weighing 
in-correct weight it always indicates less snpply of mica worked 
out b~ labourers than it is actually done. 

The fixing .of minimum basic wages, though difficult, must 
be introduced. '\Ve suggest ten annas for adult male and six 
annas for adult female per day. We understand that the price 
of mica has increased appreciably to-day than what it was ten 
years ago; but the wages are less than half of what they were 

. then. '\Ve suggest that the balance sheets of the important 
mica firms be looked into and the wages be increased in 
proportion to the increase in profit . 

. Payments are made in kind, as for example, in clotli'.: 
Labourers have to purchase cloth compulsorily in lieu of their_ 
wages andat a higher cost than what is prevailing in the market .• 
This should be at once abolished and labourer should be given 
a free hand in making purchases out of their wages. In 
seYeral factories fortnightly and monthly payments are made. 
'\Veekly payment of wages should be introduced. Wages of_ 
some of the miners, as for example those who work witli 
mechanical drills, should be increased. They are getting, at 
an aYerage, 12 to 14: annas per day. It should be doubled. No 
deduction on account of Dharam Khata or Dasturi should be 
made. It may be made a cognizable offence. Harsh treatment. 
of labourers by the employers or their agents should be stopped
They are -assaulted and beaten. The offenders should be 
8lrongly dealt with. Officers of the registered Union should 
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be given free access in mines and factories after informing their 
employer~ and for this purpose it is necessary to legislate. AnY. 
~bstruction on the part of the employer should be made a· 
cognizable crime. Steps should be taken to put a stop to the 
bad behaviour meted out to the labourers ·and also to the non
payment ·of wages. In this connection the names of R. K. 
Sahana and S. K. Sahana and Rajgaria & Brothers are to be 
mentioned. 

Provision for the education of child-workers in the factory 
·should be made either on kehalf of the employers or on behalf 
of the Government or both. They should be allowed to work.., 
;for not more tl;lan three hours on the same wages which are 
given at present. The working of the boys for 8 or 9 hours 
is inimical to their moral, mental and physical development 
J'heir very eyes will show that smartness has left t~em. -

· Separate provision should be made for urinals and latrines 
· for. male and female. · 

· ·Women should not be detained longer in evening or night 
'for the payment pf their wages. This results in their moral 
degradation. · 
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Replies to the Questionnaire issued by the Bihar Labour 
· ~quiry Committee · 

B . 
1 ' • 

Mr~ Shyamnandan Sinha, M.L.A., President, S_outh Bih&l' 
Sugar Mill Mazdoor Union, Bihta. 

1. Total number of workers-1,592 :
(a) Officers-25.· 
(b) Clerks-· '172. 
(c) Workpeople-1,400. 

2. Permanent hands-494. 
Seasonal or rnigratory-1,100. 

3. About· 20 per cent including purji-distributors, peons 
and Darbans, etc., who constitute the· larger proportion of 
these. 

4. About 50 per cent from Bihar and the rest from the 
United Prvoinces mostly from Gorakhpur, Gonda, Cawnpore, 
Almorah and other districts of western United Provinces. 

. . -· 

5. The proportion is 5.11. The remedy to reduce it is· 
no pay retainings to all thos-e who are seasonals, during the off·· 
t;ea::on so that they may all be treated a·s permanent hands.'o:f. 
the factory v.ho iSimp_ly go on compulsory l~ve on reduced 
pay when .the seas-on is over. The amount of monthly or 
quarterly retaining pay may differ according to grades, the 
lower having higher proportion to their actual pays than the 
higher ones. . 

_6. (a) retirement-Nil. 
(b) dismissal-tO per cent of the total.· 
(c) about 6. 
(d) 5 per cent. 

7. By all (a), (b) and (c) .. The jobbers merely supervise 
'the work and act as task.,mast.ers. They are mostly the 
favourites of the management and make profits ·at the cost 
of the workers whom they exploit by making them work under 
JllOSt inhuman and unhealthy condttions. 

8. I would like the contract and jobbery system to be 
l>rohibited by law because they enaot sweat labpur in contra
~ention to the provisions of the laws prescribed for govern· 
ing the J":Orking hours, payment of wages, etc. Recruitment 
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should be made by the management as regula.ted by certain 
~les framed by Government so that the fitteStt anq the deserv
Ing b~ employed for salaries justified by ability, efficiency, 
e:x:penence and nature of work they have to perform. 

10. No. 

. 11. Yes: As t9 the suggestion~ for checking them I. have 
gryen same !n Il!Y reply to (8) .. The most essential thing in 
th1s con;nectlon 1s to stop the Jobbery and contract system. 
The se~ond is to hav~ set rules govermng recruitment, grades, 
promotiOn, degradation, ate. 

12. Yes. The state should establi"Sh employment hurean3 
which should maint11in all information about the unemployed 
and keep in touch with the employers and recruitments 
should be made through them. Trade Unions should have 
effective voice in them.. 

13. For manufacturing, coolie-work, cle.rical cane
;workers peon and jamadars . . Except the officers, Engineers 

. and a few retainers, all others are casual ; their propo11tion 
to permanent hands being below 4 :1; increa·sing. 

14. Yes. 5 :11. 
15. No. 

j 

16. Yes. No conditions save the sweet will of the 
management. 

17. No. The case is quite the- reverse. Most of the 
workers have been degraded, their salaries being progreS"Sive
ly reduced with the growth of skill, experience and efficiency. 

18. As stated above all the employees should be treated 
as permanent hands, those required for seasonal works going 
on compulsory leave for which they should be p8jd at reduced 
rates according to the capacity of the concern employing 
them, So that all IDflY. know and feel sure of their job. As 

. many should be retained on three-fourth or half pays or so as 
possible. Those not thus retained should get further reduced · 
pay according to the capacity of the concern, be-sides Railway 
fares, etc., for their return home journey and the join-work 
one. Suitable accessory industries should be started to keep 
as manv seasonal workers engaged as possbile,.. viz., for the 
sugar factories, manufacturing of pow~r alcoho~ fr~m mo_las
ses manures, etc., £,"L1gar cane plantattlon on scientific hnes 
(th~ work of plantation begins with the ending of the season 
and ends with the beginning of the latter). and· so on. 
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Rules regulating the serrices of the employees shoul.:l be 
so framed that they may not be arbitrarily dealt with- by the . 
superiQr heads as they are tnow done ana some government: 
machinery should be provided_ to hear appeals of the dismissed 
or. discharged hands or of th~ who- may ~ l?unished other
iWlse as the case may be and m case of mJushce they should 
get damage and compensation besides restor~tion or reinstate
ment. Thi~ will check to ~ considerable extent the vagaries 
and high-handedness of the management and create a sense 
of security and consciousness among the workers. 

19. Yes. After the strike which took place ~n the new 
l·ear's day and lasted for 48 hours ending in an agreement 
which provides for one month's privilege leave wilth pay in 
a year; seasonals to _get according to the proportion in which 
they work for the year. S-ick leave at the rate of 15 days 
for a year with half p;1y in the above proportion is also to 
be provided. But it is to be seen how it is administered. 

20. According to the afore:-mentioned agreement sick 
leave has been provided. I do not know of any definite rules 
on this point apart from the terms of the said agreement. _ 

2'2. Previous t9 the strike prorident fund for higher 
employees, but a_ccording to the terms of- agreement all· those 
who like to, may avail of it within the provisions of the laws. 
No old age pensions. 

23. According to the ·terms of Agreement after the afore
said strike, Holi, Basant Panchami and Da.sahra for Hindus 
and ld, Bakarid and Moharram ·for Muslims and Sundays 
during off-season. · 

24:. No. 

25. Does not arise. 

26. Fines in rare cases and dismissal in others vary 
often for slightest offences advertent 9r j.nadyertent. 

27. Nil. 

28. The offence in most ~ is the displeasure of- thfl 
superiors and sometimes the annuity of the management to 
pro'Vide their favourites; and the p~shment is invariably 

dismissal and final settlement of accounts due to the employee 
concerned. 

· 29. Yes· 

30. One hundred and ten were dismiSsed _and 10 resigned. 
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31. :There has been practically no case of such absence. 

32. For workers 10 minutes late is considered 2 hours 
absence and wages are calculated afiter making proprotionat~ 
deductions for the same. 

33. Fine-& are utilised for public charities.: 

34. Eight hours a day for shift-duty, 9 hours for Sunday 
rest and no fixed hours for daily and contract labour. 

Yes, there should be shorter hours of wor'k generally and 
still much shorter _for night-shift and strenuous and hazard
ous jobs. .The reason is obvious. Our workers are being 
overworked and less fed. In a hot country like ou;s cunt.i.!lu
ous work for longer hours is enacted only at the:. cost of the 
health of the poor half-famished workers. As for the night
shifts and strenuous work no additional reason .i.s re<1uin~d to 
be given, 

Besides theSe .there is one more reason. The reduction 
in working hours will mean the employment of more hands. 
Thus this will give relief to the overworked workers and 
employment and bread to many who have nothing to do and 
hence :pothing to each practically. 

35. !Three shifts of 8 hours each for those working inside 
the factory with no interval during this 8 hours when they 
llave to p¢rform continuous duty, from 2 A.M. to. 10 A.M., 

from 10 A.M. to 6 P.M. and from 6 P.M. to 2 A.M., clerical 
stafi also work for 8 hours a day; daily and contract labour 
have to do longer hours of work; Sundays off during off
season. tThe workers employed in the confectionary Depart
ment have to work 9 hours a day ;.!,nd Sunday is ofi for them. 

37 .. Yes .. 
38. Yes. Overtime work is paid for at ordinary rate 

ealculated on the basis of 8 hours a day .. 

39. Every department except the general establis-hment, 
the rates ordin~ry as mentioned in 38. 

40. Yes. 

42. No special and adequate equipment. Only knicker~ 
and half-shirts to those on shifting duty after the strike. 
No sp~cial measures to diminish risks to health or injury. 

43. No proper and adequate measureS adopted; only; 
xe:ry seriou~ i!nd' fatal cases are report~d_; even tb.ese a.re 
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reported 9nly when they cannot be hushed up. {fhese !lrrange;. 
m:ents are not E~atisfactory. In addition to technical and 
mechanical improvements, awakening and consciousness ·among 
the workers in general ~s to their legal rights, l;trong · and 
watchful organisation in form of .Trade Unions and especial 
case and supervision on the p~ut of the Government auth9rj_..: 
ties are necessary:. 

44. Yes. 
46. Yes. The factories wilfully violate the p_r9visjo~ 

of 'the Factories Act even when they . ~pply to them and i~ 
they are granted further exemptions, this will make the~ 
only all the~ more too callous and oppressive. · 

47. So far as I know about the Bihta Factory the manage· 
ment do not seem to even know the elementary and funda:"" 
mental principles of the Fa~tories and Trad'e Union laws and 
rules framed thereunder and less so the poor workers. But 
the pity is that even the Factory Inspectors of the Govern
ment and other officials either · do not care t() know: these 
laws and rules or do not care to see whether they are being 
voilated or ·observed hy the factories. Payments of :wages,; 
compensations an:d hours of work are Ii.ot regulated according 
to the provisions of the laws and only when all concerned,: 
including; Government management and labour become wide
awake to rtheir duties, responsibilitie~ and right~ .respectiy~lY. 
can the evils be remedied. . 

49. Wages are according to time ra.te but thase of con
traCt labour, i.e., palledars·and the coolies who lo~d and un
load the cane-wagons, are on piece rate. The minimum is 
7 to 8 rupees a month ; maximum enjoyed chiefly by the 
favourites and relatives of the Managing Agents and higli 
mill-officers are hundred and more,. while the ·average il5 
between Rs. 10 and 15; most of the w9rkers being given 
low wages which go on decreasing from year to year and thus 
the a\"erage goes on .falling. But as a result of the agree~ 
ment arrived at after the strike the minimum has been agreed 
to be fixed at Rs. 11 per month and a1s9 general increment. 
at the rate of 15 per cent from Rs. 11 and above up toRs. 30 

·per month : of 10 per cent from Rs. 31 and above but up to 
Rs. ·50 per month and of 2! per cent above Rs. 50 up tQ 
Rs. 100 per month has been ~greed upon. 

50. No. 

51. There are no uniform and fair considerationS. tTli~ 
genera.l tendency is to keep th~ ~age~ down, while ill ca_s~fl 
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~f favourittes as stated above every consider;.~.ti9n is made for 
fixing htgh pays which goes up at random. The cases are 
so obvious and it is not desirable for me to . give particular 
jllus.tration of the latter cases, but these things ~re so wide· 
spread and general 1th.at they need no illustrations. 

52. No. 

53 & 54. Skilled and unskilled labourers are paid monthly. 
~ut the payment $hould be made on weekly bab'is. 1This 
would increase the efficiency and stability of the workers, 
:while it :will only require the management to give employment 
to a few more educated unemployed and I think the present 
arrangement of making monthly payment is only with a 

yiew. to make this saving. 

55. All round decreases and reductions effected during 
the last so many years that the Factory has been operating. 
'But as a result of t.he last strike increases have been agreed 
\!POll as stated above. 

56. Provident funds, compulsory contributions to corn· 
munity, club and revenue stamps upon raceipts of pay amount
ing to over Rs. 20. 

57. No regular scheme. During the first few years some 
amount was distributed as bonus but for the last few years 
even that has not continued. Bonus for the ye.ar 1936-37 
has been agreed as a result of the settlement of the strike to 
be distributed but the amount is a paultry one and many 
misgivings are being raised in the minds of the workers in 
this connection. 

58. Yes. But there should be a definite standard below 
;Which the wages should not go, while they should go. on in
creasing with years and months of service, while extra and 
especial increml8nts should be automatically provided through 
some Government machinery with increase in prices of. com· 
modities produced by the employing concern as well as with 

. inc11e_as·e in the cmft pf living . 

. 59. Yes. In absence of a minimum wage the employers 
sweat laEour and they take advantage .of the widespreadi 
unemployment among general body of workers, lack of orga
nisation and strength in those employed and being driven by 
~he greed of making more ~d more profit by spending less 
and less over production, they keep the workers starved and 
wbserv.ient to their whims and yagari~~ . . 
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60. On the principie of a fair· ~i~g w~ge for !1- h~n 
being baring to support an ~Yerage JOmt. l~d1an fannly :which 
.should in no case be less than Rs. 15 m case of an mfant 
and ~herwise weak industry_ and Rs. 20 in that of a grown 
up and established" one. 

61. A joint Board consisting of equal representatives of 
labour and employer and ·some nominees of the Government 
elected through the legislations. . . 

62. Yes. · In big industrial centres, especially of . big 
ci~ties like Bombay, Calcutta and Jamshedpur the cost of living 
will be comparatiYely higher.- · 

63. I haYe already stated aboYe in reply to one of the 
questions that the GoYernment should pass laws and rolas 
goYerning recruitment, scales ~f pay, promotion, etc. 

66. Yes. About half dozen or more engines or pumps 
are operated upon by 2 or 3 men at a time. So was the 
case in other dep;utments also, but after the strike this ha3 
been remedied to a cer.t_:ain extent. But the former continues. 
'\ e are afraid of further reduction in number of workers on 
ground that the management need less workers to run the 
concern than at present employed. By this they may get 
rid of the conscious workers who under5tand things and later 
on when they would feel comfortable ·they may again take 
in new hands. · But of course, this is . an apprehension, enter
tained by the workers and it depends upon so many thin~. 

67. Highly. undesir_able ~d crushing for the workers. 
63. Before the be!Sinning of rthe next season Gove~eJ}t 

should make .~tl!bl~ laws or rules t() P.revent these things -as 
soon as possible. _ . 

70. tThere is only one lower primary school at present, 
but according to the agreement after the strike it should 
be raised to upper primary st~dard with :English teaching. 
No fee is charged. _ . 

71. None practically. . _ 
72. :Medical facilities are not· ~dequate. Lfhere is • 

charitable dispensary run by the :Mill in which there are two 
doctors of L.:M.S. qualification. They have .to attend" to ca..se:s 
from outside and also carry pn their private practice. Verr. 

· often they are required to attend to the cases in the family 
of the Managing Agents also. But according· to ~the ·settle
ment or the strike 'the management haYe agreed to erect ~ 
new building- for th~ Hospital providing 12 beds fo:r. indoo~-
patients, -- · ~ · · 
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.73. Nil., 

74. No. 

75. General deficiency due to undernourishment; and 
't:liarrhoea, dysentery, etc., due to insanitary condition, conges
.tion .for want of adequate accommodation and lack of proper 
a.rr~ngements for healthy drinking water, latrines and urinals. 

78. No. 

79. Practically nil, a few water taps have been provided 
.'for but they serve only as an eye-wash. : 

. 80. Nothing particular. beyond provision for sick leave 
~ith half pay for a restricted period according to the terms 
p_f the ~greement as stated above. 

81. Yes. But those getting below ~ certain level should 
not be required to contribute but the employers themselves 
~hould contribute tor them also. 

82. Yes. 

83. By employers-40 family quarters, mostly for those 
~tlting comparatively. high salaries, 80 small single-room 
quarters which are congested accommodating 5, 6 and some
times 9 or 10 workers. l'here are two halls accommodating 
quite ~ large nu~ber of workers like rice-bags in a godov.'11. 
Some of the workers live in rented rooms and houses outside 
the mill-area, which in turn are badly congeEted and highly 
:unhealthy; family quar.ter rooms are 10' x 8' and single 8# x 12'. 
~uite a vast majority has to go without a shelter. 

84. No. 

85. No rent is charged. 

•86. None whaJtsoever. 

87. No .. 

88. Nil practically for tlie workers, there are some scan
~~ arrangements for the Qffi.cers. 

91'. They make purchase of food-stuffg and other neces-
~ities from shop-keeper$ on credit .. 

93. Yes. 
94: No. 
95. Yes. 
9_6. lt ha~ hothing to do with our faolory-:workers~ 
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99. ~-\bout 16. 

100. Almost nil. 
103. Yes. In the month of Deeember 1938. 

104. Not yet. But will be soon registered. 

lO.i. Yes, on condition pf its being registered. Since just 
after the strike which it had to conduct in its early infancy. 

106. No. 

107. Does not arise. 

lOS. Not yet. 

109. Does not arise at present. -

110. Yes. 

111. Abo-ve one thoilsand and it is steadily increasing day 
by day. · 

112. One-fourth are outsider and remaining from amongst· 
the workers themselves. · · . 

113. It is too young and has only emerged out strong and 
triumphant from the genPral strike which it had to face a few 
days after its birth. Nothing but the_ successful strike and 
organisational work of a mpnth to its credit. 

11!. No. 

115. Yes But it is of recent origin, i.e .• just after the 
aforesaid strike. · 

117. It is too early to say anything definitely in _this con
nection now. 

118 and 119. Only one in January 1939 lasting for only 
48 hours and it ended in an agreement between the repre5en
tati¥es of the 'Vo.rkers' Union and the Managing Agents. 

120. The grie¥anCes were in connection :with minimum 
:wage, general increments, housing and leaY~, etc. 

· 121. It was set-tled through a mutual 3ncrreement. 

122. They will follow later on. 

123. It did not last long and the local public and leaders · 
expre5...<:.ed full actit"e sympathy ~d rendered all help. 

12-:1. Nothing substantial. 
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125. A Committee consisting of Babu Chakreshwar Ku
mar Jain, Managing Agents and S.hvamnandan Sinha, Presi-

• dent, Labour Union has been set up for this purpose. 
126. The relationship between some high officers and the 

workers are not happy because the former lord is too much 
over the latter &nd their moves make the workers apprehensive 
and suspicious .. 
· 127. Already stated in reply to 125. It is too young and 

hence no record. 

131. The Government should intervene at the earliest 
stage, prevent the employer from employing black legs, main
tain the status quo and try in the meanwhile for a just and 
equitable settlement. 

134. No. The Government do not seem to be alert and 
sympathe~c. The first and foremost thing for GovemiT'ellt 
is to shake ofi thei:t indifference and the matter will he 
alright. Up till now the Government have practically left 
the employees at the mercy and sweet will of the employers. 



MEMORANDUM 
Submitted to the Bihar Labour Enquiry Committee 

By 

Thakur Yugal Kisbore Sinha, Sec~tary, ruga LaboUl Union, ruga. 

As Secretary ·of the Riga Labour Union I take this 
opportunity of submitting this memorandum before you 
concerning the condition und protlems of the ":orkers of t~e · 
Belsund Sugar Factory, Riga with recommendations and smt
able suggestions for imprm·ing them. _ 

Similar to the conditions of oilier factorie~. the labourers 
of !this place too are subjected to various har~ships and lots 
of their grievances are to be immediately redressed. There 
is a tendency, nay, usual practice to exac-t maxim:um work 
on n1,inmium pay from the workers. 

To the poor and· specially unemployed people a service 
with any small amount of pay is always welcome as a boon 
and the mill_ author)ties do not fail to take undue advantage 
of their helples!." condition. _ ~Ioreo>er; as plenty of hands 
are always available, the well kno\rn law of demand and 
supply is allowed to rule and thus the poor become an easy 
prey to their exploita.tions. 

For some:ime pvst, .since the last visit of Babu Jagat 
Narain Lal, the parliamentary secretary to this factory, the 
workers and the labourers have been growing conscious of their 
right and privileges for which they were entitled under the 
Factory Act. Ag a result of this av.akening they haYe or~a.
nised a Labour Union under the Presidi:mtship of Dr. R. 
Thakur, M.L.A., and with myself as a Fecretary in September 
last. Just after the formation of the Union, the workers were 
asked by the Mill authorities to represent their grievances, 
if they had anv. I am glad to note that on their representa
tion being made out ·of 21 demands majority of them were 
connected to, but they were nominal and profitabie to the 
Babu class only. Nothing has been done to improve the 
conditions of the menials so far. 

"The orl!anisation of the Labour Union is looked noon by 
the authorities with 8nc::nicinn ~ince it came into existence. 
Some of ~he members of the Union were forced to re8i~ and 
others were asked to announce their dis-association with it. 
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The relation of the Union with the authorities is far from 
satisfactory inasmuch as several letters addressed by th~ 
Secretary and the President of the Union regarding the daily 
wages of the coolies. working under the shunting department' 
have not been ,even favoured with any reply. 

So far the matter of recrui•tment and dismissal, if a 
worker is'concerned, is done arbitrarily and so his services 
always depend on the sweet will and whim of his immediate 
officer. Nobody feels secure and sure of his service. With
out any notice they are turned out whenever there is any 
man available on a smaller pay or some relative and acquain
tance of some members of the already working class come in. 
The practice of illegal gratification a!t the time of appoint
ment is an open secret. In order to control such abuses it is 
desirable to stop jobbers and contract system and to set some 
rules governing recruitment, dismissal, grades, punishment, 
promotion and degrada,tion of the workers. The maintenance 
of a h'ervice book containing 'the record' of their work will be 
also very helpful in checking such corrupt practice. 

The problem can be greatly solved if the State establishes 
Employment Bureau ;tnd trade unions have effective voice in 
it. There is no principle on which the increment or promo
tion of: a worker is done. It is said that European staff 
and some members of the higher grade are enjoying the privi~ 
lege of regular increment and promotion while the rest have 
to got without it. It is regretable that the retrenched pay of 
the workers of the Power House ha$ not been restored up till 
now. They have not been put on permanent cadre although 
c.hey are serving for the last five years. 

The plight of the coolies working for 12 hours on con
tract system in the shunting department is very miserable. 
They are not able to earn even at the average rate of three 
annas per day. Their rest-house is worth set>ing. For want 
of warm clothes and proper housing these coolks working in 

· winter nights contract cold and other diseases and thus meet 
premature death. These workers badly r.equire warm coats 
and proper shelter to protect •themselves from cold. The con
tract system of the factory for these coolies should be imme:. 
diately abolished along with the mate syste~. 

Fitters have to work for 8 hours, without any interval· 
and are paid Rs. 8 mo~thly. On the same _pay ~he daily 
coolies have to do shun:hug wo:rk for 12 hours GOOtmuousl_r .. 
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:\Veighment clerks haYe to work for 12 hours without any 
interval. It is said that the coolies W91"king on Don~ were 
di5·missed on their refusal to work for 12 hours. 

Hours of work vary from 8 to 12 hours without any 
interval. No leave with pay is granted to the workers even 
on medical grounds. No compensation is allowed to those 
who are injured or otherwise disabled in course of their duties 
for some months or for ever. Here is a petition of :!.Iuham
mad Hashim which bears testimony to my statement .. 

In my opinion hours of work should be reduced and the· 
minimum pay be increased. In no case, any worker should 
be asked to work more than 8 hours without one hour inter
val and the minimum pay should be at least RS. 15 and the 
daily rate of the casual coolie- should be fixed a.t the rate of 
annas 6 per head. The Running Peons are not supplied with 
cycle from the Company and are paid only Rs. 12 per month. 
Each of them should be supplied with a cycle and a monthly 
allowance of Rs. 2 at least be given for the repairs of cycle 
and other incidental expenses over and above the regular pay. 

Nothing_ has been done from the Company towards the 
welfare of the workers. For the children of the employees · 
and for the illiterate adults a school is an immediate necessity. 
There is a- poorly equipped dispensary attached· to this factory 
and the Doctor remains absent for months together. · 

The housing arrangement is also very unsatisfactory. 
One small _room remain~ occupied by three to eighteen men 
who me it also as their kitc_hen. store room, etc. 

· No facilities have been provided for rest and recr~tioil 
of the workers. . _ · -

We are sorry, we have not been able to collect sufficient 
facts and figures within the short notice and so are not in ~ 
position to discuss everything in detail but hope to -send 
another supplementary memorandum later on. 



MEMORANDUM 

Submitted to the Bihar Labour Enquiry Committee 
By 

Mr. Ramnandan Misra, Darbhanga. 

There a.re 5 Sugar Mills in this district employing about 
4,000 workers; two of Samastipur artd one of Ryam are 
managed by Begg S(>utherland and Company, and' two of Lohat 
and Sakri are managed by Octavius Steel, and the fifth at 
Hassanpur is managed by Birla. From every respect the 
condition of the labour at Hassanpur is worst'. 

In com."idering the labour condition of the Sugar Mills, 
the first thing which must be borne in mind is that the labour 
is employed only for 3 to 4 months in the year. So if the 
wages that they get are spread over the whole year it will come 
roughly to about Rs. 3 per month. 

As regards the minimum wages following are the rates in 
different Mills :-

Rs. a. F· 
Sama.stipur 13 0 0 Seven annas per day 

Ryam . 11 4 0 Six nnnas rer tl<.Ly.l 

s.akri 11 4 0 

Lohat 11 4 0 
Hassanpur 6 8 0 

'Considering the points which I have mentioned above, the 
minimum wages must be Rs. 15 per-month. 

Now considering the skilled labour, except for the· 
supervising staff. there is no svstem of gradation in 
~y mill. Somewhere you will find a man working at the 
centrifugal getting Rs. 30 and somewhere geif:ting Rs. 15 only. 
So I would sug-gest that the whole group be divided into 
different !;!rades and minimnm wa~e be fixed for them. There 
sJiould alS(> be some provision for their increment year after 
year. 

As. regards sick leave there is very little done for the 
seasonal workers. I found in several cases that even where 
there had been an accident, the man had not been allowed 
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rest. So some days· must be fixed for sick ·leave which a:. 
;worker can utilise at full pay and some days -on half pay and 
after that he may be given leaye, on medical 'certificate, 
without pay. · . · · . 

There is no system of granting privilege leave to seasonal 
workers of Sugar :Mills of this district. I would suggest at 
least one month's privilege leave granted to all according to· 
the dura:tion of service and in lieu of the leave not availed 
he should be given wages. 

As regards compensation, it is _generally not utilised by 
the labour. The whole thing has become so technical that it. 
is absolutelv . difficult for an illiterate worker to take full ·. 
benefit of if. S-econdly, this. matter also concerns the doctor. 
If the doctor is good, he sometimes help the labourer in gat
ting due compensation. But generally these doctors side with . 
the management. So I would suggest. 

No. 1. That rules concerning compensation be simpli~ 
fied. · . · · ' · 

No. 2. That doctors should be ap-pointed by the Govern-· 
inent and they should be instructed to do all so 
that the labourers may get due compensation. 

Except at Ryam there is no school at any other place, 
for removing i1literaey. I would suggest that a school be 
main~ained at every Factory and every worker should be made 
to come up to a. certain educational standard at the pain of 
losing his job after a year or two. 

It is most essential that there should be a reading room 
in every factory where workers can get newspapers and books 
to read during the rest period. - . -

As regards the medical aid arrangements, Lohat, Sakri 
and Ryam pay something to the District Board Dispensary 
and Hassanpur and Samastipur maintain their pwn doctors. 
I am not satisfied with the arrangements any· where. I 
suggest that every factory ought to maintain even a small 
indoor hospital at its ov•n cost. 

· 'Ag regards the housing condition, the quarters are over
crowded every where. But the worst quarter~ are at Hassan-· 
pur where· it is absolutely unfit for human habitation. 1 
would suggest that every worker should have a room to him
self and there should be a common kitchen for a group of. 10 
or 12 workers. It is rather a pity that these capitalists 
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~pend' lac~ and lacs to protect the dead m&terial, that i~ iron 
and sugar, whereas they do very little for the human element.· 
I have nowhere found any arrangement for bathing purposes, 
which I think is very essential for a worker who· works ~in 
the factory. Similar is the case with public latrines. Neither· 
there is even a small garden nor a surrounding wall to give it 
a decent appearance any where. At Hassanpur the general 
con:q>laint is that dogs enter the tatti-sheds quite often ·and 
plea.se themselves with ithe st9ck of rice and other grains of 
the poor labourers. 

As regards security of service, at present the whole thing 
depends upon the sweet will of the incharge of various depart· 
ments. A man can be dismissed very ea5ily. This mmrt be 
stopped and there should be no dismissal without a reference 

' to a permanent tribunal consisting of representatives of the 
:Management, the Trade Union and the State. 

. Since these :Mills work for only 4 months or so in a year. 
either all the workers should be allowed to draw one half or 
even -l:th of their salaries during o.ff seaSon or they must" get 
at least one month's pay as bonus at the end of the sea:son to 
maintain them for rometime Eefore .they seek new employment. 



Repijes to the Questionnaire issued by the Bihar LaboUl" 
Enquiry Committee 

By 
Messrs. Vindhyachal Prasad and Sarju Prasad, Mokhtars, 

Gopalganj (Saran). 

NATURE .U."D RECRt:ITMENT OF LABomr... 
3. :Majority of workers, temporarily employed iii Sugar 

Factories, !i,-e in th~ir village-home· while they work in sucli 
factories. - · · · 

. 4. .Most. of the temp~rarily employed workers in sudi 
factories are mainly drawn from. the neighbouring villages. -. . . 

5. Three-fourth of those working in Sugar faetories on 
our side are asked to ]eave the factories after the cane season 
IS over. 

Preference in appointment should be given to those whQ 
ha\·e already worked in such factories in previous· years., 
They should get half of their pay in off-season aD:d such 
persons should be asked to e.~~.ter into an agreement with 
factories to continue their service for the ~ext year with som(l 
future prospects. · · · . 

8. 'Vc do not think it advisable to have recruitments of 
workers through . ~ntermediaries. They should be employed 
directly by the head of the departments tO ·which they are 
employed, with the consultation of the general manager .. 

10. No. 
11. Yes. 
A sub-co:mritittee of the general manager and the head of 

the department concerned and a responsible. non-official should 
be constituted for the purpose. 

COXDITIOXS OF EMPLOYME!o.'"f. 

16. No provision for the training of apprentices in 
factories on our side. 

18. As in Government Fenices. 
20. No· sick leave is prevalent. 
22. Ko such provisions. _ 
27. No opportunity is given to workers to meet a~~.y charue 

le.rc_lled ~gainst them. - · : o 

2S9 
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HouRs oF \VonK. 

· · .. · ~4. ·No certainty in the hour of works; ordinarily not less 
·than 8 hours but beyond that. · 

35. Yes. 
37. Yes,. 

. CONDITION IN FACTORIES. 

· 42. No special equipment to worliers while at work is 
;made to dimnish risk to. health or to bodily injury. 

44. -No real service is done to those- for whose benefit the 
Factories Act has been enacted as owners of the factories mostly 
influence the Inspecting Officers. · · 

WAGES. 

56~ Mostly the temporarily employed workers are subject-
ed to illegal gratifications to their superiors. · 

57. No. 
59. Yes. Without such measure, the workers are put to 

serious losses by appointing them at the lowest rate of pay at 
the mercy of their employers. 

. 60. The minimum wage should be fixed by looking into the 
nature of the work done and the risk to their health and also 
of the qualifications of the employees. · 

61. Rules framed by Government. 

63. Government should frame· such rules as to prevent 
the minimum wages from becoming the maximum. 

65, Y~ .. 
WELFARE Wom~ .• 

70. (a) to (c). No .. 
71. No. 
'f2. Very rare, 
74. No. 

-75. Phthisis and :Malarial Fever • 
. . 'l~t Yes .. 
78. No. 
SQ. No-, 
~t-82. Ye~-. 
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83. Mostly, highly paid permanent .officers of th~ fa.ctorieit 
~re provided. with houses by the factories. 

84. No. 1/10. 

86. No. 

8S. Absolutely nil. 

89. No. 

90. No. 
INDEBTEDNI:SS. 

91. Three-fourth, double the real priCe. 

92. Yes. By the employer or by the Governm~•t. 

93. Yes. 

94. No. 

WoRKMEN, s CoMPF.N~ATION. 

100. One-tenth. of the accidents .are reported to the com
missioner. 

;TRADE UNION. 

103. No. 

INDUSTRIAL PEACE. 

120. Questions of low .payment, irregular payments and 
bad treatments are at the hands of the employers. 

121. Suppressed by the employers. 

122. Not beneficial to the interests 9f the employers~ 

125. No facilities. 

·126. No. 
127. No.· 

128. Yes. Equal ·number of representatives oi · tlie 
:factories and the employees besides one disinterested and res~ 
pectable person as Chairman of the arbitration committee. 
Some enactment regarding the above is required. 

130. Yes. 

13!. Not _sat.isfactory. 



CEMENT. 



Replies to the Questionnaire issued by the Bihar Labour 
Enquiry Committee · · 

By 

The .Labour Union, Japla (Palamau). 

3. The proportion of workers living in their village homes 
:while they work in the factory is 70.30. · . · 

7. The system of recruiting workers at present is a great 
source of nepotism. The _Foreman or some .such head of the 
department recruits new workers. He usually recruits_ his 
relatives or those who enjoy his favour in some way or· the . 
other. "\Ve suggest that the recruitment to the services be made 
tlJrough a Central Labour Bureau in consultation with the 
Labour Union. 

13 and 14 .. Casual workers including a fair nninoer· 
oi f'killeq workers are seen to be employed when some 
new plant is to be installed. Between_ six to eight hundreds 
of such people are working as casual labourers at · present. · 
Majority of them have been working over a year hence; stiU 
they are temporary workers, eligible to be thrown on . the 
streets unprotected and unemployed any moment. 

15. The. Company maintains no service rules within our 
knowledge. There is no provision for the training of appren
tices which is a dangerous practice. It ought not to be allowed 
·to continue. 

. 17. There is no graded promotion excepting in the cases 
•Jf those who are relatives, friends or recipients of favotir 
from the heads of the departments. · . ; ·. 

19. There is no system of granting leave to workers. not 
~o speak of leave with pay. A microscopic number of workers 
m the laboratory department do get leave. · There is no ,rUle,, 
so far as known, on the subject. 

_ 21. 'Vomen employed in the factory, enjoy .no· maternity 
benefi~. The sweeper women do enjoy maternity leave but the}'i 
too get only a half of their usual allowance ~d the leave 
granted. is not enough. . 

22. There is no schenie for paying gr;1.tuity, p_rovident; 
fund and old ~ge pension. 
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· 23. Apart from Sundays, there are 8 days' leaYe as Hindu 
festival holidays and 8 days leaYe as Muslim festiYal holidays. 
Hmdus are not allowed to enjoy Muslim festiYal holidavs and 
.t:ic1 t:ersa. " 

25. Ther~ are no specific orders or rules proclaimed to 
guide the workers. · Sometimes the management issues some 
~tices which are pasted on the notice board. 

· 2~ and 27. In cases of indiscipline and slackness of work ')r · 

1 
\ny other offence arbitrary methods are applied. The defend
ant is not generally called to answer the charges and the 
judgment is_ delivered ex-parte. . 

28. Suspension, dismissal, compulsory leave, reduction in 
~ages for a given period and permanent reduction are the 
~orms of punishment awarded to-offenders. 

- . 29 .. There is no system of awarding punishments, except 
. that the management deals despotically in each and every 
affair coneerning the wor1.ing class. · · 

· 31. Unauthorised absence is dealt with dismissal or 1s 
taken as compulsory leave. 

32. Late attendance is dealt with as follows :-
(il) Half an hour for 5 to 15 minutes and one hour for 

over 15 minutes is deducted from the workers full hours of 
.:work, in shift cases. 
_· . (b) In general cases half an hour for 5 to 15 minutes 
-~d one hour for over 15 minutes. 

Due wages are paid for remaining hours. 
- 33. It is not known to us in what manner the fines are 

.utilised~ General wage-cuts are obviously forfeited. Only_ in 
cases of shift, wage-cuts are paid over to the . over-workmg 
p~rtner. _ 

· . 34. The present hours of work are 8. · In view of a very 
. exacting and hard nature of works of the cement industry. I 
am tJf opinion that 40 hours of work in a week, generally,. 
:Would meet the ends of justice. But ~s th~ works in ~ra~ · 
crane, Electric-welder, Kiln-burners, B01ler house, Asli
cooler, clinker, Cement packing, Oil greaser and Moulding
shop departments are strenuous as well as dangerous, no 
sensible person can recommend more than 4 hours of work. 
I. am emphatically of. opinion that in these departments the 
:workmen should not be made to work for more tp_;m 4 pours ~ 
uay on anY. acoount. 
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35. There are three more. shifts worked ap~~t from oi:i.e 
general shift. The 3 p~rticular shif~s are worked in del?art~ 
ments, such as ElectriC-welder,, Kiln-burner, ' Grab-drtver,, 
.Workshop, Cement-store, · Laboratory, Wet-mill, Dry-mill, 
Electric-shift Power and Boiler house shifts, Ropeway, Time 
Office, Slurry-pump, Slurry-mixer, Coal-mill, gate-keepers and 
night guards. Shift workers too are made to work for conti
nuously 8 hours'. No rest is allowed· to· them excepting the 
workers in general shift, who are allowed an hour's rest in the 
middle. There is no interval allowed in shift duty .. On. 
Saturday also usual work of 8 hours is exacted. ·. . · 

37. During summer a considerable change in the hours 
of work in shifts should be brought ;tbout. · 

. . . . ' 

38. At present workmen working for 10 hours get ordinary 
overtime for 2 hours. WOTking for the 11th hour and more 
they get overtime wage at 1! of ordinary wage rate. But the 
ordinary procedure is that people get ordinary overtime. 

It is a rare exception that people get the 1! overtime rate. 

39. Workers of Repair Shop, Electric Shop, General 
Stores, }.!ason Departments (here on account specially of 
triplication), and fitter, turner, Khalasi, wireman, serang, . 
mistr11 and co'olies are, generally, regularly called upon to wo~l\: 
overtime. · · · 

The law is that nG man can be made to work for more than 
6 hours of overtime work in the week. One hour per day at 
best. At the end of an .hour's overtime work, his ticket is· 
taken out. But there is an illegal practice which is verYj 
extensively followed. ·That practice is that the heads of the 
departments maintain separately a rough copy each wher~ 
they make notes of 2, 3, 4 or more hours of overtime work per: 
day and informally bring them to the notice of the Manager. 
who makes payment to each man according to the amount of 
work. that is, the hours of work he has done. This procedure 
is called " Contract System " although this is under. the direct 
supervision of the management and sQ altogether different 
from the contract Labour system. · 

. This procedure is particularly detrimental to. the 
interests of the working class. If per chance some untoward 
accident happens to the worker during this overtime work. 
the Company cannot be held responsible for this, under the 
:"'orkmcn's Compensation Act. Another harm which is done 
_.-l t ftc- we»rker is that tbe ~·ages so earned can be made to pass 
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under the na.me of grant of bonus to the worker. The Company 
:when pressed for grant of bonus can easily free itself from the 
responsibility by· resorting to this wile device . 

. : 40. There is no. system of substituting overtime work by 
grant of leave instead of paying higher wages. · 

. 41. No exact number of working days in the year can be 
. grv_en. llut for enforced idleness nothing is paid, idleness for 
:WhiCh the worker was in no way responsible . 

. . 42. Th~re is' no special equipment given to the worker 
;while at work or any special measures taken to diminish risks 
to health or bodily injury. To illustrate more clearly the 
point at issue I give below ;:t few instance of open exposure to 
bodily injury or risks .. 

. . .. 

(a) Grab-Crane stands at. a height of approximately 50 
'feet unprotected by any strong fencing. The tin attached 
therewith is too frail to support the heavy weight of a human 
body, suddenly cast by chance-slips. The unfortunate man 
will have no shelter except intO the inouth of death, 50 feet 

:below. -

(b) A cloud of dust encircles the whole area where the 
· Cement-sto~es are located. Fine particles of cement thickly 
mixed up in the air get into the system through nose, mouth, 
eye, ears, and myriads of s:weat-pores giving rise to diverse 
;venomous diseases such as Phthisis, Asthma, Headache, Heart 
t~ubles, etc., which are unfortunately too common here. 
Protective masks and other apparatus invented by science 
should J:>e made available without reservation to relieve human 
beings of this too frequent occupational maladies. To remove 
cement fro~ the Cement-store is never free from grave risks 
to workmen. The fresh Cement touching their limbs, pro
duces full-blown boils. Some apparatus should be provided 
to them _to. protect their hands and feet. 

:· (c) Coal-mill is another scene of a dense cloud. But the 
difference is that this cloud assumes another but ghastlier 
colour composed of particles of coal dust. I saw 'vith my 
own eyes that the place was awfully dark on account of that, 
although. it was broad day-light outside. Here too the dust. 
generatedby coal grinding gets free entrance into the body and 
begets lots of diseases; doctors alone can enumerate them more 
authoritatively. Due arrangement for protection should be 
made. . -
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(d) Kiln-Burner is yet another i~stance pf human help,.. 
les,:;ness .. A man can hardly afford to endure the tremendous 
heat effusing out of the burne;r. Here the worker stands 
without cessation for complete 8 hours. . To stand in the midst 
of an oven is an easier and more comfortable task. 
Something should be done to mitigate the effect of heat on his 
body. I suggest that two men should be posted at the plac~ 
to work in rotation, each working for not more than 2 hours 
at a stretch and 4 hours in aggregate. 

(e) Silo is the name 9f a part of· the Cement-stores. 
Here, cement stored is as hot as when being heated and 
grounded. People working he:re should a,lso be made to work 
in rotation. 

(f) There is . danger of. a man failing from the Chimney. 
of Art Mill and be killed. · · · .. . . 

(g) Labourers are made to enter into the dark _and, in a: 
way, burning-cave-like Kiln only 10 to 12 hours after it stop~ 
operation. As soon as the worker sets his feet into it, the 
first layer of his skin gets fried up. ·A fan .of tremendous 
:voltage is there, by which the hot cave could be cooled but it is 
O.eemed sacrilagious to break the convention of roasting living 
human flesh. A worker is sent here to extricate the broken: 
bricks and put in new ones in their places. Body masks and 
other gears should be supplied to him: .• 

(h) Face masks are also indispensibly necessary to those 
:who unload coals from the Railway C~rriages. .· 

No specific measures are· ·adopted to prevent accidents 
except the measures observed by the workers themselves. The 
system of reporting accidents is defective and therefore, wholly 
unacceptable. Major accidents are. self-evident and therefore 
require little effort to prove the existence of the injury received; 
But attempts are made to shelve minor accidents. Unless the 
injury caused by minor accidents is done before the eyes of the 
Foreman, no cognisance of it is taken by the management; 
The sufferer is thus deprived of the benefit which would accrue 
to him, under the provisions of the Workmen's Compensation 
:Act.. . . . . 

. 62 .. No different rates of wages are paid for night work 
and work on holidays. . 

67. There is .no scheme in operation in this Factory for 
payment of bonus or of profit sharing or any other additional 
allowance. Bonus is paid only to the staff which derife wages 
on monthly basis. an_d not to the labourers. · 



59. I am in favour of tlie estahlisliment of a mmunum 
living wage. The minimum living wage should be establish
ed with a riew to safeguard the interests of the working 
class-interests so mearge and ever open to the vicissitudes of 
the condition of trade. AJJ.y change for the better 
or for the worse in trade condition first. affects the 
fortune of the w3.ge earner. The bo9m period effects a tre
mendous inflrix of profit into the owner's coffers. The labourer 
shares little of_ it except the unemployed who finds a temporary 
and partial cessations of unemployment. Whereas the slump 
first falls on the throat of the labourer. Here the owners 
behaYe in such a reckless and remorseless manner that the 
poor workers are made the prime victi.Jn of the crisis. Fixa
tion of living minimum wage would be the first step towards 
amelioration of the age-long sorry plight of ~ workers. It 
is the crying ~eed of the hour. · 

60. The minimum wage shpuld be based on the principles 
of an efficient living. 

70. There is a middle English school for the children of 
the employees. Children have to pay school fees and purchase 
books and other materials at th~ pwn cost. To po9r boys, 
to a •ery small number of them, grant of subsidy to partially 
meet the cost of books is sometimes conceded. There is also a 
night school for adults. But the paucity of attendance is 
strikingly remarkable. Out of a population pf 1,400 em
ployees and a ~ill larger number of their male and female 
dependants, onl_1 twelve persons attend the school. So power
ful is the stimulus offered on behalf of the managing board of 
the benerolent institution, with a nicely selected staff, well 
chosen teaching apparatus that a huge· amount of proJlaoo-anda 
is needed to attract the poor workers fD it eYer steeped in 
ignorance. Some of those attending, PlY for their schooling 
~d that in accordance with the grades pr classes they read in. 

71. There is a J~brary in. the middle English school. 
The cleriml staff has been provided with a club, a library, and 
a reading and common room but there is none whatsoever 
for the labourers. 

72. (b) The Company maintains a Hospital with an 
indoor aanmmodation. There is no arra.Daaemellt for treat
ment of female diseases or maternity cases. The provisions 
made are not adequate or satisfactory. Nothing is more 
necessary at p~t tba.n the immedia:te appointment of a 
lady doctor, efficient nu.rseS, and extensipn of the Hospital . . . 

prenpses. 
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74. Not. to talk of the periodica.l. me~ic_al examination o~ 
the workers, they are not favoured w1th 1t even once througJi ... · . 
out the whole expanse of their life.·. ' 

75. Eye, heart, and skin diseases are eVIdently tne 
common diseases. Perhaps asthmatic and tubercular attacks 
,which are not a li.ttle rampant· iri th~s indu_s~rial area _ar~ the 
furthe~ developments of the occupatiOnal d1seases mentioned 
above. . 

. 76. 'A little bit of efiort is witnessed on the part of tlie 
Company's medical staff to combat epidemics but nothing. is 
done to protect or relieve the workers from or o£ the Indust~1al. 
diseases prevalent in the area.. Special measures are reqmred 
to save people from this with a free supply of gas, face and 
body masks and protectors and antiseptic washes such a~ soap,, 
lotion or acid water washes. · 

78. The arrangement for latrine, washing and bathing 
at workers' quarters is incredibly insufficient. ·There is no 

·arrangement for urinal either at home or at work places . 
.There is no privacy provided in bathing places. Latrine ~s 
provided for men at work ·places but· for women there 1s 
neither latrine nor uriili;l.l there. . · 

79. Drinking water during the summer and rainy seasons 
is a much prized asset. Only two water-pipes have been 
installed in the Cooly lines populated by over 800 employee~ 
with double or triple the number of their dependants: One o~ 
the two exists there, in a way, only in name. · It drips and does 
not open its mouth to give any appreciable amount of water in· . 
even an P,our of constant attendance at the place. There are 
other ten to twelve pipes but they are entirely useless during 
the rains as they give muddy water which is neither fit for 
drinking nor for washing or bathing purposes. During 
summer they give hot water wliich may boil potatoes or scorcli 
the skin but not appease thirst or soothe the body. Cold water. 

. at work places, alsq, is not always and everywhere available.· 

. 80. No provision is made ·for sickness r~lief except 
rnedicin~. 'And that too is not prompt. The heads of depart
ments Issue permits to the sick person in the workshop. 
Defore that t~e sufferer is not eligible for any medical ·aid .. 
C~logsal difficulties have been experienced by the ·workers by 
th1s process. A suitable method to render ready help to the 
sufferer is required. · · 
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81. Tqe an~wer- to this question i~ in the affirmath·e but 
as the work~rs are very poorl,r paid they cannot possibly, contri
bute to the msurance. 

82. I do recommend legislation for compulsory maternity 
benefit. I cannot suggest any positive line for it. But I am 
sure, any legislation on this score would be a welcome thing in 
this welter of confusion and bourgeous despotism. 

- 83. The quarters inhabited by the workers have been 
prepared and owned by the Company. The -Company has 
built 250 rooms and 50 sheds. The rooms are of two varieties, 
viz., (a) family quarter rooms, each, 11' x 9' and (b) non
family quarter rooms, each 10' x 8'. The temporary sheds are 
each 8 ft. in area. The quarters and sheds accommodate 
over 800 employees, i.e., about 70 per cent of the total strength 
witli a double or treble of their dependants. Each room, 
therefore, on a very rough calculation, is thus packed up witli 
six to. seven persons on an average. The rooms are not well 
ventilated. Cement which forms 90 per cent of the consti
tuent parts of the building gets awfully heated up during the 
summer and radiates the absorbed heat rendering living in it 
a most unbearable affair. During rains the joints let in a; 
literal down-pour of mining water. The ~;;heds are, in a word, 
quite unfit for human habitation. There are a few houses 
.built_ pya. private lan~lord. wh.ich have been rented to the 
.workers: The sheds constructed by ~ontractprs for, their 
Jabourers are another name for Hell. · · . 

. . '1 ., ,. -

84. There is :iJ.o adequate housf~g accommodation for the 
total number of workers ··in this area. The proportion of 
·:workers favoured with housing is 70 :30. 

_ . 86. No financial aid or facilities are provided by the 
~employer to~ worker to build a house. 

88. No facilities are available to the worker for (a) out
door sports, (b) in-door games, (c) other amusements and 

· (d) refreshments. 

89. No separate shelters during rest interval have been 
. provided for workers, men or women. 

90. There are no creches for children. The practice is 
that mothers put their babies in baskets and place them in shad~ 
underneath the railway carriages. 

103. There is a trade union here. It was esta_blished in 
-November 1937. 
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104. It is not registered. 

105. It is recognised by th~ emploY.er, ~ince its :ve~ 
inception. 

112. The Executive Committee is composed of 18 members 
of which only the President· i~ an outsider. 

113. The Trade Union carries on with its legal activities 
of organising the workers into their Union, train them in: 
tradition of trade unionism, of conducting night schools ~n:<l 
other cultural and welfare $Chemes. · 

115. The office bearers of the Trade Union represent tli~ 
grievances of the workers· before the management and settl~ 
them. 'This has been the custom prevalent up till now. , 

· 117. Till recently no obvious restriction was imposed on 
any worker joining the Trade Union and carrying on its acti
vities and no office bearers and active members of the Union .. 
Though many instances of underhand gealings and wifait.· 
tactics to purposely victimize the · workers· for joining the 
Union are on record, no such thing was openly done. RecentlYJ 
2 workers who have joined the Union have been called upon td 
explain why they, belonging as they do to the monthly salaried 
staff, have joined the Union. It is in. clear contravention with! 
the rules of the Trades Union Act and even of the terms o~ 
settlement arrived at b~tween the. Management ~d th~ Uni~ 
authorities. . .. -. · 

. 118. There has been only one strike in whicli the workerS 
employed by the Company took part. · . · 

119. The strike lasted for a day and it ·ended in a com· .. 
promise between the Manager and the strikers . led by tlie 
Congress leaders. · · 

120. Grievances of the workers wer~ tlie removal of a feW. 
of their fellow workers, curtailment of a few of the facilitie~ 
awarded to them by the Company, etc. · - ' · · 

. 121. Th~ Comp~ny redressed, th~ir. gril;l_v~nces~ t}ie strik'e 
. tl!ereby. te.rmmated. ·- · 



Replies to the Questionnaire issued by the Bihar Labour 
Enquiry Committee · 

By 
The Palamau District Congress Committee, Daltonganj 

(Pal{Lmau). 
_ 8. The system of recruitment directly by: the management 

is preferable. But; practically the management depends on 
3 or 4 persons who, it is generally noticed never keep them
selves impartial in that matter. 

11. Partiality and other suspicious practices seem to be 
prevailing amongst the senior employees; with a view to check 
thi$, the recruitment should be made through a Committee 
consisting of some members of the Trade Union ~d some of 
fh~ management. 
. 16~ In the Sone Valley Portland Cement Works, Limited 
there is no provision for the training of apprentices. Train
ing is unavoidably necessary in a factory. 

19. In the abovementioned factory there is no system of 
granting leave to the workers. Grant of leave with paY. is 
required. 

· 22. There is no scheme for paying gratuity, etc., in tlie 
Sone Valley Portland Cement, Company, Limited. All these 
including bonus are necessary. 

27. No opportunity is given to a worker to meet any 
charge before he is punished. 'fhe arguments of employees 
like foreman and time-keeper become final. 

34. There is no fixed hours of work of ~II the departments 
in the Sone Valley Portland Cement Company, Limited, 
~apia. 

. I am in favour of shorter hours of work' specially for night 
sb1fts and for strenuous and hazardous jobs, viz., workin(J' in 

-the cement packing, in the kiln, etc., be011use they affect he
0
alth 

}li:rd destroY. the eyesight very soon. 

42. There is no provision for special equipment to tli~ 
. workers in time of work. Special measure should be adopted .. 
lfhings like protective goggles, etc., should be supplied. . 

52. No different rates paid for night work and work on: 
holidays.· It ·is an injustice done to the workers of the Son~ 
Yalley Portland Cement. Comp~ny, Limited, Japla. 

57. There is no such scheme as the payment of bonus, etc., 
ffi: operation in the ~ne Valley P?rtland Cemen~ Companr.,: 
Lumted, J~pJ_g. [fh1s should be mtrQduced. 
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68. In order to mitigate the effect of immediate UI1emloy· 

ment caused by the scheme, the· f~ctory authority may; _adop.t 
the following measures :- · . . . . 

(a) A certain amount ou~ of the yearly pro~t m~y, be 
sanctioned to a fund to be pa1d to the worker durmg budge~ 
estimate, every year. . . ·. · 

(b) In addition to the above a certain portion of the wages 
of the workers who are . expected to suffer for the inevitable 
unemployment, rpay be deducte~ and be ~pt foF distribution: 
during such unemployment per1od. Prov1dent Fund syst~~. 
may be started. . · . 

· (c) In addition to the ah9ve measures, retrenchment in the 
;wages of highly paid employees alone Jlli11Y be made if and 
when absolutely necess.ary_ till a better chanc~ p·res~nts itself. 

70. The answer is ·in the neg~tive. _Ther~ ~hould b~ 
regular schools for children and adults both. 

71. There is no reading room and lib;rary for the worke;rs .. 
Both should be made ;tt an early date. 

72. The medical facilities given . by the employers· of tli<'5 
Sone Valley . Portland Cement, Company, Limited are 
inadequate and unsatisfactory.· There is no ;trrangement for 
treatment <;>f women and. maternity cases. Patients are often 
taken to Daltonganj hospital and to Calcutt;t where they are 
not sufficiently cared for. · Highly qualified .Medical Officers 
should be employed. The hospital premises should be enlarged 
and all the necessary instruments should be purchased. 

74. There is no such system of periodical medical exami• 
n~tion of workers. . ' 

78. Latrine, urinal, etc., at work places and at home aro 
insufficient. · · 
. 79. The arrang~ments for the supply of drinking water 
m work places specially at workers~ quarters are very much 
inadequate .. During the hot season wate~ supplied to the 
workers is too hot to use for bathing purpose even. 

81. Answer to this question is in the a,ffirmative. But 
the workers are very poorly paid so they cannot contripute to 
the Insurance Fund. ·. 

84. The housing accommodation for workers is too 
inadequate in respect of number and area. . 

88. A very small number of the Babu-class people arrange 
some out-door games for themselves at their own cost. other
.wise the_re is no other facility given by the factory authorities. 

89. Separate shelter for the use of workers during rest 
intervals is not provided in the Sone Valley :Portland Cement 
.Company, Limited. · · 
_ 92. \Ve suggest establishment of co-operative swres bY, 
the workers' union. 



93. Reduction in the period of wage payments will 
p.lleviate indebtedness to certain communities, viz., sweeper 
~tass, etc. 

- 95. We are in fayour of making recruiting advance 
teooverable not from the first few wage-payment but according 
W the convenience of the ~mployee, pi:Ovided t:b.e employee 
:w.ants it. - · 

97. Where there· is no co-operative credit society in a 
'factory, the amendment of the existing law m;1y be made in 
.the following ways :- · · · 

(a) .Money-lenders must be licence-holders. 
(b) A minimum rate of interest ~ould be fixed bJ. the 

Government. 
(c) The money-lender must be recognised by the 

. ;wprker~~ J]n!on as well as by the factory authori-
ties . 

. · . 98. Where there i~ a permanefltly settled ind'ustrial 
p()pulation we suggest establishment of co-operative societies 
.for the purpose of lending money to the workers at a. nominal 
rate of interest, so that they may be saved from the modern 
Shylocks, the Kabulis. -

103. l'here is a workers' union in the Sone Valley Port
land Cement, Company, Limited. It was established in 
November, 1937. 

104. :It is not yet registered. 
105. It w;1s recognised by the employer in the terms o{ 

settlement at the time of last strike in November 1937. 
113. The present welfare activiti~s pf the union are as 

jollows:-· · 
(a) Preaching about the moral ~nd physical culture of 

the workers. 
(b) Settlement of disputes among the workers. 
(c) Representation of grievances to the authoritie~ for 

removal. 
115. The answer is in the negative. 
117. No direct restrictions are placed on workers joining 

l.he union, but indirect actions such as threats, suspension 
under false report, etc., are taken by the employers' higher 
post holders. · 

125. There is no such facility provided to the workers. 
127. As there is no permanent joint machinery for the 

settlement of differences or disputes, practical difficulties '\\ere 
experienced in November 1937 and the workers had to strike 
~ork at last. -

. • 130. We are in favour of honorary conciliation officers 
'Who should be chosen out of the members of the U:Bion, mem
bers of gny recogni~d political body ot the general public. 



MISCELLANEOUS. 



MEMORAN~_UM 

Submitted to the Bihar Labour Enquiry Committee 

By. 

The Tobacco Manufacturing Workers' Union, Monghyr. 

X.-\Tt:RE A..XD RECRCITliE~"T OF L\BOCR. 

The Tobac-co :!\fanufacturers (India), Limited, is the 
greatest Industrial enterprise of its kind in India and has its 
factories. at various centres in this country· of which the 
Tobacco Factory at Easudeopur, Monghyr, is the biggest 
establishment employing about 2,000 labourers of which 
approximately l'iO are women workers. 

· The majority of the labourers employed in the ahoy~ 
mentioned factory belong to this district and they come from 
both ·the neightouring nllages as· well as from the other side 
of the Ganges. A considerable proportion of . the labourers 
liYe in the toVill as they hail from distant parts of the district. 

The recruitment of labourers by the Company is not 
goyerned by any· sound principles of justice or eqmty in-as
much as they are not recruited with any reference to theit 
respectiYe positions in the. waiting list. It is recognised on all 
hands that the sons and relati¥es of the_ employees should be 
giYen preference at the time .of recruitment of labourers but 
the company refuses persistently to recognise any sucli claims 
of the sons or relatiYes for -preference. It is desirable as such, 
that tbe scns and relati¥es of the employees of the company 
~hould be gi¥en preference and that recruitment of labourerS 
should t-e made strictly according to the position in the waiting 
list. The ser¥ire records, unfortunately, are not maintained 

-in its proper form by the company ewn to this day. 

Co:~miTio:s OF E"YPLOYML,"T. 

Though it is a well recognised principle that the employer 
should frame the rules of conduct for the guidance of its em£ 
ployees and to set up a standard to which they should conform, 
the comp311y has failed so far to furnish any such Rules to the 
inconvenience of .its workers who never know about any_ rnle§ 
to which they are required to conform~ They are thus lett at 
the mercy and ~he whims of indindual officers under whom ~11 
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are required to work. It is high time that the company should 
frame such rules of oonduct for the benefit of both the employers 
and the employees. 

. Though there is provision for training of apprentices in 
the factory, there are no arrangements for their training. 
:There are neither any rules regarding the period cf such 
appr~nt~ceship nor any stipulated rate of allowar1ce for such 
apprentices. In short, the whole system is at once incredulous 
and an anachronism. It is high time that the whole system is 
oYerhauled for the better. 

There is no system of graded promotion for the benefit of 
the workers as promotions are left at the discretion o{ the 
officers. Neither efficiency nor seniority determines the promo
tion of the workers and they depend mostly on the whims of the 
officers concerned, leaving a scope for both jobbery and 
fayouritism. It is, therefore, desirable that promotions should 
~ made after a consideration of both the questions of seniority 
and efficiency. . 

The rules regarding the question pf granting leave to 
labourers are both defective and archaic. The labourers have 
hardly any holidays as they are mostly required to work even 
on gazetted holidays. They are granted casual leave with 
full pay for 15 days and a sick leave with half-pay for 15 days. 
In cases when the labourers choose to ufilise the casual leave 
piecemeal, they are granted leave for only 12 days. The 
company refuses to recognise, as such, that the labourers are 
after all human beings in-as-much as the aforementioned 
provision leaves no scope to the labourers to recoup their dis
jointed nerves after the strenuous work for a year to which they 
are rnbjected. This is likely to cause serious nervous break
downs and similar other diseases which are generally prevalent 
in industrial areas. It is everywhere sought to make the 
condition of service as humane as possible. )loreover, the 
provisions for granting leave to the workers are wholly 
nnsatisfactory. It is urgently required for the benefit of the 
labourers in particular and humanity in general tliat the com
pany should immediately provide that the labourers should 
be guided by at least the following rules regarding the q~e~tion 
of their leave: 15 days casual leave and one month pr1nlege 
leave with full pay and three months sickness leave with half
pay. 

The arrangements· regarding grat!lities, provident funds 
and bonus are most unsatlsfact!:Hj~. NQ ~rrangement has re~ 
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been made for provident fund for the benefit of the workers. 
Gratuities are calculated at the rate of 15 days pay per year 
and are ·as such inadequate. The rate should be increased to at 
lea~t a month's salary per year, :The system of h9nus to the 
fixPd salaried employees is as defective as it is unsatisfactory 
because there are no fixed rules for granting bonus to such 
workrrs. The ctaily·rated workers are not givl~n bonus. In 
the case of monthly-paid employees it depends absolutely on the 
sweet will of the> officers concerned. It is urgently ne<~cssary 
for the benefit of both the employers and the employees· 
that a regular system for-granting bonus to the workErs should 
be brought into being. ·An the workers should be granted 
a bonus amounting at least a month's salary and earning 
that they receive. The interest of the labourers demand th:tt 
a provident fund should be created for their benefit at the 
earliest possible opportunity. Thus the whole question of bonus, 
provident fund and gratuity should be considered sympathe
tically for the benefit of the workers. · 

HouRs OF ·woRK. 

At a time when it has been recognise<:! every where in the 
world that eight hours a day should be the maximum working 
hours for the labourers, the management of the factory has been 
guilty of havirig contravened the provision of the famous 
,,Vashin&'ton Convention which fixed the hours of work at 
• eight hours a day • .. The management should, therefore, 
bring down the working · hours to eight hours a day. :The 
company should, further, . after due ·consideration of the 
inhoF:pitable climate of this place during the summer should 
fix the working hours during the said season at seven hours a 
day. 

It is really unfortunate that the company refuses to pay. 
such labourers who receive monthly salaries any extra sums for 
:working overtime which they are often required to do. This 
amounts to extorting work from one without any compensation 
for it. It should, hence, be immediately provided that these 
labourers should be paid for any overtime work that they maY. ·. 
be required to do. · 

CO!-."'DITIONS OF THE FACTORIES. 

The ronditions in the factories leave much to be desired 
for the ben.efit of both the employer and the employed. No 
adequate provisions are made to ensure the health and safety 
of tl1e workers. There are cases where though it is officially 
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r;aid that workers should not touch the :rnft~in~s wh. ile they· 
~re working, the nature of their work is such which de;mands · 
daily corit,!lct with the machines exposing th~m to serious risks. 
In such cases when there are apcidents the company always 
comes forward with excuses, that tlie htbourers have bee;n 
forewarned not to touch the machines while they are in I:notion 
and thus seeks to deny the legititn.ate col!lpensation to whic~ 
such victims are entitled. Nioreover, workers engaged on 
dangerous dutie$ and required to work under unfavourab~e. 
environments, such as working with chemicals, acids, vapoUr 
and gas, etc., are given no compensation for the risk in'the 
shape ~f any special wages or allowances. 

WAGES. 

Whereas it is now a recognized principle that labour should 
have its legitimate share as the primary factor for the produc
tion of wealth and whereas much depends for a proper working 
of the modern industrial system on the efficiency of }abQur,. ; 
they should at least be paid a minimum living wage fo-r' the 
interest of both the workers and the employers. The absolute · 
minimum living wage that a labourer requires for his upkeep_ · • 
is Rs. f5 for unskilled and Rs. 30 for skilled labour. · 

.·-· 

These labourers, specially, in the Power House, wno· 'B.re ·' · 
required to work duriug the holidays are neither paid any extra 
'vages for \Vorking during holidays nor do they get any oom:... 
pensating holidays for such periods. . This grievance of·worke~s ·, 
requires immediate attention and should be removed at an early.·· 
opportunity. 

RATIONALIZATION. 

Labour is against rationalization in-as-much as it muises 
unemployment in its ranks and as· it does not get a proper share 
in the improvements. Labour is gradually reduced to the 
position of an automaton and a. robot to carry on only mecha· · 
nical duties. This entails serious. nervous strain r~sulting in; 
breakdown of both the health and intellect of the labourers. 
The most. important reason,, however, why we declare rationa- : 
lization to be undesirable, is that rationalization is a Jater.i 
phase in the history of the development of industries. Only 
when the country has attained a very high standard of indus.; 
tri[ll expansion is there any scope for rationalization· ·of 
industries. It was only during the last war that the question 
of rationalization was taken up. India is still in her firs~ phase 
of industrial revolution. The transition h~s a~ready brQugh~ 
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oonfu!'ion as necessary corollary .with it and a further ra~ionliza·· 
tion at the present moment is sure to throw a considerable 
proportion of labour out of emplQyment, thus disturbing the 
equilibrium of the present structure. · 

EDUCATION. 

The management has not made any ·arrangement for tlie 
education of either the labourers or their children till now. 
The question demands a more sympathetic consideration on the 
vart of the employers than they have hitherto shown in-as-much· 
as it is not simply a question of the interest of the labourers 
alone. The larger interests of ·the country and humanity 

·demand that they should be educated. Education will benefit 
the employers as much as the workers because it is a recognized 
principle that educationcontributes, to a great extent, towards. 
the efficiency of the labourers. Thus· it is desirable that the 
company should have schools both for the workers and their 
children. The- company should have upper primary schools in 
the villages where there is a.goo(i number of its employees and 
middle English School in the town fpr the benefit of its labpurer~ · 
r..nd their wards. 

HEALTH. 

The arrangement made by the company. for medical help 
to itR emj)loyees betrays the same lack of sympathy on"its part· 
as found in the question of education. There is absolutely no 
arrangement for any medical help to either the labourers or· 
their dependants at their homes by the company. It is desir- · 
able that the company should forthwith provide free medical 
help to its employees and their dependants living within ~ 
radius of 4 miles from the Factory. The management should. 
also provide for free attendance and help by a midwife pr a. 
lady doctor to its women workers in maternity cases. 

The labourers are put to much inconvenience as it is 
required of them, in times of sickness, to get the certificate of 
even a registered practitioner countersigned by Mr. J. Chinhal, · 
the 1\fedical Officer of the Facto~y. This requires immediate 
modification. It should be provided that the certificate from a 
registered medical practitioner should by itself be sufficient for · 
the purpose and that it should require no countersignatur~ ·· 
from the ~aid Medical Officer of the company .. · 

HousiNG. 

. !Vhereas a considerable proportion of the labourers work· 
mg m the factory comes from distant places and whereas the~ 
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are forced io live in rented h<?uses in which they are often 
f~rced to huddle_ them~lves up m batches of six and eight in a 
smgle room. their housmg problem remains till now one of the 
mos~ serious questions which require immediate attention. 

· Their paltry wages do_ no~ pe~it them ~ ha':e any healthy, 
place. _ \This overcrowdmg m a smgle room IS neither conducive 
to welfare nor decency and_ some way should immediately be 
explor~d _to solve the question once for all. The situation 
demands th~t the management should provide hpuses for the 
D,ccommodation of such labourers. 

REST AND RECREATION • 

. Whereas there is no arrangement made by the company 
for the rest and recreation of the labourers and whereas there 
are no places inside the factory where the workers can either 
take their tiffin or liave their refreshments, it is necessary, in 
the interest of the employees, that an institute for the workers 
be established, and a tiffin-room and restaurant be provided. 
There is no provision of any shelter where the labourers can 
take rest.. &>me provision should be made as regards that. 

ll\'DEBTEDNESS. 

Whereas the labourers are heavily indebted at usurious 
rates of interest and wliereas there is no way which they can 
avail to redeem themselves it is necessary that some means be 

· discovered which may help them to free themselves from this 
chronic indebtedness which has gradually grown to be a curse 
for olll" oountry. 

TRADE UNION. 

. The Tobacco :Manufacturing Workers Union is registered 
as a Trade Union under the provision of the Trade Unions 
~ct, 1926 and has been recently recognized by the C<>mpany. 

WoRKMEN's CoMPENSATION. 

Whereas in most cases the workers fail to secure proper 
compensation by the mani~ulations of ~he ~mployers and where
as it is unnatural and agamst human mstmct that he s_hould be 
readv to injure himself in any way to secure compensation from 
the Company, it should be provided _libe:ally so t~a~ t_he 
labourers may secure prpper compensatiOn m cases of InJuries 
pd accidents. 

:MISCELLANEOUS. 

Whereas it is expedient in the interest of the employers as 
well as the employed that the workers should ha'e a C<>-()pera
Hve swres w1a.icl! should be glJ._!!rante~d by t}le CQmpany so th~t 
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the labourers may have their necessaries of life at the cheapest 
rates, 'the management should take initiative to form such a 
co-operative .society. ·. 

It is really deplorable that the company should · engage 
unskilled labour to do the work of skilled labourers~ e.g.~ coolies 
as firemen or coolies as fitters ·without payjng them the wages 
of a skilled labourer. This is unfair in-as-much as th9se 
labourers are not paid for the work they do. 

INDUSTRIAL PEACE. 

Whereas we recognise that in case of difference between 
the .management and its employees no stone should remain 
unturned for. conciliation and. whereas it is expedient that all 
tb.e· latest devices should be adopted to solve such difficulties,. 
an Arbitration or Conciliation Board should be f9rmed. to act 
under sucli circumstances to bring about an understanding 
between the two factors of production, consisting of the 
Manager of the Factory and the President 9f the Union together 
with a non-official person selected by these two gentlemen. 



MEMORANDUM 

Submitted to the Bihar Labour Enquiry Committee 
By 

The Patna Electric Supply Workers' Union, Patna. 

LABOUR DISPUTES. 

It is highly desirable in the interest of· industrial peace 
that some effective machinery be evolved by resort to legislation 
whereby industrial disputes may be settled. As it is, the 
provisions of the Trade Disputes Act in regard to the settle
ment of disputes by arbitration are not very effective in-as
much as the award of the arbitrator has no ~tatutory sanctioned 
behind it. So long as this position continues, there is no 
statutory obligation on the parties to abide by the award, and 
since labour is the weaker party, it has to suffer at the hands of 
unrea,sonable employers. · 

TR..mE UNIONS. 

It should be made obligatory on the employers to recognise 
properly constituted Labour Unions and to accept them as the 
agency for the ventilation of labour grievances and collective 
bargaining. Labour Unions must, as a rule, be consulted in 
all matters affecting the welfare of workers. In our opinion, 
the whole difficulty arises out of a preconceived hostility on the 
part of the employers towards the Unions, whose intentions 
are invariably misunderstood by the former. This makes the 
normal functioning of the Trade Unions extremely difficult, 
particularly at th~ early stage of thier formation. 

STRIKES. 

While we are positively opposed to resort to strikes unless 
hll avenues of settlement are explored and exhausted, we hold 
the view that strikes if called by a properly constituted Trade 
,Union after complying with certain preliminary requirements 
should be legalised and the machinery of law and order should 
operate in aid of the workers. The employment of black-le6s 
:with a view to break up strikes or to demoralise the workers 
should be discouragea--at any rate, the state should not help 
the employer as against the strikers in defeating the purpose of 
the latter. 
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FACTORIEs AcT. 
There. are certam loop-holes in .the Faqtories Act, which 

render its beneficent effects nugatory. Clever· device~ are 
f{Jund out by certain employers to circumvent the provisions of 
the Act to the detriment of the workers. In many factories, 
a different set of books is maintained for production before 
Factory Inspectors. In our opinion, the Act is so clumsy and 
elaborate, being over-burdened with unnecessary details that 
its advantages are practically lost and the worker does not 
receive that protection which is sought to be vouchsafed _tO him 
under the Act. It will be more useful if the Act is simplified 
and its advantages made more pointed. Factory Inspectors 
should be compelled to cultivate contact with workers and 
should not be content with merely making their periodical 
appearance like Bara Sahibs, · proclaiming the majesty of law. 
and pointing to· the long arms of the Factories Act. The 
Inspectors _::;hould also keep touch with the Unions and get the 
explanations of the management, as regards accidents, breach 
of the provisions of law and other cognate matters, corporated 
by the officers of the Trade Unions .. Factory Inspectors should 
also address meetings of workers · if occasions arise and 
explain to them the privileges to which they a.,re entitled under 
the Act .• 

CoRRUPTION AMONG APPOINTI~G AuTHORITIES. 

It has come to light that the prevailing unemployment is 
responsible for encouraging corruption and bribery among 
employing authorities. In certain cases, heads of depart
ments have been found to be susceptible to corrupt influences 
and take bribes for recommending candidates for employment 
or making the appointment itself. Some means should 
be found out whereby this exploitation of misfortune may be 
stopped. We would suggest the fixation of certain qualifica
tions for posts that fall vacant, and the appointing authotities 
should announce the existence of those vacancies by means of 
a general notification and constitute a board consisting of 2 or 
3 officers of the company and of'a representative of the Union 
if there be one. The board will make the selection in order of 
merit. We see no reason why enlightened employers should n~t 
agree to this if their object is to stop corruption· among their, 
officers and to get hold of the best candidate. 

DEPARTMENT OF LABOUR. · 

The . department of labour should be strengthened and 
made more real and beneficfa.l to the workers. The depart
ment must have a comprehensive plan of labour welfare, whicll 
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should be backed up by an intensive propaganda in industrial 
centres. It should be incumbent upon the officers of the labour 
department to inspect labour centres, visit workers' quarters 
and examine the condition of labour, with a view to the 
amelioration of their plight. It is necessary because much of 
this work is at present beyond the scope of the :Factory 
Inspectors. 

SAFETY FOR ELECTRIC WoRKERS. 

Workers engaged in electrical generation and distribution 
works are exposed to grave risks while working on the wires. 
Stringent measures should be adopted to ensure safety and 
statutory obligations should be imposed on the employers· to 
p1·ovide adequate means of protection and to eliminate the 
chances of accidents. 

LABOUR WELFARE AcTIVITIES. 

- Employers should be compelled to provide facilities for 
medical relief, recreation, sports and other things affording 
;r;elaxation to the worker and also to adopt other measures for 
their moral and intellectual advancement as a part of their 
general obligation towards their employees. 

SHIFT WORKERS. 

Some means should be devised whereby workers" on Night 
"Shifts or those engaged in strenuous and hazardous jobs such 
as Shift Engineers, Turbine attendants, Switch Board 
attendants, Tindals, Firemen and Coal and Ash Coolies 
should be required to work for shorter periods than 8 hours of 
·continuous service. Arrangements should be made to allow: 
·them one complete day's rest each week and all loopholes in the 
present Factories Act which permit certain undesirable 
·practices which operate to the detriment of the workers, 
while enabling technical compliance with the Factory Rules, 
should be carefully examined and remedied with a view to 
giv-e relief to the workers. Shifts at the power house are so 
arranged that a worker gets pnly 8 hours of rest after 8 hours 
·work on two days in a chain of two weeks' work, although 
this is highly inconvenient to the workers ~nd injurious to 
their health. 

There is no arrangement for a resting place for Shift 
Workers nor have they been provided with quarters by the 
Company. Workers have to come from long distances at 
usual hours in all seasons and have to leave the factory for 
their respective homes as soon as their duty is _over. This is 

·extremely inconvenient .. 



MEMORANDUM 
Submitted to the Bihar Labour Enquiry Committee 

By 
The Gournment Press Employees' Association, Gulzarbagh, 

.· Patna. 
· Preamble.-(A frank and open statement).-As preamble 

to this short memorandum the Association submit that the 
imperialistic foreign Goverliment of the past, in their very 
usual way, made such differentiation and classification of the 
Press staff (necessarily they are a large ·number-approxi
mating 400 strong) as to deprive about 75 per cent of them of 
the ordinary privileges and concessions prescribed in the 
general codes and the rules. The. first and foremost of these 
differentiations and classifications is that the really one 
permanent establishment was purp(>sely divided into two
permanent and temporary-with the inevitable re~mlt that. 
men, who are really permanent hands to all intents ~nd pur-

• poses, and- have _been serving GovernmeJ?.t for 10, 20 a_rrd even 
· 25 years and Without whom the Press cannot function, are 

classed as 'temporary' and thus deprived of ~ll the prescribed 
humanitarian· p1·ivileges and concessions and. stripped of 
every thing that attracts men to Government services. :More 
is possible orally to explain, indeed, if the Commission is really 
anxious to read the hearts of the labourers of this Government 
institution, both ordinary .and skilled. To illustrate what is 
said above as to how the foreign bureaucr~tic Government 
treated and exploited the poor Indian labourers during their 
regime, 'vhen our present GoverlliQent Members-'' tha 
popular '' Hon'ble Ministers-and the other national leaders 
";ere courting jails, one out of many such. instances is cited 
here to convince the Commission of what actually obtains 
even now under the " popula,r " Congress Government =~ 

A forme-carrier on Rs. 13 a month, in the so-called 
'temporary ' establishment, after about 22 years' service feU 
seriously ill; so much so that the Assistant Surgeon from whom 
he was asked to submit a medical certificate, recommended him 
5 weeks' leave; and thereafter, on his pitious application for 
more leave as he was still unfit to resume duty, he was sent up 
to the Civil Surgeon with the request to certify whether he was 
fit for further Government service or not, and notwithstandill'g 
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the Civil Surgeon's certificate recommending him 4 months' 
more medical leave he was not paid a farthmg for the period 
of his illness for those 4 months. And how was this done 1 
.Only by putting him under the category of 'temporary' so 
cleverly devised by the foreigners to exploit the poor Indians. 
Only one more instance to cite before the Commission out of 

·many, is that on several occasions poor men, with 20 and more 
years' service, were quarantined (i.e., compulsorily not allowed 
to come to work) on account of small-pox in their family but, 
alas, were not paid a farthing for the period of their compul
sory quarantine leave which is usually 3 weeks and sometimes 
more. Had they no.t been classified as explained above, they 
would have got their full pay as the permanent hands do. 
,The poot:' men consequently sank in debt which will take them 
several years to liquidate. Posts created in 1912 along witb 
the creation of the Province are up till now treated as tempo
rary · even after 26 · years, though their incumbents are 
indispensable. The employer and the employed both know that 
they are indispensable, and yet they are treated as 'temporary' 
so that they may not earn pension or get the ordinary 
privileges which their brother-workers· get under the category 
of 'permanent'. There are numerous such instances but to 
·avoid 'long details the Association leave the question to this 
much; anc;.l they will be glad to elucidate orally if opportunity 
is given so to do. The lot. of these unfortunates is indeed 
pitiable. 

19. Leave.-The Press being a Government Institution 
(Factory), · leave is generally regulated by the Bihar and 
Orissa Service Code Rules, but if those rules were applied to 
all regular employees without discrimination there would be 
but very little to grudge about. The Association hope ·that 
they will be heard orally for elucidation of the various points. 
,There being no leave reserve in such a big establishment it is 
yery difficult for any one to get leave when actually required. 

23. Holidays.-These are very well laid down in the rules 
as well as in the Government Almanac but the employees of 
this factory have very little or practically nothing to dream of 
enjoying them. They are compelled to work on most of the 
gazetted holidays and even on Sundays with no remuneration 
but only with the unfulfilled hope of being allowed the same 
number of hours (J}.ot days) as compensation leave which in 
practice they seldom get when really necessary; so that work 
on gazetted holidays and Sundays is compulsory without pay
ment but its retl!,rn is optional and depends entirely on the 
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sweet will of those who make the men work on holidays with
out payment. This is one of the,.. real oause of_: disa~ection 
among the workers. If payment Is enforced -for workmg on 
holidays, compul:mry ~king during festiyals an.d h~lidays 
will be automatically discouraged. We . wish this pomt ·to 
explain O!¥llly. · 

32. Late attendance.-In this the piece-hands suffer 
double loss inasmuch as they are doubly punished unlike th~ 
fixed-pav hands. But this is .mostly due to the office master's 
apathy towards redressing this grievance of theirs, knowing 
that they are semi-literate and cannot fight out their case. ,A 
little sympathetic outlook on the part of the Superintendent 
can remove this injustice (oral evidence is sure to convince the 
Commission). 

34. Hours of work.-!n this respect the intere-sts_ of the 
fixed-pay and the piece-workers are opposed· diametrically to 
each other, because the less the ·hours of work, the less is the 
earning of the piece-workers which· is not the case with the 
fixed-pay hands. Oral elucidation wi~l.clarify the point. · 

42. Risks to health.-The first and foremost under this 
head are. {z) the building; (iz) poisonous gas and (iiz) want of 
fundamental necessities for health preservation which are 
absolutely unsuitable, .unguarded and wanting respectively. 
Proper Latrine, Urinal, Tiffin room or device for .avoiding 
occupational diseases or mi~hief to health are unknown. to this 
factory. Many a written complaint and even oral request' to 
the Superintendent and. the Chief Inspector of Factories have 
till now proved of no avail. Unbearable heat in summer, 
exactly the opposite in winter and wet tables, chairs and stools 
in the monsoon are the characteristic of the. present Press 
building .. This can better -be imagined than described. from 
the fact that the authorities have allowed the Press to hold 
office during April to June for six hours only in. the morning· 
instead of eight hours in the day in normal condition.' After 
the earthquake of 1934 this building was built as a temporary 
one _but is now being tr~ated as semi-permanent. . 

· 47 .. Evasion or violation of the provisions of the Factorif!s 
~ct.-Same remarks as under question 42 ·also want of proper 
medical facilities as required by _the Act. A factory Doctor 
.with the requisite paraphernalia is essential for the safety 
·and security of the lives of the factory· labourers and their 
families. The. Sub-Assistant Surgeon of the Gulzarbagh 
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Charitable Dispensary is a public seiTant and cannot be had 
during his dispensary hours of duty (7 to 11 A.l\1. and 5 to 
.7 P.M.), even if necessary for really urgent cases. 

50. Time rate and piece rate.-We definitely say that the 
~ery system of piece-work is ruinous to the piece-labourers 
from all points of view. It cuts deep into the root of a piece
~orker's life. This can better be elucidated orally than 
~xplained in writing. 

52. TVorking on Holidays.-(Vide note under question 23). 
-If payment for work on holidays and festival days be intro-

:auced, it will automatically discourage holiday booking and 
remove a bitter dissatisfaction among the employees. Of 
~urse. really urgent Government work should be timely exe
cuted and paid for. (The Association is serioll$ about this 
and will explain where the responsibilities lie). 

59 and 63. ~Minimum Wage.-Yes; we are in favour of a 
minimum living wage. To prevent the minimum becoming 
the maximum we would suggest the introduction of a graded 
system of pay which will be conducive to the good of both the 
employer and the employed. " Men live in hope " and the 
grade-~tem is sure to remove the present discontent (inherent 
to the policy followed at present) both among men of fixed-pay 
and the piece-hands. (Oral elucidation will be helpful to the 
Commission). 

71. Reading room and library.-No provisions for those 
exist at present. If provision is made it will be much 
Jlppreciated b_y the literate section of the employees. 

72. Jledical fac-ilities.-Quite inadequate (vide remarks ' 
under Question 47). 

74. Periodicat Medical Examination.-No such system 
exists at present except for the few (about 20) Mono and Lino 
Pperators. 

75. Chief diseases.-Lead poisoning, heat stroke due to 
the condemned building of corrugated iron roofing and its 
effect on the general health of the employees culminating in 
various other constitutional diseases. 

78. Sanitary arrangement.-Practically no arrangement 
exists at present (ride our remarks under Question 42). There 
is no incinerator in this Press though maunds of waste paper 
are daily burp.t; the obnoxious smoke and smell of this are wry; 

_jnjurious to health of the men. 
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79. Water-supply.-So arr~oement exists for slip:plri:ng · 
drinking water at the workers' quarters~ Ordinary drinkin~ 
water is supplied in the factory, but 1r[H!tiall~ <X?ld ":ater is not 
available in the hot season. The Press building 1$ not con
nected with the Municipal water-supply pipes. 

80. Sickness relief~-There -is -no provision whats9enr fo~ 
sickness relief. (Our preamble elucidates).-

83. Housing.-Quite inadequate. Only about 5 per ren~ 
':f the workers is prorided with quarters which in most ~ 
are unsuitable and unhealthy. 

88. Rest . and recreatiQJ&.-Practically nothing (except 
what the young men do voluntarily). 

103-105. Association.-Yes, we have our Associatioii 
which is called the " Government Press Employees' Associa
tion, Gulzarbagh ", and is recognised _by Gorernment since 
1927. 

11!. TT'orks Committee.-We had a Works .Q)mmitf.etl 
which was f~ctioning nry satisfactorily for the good of botli 
the employer and the employee but due _to· the apathy of the 
office master it was discontinued and allowed to die out; nnde:.: 
the present " popular " Go•ernment this is eSsen.tial in the 
interest of smooth working of the Factory and good feeling 
between the Superintende:r:tt and his subordinates. 

Gnr:RAI .. 
Eitension of serrice.-The Association is •ery mncli 

against the grant of any extension of serrice after the comple
tion of the prescribed period. There are some roch cases of 
extended serrice in our establishment which are really pre
judicing and hampering the prospects of those below in th~ • 
cadre and at the same time causing unemployment among 
educated youths. 

Piece-u:orkers.-Pension of piece-workers is calculated oii 
the average earning of the last six years of a man's serrice 
which means an inordinately low pension, as the earning of ~ 
piece-worker decreases with the advancement of his age; and 
in the last six years of serrice, being an old man, he cannot 
earn as much as he used to do six years before. · • 

Thuefore, pension of a pieee-worker should be calCulated 
according to his class-rate in the time-scale as exists in the 
Go,·ernment of India Presses. Permanent piece-band$ sbould 
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be entitled to pension just as in the case of permanent fixed-pay 
hands. Their lot is really very hard (vide remarks under 
Question 50). Introduction of the provisions of the new 
Hand-book of the Government of India Printing in toto will 
remove many of their grievances and will be much appreciated 
by the piece-hands. . 

The Distributor.c.-They are also tecbniea.l piece-bands 
next to tlJe compositors, who in the past were always promoted 
to be compositors But since the last few years, i.e., since the· 
ad,-ent of the new machineries, not only their prospects in 
service but their earnings have been reduced by 50 per cent 
and their. hope of ever being promoted to be a compositor, 
buried. (We will explain this: we have a written statement 
_from them of which copies are not available but this may be 
r~d out to the Commission). 

·. Fixed-pay hands.-As regards this there are different and 
peculiar ·sorts of both skilled and unskilled labourers in the 
Press, of whom the lot of the following is very bard and 
deserves special sympathetic consideration at the bands of the 
peoples' Gover~ment :-. 

. .r 
(1) The ~eaders, Revisers and Copy-holders, 

'(2) The Section-holders and Assistant Section-holders, 

(3) The Forme-carriers and .Case-carriers, 

(4) The Forme-washers and ~leaners, 

(5) The Lino· :Machine Handymen, 

(6) The :Mono type casters, . 

. (7) The so-called Fi:e Brigade Coolies, and 

(8) A Wh~l-turner. 

~ost all of these have· sever"al times applied to the 
SuperintendeD~ and even memorialized the past and prPsc~t 
Governments with no result whatsoever up till now. Sunk Ill 
desp~ir in t.he past but with full hope now that their long 
standing· -real grievances will be redressed by the present 
" popular " Government through· the recommendations of 
this Labour Commission, the Association submit this memo
rhn~um for their sympathetic consideration. 

The-.Readln.g Br~ch, which is proverbially the aris~oc:a
tic and pe·st educated branch the very life and soul of a Prmtmg 
Press has been lamentably neglected in this ProYince though 
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they are the really responsible ·printer's and but lor Lthem · ma.ny 
a non-pfficial and official author ·could be expose.d to grave 
errors and consequent criticisms from.the Press and the.public 
00~~. . . . 

. . 
Tpis Association is, indeed,. very jubilant over this 

Labour Commission and hopes much ag1ainst 'hope from them -- · 
their countrymen-which it could never expect from the 
fOreigners. ·Unlike the results of many previous Commissions· 
alleged to have been appointed for the good of the ·country, 
with a majority of bureaucratic foreign elements (officials) i!:J
them every one of the poor.larourers, skilled· and unskilled, 
exactly like the tillers of the l;:tnd for whom the present Con
gress Ministry have already done and is still doing all that 
they can to improve their lot, trusts and hopes that the 
labourers •alEQ \vill have the same sympathetic treatment from 
the " popular " Gover~ment who have pledged and are out to 
improve the lot of, and rEdress the imperialistic oppression$ 
on, the poor Indian labourers. · · 



MEMORANDUM. 

Submitted to the Bihar Labour Enquiry Committee 
. By 

The Muzafiarpur Press Workers~ Union, Muzaffarpur. 

There are altogether 14 presses at Muz:affarpur. The . 
number of workers in most of the praesses varies from time to 
time._ Only three presses have permanent staff. The names 
of presses with the number of employees in them noted against 
t~eir names are given below:-

(1) Bose Press 32 
(2) Sulabh Press 15 
(3) Sunder Press 26 
(4) Shanker Press 12 
(5) Vidyasagar Press 10 
(6) Baishali Press 8 
(7) Bihar Bandhu Press 6 
(8) Kamali Press 9 

Including casual workers. 

The other presses for example Chatterji, Herculian, Fazi, 
etc., have not got more than three persons in each who too turn 
up only when there is work. Now I shall like to show yo11 
the condition of labourers in each press separately. 

BosE PREss. 

This is the biggest of aU the presses of the locality with a 
full well-equipped staff. &The minimum ·and maximum salaries. 
of the compositors are Rs. 2 and Rs. 30 respectively. 

This press is guided by the Factory Act and possesses a 
power printing J!l.achine. The ·rules of the Act are not 
~ener;:~TJv adhered to and are broken very often. Workers are 
compelled to work for more than 10 hours a day. They are 
not paid duly for their overtime woridng. The treatment. 
moreover, meted out to them is brutal and inhuman. 

Not only are thev abused and assaufted but also severely 
penalised for petty things. Of course, these things are done 
with a selected few. The press~an are not· less bagly paid 
and treated. They are reqmred to work on contract. 
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They are not even informed as t'o the. natll!e of work they · 
are required to do the next day. Sometimes ~t also happens. 
that there is nothing to be printed in the press. Still they are 
required to remain inside the press. ·.The only grievance of 
this section of the press is the practice of the system of contract 
and ill-pay. Their condition ~an be amelio~~d by ~king 
them paid servants and· allowmg other fac1htles as m tho 
Government Printing. . . - · 

They all have been working for more than five years each 
without anv increment in their salaries. Besides, the leave 
granted to them does-not exceed 10 days in a year which should 
at least be extended to 45 days (30+ 15) sick and c~sualleave. • 

SUNDER }>RESS. 

This press is smaller and less equipped than the forme:r: 
and has a power machine. Although the number of workers 
exceed 20, still it is exempted from the provisions pf the 
Factory Act. It has .almost all the workers belonging to the 
ranks and file of the proprietor. · 

Their condition is more than worse when compared to that 
of Bose Press. The growing dissatisfaction among them is 
said to be such as to burst in a terrible strike unique of its type. 
The Government · is solely responsible for the fate-, of the 
workers here. 

Sui:.ABH PREss. 

The proprietor of this press is one of the renowned 
Congressman, a Member of the Legislative Assembly,. and a 
prominent Kisan Sablwit.· The treatment accorded to the 
workers here is, of course, a glowing example for the press
owners of the province. But as to the payment of wages and 
other facilities, this press too is not less telling upon the poor 
workers. Sick leave and other grievances still remaiP- · ~o be 
ameliorated. Holidays on certain festivals, including Sundays 
are granted. · 

VIDYASAG.AR PRESS. 

Last but not the least, Is the Vidyasagar Press, the
proprietor of which has not up-till-now, cleared off the arrears 
of the workers for months with the result that the workers have 
been compelled .to go on strike since the 20th January last. 
The attention of Dr. Rajendra Prasad was also drawn towards 
_it :while the Labour Enquiry Committee w;:~.s recording evidence 
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here.. Sunday is not observed as a holiday. Arrangement of 
Provident Fund and regular payment is badly needed. 

- CoNCLUSION. 

The· workers will ever remain dissatisfied unle.:;s and 
until the following demands are not conceded by the press
owners. In order to control the growing discontent an•l di~
turbances; it is high time for the Government to ndopt suclr 
measures as to ameliorate their condition in near futnr3, so 
that they may live a peaceful and happy life. 

IMMEDIATE DKMANDS. 

(1) Duty hours to be limited to six hours per day excluding 
overtime. (2) Wages for overtime work should be double of 
ordinary rat0. (3) Sunday must be observed as t. holiday '"1th 
11> days' casual leave with full pay, 30 days' sick leave with 
half pay. All other local holidays together with the gazetted 
holidays must be granted to them. (4) Provident Fund. 
(5). Guarantee of payment of wages in the first week of every 
~onth. (6) Arrangement for hand waEhing materials free of 
cost· and· supply of gloves to the compositors. (7) :M.inimum 
salaries to be fixed at the rate of Rs. 10 per mensem. (8) Free 
medical treatment. (9) Application of Factory Act in press8s 
where more than 5 persons work. (10) Recognition of the 
Union: by the press-owners. (11) 30 per cent increment in 
salaries and there must be grade thereof. (12) Tiled or roofed· 
houses alone should be allowed to carry on press work. 



MEMORANDUM 
-

Submitted to the Bihar Labour Enquiry Committee 

By 

The Bihar Provincial Press \Yorkers' Federation; Patna. 

In the interest of the welfare of labour and the healthy 
functioning of the Trade Unions, it is desirable that no leg_is
lation should stand 'in the wav of the (a) freedom of ·associa
tion, (b) collective bargaining~ and (c) the right to withhold 
labour as the primarv right of the working class. The pro
vision of the Trade ·Disputes Act must be so amended. as to 
provide facilities to labour in their economic fight against their 
unreasonable employers. 

The unreserved hostility of· the employers towards the 
labour organisations and the foul means adopted to hreak the 
Unions (including forming of parallel Unions) is a common 
feature to-day. This must he discouraged as it makes the 
proper functioning of the Unions difficult. It must be made 
obligatory for the employers to recognise the duly constituted 
and properly functioning Unions. Not only this. The Trade 
Union must he deemed as the representative of the ~mployees 
and as such it must be consulted in all matters affecting the 
workers. . · · 

The status of the trade unions must be so raised <JS to make 
it compulsory for·the Fa~tory Inspectors to get their reports· 
regarding the . conditions prevailing in the factory duly 
attested by the Union authorities. Factory Inspectors must · 
have contact with the Unions to ascertain the genuine 
grievances of labour and their services must be within easy · 
reach of the labour unions. . 

For us, strike is always the last weapon to defend the 
collecti,·e interest of labour when all other means fail. But 
workers must have the right to withhold labour collectively· 
whenever they deem it expedient and necessarv. There should· 
he no action amounting to the discouragement of the strike: 
on the part of the Government. Foul tactics on the part of· 
the employers to break the strike (including the employment of 
the black-legs) must be dis~uraged. 

The press workers are probablv the most unfortunate as 
far as even the insufficient and oon'Yenlently Yague provisions. 

325 
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of the Factory Act and even the Payment of 'Vages Act are 
concerned. The provisions in connection with ventilation, 
fan, water, latrine, soap, towel, etc., have always remained 
closed under the cover of law books and have seldom been of 
any advantage to the workers. Many of them have to work 
in dark and congested rooms and sometimes even amidst smoke 
(type-foundry of the Khadag Vilas Press) which tell upon 
their health and capacity to work. 

It is a fact that different sets of false registers are main
tained in the factory to be shown to the Factory Inspectors 
and the workers never receive their wages in time. It is a 
practice in most of the presses that one month's wage is always 
kept in the hands of the employers. In many presses it has 
been found that the workers have not been paid their salaries 
for· the-last six months (Khadag Vilas Press, Patna). At 
many places the workers are coerced not to speak the truth to 
the Factory Inspectors and at many a place they are not 
allowed to date their signatures at the time of getting their 
pay. 

Not only this. The proprietors, at their sweet will, 
introduce such private rules and regulations which detrimen
tally affect the workers and are inexpressibly unjust, inhuman 
and, improper so much so that they leave the workers, their 
livelihood and fate at the mercy of the proprietors. The 
:workers are forced to sign objectiOnable contracts (Hindustani 
Press, Patna). 

While the facilities of the casual and sick leave are un
known to.most of the workers, the number of holidays granted 
are very few. Overtime conditions are severe. Hence the 
Factory Act must be so amended as to cover the pressing diffi
culties of the workers. The Factory Act must apply to all the 
presses irrespective of the number employed in them. 

It also mav be mentioned that the wage level of the 
workers are inordinately low. At many places they get not 
more than three to five or six rupees a month. ·The Govern~ 
ment must make provisions towards fixation of a minimum 
wage standard as approved by the Bombay Municipal Corpo
ration (1938) or evolve some such machinery as accepted by 
the International Labour Convention (1938). 

' The condition of the press workers deserves especial 
attention as .it is the most important industry and the condi
tions of the workers are decidedly pitiable. Their demands, 
as adopted by the Bihar Provincial Press Workers' Confei:
ence deserve attention ~nd a soung legisl~tion. _ 
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Some of the main demand.r: of the . press workers that was 
adQpted by the Bihar P1'o?:incial· Press ~ JV ork~rs' Con
ference (lOth, 1Jtlt,-December~ 1939). 
(1) Rate of the piece-hand. workers of the private presses 

must be on the basis of the same rate as obtains in the Govern-
fuent Press. . 

(2) No worker· shall be on ·probatio:Q. for t;tore than six 
weeks after which period he shall be automatically dee:med 
permanent. . · . 

(3) No worker shall be. kept on trial for more than two 
days during which period he sliall be paid not less than Rs. 2. 

(4) No permanent employee's services shall be dispensed 
with unless for a grave dereliGtion of duty involving serious 
damages to machinery or other valuable property or for 
continued irregular attendance without leave, for wh1~h there 
must be proper enquiry. · 

(5) A minimum wage of Rs. 20 per mensem shall be 
fixed for every worker with graduated increase in wages at 
regular intervals. . · · . 

- (6) A six-hour day and 36-hour week .. An hour's interval 
should be given for rest or meals. · . · . 

(7) Night shifts not exceed five hours. 
(8) Wages for overtime work shall be double the payment 

of normal wages for works with .refreshment arrangements .. 
Overtime payment shall be cleared off positively at the end of. 
each week. . - · . . 

(9) One month's leave with full pay each vear; 15 days 
casual leave with full pay and 15 days sick leave with half 
pay every year. · 

·(10) Factory Act with the e~ception of its clause regarding 
the ·working hours shall be applicable to all presses irrespec- . 
tive of the press being worked by steam, electricity or hand 
and irrespective of the number of the workers engaged therein. 

(ll) Provident fund benefits and a gratuity of one month's 
salary for every year (or a fraction thereof) of his service~ 

(12) Press-workers' Union all over the province shaH be 
· recognised by the employees. . 

· (13}. Periodical inspection of the printing presses by the 
Factory Inspectors and their reports should be ;1ttested by; 
the local Union Officials. 

(14) There must be adequate arrangement for ventila
tion, fan, water, latrine, soap and towel in order to assure 
healthy condition of work. The compositors be provided wit& 
glo\'es to protect themselves from lead-~oisoning. , 



Replies to the Questionnaire issued by the Bihar Labour· 
Enquiry Committee 

By 

The Bhagalpur Labour Union, Bhagalpur. 

One Labour Union has been started only a short time ago 
and the workers of all the mills and factories of this town 
have had no opportunity to take active part in it and hence . 
.the condition of all the factories cannot be supplied and I 
confine myself in tlie present reply mainly to wme facts 
relating to the workers of the weaving department and 
casually of other factories and mills. . 

., I may point out that the qnestions have been directed to 
the owners of mills and factories but taking the clue from the 

·same, I ·am submitting below the grievances of the workers iu 
the weaving and- other factories of this town and annex 
replies. to questions whic~ afiect them:-

1 beg to state that there are no service rules, no system of 
graded promotion, no security cf fervices, no leaYe rules or 
any provision for sickness. There is no scheme for paying 

. gratuity nor there is any provision for provident fund or 

.pension. There is no holi9.ay save Sundays and at times this 
'also is encroached upon or curtailed as punishment. 

. ·. The worker gets no opportunity to meet an~· chnrges and 
:is at the mercv of the employers. There are no fixed wavs of 
·punishment n~r there is any system of fine cr di~missal. 
Partial attendance is dealt. with as the employees dt>~ire and 
~mostly the wages of the whole day are cut. There Is no 
. arrangement for rest. ·A worker has to wo1k for 4~ hours in 
'the morning at a stretch and again after an hNll''s interYal 
4~ hours in the afternoon and in some mills continnn1ly for 

t 8 hours or 9 hours without allowing time for rest. Some workers 
are paid by monthly salary and some by thrice. The wages are 

: very low. The monthly ~alary is also YN~' low. 8ornc-times a 
worker gets annas 2 to! annas only for his day'::; work and th~ 

• salary is never paid in full. If a worker's pay is fixed at Rs. 10 
. a month, this is never given in full and about Rs. 4 is cut oJJ in 

fines or as being marked as absent. while actually he"is wor~.:ing . 
. No worker can support his family nor does any wcrl;;er get 

his two meals of rice every day. This is a q1:e:::tim1 which 
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requires to be settled by the authorities otherwise the 
employers will never like to give eYen living wages to the 
workers. The rates of wages have been fixed by the- employers 
with only one consideration, namely, to bring larger profit to 
them without the least consider:1tion as to whether this is 
sufficient for keeping the body and soul of the workers 
together. 

There is no special fund or fees. The fines realised go 
to the coffers of the employers and are meant to enhance their 
unauthorised profit. 

There is no system of graded wages or promotions after 
a certain fixed period. A wurker having started on Rs. 10 a 
month or Rs. 12 goes on working on the same amount for a 
period of 8 or 10 years and no consideration is shown to the 
expE'rience he gains anti attE'mpt is always made to curtail 
the wages whether it is monthly salary or daily \Yagcs or clotli 
for any fixed amount. 

Deducticns are sometimes made on false plea of defective 
work and the worker cannot raise his voice against it. 

There is ·no scheme in anv factory whetl1er ,,·eaving. flour 
~mills or oil mills, for paymen.t of bonus or profit sharing or 
any other additional allowance. 

Yes, it is imperative that there should be an automatic 
adjustment of \Yages to the cost of living, rules may be 
framed by Government on this head. • 

Yes, the establislunent of a scheme of minimum waaes is 
absoh1tely necessary. This ·should be according to the

0

bare 
living needs of the worker so that he might get his two simple 
meals, othenYise, as unemployment exists, an emplover will 
try to curtail wages as much as possible and the poor" workers 
will accept anything to obtain at least half a meal or even a 
morsel. 

The GoYernment should fix the minimum wage l.n consi..: 
'deration of the liYing necessity of each place and other 
conditions generally preYailing in the area. The minimum 
wages would certainly differ from centre to centre on account 
of special circumstan'ces of the place. 

Wdfare Trork.-There is no facilities for anv welfare 
work allowed _to the workers. In some cases pure· drinking 
water is nowhere to be found and the employer does not card 
'for it, 
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No facilities for out-door games or amusement of any 
kirid. .. 

-~Iany of the worker-s are indebted and this is due mainly 
to insufficiency of wages and tlte temptations offered by the 
Sikh and Kabuli money-lenders in lending, out monev on 
apparently easy terms where.as in reality the rates of interest 
are most exorbitant and high. 

·These classes of money-lenders do not care for any law 
nor the debtors take shelter under any law for obvious reasons. 

There ar~ no 'Vorks Committee in any factory nor any 
arrangement with any Trade Union. · 

CONDITION OF EMPLOYMENT. 

15. There are no service rules whatsoever. 

16. None. 

17.· None. 

18. There has been no such system but one is absolutely 
necessary. Tne labourers are entirely at the mercy. of the 
employers and they can remove the labourers at their sweet 
will. . 

I 

19. None. No allowance whatsoever is paid to the 
labourers for any absence, be. it for any cause. 

20. No, even if a labourer absents himself due to an 
attack of cholera or any other sickness, he is marked absent 
and is paid nothing. · 

21. None. .There should be some such scheme to provide 
for the old age and other emergencies of th~ labourers. · 

• 22. Sundays are alliJwed as holidays to the. permanent 
staff but those who work on tltika w3no-es are not allowed 
Sundays service. Then again, whoever is absent on accmmt 
of illness or other causes for 2 or 4 days, loses the holiday on 
Sunday. · 

23. On festival days also no holiday is allowed. If on 
account of religious observance a worker absents himself from 
the work, he loses his pay, . . 

24. No such rules in existence, 

25. No such measures. 

26. No procedure !!dopted, 
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27. ·No such opportunity is given to the labourers.,· The' 
n.re at the mercy of the employers and the worker is not allowed 
any. chance to refute any charge nor the charge is always made 
known to the workers. · · ' 

28. No such list or ways. · 

29. No such system of fines,. etc., suspension or di~missal 
exists. It is entirely at the sweet will.of the employers who 
employ such methods of . punishment as they like. Some 
especialised rules are absolutely necessary to ·be framed for the 
various sort of punishments. . A worker whose pay is Rs. 10, 
gets ·Rs. 6 or Rs. 7 at the end of the month. . · 

31. Unauthorised absence is dealt with forfeiture of pay 
and additional fine. 

32. Arbitrary method is adopted against the late comers. 
Even for a few minutes absence the whole day's pay is cut. He 
is allowed to take up the work and do· it all the day but. if he 
is absent even for a very short time, the wage8 are wholly 
cut and no wages are given for the work d9ne by the man. 

33. When workers are fined, the same is· deducted from 
the pay and sometimes the worker is marked absent in lieu of 
the fine. , 

34. There is no special fines fund and the fine realised 
goes to the coffers of the employers to enhance their undue 
profit. 

HouRs oF WoRK. · 

35. The hours of work are 7 A.M. to 11-30 A.M. and 
12-30 P.M. to 5 P.M., ~.e., 9 hours (4! hours each). 

During the 9 hours strict watch is kept and none• is 
allowed even to take rest of 5 minutes. If any one does so be 
is marked absent for the whole day. 

38. There is no. fixed method for calculating the overtime 
work; this also depends on the choice of the employers. . 

~AGES. 

· 49. Both systems of calculating wages are in vogue. 
So!lle are p~id on fixed salary system while others are· paid on 
th1ka_, that Is,· so much per yard of cloth woven or so much for 
a pair of saris or for a piece of suiting or shirting. 



51. No consideration save as to how most of the profit will 
go to the employer is taken into account in fixin(J' the rate of 
wages for ordinary or oYertime work. 

0 

52. There is no difference in rates for niaht work or for 
work on holidays. 

0 

56. Besides fines, wages are subject to cut on account of 
being _marked absent for stoppages of work by the employers 
themselves for cases which the ·workers haYe no control Oll or 
connection with. This is done mostly without justification. 

57. There is absolutely no scheme for payment of any 
bonus or profit sharing or of any other additional allowance. 
Justice requires that there should be scme such system but 
the employers look to their own interest only and want to be 
mill owners in a very short time, insiances of which can be 
found in large numbers. 

To quote one, the owners of Ram Bansi Factory are said 
to have been ' Gumashtas ' only a few years ago but are now 
ovm.ers of large funds ani! savings which have been achiew.d 
=!~ t}:le cost of the workers. 

58. 'This_ is absolutely necessary; this should apply to all 
"'orkers._ · 

Adjustment of wages to the cost of living is very neces
sary because the wages whiGh are allowed to the workers &t 

. present are far below the need and workers are practically 
starving. For weaving 12 yards of sari the wages are some
times so long as the wages for weaving a banian. The sari will 
be woven with ease in 3 days and with much difficulty in 2 and 
2-i days and thus, it may be deduced how the workers can· 
~l!pport themselves and 'their family by getting annas 7 in 
tft.r~ days or even in 2 days. 

59. Yes, it is necessary to fix' the minimum wages and 
. tb,is should be. in relation with the expenses of living. If this 
is not oone, the work~rs are at the mercy of the employers 
~nd on account of sheer necessity they will be forced to accept 
any wage~ offe~ed_ without the least ~onsideration whether it is 
~ufficient to keep their soul and body together. 

()0. The principle for fixing the minimum wages should 
he one, i.e., the workers may get their living wages so that 
they may not starre. · 

61. This should be done by a Government officer in con
Imitation with the emplovers and also the workers and after 
(iue consideration· of tLe "I()('al conditions about price of food 
~~uffs, etc.,_ and the demand of labour.. · 
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62: I think it should. 

63. When graded scale of ·wages is fixed the. minimum 
cannot bec:ome the maximum. · . · . i ' . . . 

64. I am not afraid that any adverse effect will . fall on 
the total employment. Further, it will improve the oondition 
of the workers. 

In short, there. is nothing in any $hape which may safe
guard the interest of the workers and they are entirely at the 
mercy of the employers whose only object is to look. to their 
own interest and make as much profit as they can, without 
minding that the workers are being crushed thereby. An 
enquirv by a responsible officer in this respe~t will be· more 
desirable. · 



MEMORANDUM 

Submitted to the Bihar Labour Enquiry Committee 
By 

The Digha Labour Union, Patna. 

Under the joint management· of the Indian General 
Navigation Company and Rivers Steam Navigation Company 
there is a factory at Digha for the repairs of the boats and an 
~gency centre to control the traffic. In both these Companies 
about seventeen hundred workers work. (Appendix A). 
·Though they have to undertake very risky works, sometimes 
involving loss of limbs and even life, the Company has very 
inadequate arrangement of treatment for the patients. The 
dispensary which is maintained is only on papers; it i~ of no 
help to ·the sufferers. If the Company is asked to supply you 
a list of the persons injured during the last 12 months and 
the treatment given to them, I think you will be convinced of 
my contention. · 

The woes of the labourers do not end in inadequate supply 
of medicine. The leave rules for these sufferers are also very 

. unsatisfactory and so also is the case with the payment of 
compensation to the labourers. There is no uniformity in the 
policy of the Company. In some cases the Company has been 
liberal·in paying compensation and in granting leave to the 
sufferers but in most cases the Company has behaved inhumanly. 
Shiasaran Kumbhar of Paleza lost his life in the month of 
September while on duty but his heirs got only about eighty 
rupees as compensation for the life of t.he deceased. When an 
~gitation was started, the Company took the plea that the 
deceased was the man of the contractor; but this does not 
sound well. Similarly in the case of Jhalku who lost his one 
eye and was not paid any compensation; and so _was the c~se 
with Biteshwar who lost his left thumb. In th1s connection 
the demand of the labourers are as follows:-

(1) The dispensary should be well equipped and well 
managed; and the factory should secure the 
services ·of a competent doctor; 

(2) Leave with pay should be granted to all the workers 
who meet accident while they are on duty till 
they join their work; 

334: 
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_(3) Compensation should be given unifor:r:nally aeoo.rd-
. ing to the Compensation Act;· and · 1 · 

(4) ·The Company should grant s~ck lea'!e ~ith _pay to 
the workers up to the maXImum hm1t of a mo~th 
in a year. 

2. Another grievance of the labourers; is about insecurity 
of service. There are workers here who have been working 
with the Company for the last thirteen or fourteen years and 
there are many who have heen. working for the last three years 
but the services of all these are very insecure. They are 
turned out even without any notice are left stranded overnight 
for no fault of theirs. This system must be given a good-bye 
and after a demonstration of good behaviour within a pres
cribed period of temporary service, the workers should be-· 
given some security of service. By this I_ mean· that the, 
Company should have certain service .rules a,nd they should
confine to them in dealing with the workers. In this connec
tion the demands on behalf of the workers are as follows:-

(t} After a service of 6 months, the service of the· 
· workers be confirmed and ·payment should be 

made on monthly basis; - · 

(iz) No worker, after confirmation, be turned out. with
out a notice of at least a month or payment of 
full pay for one month; · . · 

(iii) Casual leave with full pay· be allowed to every 
worker for 30 days in a year; · 

(iv) Workers should not be punished without givingc 
them a chance to·explain th~ir conduct- and n() 
worker should be abused for offence a,nd bribery 
must stop; 

(v) All paym~nts must be made directly by tlie Coni ... -~ 
pany .and net through any intermediaries, as jt 

_ done m cases of laskars, masters and drivers;. 

(vi) On Sundays and other important festival days. 
leave should be allowed with pay; . 

(vi1) No servant of the Company should be forced to 
· ~ork for more than e1ght hours a day. If work 

· for more than 8 hours has got to be taken, over
time allowance must be given. This practice 

· Q.f t~king work fo~ ~or_e. thi!A eigh~ ~o~ @. daz 
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is general1y prevalent in the sub-agenry denart
ment where suh-agents, peons and steam-clerks 
have to work even for' 2! hours and that without 
any corresponding payment; 

(viiz) The system of engaging unpaid probationers for 
more than 6 months must go. Unpaid proba
tioners, after satisfying the Company of their 
competence, must get due payment after a proba
tionary peribd of six months; 

(i.x) Housing arrangement should be made for tho~e 
who have to come from a long distance. 

3. Wages and increment of wages are other points on 
which there is difference between the Companv and the 
workers. It was in the year 1936, that. a strike of workers 
took place in the factory ann in that the workers were com
pletely crushed. About 200 of them were thrown out of 
employment. and fresh hands were recmited in their plare. 
These fresh recruits have since been very much haras~ed. The 
:Wages paid to them are far less than the wages pairl to their 
predecessors. In pre-strike days, the Companv used to 
<Iistribute some eight to ten thousand rupees between the 
workers as wages. The work of the factory after the strike 
has considerably increased but the wages paid to the labourers 
are far less than what was being paid before the strike. 
(l'hese days the total amount paid to the workers never exceeds 
Rs. 4,000 a month. Thus the wages have been lessened by 
about 50 per cent. If the Companies are a!>ked to supply the 

. comparative figures for the last ten years of the boats received 
by Digha Centre and the income from Traffic during the 
period mentioned above, it will be demonstrated that work and 
mcome of the Company have increased in the last three years. 
If it is proved that the work has increased with the income, 
there is no justification in decreasing the wages. There is, 
therefore, a growing demand among the workers for incTement 
of wages. The Company has no doubt read the signs of time 
but it ha.c; followed the policy of pick and choose and has given 
increment to a few workers. This has created a great discon· 
tent among the workers. Some method should~ therefore, be 
~dopted soon to set the matter right. 

· · ~ · 4. The question of recognition of the Union is another 
demand of the workers. I need not emphasise here much 

. upon the importance of the recognition of the Union as every 
·. ~.~~3.!! .w!fg_ !J.as the leas~ interest in. Laboux: matters knows well 
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how important it is and as sucli I thinK this demand of the 
labourers w~ll receive sympathetic consideration, 

5. Much of the . grievances of the labourers will be 
redressed if some method is found out to. make compulsory 
arbitration by the Government on any point pf dispute between 
the e:mployers and the employees. · . · 

:APPENDIX ' A 1 

J~or:kers utAer different departments of Joint Comp{iny. 

N arne of Department .. 

tl. :Workshop operatives 

2. Coai and Carters 

... 
... , 

3. Coal and Cargo coolies '"' 

'4. Crews of steamers and cargoes 

5. ·Pilots •·• :· .-~ 

Appro_x. Number of work:ers.: 

... '400 

··~ 600· 

.. .; 250 -
1',730 

-........... 



_Points placed before the Bihar Labour Enquiry Committee 

By 

The Patmi City r,~azdoor Union, Patna City. 

; I, on behalf of the Patna City Mazdoor Union; have the 
honour to draw your kind and immediate attention / to.,---f1t:.' 
grievances and troubles of the local labourers for ye'u:t kind' 

.. consideration an~ request your honour to kindJ;t m~w~ . the( 
.Government of B1har to redress the same by prop\;·/~leg1slatwn. 

• 1 .. '!hat a large number of labourers are employed on 
:daily wages which does not insure their services and are often 
prey of victirnisati?n by their employers. .., ·; _I 

2. The owners of small mills keep some lahourers, .. say t~t
or fifteen, on monthly wages and the remaining on daily 
,wages: Thns the total number of labourers reaches up-to 
forty. This trick they play with a view to save themselves 
from the provisions of the Factory Act. · 

· 3. Hundreds of women work in the local industrie~ .·on 
~1ail.Jr ·w~ges of annas four only and have no surety pf service. , 
• _ · 4. The clerical staff (lflunims and Gomastas)d "(;".-.p-: • 

experts, and supervisors do not get any holiday e~t _ 
sionS> of their religious festivals. .. ~ 

· -5. Labourers do. not get. any holidays except\ . 

6. The Ia_bo~rers under handling contract.ors '1 .. 1). 311 carry load we1ghmg 2i mds. to 2! mds. on their heacd-::-< 
great difficulty and consequently their health suffers and their 1 

lives are shortened. 

7. The employees are not granted any privilege, casual 
}lnd sick leave. · 

8. No medical aids are given to the employees. 

9. There is no system of provident fund or gratuity for. 
the ·employees. . 

10. Employees, even working on monthly wages, have no 
surety of their services. , J. • • • - - r 

11. Ew.ployees are not provided with habitable' auarters. 

3.,, 
v~ 
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Poipta placed before the Bihar Labour Enquiry Committee 

By 
The Labour Union, Jaynagar (Darbhanga}. 

I have the honour to lay before you the following 
~es of the labourers working in the local Rice Mills 

c_ol).fident hope that you would be kind enough to 
.tl1eir immediate redress. 

services of the labourers are temporary. 

~e wages are quite insignificant and poor. They 
1as 2-6 to annas 3 per day as their daily wages. 

(~.i'hey are not allowed extra wages for the overtime 
~ork. 

(4) They are getting the same wages for the nightwork 
also. 

(5) In case of any death by ;;tccident or any such similar 
oocurrence, they or their family melllbers do not get any 
rompensation for the same. · 

:1\~e workers of the Mill have no uniform save ~ few 
thine-workers. 

te working hours are 11-12 hours at present. 

~Ae facilities of water-supply, sanitation, latrines, 
. leave, Sunday leavt, sick leave, privilege leave, 

lllftrJternity. leave to women, and the public holiday leave are 
not at all given to them. 

(9) They are trc;).ted very harshly by the mill-owners. 
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